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The present conference on Quantum Field Theory in Alushta is the 10th of this 
ki11d organized by the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. This series of conferences 
started in 1967 with a meeting on nonlocal, nonlinear and nonrenormalizable theories 
(initiated by Prof. D. I. Blokhintsev) and gradually transformed into conferences on 
the most actual problems of quantum field theory. The first one was held in Dubna, 
the second in Asau near the mount Elbrus in 1970. Later the conferences were 
orga11ized every 2-3 years in Alushta (the Crimea). The previous 9th conference 
took place in Dubna in 1990. The present conference is the first organized after 
political tra11Sforrnation of the former Soviet Union. 
Alushta conferences played the role of the "meeting place" on QFT for physicists 
of the USSR, JINR Member States and western experts. We hope that the present 
confcrcnCf: will revive this tradition in a new geopolitical situation. In any case, it 
collected 26 western participants, 45 scientists from the republics of the fSU and 24 
Du lrna theorists. 
This 1996 Conference became possible due to the joint effort of the Bogoliubov 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics (JINR, Dubna, Russia) and the Bogoliubov Insti-
tute for Theoretical Physics (Kiev, Ukraine). The conference was supported by the 
Russian Foundation for Basic Research, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
and the Heisenberg-Landau Program. On behalf of the Organizing Committee we 
would like to express our gratitude to the President of the National Academy of Sci-
ences of Ukraine B. E. Paton and vice-president of NASU V. G. Barjakhtar for their 
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U.!\ ( 1) axial symmetry: a review of results from lattice.* 
A. Di Giacomo 
lJipartimenlo di Fisica and INFN, 2 Piazza Torricelli 56100 Pisa, Italy 
Results from lattice on topological aspects of QCD are reviewed. Recent 
progress in lattice field theory has produced new results, such as the de-
termination of the topological susceptibility across the deconfining phase 
transition and the study of the spin content of the proton. 
1 Introduction 
'l'lw c<>lebrated current algebra of Gell-Mann's [l], which produced fundamental 
progress in our understanding of elementary particles was abstracted from the free, 
rnassless quark model. The idea was that, whatever the fundamental theory of strong 
inl.eractions, it should have the same symmetry as that model. 
Th<' conserved quantities are flavour SU(3) octets of vector and axial currents 
\!: = 1/J>."1µ1/.• 
A;,= 1f>.0 1 5/µV' 
a1·v: = o 
8"'A~ = 0 
plus a singlet vector current 





* Talk presented at the X Conference on Problems of Quantum Field Theory, Alushta 
(Crimea), May 1996 and at the II International Conference on Quark Confinement and 
Hadron Spectrum, Como (Italy), June 1996. 
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~· i11 the above equations is the flavour multiplet of quark fields. The barion nu111 -
ber is conserved in nature with great precision, mass formul ae aud intensity rule's 
i11dicate that vector octet is also a good symmetry, realized ~t la Wig1wr, in spite or 
lm~akings produced by quark mass terms [2]. The octet axial symmetry is instead 
reali:;,ed a la Goldstone, and the pseudoscalar octet of the pion arc the corresponding 
goldstmw particles [2]. Effective lagrangeans[3] encompass low energy l.heorems for 
pion emission, which are consequence of this symmetry. 
Tlw only symmetry which had problems when confronted to experiment was 1.lw 
axial singlet. Indeed, if that symmetry were realized a la Wigner, parity do11blct.s 
should Pxist in the hadron spectrum. If, on the other hand it were Goldstone, i.lie11 
low energy theorems [4] would imply 
( !) ) 
which is not met m nature. This difficulty wa.s known for a long time as UA( J) 
problem. 
The advent of QCD as fundamental theory of strong interactions incorporated all 
symmetries of Gell-Mann's, and their consequences except UA(l), Eq. (4). Indeed 
v:, A~, Vµ in QCD are conserved: they also have the same form as in the free quark 
model, except for a sum on colour indices. The UA(l) symmetry, instead, is not a 
symmetry of QCD , altough it is at the classical level. Due to anomaly one bas[5] 
(6) 
where N1 is the number of light flavours and Q is the topological charge density 
(7) 
Q(x) has a geometrical meaning. The quantity 
Q = j d4 xQ(x) (8) 
is called topological charge, assumes integer values on smooth configurations in which 
Gµ.v --+ 0(1/r2 ) as r --+ oo. In the language of differential geometry Q is known as 
second Chern number. 
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fl~( I) is 1101. a syrnmetry of QCD: it is the only symmetry of Gell-Mann's which did 
11ot surviv<' tlw a.dvcnt of the fundamental theory. Hence in QCD there is no UA( l) 
prohlc·111. 
111 an c·x pa11sio11 or QCD in powers of 1/Nc, the anomaly in the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) is 
11011 l<'a.ding. Ir OllC' believes that the leading order in this expansion Contains most 
of' 1.11" pli .vs ics of QCD , e.g. confinement, then UA(l) is a symmetry at leading order, 
a11d should lw rc·ali7'ed a la Goldstone: at this order m~' = 0. 
'l'llC' a110111aly acl.s <ts c\ pert.urbation and produces a displacement of the pole from 
/.<' JO 111ass. Q11a11l.il.<tlivcly one gets[6,7] 
(9) 
ll'l1irl1 i111plic·s \ = ( 1~0M<'V) '1 • \ ts t.h c topological susceptibility of QCD vacuum 
al IC'acli11g orclc-r in I/ Nr 
\ .I cl'1.r (OI'/' (Q(:r)Q(O)) IO) ( 10) 
1-'C'r111iQ11 loops <trc· 11011-lcadi11g, so that. \ in Eq. ( 10) is tllf' susrqit.ihilit.y i11 t hC' 
so callc·cl q11c•11cl1C'cl approxi1mtl.io11. Eq. Ul) rc•latcs quanlit.ic·s which nrc• mc•ns11rc·d 
i11 nature• (rn's, .frr) t.o <t q11<111t.it.y lik<' \ which rc·fc·rs t.o a11 art.ifici<tl world with 110 
quarks . llow<'VC'I' it is vny i111port.ant. lwrnusc· it. proviclc·s a cornhitlC'cl t.c·st. of Q< 'I) 
and of I/ N.- <'Xp<111sio11. 
\is also Cl rc•kvant. qu<111t.it.y at. 11011 ;r,ero t.c·111p<'ral.11rc: in f<ld. its lwhavio11r <tcross i lw 
deconfining phase t.rnnsitio11 can provide" sC'lediv<' I.C's!. of modc•ls of QCD varn11rn. 
Lat.lice result$ for \ at T = 0 existed since long t.ime, (wit.h somP rnnt.rovcrsy) [Xj . 
The quenched approximation is in fact very convenient for n11meric<tl si111ul<1t ions. 
The situation at 7~. was more problematic [9,10]. 
Recent progress [11, 12] in the field theoretic problems encountered in the extraction 
of x from lattice simulations, has clarified the situation at T = 0, and has 111ad<' 
possible a precise determination of the behaviour of \ across Tc- We shall review 
this progress below. 
A good definition of Q on the lattice can also allow a determination from first 
principles of the so called spin content of the proton [13]. 
Combining Eq. (eq:9) with the parametrization of the matrix elements of the singlet 
14 




gives in I.he limit q-+ 0 
( J:l) 
(,' 1 is t.h!' qu<t11t.it.y which is extracted in various <'XJH'ri11H·nls fro111 111<' spi11 dqH'11dc·11t 
s1.ruc1.Jir<' functions of d<'C'f> i1wlast.ic scat.l.C'ri11g [ J!l] 
U 1(0)=0.12±0.17 ( 11) 
:\ cl<·tc•f'111i11nt.ion Oil t.IJ<' Int I.in· or 1.lw llln1.rix ('IC'llH'nt of Qin l·:q. ( J:I) w01ild rnnfro11t 
I his valu<• to Q< 'f) pn·dicl.io11. 
\V!' ll'ill also discuss t 11<' stal.11s of this d<'1!'1'1lli11al.io11 i11 I.II<' followi11g. 
2 Topology on the lattice 
rlw 111;1i11 q11!'stio11 is how fo i1.11pl<'nwnt. topology, which is hnsc:d on continuity, on a. 
disC'rc·tc· s1rllC'111rc· lik!' a latfi('('. Th<' prohl<'rn is 1101. limitcd t.o latt.ic<\ but is intrinsic 
lo lic·lcl I il<'ol'y. lndc•pd by cldi11it.ion field t.IJ<'Ol'Y is the limit. or a discret.iz<~d Feyn-
111<111 path inlq,\ral. as f lw nu111lwr of points goes t.o infinity. A I alt ice configuration is 
1101 hi11g but <tll approximaf ion to this limit.. The rule to compute any physical quan-
1 ity. i. r. any <·orrc·lat.im1 fun ct.ion of fields, is to ddine it on discretized approximant 
rnnfigurat.io11s and then go to the continuum limit. At each step a regularized version 
oft he physical quantities will be obtained. A renormalization must be performed to 
r<'move the cu tofT. 
Wilson's formulation [l.5] of lattice gauge theories is a clever, gauge invariant, dis-
cretization of the theory. The building block of the theory is the link, which is the 
parallel transport along a line joining a couple of nearest neighbours, exp( iaA,,). 
As a consequence, however, any local operator contains, besides the leading term, 
15 
wl1icli is proportional to the continuum operator, higher order terms in a. They are 
irrcl<'va11t in the limit in which a-+ 0 and can be modified at will, thus allowing a 
gr<'aL arbitrariness in the definition of the regularized operator. The plaquette I11"', 
ddi 11e<l as the parallel transport along an elementary square of the lattice in the 
pln11<' /l - // 1 is equal to 
Gµ,, = L TcG~w· (15) 
~ 
A possible choice for the action is the Wilson action 
l 
S' = -(J L Re'l'r{l - wv}-+a--to4a4 L G~v(x)G~v(x) + O(a6 ), (16) 
plaqucllcs c,µ,v,x 
wl1('J't' (J = 2Ncf.q2 . The higher order terms O(a6 ) can be modified arbitrarily without 
clia11gi11g the limit a-+ 0. In the language of statistical mechanics all these variant 
actions belong to the same class of universality at the critical point g -+ 0 ({3-+ oo ), 
which is the continuum QCD. 
Sin1ilarly, by use of Eq. (15), the lattice topological charge density can be written 
(17) 
HerP also the higher order terms can be modified with great arbitrariness. 
According to the general rules of renormalization, in the limit a-+ 0, QL will be a 
mixing of all the continuum operators [16,17] with the same quantum numbers and 
lower or equal dimensions. In quenched QCD the only pseudoscalar with dimension 
~ 4 is the topological charge Q itself, and therefore 
(18) 
Similarly a regularized topological susceptibility XL can be defined on the lattice as 
XL= L(QL(n)Qi,(0)). ( 19) 
n 
Here again, according to the general rules of renormalization 
\L = Z(/3) 2xa(f3)4 + R 




The mixing to the operator of dimension 4 (density of action) and to the id<'11tit.y 
come from the singularity at n ~ 0 in the sum (19) in the continuum limil. 
We write Eq. (20) in the form 
(21) 
.\ has to be extracted from Eq. (21). Eqs. (18-21) are the correct way to implc-~ rnent. 
topology iu field theory if the theory exists in the limit of zero lattice spacing. Of 
course:'< and G2 in Eq. (21) are physical quantities and as such thc~y do not dcpcud 
011 th<' rcgulari7,ation used, neither for the action nor for QL. Z((J), M(/J) , P(/i) and 
a(!J) instead do depend on it. Great progress has recently been clone in improving the 
regularization [18,19]. The idea is to exploit the arbitrariness in higher order t.c~rm» , 
in the definition of the operators, to minimize lattice artifacts. In the cas<~ of tlw 
topological charge this means making Z ~ 1 (with the definition Eq. ( 17) Z ~ O.J8 
[20]) and the term R in Eq. (20) negligible with respect to the first term in a wide· 
interval of /3 where the correlation length is large enough so that the cutoff scale is 
irrelevant (scaling window). Improving the action amounts to improve scaling, i.e.: 
to make a irrelevant at shorter correlation lengths. In what follows we shall only 
i mprovc the operator Q L, keeping the traditional Wilson action. The effect of this 
improvement will be to increase Z by a factor~ 3 - 4 and to decrease R by a factor 
~ 102 , so that most of XL in Eq. (21) will be a1x: lattice artifacts become s111all 
corrections. 
A substantial progress in this field, however, is the non perturbative determination 
of Z(/3) and R({J). The idea of ref. [11] is very simple; start from a classical configu-
ration, with known topological charge, e.g.: one instanton and start dressing iL with 
quantum fluctuations, by the usual numerical Monte Carlo updating procedure. If 
the algorithm is local, it will affect physics at a distance of d lattice spacings after 
a number of updating steps t with t ~ d2 like in a diffusion process. If the initial 
instanton is large enough it will survive a large number of steps, no instantons will 
be created if the correlation length at the working f3 is large. Instead short range 
fluctuations, which determine Z, will rapidly go to equilibrium, and a plateau will 
be reached in QL vs. t, where QL = Z(f3)Q and Z can be determined. Similarly if 
one starts from a field configuration where the topological charge is zero, quantum 
fluctuations will rapidly produce R, while Q will stay zero and x with it. A platca11 
in XL will be observed, corresponding to R(f3). Some details of this procedure will 
be presented in the next section. The overall result is 
(i) A redetermination of x consistent with but much more precise than the previous 
determination, where the same method was used without improvement of the 
operator and with a determination of Z and R by perturbation theory and a 
best fit to the data [20,21 ]. 
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(ii) /\ determination of x across Tci the deconfining phase transition, which was 
practically impossible without improvement and without the non-perturbative 
dcl.crrnination of Z and R. 
(iii) /\determination of the spin content of the proton, as well as of the topological 
susceptibility in full QCD is now possible. 
J\ by-product. of the methods described above is the discovery that the usual nurner-
ica.l algori Lhm used to produce QCD configurations with quarks, the so called hybrid 
Monte ( :arlo, ha.s great difficulties in creating or destroying instantons. On one hand 
this fact. f'nsures that the non-perturbative determination of Z(f3) and of R({3), as 
d<•scrilwd above, are very reliable. On the other hand, while short range fluctuations 
arc rapidly therrnalized, it is very difficult to bring to equilibrium the population of 
iusl.ant.ous: I.he relevant number of configurations to do that is much larger than the 
usual number of configurations used to determine e.g hadron masses. Presumably 
topology is not relevant within a great accuracy to many physical quantities but 
this result is iu any case a warning. 
llist.orically Eq. (21) was first used in ref. [22], however the factor Z({3) in the first 
t.Prrn was disregarded as well as the mixing with the gluon condensate. Moreover 
l'UI) WnS d<'tc•rmined w~rturbatively at the leading order and additional terms Wf'rf' 
dPL<·rmi11C'd by a lwst fit to \ 1,, assuming asymptotic scaling for a(/]). In spite of thP 
fact t.h<iL t.lu· op<'ral.or used was the operator of Eq. (17) and that the signal (first 
L<'r111) w;is n small fraction of\/, a determination of x was given which proved t.o lw 
too small comparPd with Uw prPdiction of refs. [6,7]. In fact what w;is mPasurPd in 
tha.L pa.per wa.s Z 2 \. The fact that Z could be non trivial was realized a few y<'n rs 
later [16]: the topological charge density is a divergence in the continuum b111. 1101. on 
thP lattice. Z was computed at one loop in pert11rbation theory and detcrmi1wd by 
use of cooling [17]. Subsequently the heating method [11] was developed as descrilwcl 
in the previous section, allowing to determine non perturbatively Z and R. /\ft.er 
ref. [22] alternative methods had been developed to determine\· The geomet.ric;i] 
method [23,24], which interpolates the discrete lattice configuration by a contiu11011s 
configuration on which the classical Q is read and \'is determined as (Q2 )/\/. No 
rationale ensures that the charge Q determined this way coincides with the onf' 
determined by the rules of field theory. One difficulty consists in the presence of 
dislocations [25,26]: in practice the dimension of x determined by the geometrical 
method is lower than 4, which corresponds to physical x, and this implies that 
at high f3 x is dominated by lattice artifacts. Improving the action can possibly 
eliminate this inconvenience but still a proof should be given that the geometrical 
determination coincides with field theory definitions in the continuum. 
An alternative method is cooling [27,28]: the idea is very clever, consisting in per-
forming the semiclassical approximation on the lattice: quantum fluctuations are 
eliminated and instantons are exposed. The drawback of the method could be a loss 
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of instantons, which on the lattice are not stable. 
3 Results and discussion 
The improvement of QL can be pushed by steps, as described i11 ref [12]. Figure I 
shows the determination of Z obtained by generating quantum Aucl.uat.io11s 011 a con-
figuration with 1 instanton and 2 improvements [29]. An cns<'mb!P of co11rig11rat.io11s 
is produced by heating the instanton. The ini:;tanton content. of tlws<· rn11rig11rnt.io11s 
is monitored by cooling (Fig. 2). Only in a few of them t.lw i11st.ant.011 gct.s dt·st.royt·d 
by the heating, or new instantons are produced. Th<' c01ifig11rat.io11s wht·n· <'it.lwr of 
t.bese events happens are discarded from the ensemble, a.nd /,((J) is 11H·asu1Trl 011 t.11(' 
plateau. A typical error for Z({3), including systC'ma.t.ic: 1111<·t•rt.ai111.i<'s is c·sl.i111<1i.<'d t.o 
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The monitoring of the instanton number in the process of heating the flat configu-
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Fig. 5 shows the determination of x at zero temperature. Its value agrees with the 
prediction of refs [6,7]: the numbers obtained by 0,1 and 2 improvements agree with 
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Fig. 6 shows the behaviour of X versus T /Tc: a sharp drop of X at Tc is observed . 
This result can be a test for models of the QCD vacuum [30,31] . 
Fig. 7 is the time history of Q in hybrid Monte Carlo updating [32]. Fig. 8 is the 
distribution of values of Q in a sample of 1000 configurations: in an equilibrium 
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By comparison, Fig.9 shows the analogous distribution for quenched QCD and heat-
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bath algorithm. It is evident that hybrid Monte Carlo has difficulties in bringing the 
topological sector to equilibrium. Ways out of this difficulty are under study. The 
determination of the spin content of the proton is feasible and at hand and we 
already have some numbers. However due to the above mentioned problem its value 
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A f<'w co11cl11di11g r<'marb 
(i) Tlw 1/Nc <'XpanHion is supported by the lattice determination of\· The UA(I) 
p.robl<'lll is not. a problem in QCD. 
(ii) \ is constant with the temperature up to Tc where it drops to zero. 
(iii) Renormalizations of topological quantitites are under control. 
(iv) Topology in full QCD as well as the determination of the spin co11l.<'11I. of tlw 
proton are affordable 011 the lattice. Care must be taken in clwcking I.hat UH' 
algorithm is ergodic with respect to topology. 
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Fermions on a lattice 
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Vavilov st.42, GSP-1,117966, Moscow, Russia 
Abstract 
Problems arising in lattice fermion models are discussed. Representation 
of a. D-dimensional fermion determinant as a path integral of exponent of a 
( D + l )-dimensional llcrmitean bosonic action is constructed. 
1 Introduction 
111 t.his talk I discuss some problems present in lattice models including interaction 
with fermions. It. is a common lore that in gauge theories main difficulties are re-
lated to the gauge fields, and inclusion of interaction with matter fields makes no 
problem. However in lattice models the situation is different: dynamics of gauge 
ridds is well described by the standard Wilson action, but when one includes inter-
action with fermions one meets problems. It is well known that naive discretization 
leads 1.o the spectrum doubling. Straightforward discretization of Dirac action leads 
1.o the model which in the continuum limit describes 16 degenerate fermion states. 
Moreover starting with chiral theory one ends up with a vector like model. The 
degeneracy can be removed by modifying naive Dirac lattice action, but all known 
modifications violated some important physical requirements, in particular chiral 
invariance. As was pointed out in our recent papers [l], [2], [3] this difficulty may be 
cured if one introduces some additional regularization, which supresses the contrib-
uton of momenta of the order of the lattice cut-off. It was shown that introducing 
a generalized Pauli-Villars regularization [4] on a lattice in anomaly free models, 
i11 particular in the Standard model, one can remove spectrum doubling preserving 
chiral gauge invariance. In this talk I will mainly concentrate on the other prob-
lem. The main reason to introduce lattice is a possibility to do nonperturbative 
calculations, in particular computer simulations. Fermions are described by anti-
commuting variables, which greatly complicates numerical simulations. From this 
point of view it would be highly desirable to get a bosonic representation for models 
including fermions . In the recent paper [5] we proposed a method which allows to 
•E-mail: slavnov@class.mian.su 
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present a four dimensional fermion determinant as a path integral of exponent of a 
five dimensional constrained bosonic action. This method provides a path integral 
bosonization of fermion models in dimensions D 2:: 2. The problem of bosonization or 
fermion models in dimensions D > 2 was studied previously by several authors (sec 
for example [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]), however no quite satisfactory solution was known. 
In papers [11], [12], the algorithm for approximate inversion of the QCD fermion 
determinant was formulated replacing it by an ifinite series of bosonic determinant.8. 
In our paper [5] the exact effective bosonic action was explicitely constructed and 
it was proven that when the model is considered on the finite Euclidean la1.tice the 
path integral is convergent. Any gauge invariant observable in QCD may be calcu-
lated in this approach. However numerical simulations by Monte-Carlo method arc 
not straightforward as the effective bosonic action is not Hermitean. 
In this talk I describe an alternative procedure which provides the representation 
of a JJ-dimensional fermion determinant in terms of a path integral of (D + 1)-
dimensional Hermitean bosonic action. This method seems to be more appropriate! 
for Monte-Carlo simulations. 
In the next section I illustrate the idea by the model on an infinite lattice. In 
the last section a corresponding construction for a finite lattice is presented. 
2 Infinite lattice model 
To illustrate the idea I firstly present a formal construction for the infinite lattice~ 
theory. In this formal proof I ignore the problem of convergence of the path integrals. 
In the next section a rigorous proof will be given for the case of a finite lattice. 
Let det(B) be the determinant of some positive bounded Hermitcan operator B. 
det(B) = j exp{-a0 L:[~m(:z:)Bmn1/Jn(x)]}d~# (1) 
x 
Here 1/Jm(x) is a fermion field, and mis a collective index which numerates spinorial, 
colour components e.t.c. These fields are defined on a fl-dimensional Euclidean 
lattice with the lattice spacing a. Our goal is to construct a representation for the 
determinant of the operator B as a path integral of the exponent of a Hermitean 
bosonic action. 
Let us introduce bosonic fields ¢(x, t) which depend on one extra space coordinate 
t and have the same spinorial and internal structure as the fields 1/J. The extra 
coordinate t is defined on the infinite one dimensional lattice with the lattice spacing 
b: t = nb, -oo < n < +oo. The fields ¢ are described by a local Hermitean action 
S = aDb ~ L:li<P:,+ 1(x)e•Bb4>n(x) ~btJ>:,(x)e-ill~<Pn.+ 1 (x) (2) 
n=-oo x 
We shall prove the following identity 
+oo 




llcrc x( x) arc JJ-dimensional bosonic fields which play the role of Lagrange multi-
pliers imposing the constraints 
L rPn(x) = L </i~(x) = 0. ( 1) 
n 
H.h.s. of eq. (3) can be written in terms of eigenvectors of the operator B, Be. being 
I.he corrcspondillg eigenvalues 
I= limjexp{b f L[i<P~+.1eiBob</i~ -:~"'e-iBobrP~+1 + 
b~o n=-oo "' 2 (5) 
+i(<P~"x" + x*"'<P~)]}d<P~"'d<fi~dx*"dx". 
To c;ilculat.c I.he int.cgral (5) we make the following change of variables: 
<P~--> exp{iB"nb}</i~, <P~·--> exp{-iB"nb}</i~· (6) 
A fl.er I.his transformation the integral ( 5) written in terms of Fourier components 
+= 
Jik = b L <finexp{-iknb} (7) 
n==-oo 
looks as fol lows 
I = l~rJ j cxp{-(27rr' L [+} dk[l¢kl 2 sin(kb)/i- 1 + 
Q b 
+i(;/i;'"x'' + x·"¢';)8(k - B")]}d;/i*1/'d;/i~dx""dx" (8) 
Integrating over <Pa one gets 
I= l~rJZ j cxp{- 217rI:x:[sin(Hob)b-'i-'xo}dx:dy" 
" 
(!J) 
where Z is the B,, independent (infinite) constant 
Z = j exp{- 2
1
71" LI: dkl;/i0 (k)l2 sin(kb)b- 1 }d;/i:(k)d;/i"(k) ( 10) 
0 b 
This constant may be eliminated by a proper normalization. 
If the eigenvalues Ba are limited we can choose b sufficiently small, so that 
Bab<< 1. Therefore we can replace sin(B,,b) by Bab, and integrating over Xa to 
get 
I= IT Be.= det(B) (11) 
The eq.(3) is proven. The determinant of the positive bounded operator B is pre-
sented as the path integral of the purely bosonic Hermitean action. 
However the derivation in this section was formal as we did not study the problem 
of convergence. In the next section I shall present an analogous construction for a 
finite lattice, where we are able to prove the convergence of all the integrals and 
make a representation like eq.(3) quite rigorous. 
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3 Finite lattice models. Lattice QCD 
Hewing in mind applica.Lions f,O Q 'Din !,his SC Liou we considr.r two Ccrmion navo11rs 
intcracLing v-' torially with Ll1 Ya11g-Mi lls fields IJ,,. '!'lie rc<1sm1 Lo considr. r two de· 
gcmr.raL flavours is t,hr. positivity of Lb squilfe of thr, gauge covar iant. Dira opera I.or. 
J't. a,llows lo prov the onvergenc ·of the pa.th int.cgral for the model dcfi ncd on I.he 
Fu1it laHice. Formally t.l1 c mns Lr11cLio11 goes for a11y num ber of l111vours b11t a rig 
orous proof will be given for the case of even number of flavours. Firstly we rr,duce 
the problem to calculation of the determinant of Hermitean operator hy using !.he 
identity 
det(b + m) = det[ls(D + m)], 
• 1 
D = 2,"'fµ(D: - Dµ) 
In eq.(13) Dµ is the lattice covariant derivative 
1 Dµ'l/J(x) = -[Uµ(x)'l/J(x + a1,) -- 1/J(x)] 
a 
Uµ is a lattice gauge field. 
( J 2) 
( J 3) 
(H) 
It is convinient to present the square of fermion determinant in the~ following 
form 
2 j exp{ a~ LL ~n(x)(D + m)'l/Jn(x)}d'l/Jd'l/J = dct["t5 (tJ + m)] 2 = (!.'i) 
n=I x 
= j cxp{a4 L~(x)(D2 - m2 )'1/J(x)}d'l/Jd1f1 
I 
The operator -b2 + m 2 is the square of llermitean operator therefore all it's eigen-
values arc positive . 
We again introduce: five dimensional bosonic fields r/>(x, t)with the same spinorial 
and internal strud.ure as 'l/J(x). The spatial components x are defined as above. The 
fifth component t t.o be defined on the one dimensional lattice of the length L with 
f he lat.t.ice spacing b: 
L = 2N b, - N < n ~ N (16) 
We choose b <<a. The free boundary conditions int are assumed: 
rPn = 0, n ~ - N, n > N (17) 
The folowing identity is valid 




+</>~(x)exp{-i7s(D + m)b}</>n+1(x) - 2</>~</>n)+ 
+ Jr(<t>~(x)x(x) + x*(x)</>n(x))]}d</>~d</>ndx*dx. 
!UJ.S. of eq. (18) can be written in terms of eigenvalues of the operator 75 (D + m), 
which are denoted as D 0 , </>0 being the corresponding eigenvectors: 
J N </>*O eiD
0 b</>o + </>*Oe-iD 0 b</>o - 2</>*0</>°' I = lim exp{ b L L[ n+l n n 
2 
n+l + 
lr-+CX),b--+0 n=-N+l 0 b 
(19) 
+ Jr(<t>~°'x°' + x*°'</>~)]}d</>~0d</>~dx*0dx0 • 
To check the convergence of the integral ( 19) we shall write it in terms of Fourier 
components. For this purpose it is convinient to replace the model on the lattice 
with 2N points and free boundary conditions by the equivalent model on the lattice 
with 2N + 1 points, periodic boundary conditions and the additional constraint 
(20) 
These constraints may be imposed by adding to the action the corresponding terms 
with Lagrange multipliers A. Then the integral (19) may be written in terms of 
Fourier components 
as follows 
+ib(Lt~(J~0 x°' + x•0J~) + ib(2N + 1)-1 L(Jk°' exp{ 2Ni7rkN }.\ 0 + 
k 2 + 1 
+.x:J~ exp{-~'TrkN} )]}dJ:(k)dJa(k)dx:dxad-X:dAa 
2 +1 
The representation (22) makes the convergence of the integral obvious. 
(21) 
Now we come back to coordinate space and to calculate the integral (19) we 
make the following change of variables: 
</>~--+ exp{iD°'nb}</>~, ¢>~·--+ exp{-iD°'nb}</>~· (23) 
.\°'--+ exp{iD"Nb}.X", _x•a--+ exp{-iD°'Nbp•o 
Then one gets 
J +N ,!.,•<> ,/,,o + ,l.,•o,/,,o 2,/,,•01,/,,o I= lim exp{b L: ['l'n+l'l'n 'l'n ~n+l - 'l'n 'l'n + (24) L-+oo,b-+0 n=-N b 
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+i(L rt ( c/>~°'eiD 0nbXa + x*°'e-iD0 nb </>~)]+ 
+i(<f>*_'N>.°' + >.*°'</>':..N)}d</>~"d</>~dx*°'dxad>."'d>.a 
Now the quadratic form in the exponent does not depend on Da and therefore the 
corresponding determinant is a trivial constant. So we can calculate the integral 
by finding the stationary point of the exponent, which is defined by the following 
equations: 
b- 2 (</>~+1 + <f>~-I - 2</>~) + iL-txaeiDonb = 0, n =f. -N (25) 
b-2(</>*_'N+1 - 2ef>*_'N) + iL-tx•aeiDoNb + i>.*°' = 0 
b-2(¢>':._N+I - 2</>':._N) + iL-txae-iDaNb + i).a = 0 
ef>-N = ¢>*_N = 0, ¢>N+t = ¢>N+i = 0 
For small b these equations can be approximated by the differential equations: 
J.•a + '£-1 •et -iD 0 t 0 
'I' i •x e = (26) 
L L 
¢>( 2) = </>( -2) = o, 
The solution of these eq.s is 
(27) 
x*°' 2t Da L na L 
(Da)2Jr[Lsin(-2-) + icos(-2-)] 
• Ct 
</>et tX iD 0 t 
= ../L(D")2e + 
xa 2t DaL DaL 
+ (-sin(-)- icos(-)] (D")2JL L 2 2 
Substituting this solution to the eq.( 24) we get 
(28) 
The eq.(18) is proven. It is clear from eqs.(27,28), that in the limit L -+ oo the 
dependence on the boundary conditions disappears. 
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For practi cal calculations it may be useful to linearize the eq.(18). It can be done 
in a straightforward way using the fact that the operator 75 (D + m) is bounded [11] : 
lbs(D + m)J I ~ 8a-1 + m (29) 
Therefore for any a the product D"'b << 1. The exponent exp{ibD"'} may be 
replaced by 1 + ibDa - ~b2 ( Da )2 and linearized version of the eq.(18) looks as follows 




= L_'Jx,ry,_0 f exp{ a4 b n=~+I ~[(b2t 1 ( <P:+i (x )</>n(x) + <P:(x )</>n+I (x) - 2</>: </>n)+ 
+i[<P:+1 (x)l's(D + m)</>n(x)- <P:(x)l's(D + m)</>n+1(x)][W1+ 
+<t>:(D2 - m 2 )</>n + Jr(<t>~(x)x(x) + x*(x)</>n(x))]}d</>~d</>ndx*dx. 
One can get rid off the last term in the exponent by solving explicitely the constraints 
N 
L </>n(x) = 0 (31) 
n=-N+I 
Substit'uting the solution of this equation to the integral (30) we get a representation 
for the determinant of the square of the gauge covariant Dirac operator as the path 
integral of the exponent of the purely bosonic Hermitean action. 
4 Discussion 
Following the procedure described above one can write easily an effective bosonic 
action for arbitary model including fermions. In particular the eq.( 18) provides a 
bosonized formulation of lattice QCD. Analogous equations can obviously be written 
for continuum models, provided the corresponding path integrals make sence (which 
is true for example in perturbation theory or in some low dimensional models). From 
the point of view of practical calculations it is important to provide fast convergence 
of an algorithm. For a finite lattice our representation is corrected by the terms w'hich 
decrease polynomially when the number of lattice cites in extra dimension increases. 
One can get much faster convergence by choosing more general constraints. It was 
shown in our paper [13] that by a suitable choice of constraints one can make the 
convergence exponential in N. 
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GAZING INTO LATTICE ASYMMETRY 
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Abstract 
S lJ (2) gluodynamics at finite temperature was studied in the approxima-
tion which enlarges the "naive" limit replacing link variables with the center 
elements of the S U(N) group instead ofexpanding them around I-matrix. Al-
lowing the couplings to be different for plaquettes lying in the temporal and 
spatial planes (thereby, introducing the lattice asymmetry), the rich phase 
structure for the finite temperature gauge theory was obtained in the plane 
r;,T ® r;,a (even in the case when the couplings are chosen to ensure the stan-
dard behaviour for the full model in "naive" limit). The role of asymmetry 
parameter ~ in the phase structure description was analysed. 
Following the lieart point of the renormalization group theory after auy regu-
larization removal (for example, lattice one) observed quantities should go to their 
physical values and should not depend on the renormalization scheme. Going Lo the 
continuum from a symmetrical lattice and from asymmetrical one are two different 
renormalization procedures. It. is natural to expect that in the continuum limit no 
lattice asymmetry effects will be revealed. 
We will consider the finite temperature SU(N)-gluodynamics on an asymmetri-
cal lattice a1, =/=av; aoNo = (3; akNk = Lk; k = 1, 2, 3. 
It is commonly believed that such an asymmetry does not result in any effects in 
the continuum limit. A well-known example of this is the Hamiltonian limit [1, 2], 
The renormalization procedure independence requires the renormalized couplings 
of both theories (for example, Hamiltonian and Euclidean SU(N) lattice gauge 
theories) Lo be equal. As a consequence, the relation between the scales .!l.l!LAA •• is fixed. 
H 
Following these works [1, 2] this is enough for two renormalized theories to give the 
"same physics". Indeed, if in the standard Wilson's action 
- S = r;,µ.v I: Re Tr(l - ~ Uµ.(x)Uv(x + µ)U:(x + v)Ut(x)) (1) 
x,µ<v c 
we restrict ourselves to only "naive" limit 




then at least in the Hamiltonian (H) and the Euclidean (E) [av = a; g~ -+ 91·] 
limits t.he spectra of hamiltonians coincide. Moreover, not only in the classical case 
(gb = .<J1), but in the quantum case (gb-::::= 9h + O(g'i£)) too. 
However, studying the finite temperature SU(N) lattice gauge theory in "naive" 
limit leaves the center Z(N) unexplored. Although in the "naive" limit the asym-
metry effects do not reveal, it may be not the case when Z(N) degrees of freedom 
arc taken into consideration. 
On the other hand, for theories with gauge groups which have a trivial center 
(for example, SU(N)/Z(N)) it may be quite reasonable to restrict ourselves to 
naive limit, whereas for the SU(N) gauge theories such a restriction looks doubtful 
bemuse there is no naive limit for the center Z(N) in common sense. 
To study lattice asymmetry effects in the SU( N)-gluodynamics at finite temper-
ature involving the Z(N) center into the game, we will limit ourselves to the theory 
in which the link variables are the center elements of the SU(N) gauge group 
- 2rr/l"', - -aµ(x)-e , qµ-0,1,2 ... N 1 (") 
To ensure agreement with the naive limit results we chose Kµv (3) to guarantee the 
coincidence of naive limits for the models with SU(N) group on the symmetrical 
lattice and asymmetrical one. 
We are planning to calculate the corrections to our approximation. Our approach 
is justified because the effect of the quantum fluctuations, which are taken into 
account besides the Z(N) topological excitations, amounts to simple change in t.hc 
c:oupling constant [2, 3, 4] 
Knew= K 0 /d - (N2 - 1)/4 (5) 
Additional term (5) depends neither on aµ nor on Kw Therefore, it does not depend 
on the lattice asymmetry. So, there is a reason to believe that including the quantum 
fluctuations besides of Z(N) solutions in our theory on asymmetrical lattice will not 
change (5), 
It will be enough for our purposes to consider the simplest case of lattice asym-
metry, when Kon = KT and Knm = Ku, i.e., we allow the couplings to be different 
for plaquettes lying in the temporal and in the spatial planes. We will also limit 
ourselves to the analyses of four limiting cases: 
1) Ku -+ O; 2) KT -+ O; 3) Ku -+ oo; 4) KT -+ oo; 
Our Wilson's action will be split into two parts: 
-S(a) = Ku L ( 1 - ~Re Tran(.i)am(.i + n)a:(x + m)a!(.i)) + 
Pu 
(6) 
KT L (i - ~Re Trao(.i, r)an(.i, r + O)a;j(.i + n, r)a:(x, r)) (7) 
Pr 
where Ku = 2NaT/g;au and KT = 2Nau/g;aT; au(aT) is the spatial (temporal) 
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We have investigated each of the limiting cases separately yielding four critical 
values ( 1,2,3,1, sec fig.) for corresponding couplings and expressed them through 
the same parameter /c - the Ising model critical coupling. The perturbation method 
we have developed gave us Lhe possibility to estimate the theory phase structure in 
the whole Ir ti>/" plane (rT, 11 = th11:T, 11 }. The area V is where our analitical methods 
fail. 
To clarify the nature of the obtained phases we will follow the well-known results 
[5]. 
In the case KT ~ 0 the 1-dimensional system transforms into the set of inde-
pendent 3-dimensional subsystems with t = lj. The probe sources (the potential 
between them was calculated on dual lattice} correspond to the magnetic charges 
placed inside cubes of the original lattice. 
The production over space-like cube's plaquettes can be associated with magnetic: 
field flux through the cube's surface 




and is not equal to zero when the probe source is placed in corresponding dual site. 
In the other words, the probe source of "electric" charge in the site of the dual lattice 
corresponds to the monopol ("magnetic" charge) of the original one. 
As known, if for Wilson's loop C* in the plane [tx] of 4-dimensional dual lattice 
we'd fix the time t = t0 then the loop will pierce the plane [zy] in two points 
(monopol - antimonopol). Dirak's string which ties them together lies in the slice 
t=to[5]. 
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If Lhc pot.en t.iaJ be!,we ' rt probe sources in cacb sli ce will increase' linearly will! 
I 
a (in Llw I' gio11 of coupling 7T < 1'~ = 7,!'r then th , avcra.gc Vr lw of Wilso11 s 
loop (W) = 11L0 (s.r0 ,g.,,1 ) (the sLic:es arc indcpcndcnL) will de r a.se cx po111rn l.i1dly 
<u:cordir1g Lo area. law . Average vah1c of t he correspondi11g l.' Hoort.'s loop (I.' ff ) lllll s~ 
I I . t i. . LI . c 1- -tc le rnve 111 u same way in 1c region 'Yo > 7,, = l+"Yc -
T T 
(t'H)original = Il(mx0 ,mxR) = (W)dual = I1(s x0 sx,,) ,.._, e-aTH (9) 
!=I t=I 
It is obvious that parameters area ('Yr and 7.,.) falls to four sectors depending on 
the b h f th l f W'l d t'H ft ' loops . e av1our o e averav;c va ues o 1sons an 00 . s 
I 'Yr > 7~ '"'/u < "Y~ (W) ,...., e-<>Lc (t' H ) ,.._, c- 0 Le' 
II "Yr>/'~ "Yu > "Y~ (W) ,.._, e-<>Lc (t' H) ,.._, e-A· Le • 
III "Yr</'~ "Yu < "Y~ (W) ,...., e - ~Ec (t' H) ,.._, e- 0 f,e, 
IV "Yr</'~ "Yu > "Y~ ( W) ,.._, e--'Le (t' H) ,.._, c--''Le • 
Th is pid ure covers a ll lour types of possible> bcl1av1our o f t.hc averages under 
consideration which were found by G.t'IIooft [6] from the commutation relations 
analysis. Our results are in good agreement with [5] int.he areas they studied (line 
f T = f<T) 
Now we are interested in clarifying whether critical values of t.he couplings arc 
within accessible area of temperatures (3 - 1 = (arNT)- 1 (i .e. , (3 f:. 0 and fJ f:. oo) or 
not. We should note that in the continuum limit (aa,r --> 0) g~ ~ g; ~ g2 << I 
[2] . So, KT Ka = ~"; 2 > > I. Say, at Ka --> O; Kr --> oo as -.i- and ~ = ~ as -21-. r; g Ku a T 9 l'i. rT 
This narrows t.hc accessible parameters area. Moreover, at Nr --> oo I.he points I 
and 1 move to point ('YT = I; f'.,. = 0) However, we may sec t.hc critical point. "Y~ 1s 
accessible at finite~ temperature 13- 1 = (arNTt 1 when 
( 10) 
wh<:rc: AT = ~-•• • . Last re lalio 11 looks like t h ' r normalization group rclalion bP.-
1 W('C ll fh- a11d aa; fo r the SU('l) gauge group . 
Tli ' para rn<!Lci· ( = j'f usually is chosc 11 arbitrari ly ( ( 110.milt = oo and ~Eur:J = l 
). So, if this pa ra.rncl.cr is noL rcstri L d with addit ional cond ilion Lli n ·hanging i i, 
a rbitrar ily wt~ may rea ·h 11y poi11 t of the urv K. ,,11. .,. = onsl al any small ,</l , lherel> 
crossing at least one line between phases (II and IV). There is a contradiction 
here, as ( is the internal parameter of the theory and its changes should not lead to 
observable effects. So we suggest that lattice gauge theories need some additional 
condition for ( which fixes definite symmetry (or asymmetry) of the lattice as well 
as the phase where the system is at given g2 = g;g~ and at real temperature 13-1 . 
The parameter~ is not so "inoffensive" thing as may be thought, and its choice 
requires the special substantiations. For the time being we cannot say the Hamil-
tonian limit is more justified than Euclidian or another one. 
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Although all calculations were carried out for the Z(2) group, they can be fulfilled 
for the Z(3) group also, with small changes. There are reasons to hope the results 
for SU(2) gauge group will be similar to those for the Z(2) gauge group, at least 
within approximations of [3]. 
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Different aspects of global and local discrete symmetries are an object of numer-
ous investigations for a long time. This article contributes to previous studies from 
the point of view of the canonical ensemble (CE) description of hot gauge theories 
with fundamental quarks [l, 2]. In particular, we propose a new order parameter to 
test a realization of discrete Z(N) symmetry at finite temperature and calculate it 
ror Lh <:a.se of Z(2) gauge fie lds coupled to fundamental fermions. lL is <1rgued that 
Z(N) domains in full QCD may exist, are degenerate and poHscss normaJ physical 
prope rli1:s. We would like l.o s res .. ~ h 'f<' -hat in some importanl aspects t.wo possible 
d(~scripL i ons produce differc11L r su lls a1ld, consequently it wou ld be morn relevant 
to use the CE with respect to N-ality. Most technical details are omitted and can 
be found elsewhere. 
W b giu r minding Lhe commonly a ·ccplecl Z(N) struct11rn in QCD ;11. finite 
lcmperat.ur [:3]. Gluon fie lds ar sl ri ·tly period i in time, wh il e quarl<s <1.re an -
Lip riodi · with a period b ing Lhe inv rs Lempcral11re. The pure gauge t heory has 
a.11 exact Z(N) global symm try. Th gaug~! invariant opera.tor , the Poly;1kov loop 
(PL) , L;r = ~. Tr nf:: 1 Uo(x t) f.rn.nsforms under Z(N) global transforma.Lions 118 
27ri 
L;; -4 ZL;;, Z = exp[Nn], n = o, ... , N - 1. (I) 
The PL can be used as an order parameter (OP) to test Z(N) symmetry in pure 
gauge theory. An expectation value of the PL is interpreted as a free energy of a 
probe quark Fq immersed in a pure gluonic bath 
I 
< L;; >= exp(-y;Fq)· (2) 
Unbroken Z(N) symmetry implies < L >= 0 and Fq = oo. When Z(N) global 
symmetry is spontaneously broken,< L >differs from zero and Fq has a finite value. 
To our knowledge, the first objection against this lore was discussed in [4] where 
1talk presented by 0. Borisenko 
2 Work supported by Bundesrninisteriurn fiir Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst of Austria . 
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) 
it. was pointed out that in a system with a finite UV cutoff the free energy should 
not diverge and arguments were given that the expectation value of the PL is not a 
free energy of a heavy quark. The second trouble appears if we realize that in the 
spontaneously broken phase < L > may pick up N different values corresponding to 
N equivalent minima of the free energy [5]. Thus, L can be negative or even complex. 
Eq.(2) tells us that the free energy could be a complex number. When dynamical 
quarks are included the picture becomes more complicated and new troubles appear. 
The fermion determinant generates loops wrapping the lattice a number of times 
which is not a multiplier of N. Such loops present a propagation of a single quark 
and t.ransforrn nont.rivially under Z(N) . This means that dynamical quarks break 
Z( N) symmetry explicitly. The expectation value of the PL prefers the phase with 
argf, = 0 which provides the minimum of the free energy. Other Z(N) phases with 
argf, = 2'!-Jk, k = 1, ... , N - 1 become metastable. They possess, however, such 
1111physical properties as a complex free energy or entropy [6]. Recently, it has been 
discovered that the chiral symmetry is not restored in Z(N) phases [7]. This led 
Lo a rccxarninat.ion of degenerate Z(N) phases and interfaces between them in pure 
gauge theory [8, 9]. Although not common but the most popular opinion is that all 
/,( N) phases correspond t.o the same physical state and the interface is unphysical. 
These: properties rcflec:t. the GCE description of QCD with respect to N-ality. We 
arc going to discuss now th<! CB descriptions of hot QCD (see for detail [I, 2]). In I.he 
first. line we must. answer the question of the physical meaning of Z(N) symmetry 
since we disagree with the claim that this symmetry is unphysical [9]. We consider 
as an example S'U(3) gauge group. The QCD Lagrangian at zero temperature 
is symmetric under transformations of the colour group SU(3)1oc · There is t.hc 
global Z(3) subgroup of this symmetry. Gauge fidds are invariant under 7,(3)91 
transformations but quarks transform as 
(:!) 
leaving the QCD Lagrangian invariant . This symmetry is related t.o trialit.y lq dcfirwd 
as 
( 1) 
The physical meaning of Z(3) symmetry at finite temperature is the same as at 
T = 0 because Z(3) finite temperature transformations of fermion fields must be 
treated in analogy to zero temperature transformations (3). However, to account 
triality of an arbitrary state at finite temperature one needs to consider in addition 
to (3) the following substitutions for fermion fields 
(5) 
This is the obvious extension of triality transformations to finite temperature theory 
[1]. At zero temperature triality transformations (3) act trivially on all physical 
states. At least in the low temperature confinement phase Z(3) transformations 
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must act as identity on all physical states as well. To construct such a formulation 
of QCD we have to sum over the following boundary conditions in time 
(6) 
This is equivalent to a summation over all phases in (3) combined with (5) and to a 
projection onto zero triality states [2]. Such a projection can be interpreted as the 
requirement of local gauge invariance since Eqs.(6) and (5) may be considered as 
the definition of a local discrete symmetry [10, 1). This summation in the partition 
function defines an ensemble canonical with respect to triality. To prove that we 
really define the CE, one has to consider the Z(3) symmetry in the Hamiltonian 
formulation what has been done in [1]. Then the previous discussion from the point 
of view of the CE leads to the following conclusions: 
1) Z(N) symmetry is not explicitely broken in the CE. Since all Z(N) noninvari-
ant variables are projected out of the theory, a single quark does not appear in the 
spectrum and the PL has a little meaning in the CE. The Debye mass is nonzero 
and chromoelectric fields of quarks are screened. To distinguish low temperature 
phase from a nonconfining phase one can use the phase of SU(N)/Z(N) PL. Since 
this phase is insensitive to Z(N) transformations it can be used in the theory with 
dynamical quarks [11, 12]. Deconfinement phase transition can be seen in the CE 
similarly to pure gauge theory [12]. 
2) Metastable minima with unphysical properties are absent, all Z( N) phases are 
degenerate just as in pure gauge model. It follows, Z(N) phases and corresponding 
domain walls may exist in full QCD. 
3) What is not so obvious is the behaviour of the quark condensate in different 
Z(N) phases. It was shown, for example, that the chiral symmetry is always broken 
in the metastable minimum of SU(2) theory and the quark condensate differs from 
zero in this minimum at arbitrary high temperature [7]. The canonical partition 
[unction demonstrates opposite behaviour. It has been argued and demonstrated 
in the strong coupling lattice theory with SU(2) group that the chiral symmetry is 
restored in the CE in all Z(N) phases and at the same temperature [12]. 
Important question is which quantity can be used to characterize the high tem-
perature phase. We need some quantity which could probe nontrivial Z(N) charge 
at long distances. It was proposed to consider the following operator which detects 
a nontrivial phase of some state in a region enclosed by a surface E [10) 
A(E C) = < F(E)W(C) > 
' < F(E) >< W(C) >' (7) 
and the limits E, C ~ oo have to be taken. W(C) is a space-time Wilson loop 
which is nontrivial on the Z(N) subgroup. E may be thought as a set of plaquettes 
in one time-slice t frustrated by Z(N) singular transformations in such a way that 
dual links form a closed surface. E has to be chosen to enclose one line of the 
Wilson loop C going in time direction at time t. The action of this OP is based on 
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t.'1<: J\liM011ov-Bolirn effect: despite the absence of cli10111oel<'< t1ic fields ;1 si11g1ila.r 
pot.<:111.ial ifluc11ccs particles or1 arbitrary long disli111ccs givi11g t.l1e111 ii no1Jtrivial 
p\i;1se when t.licy wind around Lhe solenoid. In om < asc 1 l1c /,(IV) c\iill'gc 111ay 
h<~ vi<'W<:d as a kind of such singular solenoid. We sho11\d t.ake the li1ni1 (,' _, 
oo Nontrivial /,(N) charge may be detected only i11 1.lw GtS<' when the fcrn1io11ic 
scrc<'11ing of tlic probe qnark is supressed relatively to the Dchyc scn~c11i11g 
.l\m A(B,C) =exp [27rz gp~,c)]. 
<:,r,-= Ne (8) 
where /{('i., C) is the linking number of the surface 1: and loop (.', [['I.lie trialit.y 
c lia1gc is t.ot;dly succncd one gets limi::,c-00 A(I:, C:) = l. 
J\11ot.hcr i11t.crp1d.ati011 for the influence of F(L.) is t.hc l'ollowing . /< '('f,) tries to 
i1r1plc111c11t a. phase change at t.hc spatial surface 1:. If 11,(N) syrrnnetry is sponlo.-
11r·o11.sly broken F(}~) produces a stable intcrfae<~ between t.hc volume enclosed by 
~ and Ll1c surrounding vacuum. The different phases can lie detected by a Wilson 
loop and the order parameter A(I:, C). In Lhc case of t.111~ GCE Z( N) symrnclry 
is cxplicil.cly brokc11, there exists a prefered phase (:w1 o) a11d therefore a phase 
rlia.11gc is annihilated after a short distance from~. At high and low tcuq><!1at11res 
li111>~.<'~= A( I:, C) = I and cannot. be used as an or<lr:r parnrnctcr. Z(N) charges a.re 
co1npldcly screened by the nonzero N-ality contributions to t.hc! partition fitnction 
whicl1 arc present. i11 the GCE at high temperatures even in t.hcrmodynamical limit. 
Th<!S<' co11t.ribut.ions cause the complete screening of N-ality charges. As descrilwd 
above we expect however a nontrivial behaviour of Lhis order pa.ramc1cr in the CE 
wit.Ii respect t.o N-alit.y. Since t.he fundamental PL is a source of 11,(N) charge at 
fi11it.c t.crnpcrat.ure we have to insert the correlation funclion of PLs into (7) instead 
of I.he Wilson loop 
A(I:, R) = < F(I:)LaLn > . 
< F(I:) >< LoLn > (9) 
To illusLrat.c these ideas we studied a simple theory of Z(2) gauge spins coupled to 
massless naive fermions described in the CE by the partition function 
Z = ~ L L I dll!,,d\Jlx CSw+s, .. 
k=±I s1=±l ' 
( 10) 
Tlw sum over k is the sum over t.wo N-ality sect.ors. WP havP denoted 
(11) 
wlwre SP is a product of Z(2) gauge link variables 8/ around a plaquette and 
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We fix a static gauge where all gauge spins in time direction s0 ( x) are setting to 
1 except at one time-slice which includes frustrated plaquettes B. We consider the 
region ,\ ~ 1 and a ~ 1 which corresponds to the weak coupling high temperature 
phase. The screening coming from fermionic sector is suppressed as a2N'. The Debye 
screening comes from pure gluon action and produces the formula for the correlation 
of PLs 
In< LaLR >ex exp[-MvR], (12) 
where MD is the Debye mass. It is strightforward to calculate < F(E) > in the 
leading order in a 
< F(B) >= exp[-h"Si:; + O(a8 )], (13) 
where 8 ~ 2"~~:~h,\. The main contribution comes from configurations of spins s0 (x) 
flipped inside E relatively to spins s0 (x) outside. Since the PL in the origin L0 
penetrates this volume one time, L0 changes its sign. The corresponding expansions 
in large ,\ and in small a are converging. Therefore, in the limit of infinite E and R 
all the corrections go to zero and we find 
A(E, R) =-I. (14) 
In the region a ~ 1 the fermionic screening can dominate < LoLR > and we find 
A(E, R) = I. It follows that Z(2) may be broken in this region and the charge is 
totally screened. 
Operator < F(E) > introduces Z(N) string which becomes the boundary of 
a domain wall when Z(N) symmetry is spontaneously broken. This domain wall 
is stable in pure gauge theory but appears to be unstable in full QCD if we treat 
it in the GCE. In the CE the domain wall is stable just as in the pure gauge 
theory. Thus, the question of the realization of the domain walls in QCD is only 
the question whether the local Z(N) symmetry can be spontaneously broken in the 
CE in described here sense. Application of these results to the SU(N) theory is 
conceptually strightforward. Calculations however are much more complicated and 
could be advanced using Monte-Carlo simulations. 
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1 Deconfinement and Chiral Symmetry 
There are two symmetries in QCD, ea.ch giving rise to a phase transition. For infinite 
quark mass, ie., pure SU(3) gauge theory, there is the deconfinement transition. Th<' 
order parameter is the Polyakov loop (L), zero in the confin<~d Z(3) symmetric phase, 
non-zero in the deconfined broken symmetry phase. For zero quark mass one has 
chiral symmetry, the chiral condensate (1{i1fJ) the order parameter. Chiral symmetry 
is spontaneously broken at T = 0, so (1{i1/J) is non-zero at low temperature, and zero 
above the chiral transition. 
In the real world with small quark masses it is not clear what role ea.ch symmetry 
assumes going from cold to hot QCD. There could be two different transitions, with 
t.wo different transition temperatures. Confinement and chiral symmf'l.ry hn~aking 
may be related [l], with one causing the other. That they need not be coupled has 
been discussed in [2]. In this project we saw deconfinement and chiral symmetry 
restoration at I.he same temperature, with in the susceptibilities corresponding to 
(i/•i/•) and (L) peaking al. the same temp<'rature. 
The order of the phase transition will depend on which symmetry dominates at 
t.11<' transition. Since the quark mass is close to zero, most likely the chiral symmetry 
will dominate. For the case of two light flavours then~ is no clear prediction of the 
ordPr of t.he transition from effective theories [3]. If it turns out to be of second 
order, then it should belong to the same universality class as the 0(4) spin model. 
Tlw lattice calculations of the order of the transition presented here extend earlier 
work [4] (where details of the method may be found) to larger lattices. See also [5]. 
The bare quark mass in the QCD Langrangean behaves analogously to a mag-
nPtic field in a spin system, imposing an upper limit on correlation lengths. Of 
c·ourse, the physical size of the system must be larger than this limit. The order 
and universality class of the phase transition can then be determined by calculating 
the behaviour of various correlation lengths and corresponding susceptibilities as 
the quark mass is taken to zero near the deconfinement transition. For a second or-
der chiral phase transition one expects the chiral susceptibility Xm to grow without 
bound when the quark mass is taken to zero at the critical temperature, while for a 
first order transition it will grow to some maximum value. 
1 Partially supported by the European Union Human Capital and Mobility program HCM-
Fellowship contract ERBCHBGCT940665, and by the DFG under contract no. Pe 340/6-1 for the 









Figure 1: The chiral susceptibility Xm,peak at the deconfinement transition vs. mqfor 
tlm~c different lattice volumes, N; x 4. The points have been shifted slightly for 
<'asc of comparison. Also shown is the slope expected for a second order transition 
wi1.li 0(4) exponents, and the slope expected for a first order transition. 
(1) 
Z is the QCD partition function. Moving across the phase transition at a given 
quark mass mq, the chiral susceptibility rises to a maximum, and then drops. The 
!wight of the peak depends on the quark mass via the critical exponent J 
1/6-1 
Xm,peak = Cmmq . (2) 
In figure 1 the peak height is plotted against quark mass for three different lattice 
siies, 83 , 123 and 163 x 4 and for three different quark masses, mq = 0.02, 0.0375 
a11d 0.075. Also plotted are two lines. One represents the slope expected if one has 
a second order transition with 0(4) exponents, l/J = 0.206 [6], the other if there is 
a first order transition with l/J = 0. Both exponents fit the data more or less well, 
with larger lattices suggesting more that l/o = 0. However, the scaling arguments 
behind eq. (2) may well not hold for the heavy mass mq = 0.075. If this mass is 
iguored then no conclusion can be drawn. 
2 Axial Symmetry 
There has been speculation about the possible restoration of the UA(l) axial symme-
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figure 2: The mass differences mO' - m" (solid line), m 0 - m,,. (dashed line) and 
m 0 - ma (dash-dotted line). The vertical line represents the critical (3, the range of 
f3 values spans a few % on either side of Tc. 
regardless of temperature, it is only present in one loop diagrams, and thus the 
effect may disappear as the temperature is increased. Examining Lhe finite temper-
ature masses of mesons with a mass splitting due to the axial anomaly, this effective 
restoration of the axial symmetry may be studied. 
The particles to consider are the pion ( 7t), the scalar isoscalar ( u) and the neutral 
component of the scalar isovector (o), the o0 . The u and o0 differ only in diagrams 
with disconnected quark lines. In other words, the quark line connected diagrams 
are identical for both particles, and the disconnected diagrams give the u a new set 
of poles. 
If chiral SU(N) x SU(N) symmetry is restored, the pion and sigma will be 
degenerate. If both SU(N) x SU(N) and UA(l) is restored, then all three will be 
degenerate . The following mass splittings 
t.1f0' = mO' -m1f (3) 
can be used to determine which symmetry is restored, and at which temperature. 
The short temporal direction at finite temperature prevents an easy determina-
tion of particle masses from a fit of an exponential to the correlator. However, one 
can also link the susceptibility, or correlator at zero four-momentum, to the mass: 
l/m2 ex: x = j d4 xC(x). (4) 
This definition assumes that only one state contributes to the correlator. If the mass 
gap is large, and the lowest state has a mass close to zero, then the bias introduced 
by using the full correlator will not be large. 
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This definition of the mass has been used in calculating the differences shown 
i11 figure 2. The figure shows quite clearly that although 671'a goes to zero at Tc, 
neither 671'.1 nor 6aa do2 • So chiral symmetry has been restored, while UA( 1) has 
1101.. Hoth 6rro and 6aa do drop slowly to zero as the temperature increases, though, 
indicating an effective restoration of UA(l). See also [8]. 
So one rnncludes that at 1~ chiral SU(N) x SU(N) symmetry is restored and 
dern11 finernent takes place, while UA( 1) symmetry is not restored. At some temper-
at.111'(' above T"' UA(l) becomes effectively restored. Finally, note that the order of 
Llw phase transit.ion is still undecided. 
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Temperature behaviour of a SU(2) gauge 
theory with external fields 
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It is generally believed that the non-linear nature of non-Abelian gaugi~ fields may 
lead to the formation of condensates which under certain conditions can serve as 
infrared regulators. Quark and gluon condensates were first considered in the QC D 
sum rule approach [l] . Also a simple analytical model of the gluon condensate with 
a uniform chromomagnetic field H = const (the so called "colour ferromagnetic 
state") [2] has been proposed which, however, suffered from an instability [3]. The 
consideration of finite temperature effects does not cure this instability. On the 
other hand, the possibility of the formation at T f. 0 of a new condensate of the 4-
th component of the gluon potential A4 = const has been discussed in the literature 
(see e.g. refs.[4], [5]). This condensate minimizes the effective potential at high 
temperatures due to the behaviour of the infrared leading perturbative two-loop 
and higher-loop terms. It has the order of gA4 ~ g2T. In particular, as the problem 
of the homogeneous chromomagnetic field instability stayed unsolved, an attempt 
was made to use the A4-potential as a stabilizing term [6]. 
The purpose of the present report is to study the combined effect of external 
field configurations with H = const and A4 = const on the quark-gluon plasma in a 
simplified SU(2) gauge model of QCD. 
Let us assume that the constant external fields A4 and H modelling the gluon 
condensate are described by the following potential 
~ = 6µ26a3H X1 + 6µ46a3A4 = 6a3Aµ-
The energy spectrum of charged gluons in this field 
c~,u,q,(G) = 2gH(n + 1/2 - u) + q~, 
(1) 
(2) 
depends on the following quantum numbers: n = 0, 1, 2, ... is the Landau quantum 
number, O' is the spin orientation parallel ( u = 1) and anti parallel ( O' = -1) to the 
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external field direction (the a= 0 mode is cancelled by the ghost contribution), and 
q3 is the longitudinal momentum. For quarks of two colours and N f flavours we have 
E~,a,p, (Q;) = gH(n + 1/2 + a/2) + p~ + mf, (3) 
where for the ground state n = 0 we have only one value of the spin orientation 
a= -1 . Note that the naive ground state of gluons (n = O,a = +l,q3 = 0) is 
tachyonic , c6( G) = -gH < 0 . Hence, since an unstable mode is associated with 
it, it should be considered separately (see below, (5)). As for the true ground state 
(n = l,a = +l,q3 = 0), its energy is real, Etrue = ,jfjH, and plays the role of a 
"mass" of stable excitation modes of gluons. 
In the case of finite temperature T = 1/ f3 and chemical potentional µ the one-
loop effective potential including gluon and quark contributions reads 
(4) 
The contribution of the A4 -potential is easily accounted for if we substitute 
iµ 1 ---+ gA4, iµ 2 ---+ g4f for gluons or quarks, respectively, in this expression. 
At high temperatures T ~ ,;gH only the l = 0 term can give a non-zero 
contribution to the imaginary part and we obtain 
Imv 0 = -i~ JgH - (gA4)2 O(gH - (gA4 ) 2 ), (5) 
where O(x) is the usual step function. In fact, (5) admits a simple physical inter-
pretation in the sense of a tachyonic instability. For large H-fields the tachyonic 
contribution -gH to the effective mass squared of charged gluons dominates over 
the contribution (gA4 ) 2 from the A 4-condensate. 
However, when the gA4 condensate is larger in magnitude than the magnetic 
one, i.e., gA4 > ,;gH, the imaginary part vanishes and the non-perturbative field 
configuration may become thermodynamically stable. Thus, the system stabilizes 
itself as a result of the formation of condensates y' g H min and (g A4 )min (see the 
discussion below). It is just the interaction of gluons with the constant field A4 
which cures the "ferromagnetic" unstable mode n = 0, a= +l so that the imaginary 
part of v disappears. 
In the region gA4 > ,jfjH, we can write 
vG = - 11'2T4 + ~11'2T4(lf3 )2(1 - lf3 )2 + ~ - 2F(v) <I>3T, ImvG = 0, (6) 
15 3 211' 211' 2g2 (T) 11' 
where l = gA4 , <I> = ,;gH , and F(v) is a function of v = (1/2)(1 + e2 /<1> 2 ), 
introduced in ref.[6]. The one-loop effective potential (6) possesses the well-known 
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Z(2)- symmetry, but, unfortunately, does not have a nontrivial minimum in ~· At 
the same time, there exists the possibility that higher loop contributions to v 0 
lead to the formation of a A1 condensate. In fact, let the one-loop result (6) be 
supplemented by the two-loop contribution [4] 
vG(2) = _ !g2T4( ~(J) + 92 T
4 
3 27r 24 
(7) 
calculated in the Feynman gauge a = 1 for the case H 0. Then a non-trivial 
minimum arises 
~min= (gA1)min = (g2 /41r)T + .. . , (8) 
where tlw omitted terms are of higher orders in g2 and <I> 2 /(gA1 ) 2 • Generally speak-
ing , one may expect that the condensate value of A1 will be of the same order as 
(8), i.e. (gA1 )min = g2 (T)TJ(H 2 ,g2(T)), where J is ,a certain unspecified function 
of order unity. Then, for <I> < ~ the "ferromagnetic" background estimatc<l from the 
result (6), (7) becomes 
2 1 2 
cl>min C:o:'. -g (T)T~min· 27r (9) 
Thus, one can fiLal. r~ Lliat., as a res ult of gluon self inl.rradions, al. l1igli temperatures 
specific condP11 fi1Li.<'s ~ an<l (g/\ 4)111111 are fonn ed . The fornwr i:; determined in 
the one-loop appl'Oxirnat.1011 , whereas !.he latter is a higher- loop clft•c l. Though both 
condensate values ar of Lhc same ord rr g2 , their conl.rilmLions Lo 1. 11 1~ 1.herrnodynamic 
potential differ in the order of magnitudes: the "ferromagnetic" one is of the order 
g6 , and the A1 contribution is of the order g1 . Finally, taking into account quarks 
with masses m; as well as gluons, we can find for the Debye mass m}; = 82v/8A~ 
the following expression 
m2 D 
~ 1 2 2[ 3 2 L., -g T 1 - -(m /T) + 
i=l 6 27r2 I 
7((3) ( gH 2 )1 ] 2 2 2 + 87r3 2m2) (m;/T + ... + 3g T ' 
I 
where smaller contributions of terms associated to A4 have been omitted. 
(10) 
111 t.1..tis report we have studied I. he quark-gluon plasma i11 t h~ frarn work <)f <l 
no 11-pe rL11rba Live approach using bar.kground. gaug · fi e lds as variaLi ua l para.met ·1·s . 
( ur main r ult is the ca lculat ion f 1.h 1.hcrmo cly narni c potc11 1.ial in a sim 1•li fi ·<l 
SU(2) model of QC.D and the investigatio n of Lh form at.ion of l,h ' ·011dens11.1,e lields 
(gA 1)mm a nd (g /-/)111 ;n as functioJJs of t he temp r aLu rc. Tlws · con<le nsalcs <le l.ermiu 
Lh • ffecLivc dynamical masses of charged gluons. They a ppear as a resul L of Lb 
in tern ·Li 11 of 'L ia rmal gluons in the infrared region , and on Lh ir pa.rt improve I.he 
infrared properties of p rturbation theory at Iinite L mperatures. 
H is wort h m1p ll a.s iz ing I.h at t here i11 a distinction between the usually studied 
contribu l,ion of g luon (qua rk) condensates Lo hadron masses [7], as considered in 
the 8Lrong coupling region , and our c;onsidcration . In this talk we have studied the 
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temperature-dependent condensates in a region far above the critical temperature 
of the hadronization phase transition, and it was shown that condensates together 
with the Debye mass turn out to be important for the infrared stabilization of the 
quark-gluon plasma. 
Concerning quarks, their influence does not alter the principle conclusions made 
from considerations of the gluon sector, though their quantitative contributions to 
the Debye mass and effective coupling constant at high T are substantial. In par-
ticular, we note that quarks in the chromomagnetic field region H < Her do not 
change the conclusion about the possibility of the formation of the A4 -condensate. 
This work has been supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under con-
tract 436 RUS 113-29. 
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Abstract 
QCD strings a.re color-electric flux tubes between quarks with a. finite thick-
ness determined by the dimensionally transmuted coupling constant., and t.l111s 
with a finite curvature stiffness. Contrary to an earlier rigid-string model by 
Polyakov and Kleinert, and motivated by the properties of a magnetic flux 
tub<~s in type-II superconductors, we put. forward the hypothesis tha.t QCD 
strings have a. 1ll'gativc stiffness. We set up a new string model with this prop-
erty and show that. it. is free of the t.hree prinripa.I problems of rigid st.rings 
particle states with negative norm, nonexistence of a lowest-energy sta.te, 
and wrong high-temperature behavior of string tension - thus making it a 
f){'t.1.N candidate for a. string description of quark forces than previous models. 
Color-electric flux tuh<>s between quarks have a thickness of the order of the 
di11wnsionally transmuted coupling constant. They should therefore display a finite 
n·sistance to a rhangc in extrinsic curvature. To account for this property, a higher-
d<>rivat.ive ~tiffncss term was added to the Nambu-Goto (NG) action of an infinitely 
thin string [ l, 2]. The resulting Polyakov-Kleinert (PK) string seemed to render 
a more relevant description of gluon forces in QCD than the former NG string. 
Particularly attractive was the fact that a PK model containing only a stifiness 
term is asymptotically free at short distances [1, 2] and can generate the string 
tension spontaneously [3]. For other properties see [4]. 
Unfortunately, however, the PK model has also serious consistency problems. 
First of all, there exists an unphysical ghost pole in the propagator [2]. The pole 
is generated by the second derivatives with respect to the string coordinates in the 
action. Second, the PK model shares with all higher-derivative theories the lack of 
a lowest-energy state [5, 6, 7, 8]. Third, the squared string tension of the PK model 
has an unphysical imaginary part at high temperatures or low (3 = 1/T, even though 
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l l1is 1110dPI unlike th<~ NG string displays the correct power behavior /J- 2 for (J --t 0 
rn11sis1.<:11t with asymptotic freedon1 (except, however, for an imaginary factor i) [9]. 
11 is the purpose of this letter to propose a new string model in which the prob-
l<"111s of' the PK stri11g are absent while the attractive features are preserved. This 
Jl<'W 111odel has a negative extrinsic curvature stiffness. It was inspired by prop-
<"1'1 i<:s of' magnetic Hux tubes in type-II superconductors and analogous properties 
ol· Niclsc11-0lcse11 vortices in relativistic gauge models. In the London limit, th<"sc 
liav<" a 11011trivial energy spectrum, from which several calculations have deduced a 
11<'gal.i vc st.i ff11ess [ l 0, 11, 12]. By analogy, we hypothesize that the stiffness QCD 
st.1 i11gs is also negative. The action we propose for a description of such a string is 
(1) 
wlwr<' r\(0 witli >. = 0, I, ... , d - 1 are the string coordinates in a d-dimensioual 
l'IIClidea11 spacetime parametrized by ~i, i = 0, 1, and Yij = o;x:-OjX:- is the induced 
11wl.ric 011 the world surface of the string with g'1 being its inverse and g = det(g;j)· 
Covarianl. differentiation with respect to ~i is denoted by D;, and D 2 = D1 Di is 
Laplace-Beltrami operator. The physics of this model is governed by two mass scales 
1\f and ~t, and a dimensionless constant c. 
Due to nonzero radius of thickness the interaction between surface elements of 
1.lw striug has a nonlocal character, just like in a magnetic flux tube. In rnormmtum 
spac<', Uw quadratic: part of the action ( 1) gives rise to the free propagator 
c 
k2 (2) 
For small k, this has an expansion 
2 1 + k2 I A2 
G(k ) = k2 + ... ' (3) 
with the mass parameter A 2 = ( c - 1 )µ 2 • The stiffness a is the inverse coefficient of 
/,:'1/'2 in the action and has the negative value a = -A 2 / M 2 • 
The propagator contains only a single pole at k2 = 0. This is to be contrasted 
with the PK model where 
2 1 
G(k) = k2(1 + k2/A2) (4) 
corresponds to the positive stiffness a = A 2 / M 2 and contains an unphysical pole 
with negative residue at k2 = -A2 . 
The inverse propagator (2) is plotted in Fig. 1 for sample para.meters µ and c. 
The fluctuations with large momenta are more violent than in the PK string with 
the opposite curvature stiffness, but less violent than in a NG string with reduced 
tension ( c - 1 )M2 / c, which is eventually approached. 
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2 4 6 8 10 
Fig urC' l : The inverse propagators of I.l ie umdol (I) (solid n 1rve) and or I hP npprox i111 11. L1011 (l'i ) 
(doshr.d lin ·) ~ r I' = I() and r = 1.2. T l1t· dot. l!:d 1:11r111· RhowH du: behavior it1 a PK 1M111g wiLh 
1.111' opp• siL!' value or ll"' eurva.l.ure stiffn ei;~ . I.hr rlntth-dntl,ed curve r.~' rr ~po11d R l.o a NG slring 
with red1wrd 1i:nsion (<' - I) M 2 / ,. We Sf' th11.t. Lhc! lm ge-k ll11 ctuatioml arc: 11 111"11 111 ore v1olenl 
lfo1.11 iu 1 lw Pl\ stri 11g, b11 L lc:ss vio lcnl L h~u i11 a NG stri11g, whidt i ~ r:vrnt1mlly ~ ppr0Hd1r.<l 
The above string is inspired by the properties of a vortex line in a type-II super-
conductor [13], which has a diameter of the order of the penetration depth governing 
the parameter 1 /A of the model. The inverse mass 1 / µ corresponds to the coherence 
length which goes to zero in the London limit. 
In QCD, the parameters of the model have the following physical origin. As 
long as there are no quarks, QCD gives rise to a string with only one length scale 
which enters into both the string tension and the thickness of the flux tube. Thus it 
determines the two parameters M and A with some ratio between them, which is a 
consequence of the detailed dynamics of the gluon system. As quarks are included, 
this ratio is modified and an additional length scale arises at which the vacuum 
polarization of the gluon propagator becomes important and changes the stiffness 
properties of the flux tube. This length scale is proportional to some average over 
the inverse quark. masses, and accounted for by the model parameter l / µ . 
For practical calculations, it is convenient to approximate (2) by (3), and cut all 
momentum integrals off at k2 = µ 2 . To have a physical penetration depth, we must 
take A to be smaller than the cutoff µ, or 1 < c < 2. 
The action associated with the approximate Green function (3) is 
(5) 
We shall now derive the high-temperature limit of the total string tension, which 
can be done exactly in the limit d-+ oo. As usual in this limit, we make the metric 
field 9ii an independent fluctuating field, and force it to be equal to the induced 
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11wl.ric iJ;.1"1(J;:r .1 hy means of Lagrange multipliers A'1 , adding to (ti) a term 
A _ lMzj [Zt: r;;1ij (~· ,A!l.. ·) 2 - 2 ( ~ v g A u,x U3XA - Yi1 ' ( (i) 
Ii. is sl.raighlAorwm<l to calculate the partition function of the string at a finite 
l<·1111wn1t11n· '/'anchored Lo two static quarks separated by a large distance R. The 
world sh<'<'L of I.hr: st.ring is periodic in the imaginary-time direction with a period 
;-J = '/'- 1. C:hoosi11g coordinates with ~ 1 running from 0 to R, and ~o from 0 to (3, 
w<· pa1 a11wtri,,,c· I.II<' world sheet as 
with .r"(O, 11. = 2, :1, ... rl - I, describing the transvcrne fluctuations which occur 
q11adral.ically i11 tlw c•xt.Pndcd acl.ion A 1 +A2 • These can be integrated out producing 
a Ira<·<· log wil.h a foci.or d- 2 which in the limit d-* oo suppresses the fluctuations 
of' ,l}i.1 iii id ).'I, SO 1.hal. Llw saddle point approximation provides US with all exact 
parl.il.ion f11nrl.ion. /\t. Lh<' saddle point, we may assume diagonal forms for the 
11wl.ri(' ;111cl l.lw Lagra11gc• multipliers: 
(7) 
wi t.h Lh<' ro11sl.a 111.s p; and A;. Tlw rPsnlt.ing <'ffc·cti vc act.ion A 0 rr =A;:;{+ A~';'P consisl.s 
of a 111(·;i11-fic·ld l.!'1"111 
11 ,r H;-J/\f 2 [(Ao + I Ai + I) ] A,.rr = -.)- ,/P;;pj --- + --- - (Ao + A 1 ) , 
~ Po /11 
(8) 
which alw apJ><'<irs i11 NG <ind PI..: string modds, a11d n 01w-loop co11Lrib11t.io11 
Here the temporal components qo are summed over all thermal Matsuhnra frPq11<'11-
cies qo = (qo)n = 2rrn/f3.JPo, n = 0, ±1, ... . 
The effective string tension is defined by M;ff = F/{3, where F = Aeff/ R is the 
free energy per unit length evaluated at the extremal values of p; and A;. At low 
temperatures, f3 » 1/ A and the one-loop term (9) is very small compared to the 
mean-field term (8), so that the extremum of Aeff lies at Po = Pi = 1, Ao = )q == 0, 
where F = (JM 2 • At high temperatures, on the other hand, f3 « 1//\. and the one-
loop term (9) becomes essential. In this limit, it can easily be evaluated analytically. 
First, however, let us make an instructive observation: If we assume for a moment 
that the cutoff µ2 be artificially small, so that q5 + qf « /\. 2 , we can neglect the 
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denominator of the first term in Eq. (9) and see that the reduced one-loop adio11 
(9) takes the NG form. By the same calculation as in ([14]) we tlten find at. ltiglt 
temperatures the squared free energy per unit length 
F2 ~ F,2 ((3) = (32M4 [l _ (d- 2)7r] ~ _ (d - 2)7rM2 
NG 3M2(32 3 ( 10) 
This is in bad qualitative disagreement with the behavior dPrived from QCD i11 th<' 
limit of large-N by Polchinski [15]: 
F~co(f3) ~ (11) 
In contrast to this, the present model has the correcL high-t.empcrnt.urc' IH'havior . 
Since Lhe cutoff µ 2 is, of course, much larger than A2 , the negative cmvaL11rc· sLiffrw.~s 
n = - A2/M2 can take effect. In the high-temperat11n' limit. /i « I/A, 1.lw first. 
t.erm in the logarithm (9) is small compared Lo Lhe s<'rn11d-<lcrivat.iV<' t.c·r111, and 
one-loop acLio11 (9) reduces to 
( 12) 
Tit<' first. l.n111 co1111·s only from zr~ro Mats11hara fn'<JIH'llCY, in t.IH' li1rg1' 11.2-li111il., 
1 lw sc·co11d rnnl.ai11s tire full s1wctra.I s11111 in (!J), hut. approxi111at.cd hy 1.lw l1·adi11g 
sPco11d-dc•rivatiV<' 1.c'rrn. Adding t.o ( 12) 1.lw nwan-fi1·ld t.1•r111 (8), t.lw r<·s1ilti11g high-
lc'111J>Prat.11rc' pffpctiv<' action A 0 rr has a saddlP poi11L at. 
p,~ I = 2 _ A Ao - A l 
I Ao + A 1 ' 
I I Ao A J 
f)-1 = 2 + "' ---) >.o + >., ' 
wit<'l'<' >. 0 and >., arc' d<'l.N111irl<'d fro111 
2/i i\f '2 
(d - 2)A ;;:>::Po + >.,) = I, ~ ( -l ) (d - 2)7r -l y "o" 1 Po - I = f;j32 M 2 Po · ( 14) 
111 IC'l'111s of >. 1. 111<' associat<'d scp1an·d fn'P energy per unit. length reads simply 
F2 = M4/~2Po (>., + 1)2 . 
P1 
(l.5) 
Tlw ckrn11fi111•111cnt tempera.tu re 1:1 is determined by the vanishing of 1/ p1 , which 
yic·lds 
Td 2 [ ( Mtot(O) = (d - 2) b(lalJlnl I + ]
-1/2 (d - 2)lnl 
87r (16) 
Here Mt01 (0) = M Jv+T is the total string tension at infinite temperature f3 = 0, 
the parameter v is related to the stiffness a as follows 
I/ = 
(d - 2)inl 
87r 
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a11d l>(lal) is an unique real positive root of the polynomial equation of 9th order 
which exists for a resonable range of the mass parameter A 2 8.25M. The numerical 
studies show that the deconfinement temperature (16) depends only weakly on the 
stiffness para,meter a and is lies in our model always around Td/1\1tot(O) :::;; 0.932. 
This is wmewhat larger tlrnn the estimates derived from rigid strings [4]. Equations 
( I :n and ( 14) determine )11 via a polynomial of 14th order. In the above range of the 
1mtss pa,rarneter J\ 2 8.25M, there are real roots for all (3. At high temperatures, 
these lrnve the a,symptotic behavior 
,\ 1 = c·o11st. x (3°, iconst.1 > 2; ( 17) 
lns<~rtcd into ( 13), they yields the diagonal elements of the metric. The resulting 
high-temperature behavior of (15) is, therefore, 
(18) 
This agrees in sign and {:J-2-behavior with the QCD result (11 ), if we neglect the 
weak {:J-dependence of the running coupling constant g((3) in (11). 
Note that the two strings are not immediately comparable since the result ( 11) 
was obtained in the N --+ oo - limit, where the QCD string becomes infinitely thin 
and has therefore no curvature stiffness. At large but finite N, however, it does 
acquires a finite stiffness, as we know from Monte Carlo simulations, and the behav-
ior ( 11) rnn be modified at most by small terms of order 1 / N. In this regime, the 
agreement between our result (18) and the QCD result (11) is definitely significant. 
We consider this agreement as an important evidence for a negative stiffness of 
hadronic strings, which thus behave very similar to vortex lines in type-II supercon-
ductors. Our conclusion should be verified in lattice gauge simulations. 
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New Universality Class of the Coulomb-Higgs 
Phase Transition in 3D * 
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Abstract 
Tlw Coulomb-Higgs phase transition of scalar QED in 3D is discussed in 
a dual formulation which focuses on the magnetic rather than the elect.ric 
Pxcit.ations of the system . Renormalization group analysis of the dual formu-
lation reveals the transition to be of second order and of a new universality 
class. Whereas coherence length and specific heat have XY-model exponents, 
t.J1e magnetic penetration depth shows mean-field behavior. Experimental 
<'Videncc for t.hese predictions is discussed. 
The study of the Coulomb-Higgs phase transition of scalar QED in 30- an Alwlia.11 
Higgs model whose euclidean version is the Ginzburg-Lan<lau theory of Sll[)f'rronduc-
tivity- has a long history. In the the early seventies, Halperin, Lubensky, and Ma 
[2] analyzed the transition in a on-loop (-expansion and noted the absence of a11 
infrared stable (IR) fixed point, suggesting that the trarisit.ion be first ord<'r. A 
similar conclusion had been reached earlier in 40 by Coleman and Weinberg [3]. 
The Lagrange density describing scalar QED reads, in the Euclidean formulation, 
(1) 
where Aµ is the electromagnetic gauge field, and ¢ the self-interacting Higgs field 
with charge q > 0, mass m4' and coupling constant ,\. As in superconductivity, the 
mass term is assumed to depend on some external parameter such as temperature 
T, changing sign at some critical value Tc. Thus we set m~ = ~0 2 r = ~0 2 (T/Tc -1), 
where fo is the length scale of the amplitude fluctuations of the Higgs field. 
•invited talk presented by A. Schakel at the lO'th International Conference on Problems of 
Quantum Field Theory, Alushta, Ukraine, May 13-17, 1996, based on work carried out in collabo-
ration with M. Kiometzis [1]. 
t Email: kleinert@physik.fu-berlin.de. Home page: http://www.physik.fu-berlin.de/ ~kleinert 
I Email : schakel@physik.fu-berlin .de 
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V(<i>o) 
Figure 1: Effective potential up t.o one-loop orde'I'. 
At. t.lic mean-field level, the theory undergoes a trnnsil.ion at '/' = ·1;. '1'11<' liigl1 -
t.cmperaturc Coulomb phase is characterized by a ze·ro ave'l'ng< ~ or t.11<' lliggs fie·lcl. 
whilt' in the low-t.ernperat.urc Higgs phase this aV<·ragc is 11011-Z<'l'O. For d!'fi11il.c·11e·ss 
we consider I.hf! London limit., where the lliggs fi<'ld is ass1111wcl 1.o liaV<' a cons1.<111t 
a.111pliLudf! (p(:i:) = Jicfiocxp[iO(~:)]. The integrat.io11 <>V<'r Lil<' plias!' fie·lrl ()is <'asily 
carried out. and re:sult.s in a mass term tm~A;, for til!' gauge· fi<'ld, wit.Ii 111~ = 11'r/>~. 
ir WC work in Lile Lorentz gauge a,,Aµ = 0. Ir WC i11t.cgr<l1.e· 0111. also t.lw ga11ge· fi<'lrl 
i II 1.1\(' part.i Lion r1111ct.io11' WC obt.ai n a 011r:-loop ('ff('ct.i ve· pot !'IJt. ia I 
1 cl'1k 2 i I :1 :1 V.,rr((/.>o) = -(' ).1 ln(~: + 1n") = -~q r/10 . k<ll 2rr · (rn (2) 
l' lll' i11i.<'Ar<d is n•g1d1iri:wd Ii illl lJV ( ' Iii.off 1\, flfl!i 1111' l v <li \'t'l'!!,l'l \('C ·~ or t lw l,\' JI!' 
\ '1 loµ, .\ <111d 1\ t/1~ ;11T alisorlH'd i11to t IH· Lota I 1·111·rµ,y ;i11d 1n:1:-.s, il<; 11s11<d. 'f'lif' JHll.•· 11 
li a l v .. 1r( t/~ i) 11rlds to 1111' I re•(• poll'nfi;d Vn :::c 71 11 :~ 1/>~ + ~ ,\ 1/1;:. a11cl rr·s 1dli. i1 1 '1 firNl."Ol'iiC'I' 
plrn:«• I n111sil ion 11borw ·1: ;ii '/'1 = ·1:. ( I + (;Wi/ I 7f 1 .\) , sc•t• Fiµ, . I 
Th i~ ('(l \\ l'li1sirn 1 l1 <1S hf'f'll IJIH'SI iorwd Oil Vi1 1'i011s gro11 11cls. Fir'll or ;d i 1 lr1•rc• is tli1· 
<'xpc·ri11H·11l<ll <H'ce•ssii>le· srn!'cl.ic-J\ 1.o iwmat.ic phase• l.ra11sil.io11 i11 liquid crysl.als. D1· 
( :c·111ws' f lwory d1·srril>i11g t.his l.r;rnsit.ion can IH' 111<1ppcd onto it Ginzh11rg-Landau 
1110!1(•1 \\'ii h 1.he· t.ra11sve·rse• f111c1.uaLio11s or Lii<' din·ct.or fie-Id i11 I.he: srnccf.ic-J\ phase: 
pl11,vi 11 1 flit• ro Jp or 1111· ga 11 g<' lldd !'IJ . Tht' l.ra11si l. io11 i ~ k11ow11 10 lmv<· a Sf'('.()IHl -order 
rc ·~i111t' [r1j . Jo'i1rl lwrn 1or<\ a 1i1t,1 i('(· siin 1da.Lio11 nirri1·d u1il l1y lh1 11g11p ta and I hilpc·ri11 
[!ij. <·111pl11,vi11g '' d11ali1y 111t1p i11trod11n·d l1y 1'C'ski11 , ' l'ho111as ;rnrl SL01 11· [7] , s l1<>WNI 
I fl ;1I ror s111all q- vi1 l1 w.~ Lill' llwory 1111d1•rgo •s a S<' \011d-md«r l,rtt111;iLio11 . 
To s1·1· th1· flaw in Iii<' arp;urncnl I •ildi11g lo tlw prc·vio11 s co11r. l11 sio11, ro 11sid t>r 
I hi' <:im:l111rg 11•gio11 hd < ,\ 2(~ aro1111 <l 7~ i11 whi h ri111pliLudc f111 l 11 a.L ious of I.bf' 
l!iggs fidd rn11 110 longN I><' ignored. Tlll'r<', t hr London li111il breaks <l ow11 nucl 
11 11' a111pli1.11d<' llu rt uatio11s of the Higgs fie ld musL 11 • in .luded. Ii •y have " 111a.ss 
l«r111 4 111 ~1 rfo1 with1111-1 = V2[m,,..[ t,heso-called Higg1:1 mass. The ra.t.i oft he (:i11zb11rg 
r gio11 t,o Llie i11Lerval r 1 = 'l'1/7;.- l i11 which the firsL-onl r jump J,akcs plac TG / r1 ,..., 
:i; r/1 ...., li.6 is proportional to the sixth power of U1 Ginzburg- f,andau p~tramet r Ii. = 
m11/J2rnA· As has I n l.r<'ssed by KJeincrL [ ], in Lype-IJ sup rcond11.dors wit re 
,,. > 1 / ../2, Llie 11rs l.-ord r jump take.s place inside the Gii1zb11rg r gion , wli 'I'• l lie 
a111 1>liL 11d flu Lua.ti us <U 11 nd ¢0 arc: 110 longer s11100Lh and of low euMgy, b11L driven 
hy magnetic vortex I ps . A l lt<.' core of a vortex Um Higgs field va.nishes making Lb 
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dfC'cLive potf)fltial (2) unreliable. As will be seen below, these fluctuations increase 
with incl'(~asing n,, 
To describe a vortex loop, it is useful to first construct a vortex line with a 
somcc aL some space-time point z, which acts like magnetic monopole. As such it is 
acco1npa11i<~d by a Dirac string. The electrodynamics in the presence of a. monopole 
was rirst rh~scribed by Dirac [9] who argued that Fµ,, = oµA,, - o,,Aµ - J~~, plays the 
role of a pl1ysica.l field strength. The subtracted term 
with il>u = 27r / q being the magnetic flux quantum, removes the field of the Dirac 
string ru11ning along some path Lz from the location z of the monopole to infinity. 
The field F;;,,(x) is a gauge field in its own right, with the corresponding gauge 
Lrnnsformations changing the string configuration [ll]. 
The monopole density is given by the divergence of the dual field t; = ~lµ,,.\F~~, 
i.c~., iJ,,i·;':(x) = <1> 0 J(.1: - z). In the Higgs phase, the Dirac string becomes the core 
of a vortex [10]. 
The field equation obtained from the Aµ-dependent terms in the Lagrange den-
. I '2 I 2 2 . 1 s1Ly, L11 = 2F,, + 2rn 11 A1,, 1s so ved by 
with G(1:) the massive propagator. Substituting the solution back into the Lagrange 
density, we obtain, ignoring the (diverging) monopole self-interaction, the action 
8 11 = Mv Ji, ds of a relativistic point particle with mass 
(5) 
In deriving this we employed the Lorentz invariance of the theory which allowed 
us to calculate the mass in the rest frame of the particle, and we took a vortex 
radius of the order of the coherence length 1/lm.pl . We see that in the Higgs phase, 
the vortex surrounding the Dirac string acts as the worldline of a point particle. 
Equation (5) was first obtained by Abrikosov in the context of superconductivity 
[13]. To see in which regime these excitations are important, we convert the mass 
Mv into a magnetic field via Hc 1 = Mv/<1>0 , and compare it with the critical field 
He= <I>0 lm.plmA/2J27r which is obtained by equating the tree potential Vo to ~H;. 
This field is a measure of the condensation energy which in turn sets the energy 
scale. It physically denotes the external field at which a type-I system can no longer 
resist the magnetic pressure and reverts to the Coulomb phase characterized by a 
perfect penetration of the field. The ratio of the two fields He,/ He = In K-/ J2K-
shows that for increasing K-, vortices become easier to excite. 
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The field V(l,) describing the vortex is easily inferred by noting that. in 
the functional-integral approach, a given field configuration is weighed by a fac-
t.or e-8 . The P;-dependent terms then defines the vortex field [14]: V(L,.) = 
exµ[f d:ix(~F:2 + FµF:)J. The Poisson bracket {F0;(t,x), Aj(t,y)} = -O;jo(x - y), 
stating that F0 ; is canonical conjugate to A;, implies that the vortex field and, thus, 
the µoint particle carries one flux quantum as charge: { V, <l>} = <l>0 V. We shall 
henceforth refer to the point particles as fluxons. The symmetry generated by the 
magnetic flux <l> = J d2xF0 is a global U(l) symmetry which is to be clistinguislted 
from the local U(l) gauge symmetry. As has been pointed out by Kovner, Rosen-
stein and collaborators [15], although the flux symmetry is of topological nature, 
Hw corresponding current fr,, being trivially conserved when expressed in tc~rrns of 
Uw gauge field, it is apparently not devoid of physical relevance. The central point 
of the> dual formulation of the Abelian Higgs model is to describe the fluxons by a 
field theory where the flux symmetry becomes an ordinary Noether symmdry with 
a current whose conservation follows upon invoking the field equations. 
Let us proceed to calculate the correlation function (V ( L,) V*( Li)) where v• (Li) 
describes an antimonopole located at z and its accompanying Dirac string. Jn the 
Lorentz gauge, we have 
(V(L,)V*(L,)) = j VAµ exp[-~ j d3 x ( t; + m~A~)] (6) 
where now &µfr1,(x) = p(x), with monopole density p(x) = <l>0 [5(x -· z) - o(x - z)]. 
Equation (6) can be evaluated directly by integrating out the gauge fic~lcl. for 
later convenience, however, we first linearize the Maxwell term via a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation so that -~frJ-+ -~h~ +ih1,Fµ- The physical relevance 
of the auxiliary field becomes apparent when considering its field equatio11, hµ = i F~, 
showing that it represents the dual field. In this case, where the dual field is described 
directly by hµ and not via an unphysical gauge potential, the flux symmetry is no 
longer a topological symmetry. The correlation function becomes 
(V(L,)V-(Lz)) = j Vhµ exp {- j d3 x [ 4~~ (8µ.hv - Ovhµ) 2 + ~h~ + ihµfr:]}, 
(7) 
showing that the magnetic vortex couples with a charge g = <l>omA to the massive 
vector field hµ (the factor <l> 0 is hidden in the definition of the dual field fl'[:, while 
thP. mass factor a.rises after rescaling the vector field so that the kinetic term has thP. 
usual coefficient 1/4). The remaining integral in (7) is Gaussian and can be easily 
carried out to yield: 
(8) 
In the Higgs phase, where the fluxon mass is nonzero, the second factor dominates 
and the correlation function tends to zero in the limit where the monopole-antimo-
nopole pair is taken very far apart, so that the length of the vortex connecting the 
6J 
pair I f,zzl tends to infinity. This physically represents monopole confinement. In the 
Co11lomb phase, where mA and therefore the fluxon mass is zero, we have on the 
otlwr hand (V(Lz)V.(L,)) --+ 1. On account of the cluster property of correlation 
functions, this implies that the vortex field develops a vacuum expectation value, 
thus signaling a proliferation of magnetic vortices. It should be noted that it is the 
Coulomb phase a.nd not the Higgs phase where V ( Lz) develops an expectation value. 
It. follows that the vortex field can be used to distinguish the two phases, i.e., it is 
an ord<~r pararncter--or better, a disorder parameter [16). 
It. is instructive to consider the limit mA --+ 0 directly in (7). Because of its 
diverging coefficient, the first term must vanish, i.e., we have hµ = 8µ/, and 
(9) 
This shows that in the Coulomb phase, V(Lz) is represented as a normal field 
\/( f, 0 ) = exp[i<J>0 1(z )) and not via a singular field fr:. Apparently, the Dirac string 
l1as IH'ro111<' irrcl<·va11t. here. The massless scalar field appearing in (9) is the Gold-
st.011<' fit•ld of tlw broken global U(l) flux symmetry. The corresponding current. 
) 1, = i)1,/ is 110 longer trivially conserved, but rather has become a Noether current 
whose conservation follows upon employing the field equation fJ21 = 0. Physically, 
/ l'<'pn·sc11ts t.he ma.~sless photon of the Coulomb phase. Since in two space and 
011<· t.i11w dinwnsion the photon ha.~ only one transverse direction and thus only one 
degree of frC'cdom, it can he represented by a scalar field. 
We arc 11ow in a position to write down the dual theory which physically describes 
n grand ca11onical ensemble of fluctuating closed magnetic vortices, of arhitrnry 
length and shape. We will refer to such an ensemble as a loop gas. A rwutral loop 
gas can be desnibed by a massive scalar field theory with a repulsivc two-part.icli· 
interaction tt\1,b\'1, accounting for the steric repulsion bet.ween vortices. In our ca~w, 
the vortices interact in addition with the massive vector field hµ, with ro11pli11g 
constant g = <l>omA. This gives as dual theory [16, 15, l) . 
- l !l )2 1 2 I . 12 21 12 ·I 
.C = --2 (8µhv - u,,hµ + -2h1, + (oµ - i<l>ohµ)l/J + mtl, 1/1 + ul'l/•I , 4mA ( 10) 
where the ij;-field is a disorder field whose Feynman diagrams arc direct spacetimc 
pictures of the fluctuating vortex loops in the original system ( l) [16). It is minimally 
coupled to the magnetic field hw The dual theory describes the system directly in 
terms of physical degrees of freedom; there is no local gauge symmetry. The old mass 
result (5) appears in the dual theory as a one-loop contribution to the self-energy of 
the scalar field i/J. The interaction strength of hµ is determined by the dimensionless 
ratio g2/mA, which is the inverse of that of the gauge field, g2/mA ~ mA/q2. This 
is a common feature of mutually dual theories. It is one of the reasons why the dual 
theory is more easily dealt with than the original Higgs model, where there is no IR 
fixed point in the weak-coupling regime, leaving only the strong-coupling regime for 
a second-order phase transition. 
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Before carrying out the renormalization program we nol.P t.hal in t.l1t: clued tl1eory 
no cubic term is generated when the vector field is integrated out [8]. More Jlr<'cis<'ly, 
repeating the steps leading to the effective potential V0 rr((p), Eq. (2), we olil.ai11 now 
This has a Tayler expansion in 11fil 2 and, in contrast to the previous nisc, 110 rnhil' 
term is generated in the Higgs phase characteriied by a no11-;r,ero vcct.or fic·ld 111as.o.;. 
SincP g = </>omA, the effective potential Veir(1/>) vanishes as we approach t.llC' cril.ical 
point. liy letting 7nA _, 0. Thus the massive vector field dc'COt1plcs rro111 1.llC' 1/•-fic·ld 
representing the vortices, and the Coulomb-Higgs phase transition rcd11n·s l.o ;i pun· 
11/Jl 4-theory, which is known to undergo a second-order transit.ion. 
We now carry out. the renormalizatio11 program, ;i11d wrilc 1.hc' liar<' t.l1C'ory ( 10) 
as a sum of the n~11orma.Ji;r,f'd Lagrange density ;i11d 1·011111.<'r lr·r1ns 
li.C = Z.i.IUJ1, - igh1,Z9 /Z,µ)1/>l 2 - l(fJ1, - igh1,)v•l 2 + (Z,1.111~., 11 - 111~.lll/•1 2 
+u(Z,, - I lli/!1'1 + t(Zh - I )(()1,hv - iJ,)11,)2 + 1U:'1i111~.o - 111~)h:,, (I~) 
I I ,7-1/21 '/-I'/ zl/2 ol ;;,-l/2,1 I ;;,-1z2 [ w 1<'1'<' 1. ,, = /;" 1-u,1,, g = /,g /'!/• 'h .'/ti.~' = 'v• ~·o, a11r u = ,,, '•I· 11. 0 . All 
qua111.il.i<·s app<·ari11g i11 { 10) have been giv<'11 <I.It i11dc•x 0 t.o i11dical.<· I.hill. t.lt<:y rc{<'r 1.o 
hare· quanl.il.ic•s.] A11 <'Xplicit. om·-loop cakul;itio11 [I], which 11sr·s t.ll<' fixc·d-cli1nensio11 
apJHOilcll or Parisi [17], J"('V!'alPd that z!I = /,"'' so I.hilt. 1.llC' mi11i1nal co11pling is 
p1-cs<·rv<'cl al. I.he one-loop order, and also I.hat. t.lw 1nass l.C'r111 did 1101, rccc~iv<' a 
co1T<'cl.io11. so I.hat. 11111 = Z1'.
12
mA,O· Both tlws1· st.at.c111cnl.s remain l.rn<~ l.o all orders 
i11 pNt 11rbal.ion I hcory 011 it<To1111I. of tlw Ward id1•nl.il.y known fro111 QED which 
also 01><·rnl.1•s in t.llC' lllilssiv<' vector case. As a result, bot.It the mass and coupling 
cons I ant of I.he ducil t.lwory rPnormalize in the same way, and they are linkl~d via 
tlw <'qualion fl= ('2rr/q)mA, with thl' electric charge q a free pararnet.cr which docs 
1101 renonncili;r,c in l.lw dual formulation. 
'I'll<' do11bl1· rol1· play1·d by mA as both a mass parameter and a coupling constant 
is c·ss<·nl ial t.o 0111· rc11or111;ili;r,at.ion group analysis [I]. We assume, as suggested by 
I !IC' first-loop cakulalion, that the phase transition is driven by the proliferation of 
rnrl.iccs as sig1rnlcd by a non-zero expectation value of the 1/>-field. On account of 
1 lw rel al.ion fl = <I>um A, we can cast the /3-function /3,µ(g 2 , u) := 8,92 I a II)( m,;,) lo, with 
i1 := 11/111.1/. and the index 0 indicating that g0 and u0 are kept fixed, of the properly 
scaled coupling constant squared, fl := g2 /m,;,, in the form 
Since m~.o "' m~.o "' r, the second term at the right-hand side is the inverse 
of the correlation-length exponent v, which indicates how fast the renormalized 
mass m,;, tends to zero, m,;, "'r". The last term contains the /h(g2,u)-function, 
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Fig11rc 2: The /3-fonctiou of the dual theory (left figure), showing that the origin is 
<t11 I I{ fixed point. For comparison, the expected form of the ,8-function of the Higgs 
111odel (right figure) is included. 
()l11(.%'1i)/()ln(mA)lo which yields the anomalous dimension T/h of the vector field 
wlw11 evaluated aL tl1e fixed point. That is, 
( 13) 
Without the double role played by mA, the coefficient of the 92 term in the /3,µ(.<J2, u )-
C1111ction would be -1, implying that the origin 9 = 0 is an UV fixed point. Here, 
however, the coefficient is -1 + l/v which is positive if v < 1. In 3D, where v ~ ~, 
1h is is tlie case, meaning that the origin 92 = 0 is IR stable and the massive vector 
field decouples, see Fig. 2. Hence, we are left with the pure liPl 4-theory, just. as we 
saw by expanding (11). 
This situation differs sharply from that in the original formulation, where the 
coupling q to the electromagnetic gauge field is assumed to possess a perturbatively 
inaccessible IR fixed point away from the origin, see Fig. 2. The Gaussian fixed 
poi11t 9* = u* = 0 is a tricritical point of the Higgs model whose existence and 
location was first established by Kleinert [8]. At this point, where the second-order 
transition changes into a first-order one, the vortices are completely free. 
We conclude that the Coulomb-Higgs phase transition constitutes a new uni-
versality class. Whereas the disorder field behaves as in a pure liPl 4-theory, the 
exponents of the magnetic field retain their mean-field values. 
Up to recently, this problem was of mere academic interest because the tem-
perature resolution needed to probe the Ginzburg region could not be realized ex-
perimentally. However, in various high-Tc materials, this region has become fairly 
large I Ta I '"" 10-2 , and experimentally accessible. Experiments just carried out by 
Lin ct al. [18] on YBaCuO seem to confirm our predictions. They clearly show the 
mea11-field behavior of the magnetic penetration depth. Earlier measurements of the 
specific heat had established the XY-model-like behavior of the heat capacity [19]. 
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Continuurn Limit of the SU (3) Equation of State 
Martin Liitgemeier* 
September 24, 1996 
Abstract 
The pressure and the energy density of the SU(3) gauge theory are calcu-
la.t.ed on various lattices and the results are then extrapolated to the contin-
1111111 limit. At tempera.t11res up to 5Tc we observe a 15% deviation from the 
ich~al gas limit. We also present new results for the critical temperature on lat-
1.k!'s with temporal extent Nr = 8 and 12. The analysis of the spatial string 
t.e11sio11 suggests that the temperature dependent running coupling remains 
large <'Ven at T ~ .')'f'. •. WP find F./T = 0.566(13)g2(T) with g2 (.5Tc) ~ 1..5. 
1 Introduction 
The determination of the Eq11at.io11 of State (EOS) is a central goal of finite temper-
ature lattice gauge theori<>s (se<' [I] and references therein). In this work we analysed 
I.he pure gauge sector, simulations in full QCD have already been started. 
On large isotropic !attires t.h<> fr<>e energy density is only a funrtion of t.hP t.1·1111wr-
ature f = f(T) = -'.f In Z(7', V). Then the interesting thermodynamic ohsf'rvaliles 
can be derived from f. 
p 
~ = (t - 3p)/T4 
Ts 
1.1 Lattice Operators 
-! 






We use a completely non-perturbative approach, in which all thermodynamic quanti-
ties can be derived from f (T). The partition function is calculated via the integral 
over its derivative with respect to the coupling {3. The advantage is that this 
'University of Bielefeld, P.O. Box 100131, 33501 Bielefeld, Germany 
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derivative of 111 Z is given by the action. 
(!J) 
s'J' (So) is the action measured at finite (zero) temperaturC'. Substracti11g So llOl'lll<d-
izes the free energy to zero at T = 0. The formula show two problems: 011c JWC'ds 
simulations at many different ,6-values for the integration, <in<l a non-1wrl.11rlmLivC' 
calculation of the /1-fundion for 6 and for the tempcratun• s<:alc. 
1.2 Infrared & Ultraviolet Cut-off Effects 
We use latii<:cs with ti '.'::: N"/N7 '.'::: 5~ so that the finit<· volimw effects Me s111;i.IJ 
exn~pt. very c:losf! to 7~ (whew p/a ~!ON,). Tlw fi11iLe 11ltraviold rnl.-off i11f111<·1H·<·s 
I.he observables at large temperatures. Assuming a11 ideal gl11011 gas 011<· gC't.s wit.Ii 
I.lie standard Wilson action for infinite volume. 
< 3 p rr [ ;30 ( rr ) 2 1 ( rr ) 1 ( I ) i;] ,. I . 
71=T1 =(Nr-l)1:5 !+63 NT +3 N, +ON, 'l = aN, (f>) 
So Llw leading rnJTf'ctiow; arc of 0( ~, = (a'l') 2 ). Using 1"<!s11ll.s for diff<·re11t. NT 
C)flf' lrns cont.roJ OV<'l" I.he systematic. deviations arid can cxt.nipoJaLe to I.he co11i.i1111111n . 
1.3 ;:I-Function & Temperature Scale 
. .\ 11011-pert.11rhat.ivc• relation bet.ween the coupling ff and t.lir! J;i.t.tice spacing a is 
ll<'<'d<'d as t.lw asynipt.otic formula a Ar, = ll(IJ) is not valid for currently used f3 
1·;d1ws. 
So W<' lll<'as11n·d a physical observ-
able', 1.lw critical l.e1111wral.11re 7~, at 
diffnr·nt. /i valiws, i.<'. for N, = 
1, G, ~' 12. Then we corrcctf'd the as-
y111ptotic formula with a new func-
1 ion >.(11) in such a way that Tc/ AL 











/Jc( NT> N0 ) 
.5.6908 (2) 
.5.8938 ( 11) 
6.0609 (9) 
6.3331 (13) 
ai\L = R(,6) · >.(,6) 
Now a?/!; and f (,6) can be calculated non-perturbatively. 
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f3c(N,, oo) 
.5.692.5 (2) from [2] 




2 Lattice Results 
'!'lie sirnulations were performed on the QUADRICS 1 machines Ql , Ql6 and QH2 
in Bielefold using 163 x 4, 323 x 6 and 323 x 8 lattices to measure the action. From 
tlic action we calculated 6S = 6 N: (So - Sr) and integrated 68 with respect to (3 
to gd t.hc pressure p. The /]-function and the temperature scale was determined as 
clescribccl before. Multiplication of 6S with a~~ then yields 6 = (c - 3p)/T4 (see 





(C - 3p) /T 4 
~ 
..: 16Jx4 
o 32 3 x6 
<> 32 1 xB 
3 T/Tc 
Figure 1: Pressure versus T /Tc and 6 = ( E - 3p) /T 4 versus T /1~ for three different 
lat.t.ic:e sizPs. For p the horizontal lines show the Stefan-Boltzmann limits for NT = 
!\, 6, 8 and the continuum. 
3 Continuum Extrapolation 
We have calculated thermodynamic quantities for lattices with NT = 4, 6, 8. The 
finite cut-off effects are expected to be O(a2 ) but the N7 = 4 data might also have 
higher corrections. We extrapolate the pressure using data from NT = 6, 8. 
(]!_) = (L) + c2(T) T 4 a T 4 o N; (8) 
For 6 the NT = 8 data seems to be already the continuum result. Combining both 
one gets t(T) and s(T) in the continuum limit (see fig. 2). 
1The QI JADRICS is an QCD dedicated massive parallel supercomputer invented by the J.N F.N 
in Italy. 
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Figure 2: E(1'), s(T) and p(T) in 
the continuum limit. The horizon-
tal liue 8hows the Stefan-Boltzmann 
limit. The hashed area indicates the 
latent heat. 
4 Discussion & Outlook 
~ · 
---- £11'• 
-- ----· J/'1 s/T 1 
- -- Jp/T• 
T/T., 
The equation of state has been determined using a non-perturbative approach. A 
systematic analysis of the cut-off dependence using lattices with three different NT 
values leads to a continuum extrapolation. 
At T = 5 Tc there is still a 15% devi- 8 -
ation from the ideal gas limit and the 
plT' 
running coupling constant remains large, 
y2(5Tc) '.:::' 1.5. 
In Bielefeld simulations with 4 flavours 
of staggered fermions have been started. 
We use a 163 x 4 lattice with an im-
prnved gauge and fermion action. The 
figure shows the preliminary result for ~ 
the pressure. 0a. 36 3e , 2 ., a 
The present calculation sets a standard for the comparison with the EOS de-
termined using Symanzik improved (B. Beinlich), tadpole improved (A. Peikert) or 
perfect actions. 
Acknowledgements: The work has been supported in part by the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft under contracts Pe 340/3-3 and 340/6-2. 
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Gauge Effective Coupling Constants at High Temperature 
V.V. Skalozub1 , 
Dnepropetrovsk University, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine 
I . One of important problems of the non-Abelian gauge field theories remains 
the behaviour of the effective coupling constant g(T) at high temperature T. In 
literature there is a lot of controversies on this topic (see Refs.[1, 2] and references 
therein). In the above papers the effective charge g(p, T) has been defined as the 
function of momentum p and temperature. On the other hand, in gauge theories 
all observables are expressed in terms of the covariant derivatives Dµ = 8µ + igAµ, 
where A 1, - gauge field potential. So, an alternative possibility - investigation of 
.9(7') as function of temperature and external fields - can be realized on the base of 
I.he effective Lagrangians Le/ I of the fields. 
The aim of the present pa.per is to investigate the behaviour of the one-loop 
effective coupling constants g(T, H), in a strong magnetic field H = const at high 
1.empera.ture in the scalar QED and in the Georgy-Glashow model. Actual calcula-
tions will be done for the domains of H, T: T ~ (gH) 112 ~ µ ~ m, where /l, is the 
subtraction point in the field . 
2. The vacuum polarization of the charged scalar field induced by a constant 
magnetic field II has been investigated by many authors (see [3] and survey [4] and 
references therein) . To incorporate the temperature dependence one can apply 1.hc 
method of Ref.[5]. The basic formula. connecting the Matsubara-Green functions 
with Green's functions at zero temperature is needed [5], 
+oo 
G'kb(x,x';T) = L (-l)(n+[x])u•G'kb(x - [x]{fo,x' - n{Ju) (1) 
n=-oo 
where G't,b is the function at T = 0, fJ = ~, U = (0, 0, 0, 1), [x] means the whole part 
of i: 4 / fJ and the para.meter Uk = I in the case of physical fermions, Uk = 0 for boson 
and ghost fields. 
Taking into account the standard definition of[,~~)! [3],[4], 
C~1 l = -~TrlogG'kb (2) 
where the trace means diagonal summations and integrations, and eq.( I), one ob-
tains for the finite temperature case: 
C.c(H) = _1_ f: J ds e-im'•+in'~'/4•( . eHs -1), (3) 
1671" 2 n=-oo s3 sm( eH s) 
1skalozub@uni.dp.ua 
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where m is the scalar field mass and the proper time representation is used. Expres-
sion (3) will be the starting point of our analysis. 
To investigate strong fields and high temperatures it is convenient. to adopt 
the renormalization scheme of subtractions at some val ucs of field Ho = p. 2 / i; and 
temperature T =To= (I/f3o) [4]: 
a(.c(o) + ,C(l) + ... )I =- I 
8(H2/2) , 
11=µ 2 /e 
where ,e(o) = -J/2/2 and one can choiceµ» m,1'0 :'.:: µ. In series of c~q.(:l) 
the term n = 0 corresponds to the zero temperature case and requires an infinite 
renormalization. The temperature dependent contribution is separated by means of 
the relation L~oo -+ 1 + 2 L:~ 1 and is finite. Thus, the renormalized Lagrangian 
.C~~) can be written in the form, 
,e{Il(ff 7') = ,e(I)(J/) + .((T)(// '/') 
SC ) 8C SC ) ' (fi) 
where .C~~l(!J) is the renormalized one-loop contribution of quantum field thc~ory [1]. 
The second term in eq.(5) gives the statistical part. separated as mentioned above. 
To consider the high temperature limit of Ltl, cl/ 2(J < I let. us express 
sinh(eHsJ- 1 , appeared after rotation in the s-planc,s-+ ix, in terms of Bcrncrnlli's 
numbers. Then the integration over x can easily he performed in terms of MacDon-
ald's functions I<n(x) using standard intq~rals [6]: 
(6) 
In the limit of (i-+ 0 up to order 0((32) we obtain, 
I ~ {8Bo(m2 + cH) 1, ( ) 8B1cll( 2 ) 1; 2 , ( 
8
2 ~ f.1 2 2 \ 2 wn - -(3-- m + eH A 1 wn) 7r n=I µ n n 
8H2 2 , 8B1(3 2n 2 1 
- 21 (cl/) f\o(wn) + '( 2 H)(cH) /{2(wn) 
. 4. m + e + 
;~><2(wn) + 0((34 )}, (7) 
where w = (3(m2 + eH) 112 • 
Calculation of series in n can be carried out by means of the Mellin transforma-
tion described in Ref.[7] and as a final result we obtain the effective Lagrangian (in 
order O((P) and after renormalization according to the condition ( 4) and adding 
the zero temperature contribution) 
H 2 e2 H 2 ( eH)312T 1 T. 
-- + --/og(T/To)- + -~e2H2 2 2471" 2 l27r l67r µ (8) 
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when~ trw choice µ 2 ~ m 2, 'J' >µhas been taken into account. 
Now, Id us defirn~ thP. effective charge squared by means of the relation [:I] : 
1 8.C (9) 
a aH oH 
wlwre n = e2 /17r. Then, eq.(8) yields 
<x(Jl,'1') = a[1 - !:_log(T/T'o) + ~(-T- - 'l'o)]- 1 
67r 2 (cH) 112 µ ( 10) 
As 01w can sec, in eq.(10) the linear in T term appears and dominates a.t high 
temperatures. This term reflects in terms of the effective Lagrangian the well known 
infrared problem of charged boson fields at high temperature. Generally speaking, 
the solution of the problem requires resummations of small momenta (weak fields) 
contributions [2]. 
3. Now, let us turn to the Georgi-Glashow model based on the spontaneous 
breakdown of SU(2) ---> U(l) symmetry (see survey [4]). As is well known [4], the 
Abelian constant magnetic field I·r = n" H being the solution to free classical field 
t~quations, is unstable because of the presence of tachyonic mode f'(J = p2 + m 2 - gH 
in the spect.rum of charged gauge fields. Here we are going to investigate the effcctiw~ 
charge defined by means of the real part of the effective Lagrangian Rc[.C~~~(H, 1')] 
at high temperature. 
The effective Lagrangian of constant magnetic field at finite temperature can b1~ 
calrnlated in the form [8]: 
£(1) = --1- ["'° d.s e-im2s f exp(in2(J2/4.s) x 
v 167r2 lo .s 2 
n::::-(X) 
x [cH(l + 2co.s(2eH.s)) _ ~] 
.sm(eH.s) 8 (11) 
It can be divided in two parts, .Cv = 3.C,c + .C2 , where£~~) is given by eqs.(7,8) 
and the coefficient "3" counts up the number of polarizations of massive spin one 
particle. For massless Yang-Mills theory m = 0 and the number of polariz:ation 
states is "2". 
The scalar part has been calculated in Sect.2. The same procedure ca11 also be 
applied for the rest terms in cq.(11). Some details see in Ref.[8]. Thus, fo1 tlw 1cal 
part of the effective Lagrangian we have 
.C
Renorm. __ H2 -~g2H2/ !_ (gH)3f2T _ 3g2H2To (12) 
Re DG - 2 8 7r2 ogTo + 47r 167rµ 
Then, defining the effective charge squared as in eq.(9), we obtain : 
_ [ 7a T 3a ( T 1'0 ) i -1 
aaa(H, T) = a 1 + 47r log To - 2 (gH)1/2 - µ . 
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The eq. (13), completes our investigation in one-loop order. As is seen, formally an 
asymptotic freedom, described by logarithmic term, is spoiled by linear in T t.enr1 
for the values of parameters T » (gH) 1l 2 » µ ~ T0 . As in scalar QED, this term 
is determined by the ratio T / (gH) 1l 2 and actually correspond to infrared properties 
of the theory at small momenta, p ~ T. 
4. The expressions (10 ), and (13) describe the high temperature effective 
coupling constants calculated with the one-loop effective Lagrangians of strong 
magnetic fields. The lust equation describes the zero-charge at high temperature, 
T » (gH) 112 ::0: T0 which is caused by the linear term~ T/(gH) 1l2 . As is known, 
the zero-charge, if it really exists, has to generate homogeneous fields. In this way, 
for example, the Savvidy vacuum state is realized at T = 0 (see Ref.[4]) . 
To investigate situation at Ti- 0 let us return to eq.(12), and solve the station-
arity equation 8£/oH = 0. It is easy to find the non-trivial solution: 
3 (gH)min = 2aT. ( 14) 
This result tells us that the homogeneous magnetic field should be spontaneously 
produced at high temperatures. In contrast to the Savvidy vacuum at T = 0, the 
state (14), is proportional to coupling constants and can be controlled by perturba-
tion theory. It is unstable as is reflected by the non-zero imaginary part /m£. The 
stabilization of this state will not be considered here. If we adopt the idea that mag-
netic fields arc to be spontaneously generated, the coupling constant ( 13), should 
be calculated at these vacuum: gH = (gH)min· Substituting eq.(14) in formula (13 
we obtain in the leading approximation 
[ 7a ]-1 O:aa(Hmin,T) =a 1 + 41rlogT/To , ( 15) 
Thus, at non-perturbative vacuum the effective coupling constant is asymptotically 
free in the limit of T --t oo. 
From this line of arguments it follows that the net effect of linear temperature de-
pendent terms in eqs.(12),(13) consists in the appearance of homogeneous magnetic 
fields. Hence, one have to conclude that any resummations fulfilled at perturbative 
vacuum H = 0, T i- 0, which do not result in the macroscopic magnetic fields as 
the vacuum states, could never yield a final consistent picture. As a conclusion 
we would like to say that the investigation of gauge fields at high temperature re-
quires to take into account a number of parameters. In particular, many arguments 
derived from different actual calculations indicate the appearance of macroscopic 
fields: gluon electrostatic condensate Ao i- 0 [9], magnetic field H i- 0. A complete 
picture arising with these backgrounds included may change in an essential way our 
conception about properties of matter at high temperature. 
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String model of confinement 
L.D.Soloviev 
Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia 
Abstract. We propose to describe hadrons as successive approximations to the q11;u1-
tized string with point-like massive spinning particles at the ends. The first approxirnalio11 
is the single straight-line string which gives a rising Regge trajectory as a first approxima-
tion to the leading Rcggc tralcctories of hadrons. We cosidcr the second approximation, 
called the rotator approximation, taking into account massive spinning particles at. t.hc 
ends of the rigid straight-line string. Further approximations ilr<! 011tli11cd. 
1 Introduction 
A large c:lass of particle phenomena, called I.he QCD qunrk confinement., can nol. 
be described by perturbation methods and needs lat.I.ice calc:ulat.ions or n1odels as 
intermediate steps, together with experiment., 1.o 1.he f111.11rc full 1.heory. Among 
t.hcm t.hc st.ring model seems most attractive since it.s simplest. configuration I.he 
sl.raight.-line string can be quan1.ir,e<l without anomalies and gives a linemly r.ising 
Hegge trajectory 1.ypical to hadron spectra[!]. 
In this report. we consider 1.hc rwxt approximation for 1.hc leading Hegge 1.rajcc-
1 ory of hndrons: 1.lw rigid sraight.-linc string with point. massive spinning part.ic:lcii 
al I.he <'11ds. 
We believe! t.hat. higher st.ring modes ( oscillations ) arc r<!sponsible for daughter 
1 ra.jc~c:l.orics and do nol. affect. considerably the leading 1.ra.jcclories. Finally, string 
i11lcracl.ior1s could describe the rinitc partic:le widths. 
The well known anomalies of the traditional string quantization should not 
liot lwr us l1<!re: the st.ring model of hadrons is an approximation to the reality. 
Experiment. shows I.hat. 1.hc simplest string configuration is good, so several next 
<JllC's which arc anomaly- free may also be good, but our approximations should 
1101. prct.cnd 1.o be more accurate than the model, which, at some step, may need 
modi ficat.ion . 
In Sec.2 we introduce the notion of rotator and give an example. In Sec.3 the 
constraints following from the rotator symmetry are obtained and the canonical 
quantization is carried out. The applications to the rotators with 0,1 and 2 spins 
1/2 are considered in Sec.4. We conclude in Sec.5. 
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2 Rotator 
We define rotator as a relativistic system described by 4-vectors r(position) and 
q( direction) and by Grassmann spin variables [2] Ci, C, A;, i = 1, 2, ... n dependent on 
a Poincare invariant evolution parameter r. The main feature of the rotator is its 
symmetry under three r-dependent transformations: l)q--+ qf(r), 2)r--+ r + qg(r) 
and 3)reparametrization of r. 
An example is the rigid straight-line string with massive spinning point particles 
at the ends with the Lagrangian 
where 
x(r,a) = r(r) + f(r,a)q(r), x; = x(r,a;), 
Zq = Z - (zq)q/q2. 
3 Constraints and quantization 
(2) 
(3) 
Since the rotator is invariant under three sets of r-dependent transformations, its 
canonical variables have three constraints, or constraint functions. Two of them 
immediately follow from the symmetries 1) and 2) and do not depend on the form 
of the Lagrangian: 
<P1 = pq, <P2 = 1rq. (4) 
Here p and 7r are momenta canonicaly conjugate to r and q, respectively. 
To wright down the third constraint let us make a (technical)assumption that 
the Lagrangian does not depend on r explicitely (the total momentum of the rotator 
is conserved). Then the Lagrangian has the form 
(5) 
where 
b = (q;/q2) 112, I= b-1~, Zl. = z - (zq)q/q2 - (zq9 )q9/q;, (6) 
(in the case of string f bdr is the phase of its rotation and l is its half-length), 
'U = {ui}, a= 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, ui = vae;, a= 0, 1, 2, 3, u~ =Cf, (7) 
o r l. 1 qq 2 Ov 3p 111 3 q 
v = G' v = ~· vµ = Eµvp11V v v ' v = r---3' yri v-q~ y-q- (8) 
and Ce does not depend on the orbital velocities r, q and depends on the spin veloc-
ities { 
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The function F(l, u) is arbitrary real with F1(/, 0) positive and monotonous where 
index l stands for the partial derivative with respect to l. The partial derivative with 
respect to uf will be denoted by index (ai). Then the third constraint function is 
r/>J = jq;7rfn)qp - I<(l(jvr:;,u),u), 
where the function l( v:;;r;;, u) is given by 
F1(/, u) = jvr:;. 
I<= /F1 -F, 
P(n) = P + 1- 1 (F(oiU~ + F(2i)u?)v 2, 
~(n) = II~{7rv - (-q2t112 [(F(oi)ul + F(1i)u?)v0 v + (-F(li)U~ + F(2i)ul}v2v]}, 
IJl'V = gµv - PµP(n)IPP(n)' 
To express the velocities in (9 ) through momenta we must use the relations 








in succession. Fo; the Grassmann spin variables, after a finite number of steps we 
get ¢i3 as a function of p, 7r, q and the spin variables. 
The spin variables[2] are introduced with the Lagrangian spin constraints. Let 
us fix the ith spin. Then the function F in the Lagrangian (5 ) is 
(16) 
where F0 does not contain Ai. The symmetry- constraint function ¢i3 reproduces 
this constraint: 
<fi3 = </i~ + Fi(l°, u)A;, (17) 
where index 0 corresponds to Ai = 0. So, the spin constraints are given by 
¢i3+i =Fi= 8¢i3/0Ai, i = 1, ... , n. (18) 
The canonical Hamiltonian of the rotator is zero due to the rotator symmetry 
and the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the constraint functions 
H = E c;</i;, (19) 
l=l,2,3 
where c3 = b.The classical dynamics of the rotator is given by the (nonzero) Poisson 
brackets and the dynamical equation 
{rµ,pv} = -gµv, {qµ,7rv} = -gµv, 




i = {z,H}. (22) 
The initial conditions obey the constraints. 
The important property of a spin system is conservation of the spin constraints 
(23) 
which is equivalent to the spin supersymmetry of the action.It puts definite limita-
tions on the form of the rotator Lagrangian. 
Further limitations are put by consistency of the canonical quantization 
z ---+ z, { , } ---+ =ti[ , l:i:, 
~;1/J = 0, 
. 1 s ·s 1 s e = ../2,.., ,..,,,, ~ = ../2,.., , 
;,, 1 s ,, I ·,_. 1 s 
\.t = ..j'j,"Y "Y ® , ~2 = I® ..j'j,"Y 1" and so on , 
where 1's are the Dirac matrices. 
4 Applications 
Spinless rotator has the Lagrangian 
{, = -bF(l) 
and has been considered in [3]. After quantization we get the Regge trajectory 
JL(L+l)=K(l(/P2)), L=0,1,2,. . ., 
K = IF1 - F, F1(/) = [P2. 
For the point particles with masses m1 and m2 at the ends of the rigid string 
F(l) = ~ L [/2 arcsin(/;//) + (v;/i) 112(/; + 211;)], 
2 i=l,2 










Eqs (29),(30) and (31) give good agreement with experiment and make it possible 
to determine the current quark masses [4] if one replaces in (29) the orbital spin L 
by the total one (see below). 
One-spin rotator is a new interesting extended spin system.Its general Lagrangian 
(5 ) has 
F F O i F. ab 1 F. abed ( 'F. a 1 F. abc) \ ( ) = + - abU + f abcdU + i aU + -31 abcU A, 33 2 4. . 
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where the coefficient functions of I are real and antisymmetric in the indexes n, b, c, d = 
O, 1, 3, 5 and uab •. = u"ub . ... The constraint <f>3 (9 ) is 
where 
,i. _ G:::2 }"o !_1,. ab+2-v abcd+('F a+2-v abc)' '1'3 - vqp1fpqp - ~ + 2 abC 4, abcdC l aC 3, abcC A, 
Vabc = f~bc - F1(Jbc]i/ F/~ 1 Vabcd - }/[ab/'~d]I / f/9 
and cab ... = cacb .... From conservation of the spin constraint. 
. y 
,i. _ t---...12 f 'O i f'cXd ab+ ( '/.' a + _ J<d abc) 1 
'!':I - V-J- - \ + 2€abcd C i aC 3,(·abcd C A, 






where 1 is the total spin, xa and Y are functions of I(#) and F" = g"" /<~ where 
_ 9oo = 911 = 93:l = 955 = -1. 
This form of the constraint is equivalent to invariance under t.he supersyrnmctry 
transformation 
t!c" = aF0 , {)./ = 0, lip= 0. ( 10) 
The consistancy of quantization put. further limitations 011 the interaction 
F1 = 0, Y = 0, or F:i = 0, Y = 0 ( 11) 
and <abed Fe Xd(:ab is proportional to the spin constraint. As a result we get. a degen-
erate H.cggc trajectory 
j.J(J+l)=J<0 (/(m)), 1>0, l=L±l/2, L=D,1,2, .... (42) 
Two-spin rotator is a more complicated system, although the degenerate Regge 
trajectory ( 12 ) exists in this case as well and explains the agreement with the 
t~xpcrimcnt of the formula (29 ) after the aforementioned substitution. 
5 Conclusion 
We see that the rotator approximation provides a sound model for the leading Regge 
trajectories. It would be interesting to take into account the higher string modes 
(oscillations) following [5]. The last remark is that the string model permits to 
consider the electroweak interactions of hadrons as well, providing a good base for 
the description of the hadrons as confined quarks. 
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QUANTUM GROUPS 
Three Distinguished /'\,-Deformations of 
D = 4 Quantum Relativistic Symmetries* 
Jerzy Lukierski t 
Abstract 
Firstly we show how fundamental masses (Planck mass, string mass) ap-
pear as a feature of quantum gravity as well as in fundamental string theory. 
Further we describe three 11;-deformations of D = 4 Poincare symmetry re-
spectively with 0(3), 0(2, 1) and E(2) classical symmetries. 
1 Introduction 
Recently the quantum deformations [1-3] were applied also to the description of 
modified D = 4 space time symmetries. After proposing some particular deforma-
tions (see e.g. [4-14]) the classification schemes of quantum deformations of Poincare 
groups [15] as well as Poincare algebras [16, 17] were given. These mathematical 
classification schemes provide the deformation schemes by using the language of 
classical r-matrices [16] and Hopf algebras [15, 17]. The physical applications how-
ever should select the deformations which are more plausible from the physical point 
of view. We shall consider here the deformations of the quantum algebras, obtained 
by the deformation of D = 4 Poincare algebra P 3;1 with generators (Pµ, Mµv): 
[Mµv 1 Mpr] 
[Mµv, Pp] 
[Pµ, Pv] 
T/µrMvp - T/vrMµp + T/µpMv~ - T/vpMµT, 
T/µpPv - T/vpPµ , 
0. 
( 1.1) 
The generators of the Poincare algebra undergo the following transformations 
after the change of the length scale by a numerical factor A 
(1.2) 
If one introduces the quantum deformations Uq(PJ;t) of the classical enveloping alge-
bras U(P3;1), U(C3;1 ) one can distinguish the following three types of deformations 
(fJ = PJ;l or CJ;1): 
•supported by KBN grant 2P 302 087 06 
t1netitute of Theoretical Physics, University of Wroclaw, pl. Maxa Borna 9, 50-203 Wroclaw, 
· Poland. 
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a) With dimensionless deformation parameter q. 
In such a case there exists the isomorphism of quantum algebra 
(I.:l) 
h) With dimensionfull deformation parameter which we donote by K, transform-
ing under rescaling (1.3) as some fundamental mass parameter 
( 1.1) 
We obtain the following isomorphism 
(Ui) 
c) Quantum deformations of space-time symmetries with deformation pararndcr 
not having definite scaling properties. 
In this lecture we would like firstly to present the arguments that at subatomic 
distances, comparable to Planck constant, there is a place for the appearance of a 
new geometry describing fundamental interactions with a third fundamental con-
stant, describing the fundamental length or mass scale (see Sect. 2). It follows (see 
Sect. 3) therefore that the most plausible from the physical point of view arc the 
deformations satisfying the condition (1.5). In particular we will argue that there~ 
are three distinguished quantum deformations of D = 1 Poincare algebra, which we 
denote by u~+l(P3 ; 1 ), u~-l(P3;i), U~0l(P3 ;i) with the threedirnensional 0(3), 0(2, !) 
and c(2) classical subalgcbras. In Sect. 4 there arc presented some conclusions. 
2 The existence of fundamental length in quan-
tum theories of gravity and strings 
It is well-known that two fundamental constants - light velocity c and Planck con-
stant h - arc introduced respectively by relativistic kinematics (Einstein's special 
relativity) and quantum mechanics. In quantum mechanics the noncommutativity 
of the position and momentum observables 
implies the uncertainty relation 
/j."'x;/j."'fi; '!!:: /j.x /j.p ~ ~, 





In standard quantum mechanics the commutativity of the position operators x; 
implies the possibility to measure the position of quantum particle with arbitrary 
accuracy. Due to this property the Schrodinger wave function t/J(:i, t) is a classical 
field, with the arguments described by commuting space-time coordinates. 
Recently there has been a considerable progress in the desciption of noncom-
rnutati ve or "quantum" geometry, which deals with algebra of functions on a "non-
commutative manifold". The simplest example is provided by quantum phase space 
(2.1) and the algebra of functions J(x, p). Here we shall discuss further introduction 
of noncornmutative structure - the case when [x;, Xj] =f- 0. Physically, nonvanish-
ing commutation relations of space-time coordinates could be the effects caused by 
quantum gravity (see e.g. [19-22]) or quantum string theory (see e.g. [23-26]). Below 
we shall outline some of the arguments. 
2.1 Elementary Planck length and quantum gravity 
It. is known that quantum mechanics (Heisenberg uncertainty relation (2.2)) and 
relativistic kinamatics put together allows to consider the concept of particle only 
in the space intervals larger that the Compton wave lenght (for simplicity we drop 
the three-space vector indices): 
h ~x>-. 
m 0 c 
(2.4) 
Indeed, because for relativistic particles energy E = c(p2 + m~c2 )t we have ~E = 
c~p P ! and for p >> m~ one can write ~x~E ~ c~x~p > he. If ~E is 
~+~2) -
larger or equal to the rest energy moc2 the concept of mass looses it meaning [18]. 
We sec therefore that if we put ~Emax < moc2 , one gets (2.4) from (2.2) which takes 
the form 
he ~x>~E ' 
max 
(2.5) 
The uncertainty relation (2.4) would lead effectively to the existence of fundamental 
length, where m 0 is the rest mass of the stable particle, if the creation and anihilation 
processes would not take place. Because for E > m0c2 this is not the case, therefore 
one should look for the universal limitations on ~x from below in another place 
e.g. in gravity theory, describing the space-time manifold as a dynamical system. 
The advantage of gravity is its universal nature, its coupling to any matter in the 
universe. 
Let us consider the measurement process of the length in general relativity. Let 
us observe that the Eistein equations for the metric 
(2.6) 
imply the following relation between the fluctuations of the metric ~g and the 
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fluctuation of the energy density p = (t:i3 
(2.7) 
Because photon localizing with accuracy .6.x should have energy larger than E = 
hv = ;•
1
., one gets 
2 n 2 (.6.g)(.6.x) > 2 =AP. 
" Writing (.6.s) 2 = g(.6.x) 2 > (.6.g)(.6.x) 2 one can write .6.s > Ap where 
Ap ~ 1.6 · 10-33 cm 
is the Planck length. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
The impossibility of localizing in quantized general relativity an event with the 
accuracy below the Planck length follows also from the creation of gravitational field 
by the energy necessary for the measurement process. It is known that the energy 
E = f- can create the Schwarzschild solution with the radius R = Ap. Because 
p 
the signals from the inside of Schwarzschild sphere can not be observed, effectively 
space-time as an object of measurement in gravity theory is transformed into a 
"Schwarzschild lattice", with points replaced with impenetrable spheres with Planck 
length radia. So operationally the notion of space-time points loses its meaning. 
ft should be mentioned that a similar conclusion can be reached in the framework 
of the lattice quantum gravity and functional integraction approach to quantum 
gravity [27, 28]. 
2.2 Elementary length and string theory 
The string theories (or rather superstrings theories which do not have tachyons and 
have conssistent string loop expansions - see e.g. [29]) introduce the fundamental 
string length s, by the dimensionfull string tension T as follows 
h ;,,2 
1; = 7rT = Af2 I 
s 
(2.10) 
where Ms denotes the fundamental string mass [23]. The Regge slope ci of the string 
trajectories is given by the formula 
I 1 
a = 27rT. (2.11) 
The relation between the string mass and the Planck mass Mp is obtained from the 
description of the graviton-graviton scattering by the string tree amplitude, with 
dimensionless string coupling constant g. One obtains that the Newton constant 






i.e one obtains Ms = gMp. Indeed, the quantum gravity perturbative series in 
the coupling constant ~2 correspond to the string perturbative expansion with the 
2 p 
coupling constant fri· 
It should be adde'd that the quantum mechanical uncertainty relation is modified 
for the fundamental strings. The uncertainty in the position fix is the sum of two 
terms: 
a) standard term is due to Heisenberg uncertainty relation for point-like canoni-
cally quantized objects, 
b) new term is related with the size of the string increasing linearly with the 
energy. 
One obtains (see e.g. [25, 26]) 
h 
fix 2: lip + kl~lip. (2.13) 
The minimal value of fix is obtained for (lip)2 ~ k~• i.e. 
p 
(2.14) 
We sec therefore that again it follows from the fundamental string theory t.hat 
the Planck fundamental length IP describes the accuracy of the measurement of 
space-time distances. 
3 Three basic quantum deformations of D = 4 
Poincare algebra with fundamental mass scale 
Quantum deformations in terms of noncommutative Hopf algebras are described 
infinitesimally by bialgebras; we shall consider here only the deformations described 
by cobounda,ry bialgebras with the coproducts described by the formula (see e.g. 
[l]) 
Li Pl(_g) = [r, g © 1 + 1 l8l g] , (3.1) 
where r is the classical r-matrix (r E g/\g) satisfying in the general case the modified 
Yang-Baxter equation (MYBE) [30] 
(3.2) 
and !13 is the §-invariant three-form, i.e. 
(3.3) 
If a= 0 the relation (3.1) describes classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE). 
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The partial classification of quantum deformations of D = 4 Poincan; algc~bra 
in the language of classical r-matrices was given in [16]. The r-matrices for /J = 1 
Poincare algebra with homogeneous scaling properties under the transformation 
(1.2) which introduce the mass-like deformation parameter and depend also on the 
Lorentz generators have the following form: 
(3.1) 
From the scale invariance follows that one can factorize in front of dimensionless 
parameters rµ.v;p an inverse of fundamental mass parameter. 
The deformation given by the classical r-matrices (3.1) do not affect the gen-
erators 9c1 for which the lowest order deformation (3.1) of the coprociuct. vanishes, 
1.e. 
(:1.5) 
There are various choices of the r-matrices (3.1) listed in the still incomplete Za-
krzewski classification [16]. It comprises of 15 separate cases, providing different. 
choices of fJc1. It appears that three choices describe these quantum ddormat.ions 
which leave the three-dimensional subalgebras 0(3), 0(2, I) and E(2) of Lorent.~ 
symmetry classical: 
1) The deformation with 0(3) classical symmetry 
In such a case the classical r-matrix is given by the formula (L,. := M;0 ) 
I 
r(+l = -L; /\ P; 
K 
(3.6) 
and satisfies MYBE. The symmetry fJc1 as the subalgebra of D = 4 Poincare sym-
metry is four-dimensional {M; = ~lijkMk) 
ti'= (M;, Po). (3. 7) 
There is known the full quantum deformation in a form of noncommutative and 
noncocommutative Hopf algebra [4, 6] which corresponds to the classical r-matrix 
{3.6). It is called the K-deformation of Poincare algebra and has been recently 
formulated in different bases [9, 31]. In standard basis (see [6]) the mass square 
Casimir is deformed as follows: 
-Jl 2 2 -Jl ( • h Po )2 2 p - Po= -m --+ p - 2Ksm - = -M . 
2K (3.8) 
We see that the main effect in the corresponding K-deformed Klein-Gordon equa-
tion will be the replacement of the time derivative Ot by the finite difference time 
derivative D~ 
--+ Dtcp(x, t) = _.!._[cp(x, t + ia) - cp(x, t - ia)], 2a 
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(3.9) 
where a = -l:k describe the fundamental time interval, and the commuting space-
lirne coordinates (x, t) are related by ordinary Fourier transform with commuting 
fourmornenta pµ in (3.8). The noncommuting space-time coordinates (i, i) describ-
ing the translations of 11:-deformed Poincare group can be obtained by duality from 
11:-deforrned Poincare Lie algebra [32], and they satisfy the relations: 
[:i:;, tl 
[xi, :l:j] 
The formulae (3.lOa)-(3.lOb) show that 
a) The space coordinates Xi are classical, 
(3.lOa) 
(3. lOb) 
b) The noncommutative structure is carried by quantum nature of time coor-
dinate i. The manifestation of quantum nature of time coordinate i is the 
replacement (3.9) of standard time derivatives by their finite difference ana-
logue. We see that the standard 11:-deformed dynamics is characterized by 
particular lattice structure, in purely imaginary time direction, with nonrela-
tivistic kinematics only slightly modified by the nonprimitive coproduct of the 
threemomenta: 
!'ll !'ll 
/}.p; = Pi @ e " + e- " @Pi · (3.11) 
It should be mentioned that the efforts to remove the nonprimitive nature 
of the coproduct (3.11) by twisting in the framework of coassociative Hopf 
algebras were not succesful. (see e.g. [33]). 
2) The deformation with 0(2, 1) classical symmetry 
In such a case one chooses 
(3.12) 
This classical r-matrix satisfies MYBE. The classical symmetry flc1 satisfying for the 
choice (3.12) the relation (3.5) is given by the generators 
g~/> = (L1,L2,M3,P3) (3.13) 
and describe 0(2, 1) classical subalgebra supplemented by one spatial momentum. 
In the theory of representations of classical Poincare symmetry the choice (3.13) of 
the generators of the stability group describes the tachyonic particles with imagi-
nary masses. Further we shall call the deformation generated by (3.12) the tachyonic 
11:-deformation of D = 4 Poincare algebra. The "full" tachyonic quantum deforma-
tion has been firstly considered in [34] as one of the examples in the discussion of 
deformations of D = 4 inhomogeneous rotation algebras with various signatures. 
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The mass square Casimir is deformed as follows (we choose the third axis as the 
direction of deformation): 
2 2 2 2 ( . h p3 )2 2 2 p2 - ao = -m ---> Pt + P2 + 211: Sill - - Po = - M . 211: (3.14) 
We see that the deformation affects the nonrelativistic hamiltonian for free particle 
as follows 
Ho = pi ---> H3 = -
2
1 [p~ + p~ + (211: sinh P3 )2] . 
2m m 211: (3.15) 
The tachyonic deformation leads to the replacement (3.9) for the space deriwative 
along the third axis: 
fa-[<p(xi,x2,x3 + ia,t) 
-<p(x1, x2, X3 - ia, t)]. (3.16) 
The 11:-deformed translations, dual to the fourmomentum sector of tachyonic ,,,_ 




-x p p 
0. 
p,a- = 1,2,0, (t = xo) (3.17) 
We see therefore, that the time variable remains classical, and the quantum non-
commutative nature is achieved by one of the space variables (we have chosen x3 as 
carrying the deformation). It should be mentioned that the lattice-like structure in 
space can be achieved only in one direction; the deformed Poincare symmetries of 
lattice structures in more that one direction (two or three) can not be realized in 
the framework of Hopf algebras (see e.g. [35, 36]). 
The tachyonic deformation of Poincare symmetries can be treated as relativistic 
extension of 11:-deformed Galilei symmetry, with the length of the threemomentum 
vector modified as in the formula (3.15). We would like to recall here that the 
efforts to obtain the 11:-deformed Galilean symmetry from standard 11:-deformation 
of Poincare algebra with classical 0(3) symmetry were not succesful (for attempts 
see [37, 38]).Indeed if the 11:-deformed D = 3 Galilean symmetry is to be obtained 
from 11:-deformed relativistic symmetries in the limit c ---> oo one has to contract 
the tachyonic deformation of D = 4 relativistic symmetries [34]. 
3) The deformation with E(2) classical symmetry 
There exists only one classical r-matrix for D = 4 Poincare algebra which satisfies 
two conditions 
a) It satisfies CYBE. 
/3) It leaves classical three-dimensional subalgebra of Lorentz algebra 0(3, 1). 
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This classical r-matrix takes the form 
(3.18) 
where P± =Po± ?3 and 
E1 = L1 + M2 , (3.19) 
The generators satisfying relations(3.5) for the choice (3.18) of the classical r-matrix 
are described by the following four-dimensional algebra [37]. 
(3.20) 
where f!;3 = M3 • One obtains the known relation of D = 2 Euclidean algebra e(2): 
(3.21) 
The symmetries generated by (3.20) correspond to the stability group for the mass-
less particle representations of the classical Poincare algebra. We shall call it confor-
mal /\':-deformation of D = 4 Poincare algebra, because as a triangular deformation it 
has its extension to D = 4 conformal algebra. It should be pointed out also that the 
"full" quantum deformation corresponding to the classical r-matrix (3.18) has been 
presented in the form of Hopf algebra firstly in [38] under the name of "null plane" 
quantum Poincare algebra. For such a deformation the mass Casimir is deformed 
as follows: 
-1.l 2 2 2 2 ( 2 · h P+ ) M2 P - Po = -m ----+ P1 + P2 - P- · K sm 211': = - ' (3.22) 
where P± = po± p3 , and the derivative along the x_ = Xo - X3 direction is deformed 
in a very analogous way to (3.9). It appears that out of four space-time coordinates 
(x 1 , x2 , x+, x_) the quantized one is x_ and by duality one obtains the following 
noncommutative space-time coordinates: 
[x., :LJ 
[x,, x.J 




(r,s = 1,2,+) (3.23) 
There are two advantages of the /\':-deformation of Poincare algebra with classical 
E(2) symmetry: 
i) Such a deformation can be extended to the /\':-deformation of D = 4 conformal 
symmetries [39]. It can be mentioned here that the efforts to embedd the 
standard /\':-deformation of D = 4 Poincare algebra with the 0(3) classical 
subalgebra were not succesful (41]. 
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ii) Recently the bicovariant differential calculus on standard 11:-deformed Poincare 
group has been calculated. It appears that it is fifteen-dimensional, i.e. the 
number of linearly independent forms is by five larger then the number of para-
meters [42]. Subsequently, the bicovariant differential calculus on K-deformed 
Minkowski space (3.lOa)-(3.lOb) is fivedimensional (43). It appears however 
that in the case of the conformal (or "null plane") 11:-deformation the bi co-
variant calculus on quantum Poincare group is ten-dimensional [44), i.e. it has 
the same dimension as the classical differential calculus on Poincare group. 
The last property is also valid for the differential calculus on the K-deforme<l 
Minkowski space (3.23) - it is fourdimensional as the classical one [45]. 
We would like to add that recently all three versions of 11:-deformed D = 4 Poincarc 
symmetry have been unified by introducing the generalized Lorentz sector with 
arbitrary symmetric metric 9iw with signature ( +, +, +, - ) [46]. In particular the 
K-conformal deformation is described by the choice 9o3 = 930 = 911 = 922 = I, which 
corresponds the the use of light-cone coordinates. 
4 Final remarks 
The noncommuting space-time coordinates is an old idea (see e.g. [17, 48]) which 
was also considered as a cure of the divergence problems in quantum field theories 
(see e.g [49]). In particular the ultraviolet pathologies of quantum gravity led to the 
development of the fundamental string theory and the replacement of the pertur-
bation theory with gravitons by the perturbation theory with virtual string states. 
In the quantum group approach the property that the space-time coordinates do 
not commute and can not be measured with arbitrary accuracy are introduced in 
kinematic, purely algebraic way. The noncommutative structure of space-time co-
ordinates is described by the algebraic sector of the quantum Poincare group; the 
coalgebra sector determines the noncommutativity in the fourmomentum sector. 
The relations (3. lOa)-(3. lOb ), (3.17) and (3.23) are of Lie algebra type. More 
general class of noncommutative space-time coordinates obtained after their iden-
tification with the translation sector of quantum Poincare group was considered in 
(15]. One gets the following algebraic relations: 
( ) PT(. • 1 T ,\. 1 c ) - 0 R - 1 IJV XpXT + - PT X,\ + 2 PT - , 
K IC 
(4.24) 
where the matrix R describes the quantum R-matrix for the Lorentz group satisfying 
the condition R2 = 1, and Tµ 11 P, Cµ 11 are the numerical coefficients (for details see 
[15]) which are dimensionless. The condition R2=1 can be removed if we consider 
quantum Poincare groups belonging to larger class of so called braided Hopf algebras 
(see e.g. [50]). The relations considered in Sect. 3 follow as a special case of the 
relations (4.24), with R = r (classical Lorentz symmetry), Cµv = 0 and a particular 
choice of Tµ,,P. 
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The aim of this lecture is to point out which deformations out of the large class 
considered in [15] might be of physical interest. We would like to stress that the 
deformation of Lorentz symmetry which is permitted by the condition R2 = 1 is 
also the so-called nonstandard (or "Jordanian") deformation od S/(2) [51, 52] . 
Unfortunatelly, as it has been shown recently in [39], from the physical point of 
view the nonstandard deformation of Sl(2) should be rather interpreted as the ,,,_ 
deformation of D = 1 conformal algebra 0(2, 1) ~ S/(2; R). We would like also to 
recall that the deformation of Poincare symmetries proposed in [10] differs only by 
twisting [53] from the classical Poincare algebra with primitive classical coproduct. 
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About differential calculi on GLq(lll) 
V. P. Akulov and A. I. Gumenchuk 
NSC, Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology 
310108, Kharkov, Ukraine 
1 Introduction. 
The group GLq(lll) is a toy model for q-deformed differential calculus 011 supc~r­
groups. We wish to concentrate our attention on some properties of th is gro11 p. 
For example, the algebra of the Maurer-Cart.an forms is undeformed, because I.he 
algebra of supercharges closes on identity, which is undeformed. From a 11al.11ral 
requirement on the quantum determinant. that it be a central clement, wc~ find t.hal. 
ldt and right differential calculi in the Schmidkc-Vokos-Z11mino approach [2] coin-
cide. It is attractive to generaliie to the casc~ of supcrgroups the ideas of Faddccv 
and Pyatov [I] proposed for the Glq(N) with modified Leib11il.2 rule. Below we will 
obtain some results for the group GLq(lll). 
We st.art with the usual R-mal.rix for the group G f,q( I I l ): 
( 
q 0 
R- 0 I 
- 0 q-1/q 
0 0 
This l!lat.rix satisfies the graded Yang-Baxter equation 
wh<'r<' 
and the coefficients like (-1 )' mean (-1 )P(i) with p being the parity function: p = O 
for odd i and p = I for even i. 
. • 0 0 1 
( 
1 0 0 
We will also use the matrix R: R = PR, where P = 0 1 0 
0 0 0 
We use the following notation for the quantum group GLq(lll) : 
G= ( ~ ~ ) 
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and for G1 and G2: (G1 )~; = (G ®I)~; = (- 1 )c(b+d)G~8~,· (G2)~; = (I® G)~; = 
(- l)•(b+dl G~8~. 
The commutation relations for GLq(l \1) are obtained from the equation RG1 G2 = 
G2 G1R. In terms of generators we have: 
a{3 = q {3a {3 2 = 1 2 = 0 
a1 = q 1a f31 = - 1{3 
d{3 = q {3d ad - da = -(q - q- 1 ){3d 
d1 =q1d 
We also introduce inverse quantities a-1 and d-1 , which satisfy obvious relations 
with the generators. 
The quantum determinant is defined as Vq = ad-1 - {3d- 11d- 1 • 
Left-invariant 1-forms are defined as n = a- 1EJLG, and right-invariant 1-forms 
as 0 = 8RG a- 1 , with 
Here we define left and right differentials 8L and 8R with Leibnitz rule: 8L(f g) = 
f ( fJLg) + (-1 )P(Y)( fJLJ)g and fJR(Jg) = ( fJRJ)g + (-1 )PU) f ( 8Rg ). 
The Maurer-Cartan equations are 
fJLO. = 0.J\0 fJR0 = fJA0 
n = 0"3!10"3 e = 0"300"3 
We use the following notation for the entries of 0 and !l: 
2 The Faddeev-Pyatov approach. 
We can use ideas proposed by Faddeev and Pyatov for GLq(N) [1] in the case of 
GLq(l\l). In this case we see that 
Rewriting these commutation relations in the component form, we find: 
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aw1 = w1 a+ (1 - q2)w2/ 
aw2 = qw2a 
aw3 = q-1w3a + (q - q-1 )(w1 - w4)! 
aw4 = W4a + (1 - q2 )wn 
/WJ = -W1/ 
/W2 = qW2/ 
/W3 = q-1W3/ 
/W4 = -W4/ 
f3w1 = -w1f3 - (1 - q2)w2d 
f3w2 = qw2f3 
f3w3 = q- 1w3f3 + (q - q-1)(w1 - w4 )d 
f3w4 = -w4f3 - (1 - q2)w2d 
dw1 = w1d 
dw2 = qw2d 
dw3 = q-1w3d 
dw4 = W4d 
We can easily check that Vq is central. Thus, we arrive at the group SLq(lll) . 
3 The approach of Schmidke-Vokos-Zumino. 
Let us now turn to another differential calculus. We use the Anzatz, which is 
analogous to one proposed in [3]. From now on, we will discuss left-invariant forms. 
The commutation relations between forms and parameters are as follows: 
wig= F11(g)gw1 + F14(g)gw4 
w4g = F41(g)gw1 + F44(g)gw4 
w2g = F2(g)gw2 
w3g = F3(g )gw3 
where g E {a,(3,1,d} and F;j,Fi are numerical coefficients. 
These commutation relations have to admit the following conditions. Let P = O 
be any commutation relation, for example 
The conditions are 
1) Pg= gP 
2) Pw; = w;P 
3) oLP = 0 
4) w;Vq = Vqwi (Vq is central) 
We wish to point out the 4-th condition. It allows us to come from GLq(lll) to 
SLq(lll). 
Using such conditions, we find the final form of the commutation relations: 
w1a = kaw1 + (q-2 - k)aw4 
-1 w2a = q aw2 
w3a = q-1aw3 
w4a = (k - l)aw1 + (1 - k + q-2)aw4 
w1f3 = -kf3w1 - (q- 2 - k)f3w1 
w2f3 = q-1 f3w2 
W3(3 = q-l {3W3 
w4f3 = -(k - l)f3w1 - (1 - k + q-2)f3w4 
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wn = -k1w1 - (q- 2 - k)!w4 
W2/ = q- 1/W2 
W3/ = q-1/W3 
w1d = kdw1 + (q- 2 - k)dw1 
w2d = q-1dw2 
W3d = q-1dW3 
W4f = -(k - l)/w1 - (1 - k + q- 2 )/W4 w4d = (k - l)dw1 + (1 - k + q-2)dw4 
where k is any function of q such that k(q) !:::::! 1. 
!"or the right. forms we find in analogous way the following commutation relations: 
a01 = rOa + (q2 - r)04a 
a02 = q02a 
a03 = q03a 
a04 = (r - 1)01a +(I+ q2 - r)04a 
101 = -r011 - (q2 - r)041 
102 = q021 
103 = q031 
/301 = -r01f3- (q2 - r)04 f3 
/302 = q02f3 
{303 = q03f3 
{304 = -(r - l)01,8- (1 + q2 - r)04f3 
d01 = rOd + (q2 - r)04 d 
d02 = q02d 
d03 = q03d 
104 = -(r - 1)011- (1 + q2 - r)On d04 = (r - l)01d + (1 + q2 - r)04d 
with any function r(q): r(q) !:::::! 1. 
Rewriting the commutation relations for E> in the form similar to that for n we 
can easily see that their commutation relations coincide if the function r(q) satisfies 
r(q) =I+ q2 (! - k(q)). 
To come to the group Slq(lll), we set Vq = 1. From 8LVq = Vq(w 1 - w4 ) = 0 
we see that w1 = W4. Going from w; to 8Lg we deduce the following commutation 
relations for the group SLq(lll) (here 8 = 8L): 
To go to Cq(lll) we set f3 = 0 or/= 0. For example, setting/= 0, we find : 
8a a= q-2a 8a 
8a ,8 = -q-1 f3 8a 
8(3 a = q-1a 8/3 + (1/l f3 8a 
It is well known [2] that in this differential calculus on G Lq ( l I l) the algebra 
of E>-forms (!1-forms) is undeformed. Here is an explanation of this situation. In 
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Mat(2) we have four basic matrices {a1,a2,a3, I} . For SL(2) we have closed a.lg<'hra 
for {X+, X_, H} with separated /. For SL(lJl) the closed superalgebra is formed 
by {I, X+, X_ }. Going to deformed groups we see that 
qH _ q-H 
[X+ 1 X_J = _1 q-q 
qi - q-1 
{X+,X-}= 1 =1 q- q-
That 's why the algebra of the Maurer-Cartan forms for G Lq( ! J l) is undeformed. But. 
this argument is only for the GLq(lJl) case and we cannot expect. such sit.ua.tion for 
higher dimensional algebras. 
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Boson realization of Yangians Y(B2 ) 1 
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Abstract 
Studying the algebraic structure of the Yangians Y(B2) we present their boson 
realizations by 3- canonical pairs and one parameter. 
Introduction 
Yangian Y(g) of a simple Lie algebra g was introduced by V.Drinfeld [1], [2] as a 
deformation of universal enveloping algebra U(g[t]) of a current algebra g[t]. Tensor 
products of finite-dimensional representations of Yangians produce rational solutions 
of the Yang-Baxter equation. Yangian Y(g) is closer to classical Lie algebras, at least 
it contains universal enveloping algebra U(g) as a subalgebra; moreover the Yangians 
Y(sl(n)) could be defined entirely in terms of classical representation theory (l]. 
The method of construction of Lie group and algebra representations using the 
realization of their generators in terms of boson oscillator creation and annihilation 
operators is well known. It is also useful for investigations of representations of 
quantum groups and algebras. This procedure is called bosonisation or q-bosonisa-
tion (see [3], [4] and [5]). 
Preliminaries 
The Wey! algebra W2 is defined as associative algebra over C generated be p and 
q which satisfy the commutation relations 
pq - qp = 1. 
We denote W2n = W2 181 W2 181 .... 181 W2 n-times. 
Let g be a simple Lie algebra with Cartan matrix A1 = 2(a;,o:i)/(a;,a;) and 
Chevalley generators e; = e°'i> h; = h°'i' f; = f°'; = e_°'i' i = 1, ... , r. Yangian Y(g) 
is a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U(g[t]). It can be defined [2] 
1 Presented at the 10th International Conference "PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM FIELD 
THEORY", Alushta (Crimea, Ukraine), 13-18 May,1996 
lOO 
as a Hopf algebra with generators e;,k = ea;,k, h;,k = ha;,k, fi,k = fa;,k, i = 1, ... , r, 
k = 0, 1, .. . subjected to relations 
[e·k f·1J-6· h·k I i, ' 11 - l,J i, + ' 
1 [hi,k+l,ei,d- [h;,k,ej,1+1] = 2(0:;,o:j){h;,k,ej,i} 
where {a, b} =ab+ ba, 
1 [hi,k+i,l;,i]- [h;,k,f;.i+1] = -2(a;,ai){h,,k,l;.i} 
1 [ei,k+1,ej,r]-[e;,k,e;,1+1] = 2(a;,o:;){e;,k,e;,1} 
1 [/i.k+i,f;.i]- [f;,k,f;,1+1] = -2(a;,a;){f;,k,fo} 
. . { Sym{k}[ei,k1 [e;,k2 ···[e;,kn; ,ej,i] ... ]]=0 
z =J J, n; · = 1 - A; · ---+ ,, 




Subalgebra generated by e;,o, /;,o, h;,o, i = 1, 2, ... , r is naturally isomorphic to 
U(g) by (0.1)-(0.3). 
In the case of Y(B2 ) the ( o:;, o:;) is given by 2 x 2 matrix ( ~ 1 ~ 1 ) . 
Definition. A realization of the Yangian Y(g) is a homomorphism 
<p: Y(g) -t W2n. 
Realizations of Y(B2) 
We will follow the construction from the paper [6]. First we will take the subal-
gebra A1 in Y(B2 ) which is generated by 
ei,k - o:ke1,o for k = 1,2, ... ' 
fr,I for l=0,1,2,. .. ,r= 1,2 
h,,1 for l = 0,1,2, ... ,r = 1,2 (0.4) 
e2,1 for l = 0, 1, 2, .... 
and its I-dimensional zero-repesentation on the space W. 
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The idea is to rewrite the induced representation p of Y(B2) with respect to 
Lhe above mentioned representation A1 by using boson creation and annihilation 
operators . We denote the representation space of p by V = Y(B2)®A, W. 
The basis in V is given by 
(0.5) 
where X1 = e1,o , X2 = [e1,o, e2,o] and Xa = [e2,o, [e1,o, e2,o]]. 
On the space V we will define the representation r of W6 by 
f(q1)(ln1,n2,na) ® w) (0.6) 
a11<l similarly l'{p2), r(q2) and r(pa), f(q3). 
There is possible rewrite the induced representation by using these operators and 
consequently shown that the following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 1: The mapping <.p defined by 
t.p{e1,o) 
t.p( C2,o) 






p2q1 - p3q2 
-N2 - 2N1 
N1 - N:1 
q2PI - p2q3 
2 p~q3 
ap1 - p1q1 - p1N2 + - 2-
2 3 2 
-aN2 + 4N1N2 + 3N1 + 4N2 - {2a - l)N1 -
1 l 2 2 4N2 + N2Na - 2N3 - p2q1qa - P1P3q2 
l - 2a 
-aq2p3 + -(-2-)p2q1 -
P2N2q1 - p3N2q2 
2 - N3p2q1 + paN3q2 
1 N2 (a - 2)N1 + 2 - N1Na - N1N 2 + 
N2 ( )N p~q1qa 1 2 
3 + 1 - a a+ - 2- + 2,p1q2PJ 
1 2 2 
+4(3N2 q1 - N2q1 + paq2 ) - aN2q1 + N2Naq1 + 
2N1N2q1 - (1 + a)N1q1 + P1N1q; - p3N1qi + 




-aq3p2 - Pi N3q2 + P2N1q:1 ~ np1 qi 1-
l 
2(P2 N2q3 - Pt q2 - Pt N2'/2) 
(where N; = /lif/i, i = 1,2,3) is homomorphism Y(/1·2 ) - • W6 . 
Concluding remarks 
In our paper we give t.hc explicit form of rc·alizal ion of\· ( 112 )) hy I.he :1 pair·s ol' 
I.he bosons and one pararnd!'r. The open <JUest.ion is a g<'ncr;dizat.ion in I.Ii<' di n·<·I iorr 
Lhe bigger subalgebras and !.heir represent.at.ion for Lfr<! ind11ct ion. \Ve l1opc· I l1al ii 
is a way to obtain the realizations with mon· pairn. 
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Abstract 
We construct the finite-dimensional highest weight representations of 
the Jordanian quantum algebra U1i(sl(2)), first by a direct construc-
tion and then as factor-representation of the corresponding Verma. 
modules. 
1. Introduction 
The group SL(2) admits two distinct quantum group deformations with central 
quantum determinant: SLq(2) [l] and SLh(2) [2], [3]. These are the only possible 
such deformations (up tp isomorphism) [4]. While SLq(2) and the dual Drinfeld-
.Jimbo quantum algebra Uq(sl(2)) are studied a lot, there are not so many studies 
on SL,,(2) and the dual quantum algebra Uh(sl(2)) [5]. In particular, only some 
a:-;pects of differential calculus [6], and differential geometry [7], are developed, 
while the universal R-matrix for Uh(sl(2)) is given in [8]. 
In the present paper we review the development of the representation theory of 
U,,(s/(2)) as started in [9]. In particular, we construct finite-dimensional highest 
weight representations of Uh(sl(2)). This is done first by a direct construction 
and then as factor-representation of the corresponding Verma modules. The latter 
are introduced analogously to the usual (undeformed) semisimple Lie algebras. In 
the same way are constructed their singular vectors. The new feature here (w.r.t. 
the Uq(sl(2)) case) is the need of special construction of the homogenous basis. 
2. The Jordanian deformation SLh(2) and its dual Uh(sl(2)) 
In [2] was given a nonstandard (called Jordan) deformation of GL(2) . Later, in 
[3] this deformation was parametrized and the deformation SLh(2), h E JR, was 
introduced. In our exposition we start with the bialgebra Ah(2), h E a:. It has 
four generators a, b, c, d and relations: 
ba ab + h'D - ha2 (la) 
ca ac + hc2 (lb) 
da ad + hdc - hac (le) 
bd db + h'D - hd2 (ld) 
I04 
cd de + hc2 ( 1 c) 
cb be + har + hdc I 
'\ ') 
,, .. i ... (lf) 
D ad - be - !we ( 1 e) 
wlwrc 1) is t lw deformed dctcrmiwu11. which is cc11trnl iu A1t (2). 
ThC' <'OJ!llIIUtation relations in ( 1) arc written also iu anticipation of the PI3W 
basis of A1,(2) which is given by akd1b"'cn, k,£,m,n E LZ'+. 
Tlw rn-algd>ra structure of Ah(2) is given l1y the usual co-multiplication 
clA arnl ('0-llllit EA : 
b ) ) = ( a C'9 a -j b !/'i c a ':·) /1 + b @ d ) 
d c Q9 a --t d C>O c r· (<; Ii + d @ d (2) 
(3) 
We can show: 
DA(D) = D<6;D, EA(D) = 1. (4) 
Fmther, if D -1- 0 one extends the hialgebra A1i(2) to the Hopf algebra 
GL,,(2) (cf. [2] for h = 1) adding another central clement v-1 which obeys: 
(5) 
Suppose that the bialgebra operations are ddine<l Oil v- 1 . Then we have [9]: 
(6) 
The antipode in GLh(2) is defined by: 
(7) 
From the above definition we have: 
(8) 
If we set D = 1A (then v-1 = lA) we obtain the matrix quantum group 
SLh(2) (cf. [3] for h E JR). 
For h = 0 and assuming that a,b,c,d E (/} one obtains from GL1t(2), 
SL1t(2), resp., the standard commutative Hopf algebras of polynomial functions 
on the classical groups GL(2, CC), SL(2, CC), resp. 
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The dual of 5Lh(2) which we denote by Uh(sl(2)) was obtained in [5]. It 
is a Hopf algd>ra generated by four generators, which, by a change of basis w.r.t.. 
[5], we denote as H, Y, C, 5. Their commutation relations are: 
[H,C] 251 , [H,5] = 2CS (9a) 
[C,Y] hH5 - hC5, [S,Y] = hHC - hS2 (9b) 
[H,Y] -2YC - hHS + hCS (9c) 
(C,5] 0, c2 - 52 = 1 (9d) 
In [5] instead of C, 5 were used the generators r± = C ± S. In [5] also an 
(~Xt(msion was used by introducing a generator X = (In T+)/ h, in terms of which 
one may write r± = e±hX, C = cosh hX, S = sinh hX. Note that the 
classic.al U(s/(2)) is obtained from this extension for h = 0 [5]. 
The co-algebra structure of U1i(s/(2)) is given by: 
bu(H) H®(C+S) + (C-5)®H (lOa) 
61L(Y) Y®(C+5) + (C-5)®Y (10b) 
bu(C) C®C + 5®5 (lOc) 
bu(S) C®S + S®C (lOc) 
eu(H) = €u(Y) = €u(5) = 0, eu(C) 1 (11) 
-y"(H) - H + 25 (12a.) 
-Yu(Y) -Y - hH + h5 (12b) 
-Yu(C) c (12(') 
-Yu(5) -S ( 12d) 
The Casimir of U1i(sl(2)) (and of the extension) is given by [10] : 
1 1 . 
C2 = 2" (H 2 + C 2 ) + h (Y 5 +SY) (13) 
Let us introduce the following grading: 
degY = degh = 1, degH = degC degS = degl = O (14) 
Then we can show that the algebra Uh(sl(2)) is a graded Hopf algebra (cf. [9]): 
Proposition 1: The algebra and coalgebra relations (9), (10), (11), (12) are 
graded w.r.t. deg. The Casimir C2 is homogeneous w.r.t. deg with degC2 = O. 
3. Highest weight modules over Uh(sl(2)) 
Note hattheg nerators H,C,S gencrateaHopfsubalg bra B of U = Uh (sl(2) ). 
This Hopf suba.lg bra is the analogue of the (unive1·sal envelope of the) Borel sub-
algebra, (generated by fl, X ), of /(2) . Note that the.i· is no Borel-like conjugate 
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of B, which in the classical case would be generated by H, Y, since here H, Y do 
not generate a subalgebra of U. 
Consider the one-dimensional representation of B generated by a basis vector 
v0 so that the generators act on it as: 
H vo A(H) vo, S Vo = 0, C Vo = Vo (15) 
where A(H) E ([} is called the highest weight. Then the Verma module Vi\ over 
U is defined as the highest weight module (HWM) induced from the module (15) 
and it is given by: 
VA ~ c.l.s. {Yn @5 Vo I n E ~+} (16) 
Further we shall omit the sign @5 since no confusion may arise. We note now 
some properties of the basis Ykvo which are the same as in the .5/(2) case and 
which we shall use for a direct construction of the finite-dimensional HWM. 
The value of the Casimir is the classical one (cf. ( 13)): 
C2 v ~(A(H)+1)2 v, \:/vEVA 
Proposition 2: The following holds [9]: 
Sk yn Vo = 0 , if k > n . 
= hn n! r(A(H) + 1) 
f(A(H) + 1 - n) Vo ' n E ~+ . 
Corollary: Let X = *S. Then we have: 
, r(A(H) + 1) 
n. v0 , 





If we use the presentation S = sinh hX, then for q ~ 1 we get X ~ X, 
and (20) becomes a s/(2) result. 
As in the undeformed case we expect finite-dimensional HWM whenever the 
highest weight is integral dominant, i.e., 
A(H) = p- 1; p E JN (21) 
then the dimension of the representation is expected to be p. This is so for the 
trivial one-dimensional irrep given by (15) with A(H) = 0, and also Yv0 = O. 
The two-dimensional irrep (denoting the two vectors by u0 , u 1 ) is given by: 
H (uo,u1) (uo, -u1) (22a) 
S (uo,u1) h (0, uo) (22b) 
C (uo,u1) = (uo, u1) (22c) 
Y (uo,ui) (u1,0) (22d) 
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This irrep looks deformed, however, the h dependence may be absorbed if we 
replace S by X. Thus, the fundamental irrep is undeformed [5], as in the case of 
the Drinfel'd- Jimbo deformation Uq( sl(2)), [11], [12]. 
For the consideration of the general case we introduce (as in the classical case) 
the following basis: 
(p-1-n)! n 
)' y Vo , hnn!(p - 1 . p E JN , n E ~+ , n < p (23) 
On this basis the generators Y act as in the classical case (up to multiple of Vh) : 
y u~ Jh(n + l)(p - 1 - n) u~+ 1 (24) 
Thus, we have [9]: 
Proposition 3: For fixed p E JN the vectors u~ , n = 0, ... , p - 1 provide a 
p· dimensional representation of Uh(sl(2)). <> 
Note that these representations are deformed for p > 2. We give the example 
of p = 3. We can show [9] that the three-dimensional irreducible representation 




(2uo, 0, -2u2 - huo) 
.J2h (O,uo,u1) 
(uo,u1,u2 + huo) 




In this section we try to use the Verma modules as in the classical case. We are 
first interested in their reducibility. In the classical case an important tool for this 
are the so called singular vectors. 
Let us recall that for s/(2) with generators X 0 , Y0 , Ho a singular vector v. of 
a Verma module VA is defined as follows: v. E VA , v. =f. v0 and it satisfies the 





Moreover, v. exists iff A(Ho) = p - 1 E ~+ ; furthermore A' 
where a the positive root of the sl(2) root system so that a(Ho) = 2. 




A - pa, 
The explicit 
(27) 
Thus, H0 v~ = -(p + l)v~. The Verma module is reducible iff v, exists. Then 
it has a submodule JA spanned by all vectors: 
k E IZ+ (28) 
Obviously, this submodule is isomorphic to an irreducible Verma module vA' with 
highest weight A'. The factor- module LA = VA/ JA provides a construction of 
the highest weight irreducible representation of dimension p. 
To apply this idea here we have first to construct a basis homogeneous with 
respect to H. We note that the vectors Ykvo are not homogeneous with respect 
to H, except for k = 0, 1, (cf. also (25a) ). The necessary basis is provided by 
the following [9]: 
Proposition 4: A basis homogeneous with respect to the generator H 1s : 
(n/2] 
Vn = L O'.nk h2k yn-2k Vo (29) 
k=O 
H Vn = (A(H) - 2n) Vn , (30) 
and the coefficients ank may depend on A(H) but not on h. In particular, 
O'.no = 1, 
an1 = l~O n(n - 1) ( 6n3 - 3n2(5A(H) + 8) + n(10A(H)2 + 35A(H) + 36) -
- 5A(H)2 - 25A(H) - 24) () 
(31) 
Note that an1 does not vanish except for special values of A(H). Besides the 
trivial vanishing for n = 0, 1 we have: a21(0) = a21(l) = aa1(1) = 0, where 
the argument of an,k denotes the value of A(H). Other explicit expressions for 
O'.nk are given in [9]. Analogously, one may prove the following (cf. [9]): 
(n/2] 
CY" Vo = L f3nk h2k yn-2k Vo 
k=O 
((n-1)/2] 




and the coefficients f3nk , /'nk may depend on A(H) but not on h. In particular, 
f3no = 1, 
f3n1 
1 2 n(n-1) (A(H)-n+2) (A(H)-n+l) (33a) 
/no n (A(H)-n+l) (33b) 
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Let us denote by Qn(A) the polynomial in Y so that in (29): 
Vn = Qn(A(H)) Vo (34) 
In our situation it would be natural to define the singular vector for fixed p· E JN 
as the H - homogeneous element from (29) for the corresponding value of A(H) : 
v~ = Qp(p- l) Vo (35) 
Thus, property (26b) is achieved. The analogue of (26a) is played by the condition: 
S v~ = 0 (36) 
The analogue of the basis (28) for the submodule JA shall be played by: 
w~ = Qk(-p-l)v~ = Qk(-p-l)Qp(p-l)vo, k E jz+ (37) 
For the implementation of the above one has to prove that each vector Qp+k(P -
1) v0 , k E ~+ , can be expressed in terms of wj , j -:=; k. Moreover, in the 
lower degree cases one needs to take only j = k: 
(38) 
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Abstract 
We give a realization of quantum affine Lie algebras Uq(AN-i) and Uq(CN) 
in terms of anyons defined on a one-dimensional chain (or on a two-dimensional 
lattice), the deformation parameter q being related to the statistical parame-
ter v of the anyons by q = e0"v. In the limit of the deformation parameter 
going to one we recover the Feingold-Frenkel [1] fermionic construction of 
undeformed affine Lie algebras. 
1 Introduction 
Anyons are particles with any statistics that interpolate between fermions and 
bosons. 
In the first quantization scheme, the notion of statistics is related to the sym-
metry properties of the wave function of N identical particles, the bosons (resp. 
fermions) corresponding to symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) wave functions un-
der the exchange of particles. In two dimensions, there exist more possibilities: 
the anyons. In that case, the wave function of N identical particles picks up a 
phase factor under the exchange of particles. More precisely, if we consider a sys-
tem of N identical hard-core particles in d dimensions, the configuration space is 
MN,d = [(JRd)N - ~]/SN where ~ is the set of points of (IR.d)N with at least two 
equal coordinates and SN is the permutation group of N elements. The fundamental 
group ir1(MN,d) = SN ford> 2 but ir1(MN,d) = EN ford= 2 where EN is the 
braid group. Anyons appear as abelian representations of the braid group 2 • 
Let us remark that anyons can consistently be defined also on a one-dimensional 
lattice. For city, this will be used here to construct anyonic realizations of the 
1 URA 1436 du CNRS, associee 3. l'Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon et a l'Universite de Savoie. 
2for a review on anyons see for instance [5]; for a review on anyonic realization of deformed Lie 
algebras see [6]. 
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quantum affine Lie algebras Uq(AN-i) and Uq(CN)· In sect. 4 the construction by 
means of two-dimensional anyons [2] will be briefly recalled. 
2 The unitary case: Uq(AN-1) 
The strategy to construct an anyonic realization of the quantum affine Lie al-
gebra Uq(AN-l) with non-vanishing central charge will be the following: (1) start 
from the description of Uq(AN-l) in the Serre- Chevalley basis, (2) find a fermionic 
realization of AN-l in terms of creation and annihilation operators, (3) construct 
anyonic oscillators on a one-dimensional lattice and ( 4) replace the fermionic oscil-
lators by suitable anyons in the expressions of the simple generators of Uq(AN_ 1 ) in 
the Serre--Chevalley basis. 
Let us denote by II"' and E; where a= 0, 1, ... , N - 1 the simple generators of 
Uq(AN-i) in the Serre-Chevalley basis. The commutation relations are: 
[Ha,Hfi) =0 
[Ha, Et] = ±aa{iEt 
[E:,E.o] = 8a{i [H<>Jqo 
and the quantum Serre relations read as: 
where the notations are the standard ones, i.e. 






A fermionic realization of Uq(AN_t) in terms of creation and annihilation oper-
ators is obtained by taking an infinite number of fermionic oscillators cp(r), c!(r) 
with p = 1, ... , N and r E Z' = Z + !, which satisfy the anticommutation relations 
and 
the number operator being defined as usual by np(r) = c!(r)cp(r). 
These oscillators are equipped with a normal ordered product such that 
t { c!(r)c.,(s) ifs> 0 





if r > 0 
if r < 0 (2.6) 
Then a fermionic oscillator realization of the simple generators of AN-l in the Serre-
Chevalley basis is given by (a= 0, 1, ... , N -1) (we use small letters for the simple 
generators of the undeformed Lie algebra AN-l) 
h,, = L ha(r) and e! = L e!(r) (2.7) 
rEZ' rEZ' 
where ( i = 1, ... , N - 1) 
h;(r) = n;(r) - n;+ 1 (r) =: n;(r): - : n;+1(r): 
ho(r) = nN(r) - n1(r + 1) =: nN(r): - : n1(r + 1): +or,-t/2 
et(r) = ci(r)c;+1(r), eci = c~(r)c1(r + 1) 





Inserting Eq. (2.8b) into Eq. (2. 7) and taking into account that the sum over r can 
be splitted into a sum of two convergent series only after normal ordering, one can 
check that N-1 
ho= 1 + L : nN(r): - L : n1(r) : = 1 - L hj, 
rEZ' rEZ' j=I 
that is the central charge is / = 1. 
We now introduce anyons defined on a one-dimensional lattice: 
and (1 ~ p ~ N) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
and similar expressions for the conjugated operator a!(r) and a!(r), where the er 
factors Kµ(r) and Kµ(r) are expressed as 
and (2.11) 
using the sign function t:(t) = JtJ/t if t -::j:. 0 and t:(O) = 0. 
By a direct calculation, one can prove that the a-type operators satisfy the following 
braiding relations for r > s: 
and 
aµ(r)ap(s) +q-1aµ(s)aµ(r) = 0 
a!(r)a!(s) + q- 1 a~(s)a!(r) = 0 
a!(r)aµ(s) + q ap(s)a~(r) = 0 
aµ(r)a!(s) + q a!(s)ap(r) = 0 
ap(r)a!(r) + a:(r)ap(r) = 1 
ap(r) 2 = a!(r)2 = 0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
which shows that the operators ap(r), a!(s) a.re indeed anyonic oscillators with sta-
tistical parameter 11 such that q = ei"'". The a-type anyons have the same statistical 
parameter 11 but opposite braiding (and ordering) prescription. 
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Theorem 1 An anyonic realization of the simple generators of the quantum affine 
Lie algebra Uq(AN-d with central charge/= 1 is given by (a= 0, 1, ... , N - l) 
Ha= L Ha(r) and E: = L E:(r) (2.14) 
rEZ' rEZ' 
where (1 ~ i ~ N - 1) 
H;(r) = h;(r) =: n;(r): - : n;+i(r): (2.15a) 
Et(r) = at(r)a;+1(r) Ei(r) = a!+ 1(r)ii;(r) (2.15b) 
H0 (r) = ho(r) =: nN(r): - : n1(r + 1): +Sr,-1;2 (2.15c) 
Eri(r) = q-Hr+•/2) a~(r)a1(r + 1) E0 (r) = q-Hr+i/2) iii(r + l)iiN(r) 
(2.15d) 
Proof We must check that the realization Eqs. (2.15a-2.15d) indeed satisfy the 
quantum affine Lie algebra Uq(AN-d in the Serre-Chevalley basis. 
Fist of all, inserting eqs. (2.10), the expressions (2.15a-d) become 
(2.16) 
where th gen .rators h.,(r) a1td e; (r) coincide with _th se d fined i11 eqs. (2.Sa-d) 
corrcspouding Lo the undeformed affine Li algebra AN- I· 
Now, consider l,h • 11011-e:.clcnded Dyukin diagram of AN- It to which corresponds 
the set of g nc:rntors {ha(r), c! (r)} where a i= O. For a fixc:d 1· E Z', hes 1. 
{ha(r), e!(r)} ror o of. 0 is a r pres ntation of AN- 1 of spin 0 and 1/2, and thus of 
Uq(AN- t) [3]. Thanks Lo eqs. (2.14) and (2.16), Ho ,E! a.re the orrec:f. coproducl 
in Uq( AN- I) , Th refor , th relations (2. 1 a- ) hold for a, /3 of. 0 (step 1). 
We consider the11 th exten ded Oyukin diagram of A,..,._ 1 and we delete a dot 11 
which is not Lh affine dot. For a fixed r E Z', the s L {/w(r),e~(r)J for a-f. 11 is il 
representation <>f AN- I of spin 0 and 1/2, an<l Lhus of Uq( AN - I). The eqs. (2. l '1) a11d 
(2.16) giv 011 c again lh correct coprodu tin U9(AN - tl aud hence H01 i;;;- form a. 
representation of Uq(A,..,. _1) . Therefore, Lhe relations (2.la- ) hold for a,{3 -f. µ (slt!p 
2). 
Finally, in the case Uq(Ai) the previous arguments fail (in particular to prove 
the quantum Serre relations). Such equations can however be checked explicitly by 
using the braiding properties of the anyonic oscillators a and ii. 
3 The symplectic case: Uq(CN) 
Let us consider now the Uq(CN) case. As in the Uq(A,..,._i) case, a guideline is 
given by the fermionic realization of the (undeformed) affine algebra. Such a fermi-
onic realization in terms of creation and annihilation op rators is easily obtained by 
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noticing that the folding of the Dynkin diagram of A2N leads to the Dynkin diagram 
of C N (see figure below). 
1 
Denoting the simple generators of A2N by h;, ef with i = 0, ... , 2N -1, the lifting of 
the automorphism associated to the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram of A2N leads 
to the following expression of the simple generators of CN: 
(:!.I) 
In the undeformed case, it is immediate to see that the Serre relations of CN arc 
satisfied (actually one can write them entirely in terms of the Serre relations of A2N ). 
Now, we go to the deformed case. The main idea of the construction is to use the 
folding A2N --+ CN to obtain a realization of U9(CN) in tr.rms of anyons, following 
with some modifications the procedure used in Ref. [3] to build U9 ( CN ). Using 
t.hc fermionic oscillators cµ(r), c~(r) of the previous Section, with the same normal 
ordering prescription Eq. (2.6), one defines the following anyons: 
and (15:µ5:2N) 
where the disorder operators are now 
/{ µ ( r) = ki (r) = q-t Lcez• e(t-r)(:nµ(t):-:n2N-µ+1 (t):)-:n2N-µ+1 (r): 
for µ = 1, ... , N 
Kµ(r) = Ki(r) = q-t Lcez• <(t-r)(:nµ{t):-:n2N-µ+i(t):)+:nrn-µ+i(r): 
{3.2) 
for µ = N + 1, ... , 2N (3.3) 
Theorem 2 An anyonic realization of the simple generators of the quantum affine 
Lie algebra U9 ( CN) with central charge equal to 1 is given by (a. = 0, 1, ... , N) 




H;(r) = h;(r) =: n;(r): - : n;+I(r): +: n2N-i(r): - : n2N-i+1(r): 
E,+(r) = al(r)a;+1(r) + aiN-i(r)a2N-i+1(r) 
E,.-(r) = al+1(r)ii;(r) + aiN-i+I(r)ii2N-i(r) (3.5) 
are associated to the simple short roots of CN (i = 1, ... , N - 1), 
HN(r) = hN(r) = : nN(r): - : nN+I(r): 
Ej:;(r) = 4(r)aN+I(r) 
Ef:h) = ii~+l(r)iiN(r) 
are associated to the simple long root of CN, and 
H0 (r) = ho(r) = : n2N(r): - : n1(r + 1): +h'r,-1/2 
Eri(r) = aiN(r)a1(r + 1) 
(3.6) 
Ec;(r) = at(r + l)ii2N(r) (3.7) 
are associated to the affine root of CN. 
Proof We have now to check that the realization Eqs. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) indeed 
satisfy the quantum affine Lie algebra Uq(CN) in the Serre-Chevalley basis, i.e. 
the equations (2.la-2.lc) for a, (J = 0, 1, ... , N, together with the quantum Serre 
relations (2.2) hold, where a0tfJ is now the Cartan matrix of CN and q; = q for 
i = 1, ... , N - 1 (short roots) and q0 = QN = q2 (long roots). 
The proof is based on the strategy exposed in the previous section. First of all, 
let us define for µ = 1, ... , 2N - 1 
and 
kµ(r) = nµ(r) - nµ+I(r) 
f: (r) = ct(r )cµ+I ( r) 
f;:(r) = ct+I(r)cµ(r) = (!:(r))t 
fd°(r) = ciN(r)c1(r + 1) 






As before, by using the definitions (3.2) of a, a and taking into account Eq. (3.3), 
the expressions (3.5 ), (3.6) and (3. 7) simplify as (a = 0, 1, ... , N) 
E ±( ) _ ±( ) t Lrez' •(t-r)ha(r) "' r - eOI r q"' (3.9) 
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where 
ef(r) = Jl(r)qtk2N-i(r) + fiN-i(r)q-tk;(r) for i = 1, ... , N - 1 
e~(r) = J~(r) 




The step 1 is achieved by noticing that for any fixed r E ''/!/, the set { k; ( r), f;± ( r); 
i = 1, ... , N - 1} and {k2N-i(r), fiN-i(r); i = 1, ... , N - 1} are representations of 
spin 0 and 1/2 of Uq(AN-1); therefore the set {h;(r), ef(r); i = 1, ... , N - 1} is a 
representation of Uq(AN_i) corresponding to the coproduct of these two representa-
tions. Analogously, {hN(r), e~(r)} is a representation of A1 of spin 0 and 1/2 and 
thus of Uq(A1). Moreover, from the properties of the fermionic oscillators, one can 
directly check the quantum Serre relations and Eqs. (2.lb-c) involving hN(r) and 
e~( r) and thus ·prove that the set {hp( r), e; ( r); p = 1, ... , N} is a representation of 
Uq( CN ). Then Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9) show that also the set {HP, Et-; p = 1,. .. , N} 
is a representation of Uq( CN ), obtained by iterated coproduct 3 
For the step 2, one has to check that the equations (2.la-2.lc) and (2.2) also 
hold when a, (3 can take the value 0. Actually the only non trivial cases are for 
Eqs. (2.lc) and (2.2) when a = 0, (3 = 1 or a = 1, (3 = 0. Thus we have just to 
show that the set { H c,, E;!'; a = 0, 1} is a representation of Uq ( C2); as h0 ( r) involves 
oscillators both of the site r and of the site r + 1, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. 
(3.4) rearranging the (convergent) series for H 1 and Et: 
where 
and 
Et= L E'~(r) 
rEZ' 
H~(r) = h~(r) = k1(r + 1) + k2N-1(r) 
E'i = at(r + l)a2(r + 1) + a~N-i(r)a2N(r) 









Let us show now that the set {h0 (r),e~(r),hJ(r),e'~(r)} is a representation of 
Uq(C2). For a fixed r E Z', the triple {h~(r),e' 1 (r)} is a representation of Uq(A1), 
3 Let us remark that this anyonic representation of Uq(CN) does not require any Gutzwiller 
projection on the fermionic oscillators and thus it is an improvement of the one given in ref. [3). 
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corresponding to the coproduct of {k2N-1(r),fiN-t(r)} and {k1(r + 1),Jt(r + 1)}. 
Therefore one has [e'i(r), e'j(r)] = [h~(r)]q· Using elementary properties of fermio-
nic oscillators, one checks the equations [eci, e'j] = [e0, e'iJ = 0 and the quantum 
Serre relations on the generators e~, e'~. Then from Eq. (3.9) for a = 0 and Eq. 
(3.15), it follows that the set {Ha,Et,H1,Efl is a representation of Uq(C2 ) and 
thus Eqs. (2. la-c) and the Serre relations (2.2) on the generators (3.4) also hold 
for a, f3 E {O, 1}, which concludes the proof. As in the Uq(AN-1) case, the central 
charge is 1 because of the normal ordering prescription Eq. (2.6). 
4 Conclusion 
We have presented here a method to get an anyonic realization of the quantum affine 
Lie algebras Uq(AN-i) and Uq(CN) with central charge/= 1. Let us emphasize the 
role of the definition of the ordering of anyons which is crucial in this construction. 
Representations with vanishing central could be built in the same way by using al-
ternative ordering prescriptions. These representations with / = 0 and / = 1 can 
be combined together to get representations with arbitrary positive integer central 
charges which are in general reducible. This composition of representations, with 
the correct deformed coproduct, is naturally achieved by considering anyons defined 
on a two-dimensional lattice [2]. It is worthwhile to notice that these anyonic con-
structions have nothing to do with q-deformed oscillators. Finally, let us mention 
that if is also possible to obtain a supersymmetric version of the construction (sec 
ref. [4] for the case Uq(A(m, n))). 
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Spontaneous symmetry breaking and the SLq(2, R), 
SLq(2, R)/Uq(l), Cq(2j0) a-models in low dimensions 
V.D. Gershun 
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine 
Spontaneous symmetry breaking in the S Lq(2, R), S Lq(2, R)/ Uq(l ), Cq(2IO) 
quantum group a-models is considered. The Lagrangian formalism on the 
quantum group manifolds is discussed . The classical solution for the Cq(2JO) 
a-model is obtained. 
1. The matrix quantum group G = S Lq(2, R) is defined by the q-commutative 
commutation relations (C.R.) of its group elements [1]. Ld 
( 
a b ) ab = qba, bd = qdb, be = cb 
g= c d 'ac=qca, cd= qdc, ad=da+(q-q- 1)bc (!) 
a, b, c, dare hermitian, jqj = 1, Detqg =ad - qbc = 1. In the Gauss decomposition 
= ( 1 c.p_ ) ( l 0 ) ( p ~ ) = ( p + 'P-'P+P 
g 0 l 'P+ 1 0 p I 'P+P (2) 
the commutation relations are: 
2 P'P± = qc.p±p, 'P-'P+ = q 'P+'P- (3) 
Left-invariant differential calculus [2] on the GLq(2, C) group, matched with differ-
ential calculi on the S Lq(2, C), Cq(2j0) subgroups and Borel subgroups, was con-





) 2 1 4 
w = w3 w4 , Trqw = q w + w = O 
The differential calculus on the S Lq(2, R) group is defined by the C.R. 
wlp = "!>pw1, w2p = ~pw2, w3p = ~pw3 
WI 'P± = 'P±WI' W2<.p± = 'P±W2' W3'P± = 'P±W3 
The C.R. between group elements and their differentials are more complicated: 
fJpp = -!>php, 
fJc.p_c.p_ = q2c.p_fJc.p_, 
hc.p+'P+ = "!>'P+h'P+ + (q 4 - l)c.pifJc.p_ 
fJpc.p_ = qc.p_fJp 
(4) 
(5) 
fJc.p_c.p+ = q2c.p+hc.p_, hc.p+<.p- =_~c.p-hc.p+, fJpfJc.p_ = -qfJc.p_fJp 
fJc.p_hc.p+ = -q2hc.p+hc.p_, oc.p_p - -qP'P- (6) 
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~ 2 ) 2 1 (2 2 lifl'Pi = q<p+fip - q (q -- I 'P+flficp_, fi'P+P = -por.p+ - q q - 1)r.p+por.p_ 
q 
. .,( 2 ) 2 c ' ( q1 - 1) -0(10'{!+ + qht.p+011 + </ q - l f.f!+or.p_vp - ~ <p~ pbr.p_br.p+ = 0 q· 
'l'h<' Cartan 1-forrrrn are : 
I I 3 12 522 2 2 
w '"' p- bp -1- 'P+tir.p_, w = -p or.p+ - q 'P+P 6r.p_, w = qp- tir.p_ (7) 
q 
To 1011st.rnct the Lagiangian formalism, w<~ consider the space M 1•1 Hl8Lq('2,R), 
wlwn~ /\1 1 •1 is undcfo1 med (commutative) space. The element of volume in the M 1 · ' 
space, which is invariant. under .S'Lq(2, H), is 
(8) 
where w(o) = wµ.Ozµ,z 1'tM 1·1 ,µ = 1,2. For any 2 x 2 matrix A,TrqA = q2 A 1 + A 4 . 
i\s a result, we have 
(9) 
The C.R . arc defined now at. the same space-time point and tip = Oµ.ptizµ. , 6r.p± = 
a,, <p± {J z1'. 
The Wess-Zumino term 
is t.hc total derivative. Finally, the WZNW-action with the 8Lq(2, R) quantum 
group symmetry describes the 2-dimcnsional relativistic string in the gravitational 
and antisymmetric-field background . 
8[p,ip_,r.p+] = .!5_jD2z(GABaµ.xAaµxB + BABt:µvaµ.xAavxB) (11) 
47r 
where XA = (p,tp-,tp+) and the background gravitational and antisymmetric fields 




The symmetry group of this model is SLq(2, R) @SLq(2, R), because under the left 
multiplication on the group g' = g0 g the Cartan differential forms are invariant, w' = 
w, and under the right multiplication g' = ggo these differential forms are covariant 
w' = g01wg0 . But TrqA is an invariant of the transformation A'= g01 Ag0 because 
the elements of matrix A commute with the elements of matrix g0 by definition 
of the quantum group. So, this model describes spontaneous breakdown of the 
SLq(2, R)@ SLq(2, R) symmetry to SLq(2, R). 
2. Let me consider spontaneous symmetry breaking in the a-model with the 
SLq(2, R)/Uh(l) symmetry. Let G =I< H, with I< being coset, and H a subgroup. 
The Cartan I-forms 
k-l{jk = ( q2'f\{j~_ 61.p- ) = w + (} 
bl.f!+ - q 1.f!+bl.f!- -1.p+bl.f! - (14) 
where weI<, OtH and the coset elements 'P± commute with the subgroup parameter p 
and satisfy C.R. of the SLq(2, R) group among themselves. There is a question: how 
do coset and subgroup separate from k- 16k? Contrary to the classical case, there 
is the 3-parametric family of the U(l) subgroups. There are three most interesting 
examples. The Lagrangian have the following form: 
where c1 (q) depends on the choice of a subgroup. 
1) Undeformed U(l) subgroup c1 = 2q'-;/+1 
{16) 
The symmetry algebra of this Lagrangian is defined by the Maurer-Cartan equations: 
( 
q2 - 1 0 ) 2 tiw = -
0 0 
ww - q wO - Ow 
The C.R. between coset and subgroup forms are common for all the examples : 
wlwJ + q4wJwl = 0 w2w3 + q2wJw2 = 0 
wlwJ + q4wJwl = 0 w4w3 + q4w3w4 = 0 





tiO = -ww, tiw = -wO - Ow 
3) There is an example of the 2-parametric family of the Uq{l) subgroups 
·-~ C1 - 2q2 
(20) 
. ( q- 4 0 ) -20 {j ( q4 - 1 0 ) 4 tiO = -
0 1 
ww - wO + q w, w = - 0 0 ww - q wO - Ow 
Why we obt.ain different algebras of symmetry for the same subgroup? This is possi-
ble because we can use the different map from the algebra to the group, for example: 
(21) 
where T arc the Pauli matrices - the fundamental representation of the Uq(S L(2, R) 
algebra. Here the stability group of the vacuum is U(l). With 
(22) 
the stability group oft.he vacuum is Uq(I). The symmetry of this Lagrangian is 
Sf,q(2,.R) spontaneously broken to Uh(I), h = q±2n,n = 0,1.. .. Under the left 
multiplication on the group G' = G0 G, the differential form c;- 1{jG = ll- 1(w + 
O)ll = G'- 1tiG'. Therefore, w' + O' = H' 11- 1(w + O)ll II'- 1 After transformation, 
again, a decomposition to the cosct and subgroup forms isn't unique. The group 
transformation can transform the Lagrangian with the vacuum stability subgroup 
Uh, (I) to the Lagrangian with Uh2 ( 1) subgroup. 
3. To obtain the equations of motion, we use the action principle and have to 
transfer the variations of fields and their derivatives to the right or to the left side. 
To do this it is insufficient to have only the C.R. of S Lq(2, R) group. Therefore, we 
need in the differential calculus on the Lagrangian manifolds (p, 'P±, p, r.tJ°±, p, tP± ). 
This isn't the quantum group manifold and we can't use the formalism of I-forms. 
There are three additional ways to obtain the C.R. on the Lagrangian manifolds. 
First of them makes use of the C.R. between two differentials of group clements: 
fipp = ptip tipp = Pfip 
pp= pp (23) 
and so on. The second way is to require that the Lagrangian equations of motion 
coincide with the conservation law Oµ.wµ. = 0 for Lagrangian with the S Lq (2, R) 
group. The third way is to investigate the 1-dimensional u- models. 
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4. We start with the er-model on the quantum plane (Cq(2j0) er- model). The 
differential calculus on the Cq(2j0) can be obtained from the differential calculus on 
the SLq(2,C) by surjection: rr:SLq(2,C)-+ Cq(2j0) such that rr(b) = 0. 
xy = qyx yy = q- 2 yy 
xx = q- 2x:i: :i:y = q- 1yx (24) 
( 
x- 18x 0 ) . _ 1 • (q2 - 1) . 
w = x8y - qy8x -q2x- 18x ' yx = q xy - q2 yx 
In terms of the variables p, 'f!± 
g = ( '"p+P P~1 ) ,· w = ( p-15P 0 ) 
T ~p2D<p+ -q2 p- 18p (25) 
L - lT ( µ) - q4(q2 + 1) -2 ·2 
- 2 rq WµW - 2 p p 
the equation of motion w1 = p-1 p- q2p- 1 {>2 = 0 coincide wit.h Lagrangian eguat.ion 
if we impose the C.R. 8pp = l,{>8p. The classical solution of this equation is q 
p = aexp(,Bt), a,B = q2,Ba (26) 
and C.R. 
p(t)p(t') = p(q2t')p( ~t), p(t)p(t') = exp(q2 (q2 - I),B(t - t')]p(t')p(t). (27) 
q 
For this model there exists a 4 x 4 matrix representation such that detqa = O or 
detq,B = 0. Therefore, it is possible to rewrite this Lagrangian as the 4 x 4 matrix 
model for the commuting fields. In conclusion, let me note that 2-dimensional cr-
rnodel on the guantum plane 
r q4( q2 + I) -2 J <iµ ' = 2 fl r ,,flu fl (28) 
l1·;1<is 10 ('.IL tiriri = ~rihri and I.he <~quation of mot.ion D,,iJl'p - q2p-•uµpuµp = O, 
/l = l,2. 
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Quantum mechanics of multispecies anyons 
Stefan Mashkevich 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine 
Abstract 
We consider the problem of multispecies anyons, that is distinguishable 
particles with an anyonic type of statistics, which can exist in two-dimensional 
space. The general form of their wave function is discussed, an exactly solvable 
particular case is analyzed and links to other models are pointed out. 
Quantum treatment of identical particles. - The usual way of "proving" that 
identical particles can only be bosons or fermions goes as follows (see e.g. [l]). 
Consider the wave function Ill ( ... , qj, ... , qk, ... ) and define an exchange operator 
Pjk such that Pjkll!( ... ,qj, ... ,qk,. .. ) = 11!( ... ,qk, ... ,qj, ... ). Since the particles 
are indistinguishable, the resulting wave function can only differ from the original 
one by a phase factor: 
Pjk Ill ( ... , qj, ... , qk, ... ) = exp( i?ra) 111( ... , qi, ... , qki ... ) . (1) 
Now, since a double interchange PA restores the original wave function, one should 
have exp(2i?ra) = 1, which has just two nontrivial solutions, a = 0 (which corre-
sponds to bosons) and a= 1 (fermions). 
This "proof" is, however, inconsistent. In fact, as was noted in [2], Pjk is as good 
an identity transformation as P}k. If one such transformation can multiply the wave 
function by a nontrivial phase factor, there is no a priori reason why the other one 
could not. Since the wave function is defined up to a phase factor, there is no reason 
for it to be single-valued - which was tacitly assumed in the above reasoning. 
Two dimensions: anyons. - An accurate reasoning (in a somewhat simplified 
version) follows. Understand Pjk as a continuous interchange of particle positions 
and look at the phase that the wave function acquires in such a process. (A path 
integral language should be used to ascribe sense to classical paths.) Then P}k 
corresponds to one particle winding around the other one (Fig.I). 
Fig. 1. 
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In three dimensions, the second path can be continuously deformed into a point 
by means of lifting it from the plane of the picture. It is therefore (topologically) 
equivalent to a trivial path, when the particles remain motionless, and the corres-
ponding phase factor should be equal to unity. We then come to the statement that 
only bosons or fermions are possible, indeed. In two dimensions, however, such a 
deformation is impossible. Therefore a can assume any real value, and particles 
with statistics intermediate between bosonic and fermionic - called anyons - can 
exist [3, 4]. The quantity a is called statistics parameter. 
Multispecies anyons. - In fact, in two-dimensional space there exists one more 
new possibility - that of nontrivial statistics of distinguishable particles [5, 6]. Let 
a label "species" of particles and j particles within a given species; particles of 
different species are distinguishable. As before, interchanging particles of the same 
species can bring up a nontrivial phase factor: 
(2) 
What about different species, then? The operator Paj,bk is not "good" (it interchan-
ges nonidentical particles and therefore creates a new state). However, its square 
brings all the particles into their initial positions and therefore changes the wave 
function but by a phase factor: 
(3) 
By the same reason as stated above, in two dimensions there is no constraint on aab· 
Thus, the setup of a quantum-mechanical problem of multispecies anyons is the 
following: Find those solutions of a Schrodinger equation HiJ! = EiJ! which satisfy 
the interchange conditions (2) and (3). There is now a square matrix aab of mutual 
statistics parameters. Note that it has to be symmetric: aab = aba, since winding 
particle a around b is the same operation as winding b around a, in the frame of 
their center of mass. 
The form of the wave function. - It is most convenient to utilize complex 
coordinates: Zj = xi+ iy;. The basic observation is the following: The operation 
Pjk, depicted in Fig. 1, rotates the relative vector Zjk = Zj - Zk by an angle of 1r. 
Therefore one has P;kZjk = exp(i7r)Zjk and consequently PjkZ'Jk = exp(i7ra)z'Jk· A 
generic multispecies anyon wave function has the form 
111 = [ II ( Zaj - Zbk )"•b] ~ ( • • • , { Za}, · · ·) · (4) 
abjk 
(aj)<(bk) 
Here ( aj) < (bk) means that some ordering of particles has been chosen [for example, 
it may mean: a < b or (a = band j < k)], so that each pair is counted only once 
in the prefactor. The function iiT should be single-valued and symmetric only with 
respect to interchanges of particles of the same species. It is easy to check that the 
wave function (4) satisfies the interchange conditions (2) and (3). 
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The main difficulty (which actually exists already for single-species anyons) about 
the wave function (4) is that it is multivalued and therefore cannot be treated, 
as usual, by means of decomposition in terms of products of single-particle wave 
functions. Therefore the many-body problem is, in general, not exactly solvable 
even in the absence of interaction. 
An exactly solvable case. - There is, however, an important situation in which 
an exact solution is available [6]. Consider two-dimensional particles in a magnetic 
fi eld B. The single-particle spectrum consists of Landau levels, infinitely degenerate 
for an infinite system and separated by a gap 2we, where We = eB /2m is half the 
cyclotron frequency. We will only find states belonging to the lowest Landau level 
(LLL); this is enough, for example, in order to do thermodynamics at temperatures 
T «We (which is the case for the fractional quantum Hall effect) . The results are 
the following (refer to [6] for details) . Add a harmonic potential with frequency w 
to make the system finite. Then the single-particle LLL wave functions are 
i/Jn(z, z) = zn exp [-~m(O + We)zz] (5) 
and the corresponding levels are 
En = We + ( n + 1 )0 . (6) 
Here n = Jw; + w2 -We. The many-particle wave functions are of the form ( 4) with 
'1t { n 01 } = If {II 1/Jn01 ( Za1 l Za1 )} . 
J sym 
(7) 
The symmetrization is performed over the coordinates of particles of the same 
species . The energy levels are 
'"""' ( '"""' N 0 (N0 - 1) '"""' . ) E.(n., } = ~En., + L., 2 O'oo + L., Na NbOab n I 
o; a ab 
. a<b 
(8) 
N 0 being the number of particles of species a. 
Interpretation of {8} and links to other models. - Formula (8) can be viewed as 
follows: E{n.,} is the energy of free particles plus a sum of pair "interaction" terms, 
a pair of particle a and particle b contributing a 0 bO. The same sort of spectrum 
can be obtained [7] for particles obeying a so-called exclusion statistics [8] in one 
dimension. In fact, the LLL restriction reduces the phase space of the problem at 
hand, rendering it effectively one-dimensional. 
When restricted to one species, formula (8) describes the spectrum of the well-
known Calogero model [9], the one of particles in a one-dimensional harmonic poten-
tial and with a 1/x2 interaction. However, there is apparently no relation between 
the wave functions of these two models. 
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Conclusion. - Let me mention some open questions. 
• Does there exist a "multispecies Calogero model" - a genuine one-dimensional 
model involving many species which would possess the spectrum (8)? 
• What would be the properties of "paraanyons", possessing wave functions of 
the type ( 4) with ~ transforming according to some set of Young tableaux? 
• What are the thermodynamical features of multispecies anyons? 
• What would be the appropriate description of the fractional quantum Hall 
effect excitations (quasiparticles and quasiholes) as multispecies anyons? 
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Newton relations for quantum matrix algebras 
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Abstract 
A quantum version of Newton relations is found for the matrix T of the 
generators of the RTT-algebra. 
The two kinds of quantum matrix algebras are known in the quantum group 
theory. One of them is the Reflection Equation Algebra (REA) (see [l] and references 
therein). The other is the algebra defined by the famous RTT-relations (1) (see [2]), 
and we will refer it as the RTT-algebra in what follows. In recent papers [3] there 
were considered sets {sk(L)} and {uk(L)} of elements of the REA where L denotes 
the matrix of REA generators. In the classical limit (R = permutation matrix) 
the sets { sk} and {uk} turn, respectively, into the so-called power sums and basic 
symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalues >.; of matrix L. Found in [3] were a system 
of quantum Newton relations among the elements of the sets {sk(L)} and {uk(L)} 
and a polynomial identity for the quantum matrix L generalizing, respectively, the 
iterative Newton relations and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem of classical matrix 
analysis [4]. In the present article we give the definition of the two sets { sk(T)} 
and { uk(T)} and find the generalized Newton relations among them for the case of 
quantum matrix algebra of the RTT-type. 
By definition the RTT-algebra is generated by N 2 operators Tii obeying the 
commutation relations [2] 
(1) 
where the compact matrix notations of [2] are employed. The nondegenerate N 2 x N 2 
matrix R is a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation 
(2) 
and besides this usual requirement we will assume it to be the closed Hecke symmetry 
of finite rank p [5] . It means that in addition to (2) R satisfies the Hecke condition 
R2 =I+ >.R >. = q - q-1 ' (3) 
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while the closure condition requires the matrix (R12/ 1 to be invertible. The meaning 
of the finite rank condition will be explained below. 
As was shown in [5] with such a choise of the matrix R algebra (1) can be 
given the structure of the Hopf algebra and one can define q-analogues of Young 
(anti)symmetrizers and quantum Levi-Civita tensors associated with R. These pro-
jectors will be a usefull technical tool for us and we write down a part of their 
properties relevant for our consideration. For the proofs and more detailed treat-
ment the reader is referred to [5]. 
The Young q-antisymmetrizer of the rank k is defined by the inductive relations: 
p{IJ =I 
(k) 1 ( k-1 k-2 k-1 ) k-1 P = k q 1-q Rk-1+ ... +(-l) R1-. .. ·Rk-l P . 
q 
(4) 
Here the shorthand notations for the matrices R; = R;,;+1 (acting nontrivially in 
a tenzor product of i-th and (i + 1)-th matrix spaces) are used, and the standard 
notations for the q-numbers kg = ( qk-q-k)/ >. are employed. Note, that the definition 
(4) is only correct provided that kg=/. 0, k ~ 1, that is q not a root of unity. Later 
on we always assume that this is the case. 
The Hecke symmetry R is of finite rank p if p(P) =/. 0 and p(P+l) = 0. Together 
with the closure condition it allows one to prove that the projector p(P) is one 
dimensional and therefore can be presented in the form 
p(P). J1 ... J"=u· . v(i• .. .j•l=u v(t2 ... pj 
., ..... 1•1 .. ·•p) - 112 ... p) . (5) 
Tensors u1) and v( I are the left and right q-antisymmetric Levi-Chi vita tensors and 
their defining property reads as follows 
1 
R-u112 ) = v(12 · .. PIR- = -- R- Yi:::; p - 1 . I ... p I q I (6) 
The full contraction of these tensors is normalised to be unity 
We will also need the relation connecting projectors of different ranks 
p(k) = qp(p-k) (p) Tr (k t )p(P) k g + ... p , 
g 
(7) 
The symbol Tr9( ... ) stands for the quantum trace operation [6., 2) over several matrix 
spaces and q-factorials are defined as Og! = 19 ! = 1, kg!= k9 (k - l)g!. The definition 
of the quantum trace in our case reads: 
Tr9 X = TrC · X C <kfT ((Rt•)-t)t'P) - r(1) 12 12 , (8) 
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where X is an arbitrary matrix, and C is correctly defined provided that R matrix 
is closed. Important properties of C consist in the following: 
R12C1C2 = C1C2R12 (9) 
(12···PIC c - -P2 (12 .. ·PI C C u - -v2 u (10) V 1 · · · p - q V 1 · · · p 112 ... p) - q 112 ... p) · 
Let us introduce now the two commuting subsets of the algebra (1). The first of 
them was introduced in [7] for arbitrary solution R of the Yang-Baxter equation (2) 
Sk = Tr(l ... k) (Rk-1 ... R1T1 ... Tk) . 
In the classical limit (R = permutation matrix), where the matrix T becomes the 
usual matrix with commuting entries, the generators Sk turn into the power sums 
of eigenvalues {Ti} of the matrix T: 
N 
sk --+ Tr Tk = L( Ti)k . 
i=l 
For our consideration it is more convenient to use a slightly modified definition 
of Sk. This modification is based on the existence of a one parameter family of 
automorphisms of the algebra ( 1) 
T--+ C0 T, (11) 
which, in turn, is a direct consequence of (9). Now, fixing a = 1 we get another 
possible set of sk(T) which will be more appropriate for our purposes 
( 12) 
With the help of ( 1) (2) and (9) one can prove by direct calculation that sk(T) from 
(12) commute with each other. 
Define now another set of commuting elements 
(T) _ k(1-p) (p) (12 ... plT T (13) CTk - q k q V 1 . . . kUl1.L .p) , 
where the normalizing factor is taken for the future convenience. In the classical 
limit the elements CTk(T) turn into the basic symmetric sums of the eigenvalues r; of 
matrix T. One can prove the commutativity of CTk by straightforward calculations 
too. However it is more convenient to establish a q-analogue of the Newton relations 
among { Sk} and { CTk} first. These relations allow us to express the set { CTJc} in terms 
of { sk}. Then the commutativity of {sic} will directly lead to that of { CTJc}. 
First of all let transform CTk in (13). Taking into account equations (7), (10) and 
(5) one gets: 
CTk = a(k)v(12 .. ·PIT1 ... Tku112 ... p) = a(k)q'" v(12"·P1(CT)t ... (CT)kC1c+1 ... Cpu112 ... p) 
a(k)qP2 Trq(1...p)(P_PT1 ... T1c) = a(k)qP' (~) : 1 q-p(p-k)Trq(l ... k)(P_ "T1 ... T1c) 
q"Trq(1...k/P-"T1 •.• T1c) (14) 
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Here a(k) stands for the numerical factor in (13). Now with the help of (11) and 
the definition of pk we can prove the following 
Proposition. The generators Sk and O'k defined in {12) and {18) are con-
nected by the generalized Newton relations of the form: 
nq O'n-O'n-1s1+0'n-2S2- ... +(-lt-l0'1Sn-1+(-ltsn = 0 n = 1,2, ... p. (15) qn 
Proof. From the definition of q-antisymmetryzer pk+i (1) one can gel. 1.h<~ 
following equality 
Using this formula we transform identically a typical term of (15): 
qkTrq(1 ... n)(PkT1 ... TkRn-1 ... Rk+1'llc+1 ... 'I~) 
(k + l)qTrq(l ... n)(p(k+i) Rn-1 ... Rk+1T1 ... 'I~) 
k-1 
+ " k-1-2; T (Pk R R 'l' T ) ~ q rq(l .. n) n-1 "· k I .. · n 
i=O 
(k + l)q7'rQ(I - n)(p(k+I) Rn-I ... Rk+I T1 ... 7~) 
+ kqTrq(I. n)(p(k)Rn-1 ... Rk1'1 ... 1~) (16) 
In passing to the second equality we used the cyclic property of the quantum trace, 
formula ( l) and the following relations on the q-antisymmetrizers p(k) [5]: 
p!k) R; = - ~ p!k) for 1 ~ i ~ k - l . 
q 
J\t last one should note that the boundary terms of above relations (16) read: 
O'n-1S1 = nq O'n + (n - l)qTrq(I )(p(n-I) Rn-1T1 ... Tn) qn ... n 
0'1Sn-I = 2qTrq(I. ,n)(P2 Rn-1 ... R2T1 ... Tn) +Sn . (17) 
Now assertion ( 15) is a simple consequence of equations (16) and (17). • 
The quantum Newton relations (15) obtained here for the case of the RTT-
algebra ( 1) coincide in their form with those of the reflection equation algebra [3]. 
However, we would like to emphasize one important difference. The corresponding 
elements O'k generate the center of REA, whereas the elements (13) are mutually 
commuting but not central in the algebra (1). This allows one to interpret T as the 
monodromy matrix of some finite dimensional integrable model and the generators 
O'k, being connected with the spectrum of T, play the role of the involutive set 
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of integrals of motion. Actually in order to realize the above remark one should 
dcvdope a kind of representation theory for the algebra (1). For example, using the 
specific representation of the RTT-algebra with the R matrix of SLq(N) type one 
can reproduce the relativistic Toda chain [8]. 
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INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS 
Symmetries of the Hubbard Models 
with Variable Range Hopping 
V. I. Inozemtsev 
BLTP, JINR, Dubna 
Abstract 
Two Y(s/2 ) Yangian symmetries are found for the trigonometric and 
hyperbolic versions of the Hubbard model with non-nearest-neighbour 
hopping. They are mutually commuting, hence can be combined into a 
Y(s/2)EBY(s/2 ) Yangian . The examples of scalar conserved currents are 
also presented. 
It became apparent during the past few years that Yangians [1] are part of the 
symmetry algebra of such well studied integrable systems as the nearest neighbour 
Heisenberg model [2], or the nearest neighbour Hubbard model [3], if considered on 
infinite lattices. However, the Yangian symmetries of the nearest neighbour Hubbard 
and Heisenberg models are incompatible with periodic boundary conditions, and 
they do not combine with Bethe Ansatz methods. 
Now there are two recent developments that make a utilisation of Yangians for 
integrable systems feasible. First, methods have been developed to deal directly 
with infinite systems. Within this so-called symmetry based approach it became 
possible to calculate for instance higher order spin correlators for the XXZ-chain 
[4]. Quantum groups play an essential role here. Second, interesting integrable sys-
tems with a finite number of degrees of freedom have been discovered which exhibit 
Yangian symmetry compatible with periodic boundary conditions, most prominent 
among these the Haldane-Shastry spin chain [5] with degeneracies resolved by Yan-
gian representation theory [6]. 
One of the aims of this report is to present a new pair of mutually commuting 
representations of the Y(s/2) Yangian in terms of Fermi operators, which form a 
Yangian symmetry of the Hubbard model with non-nearest-neighbour hopping of 
Gebhard and Ruckenstein [7, 8]. The model itself contains the usual Hubbard model 
as well as the Haldane-Shastry spin chain as certain limiting cases, and so do the 
generators of its Yangian symmetry. I present also some currents belonging to the 
scalar part of the algebra which provide an argument for the integrability of more 
general models with hopping given by elliptic functions. 
The model describes itinerant electrons of spin a created by cj., at site j of a one 
dimensional lattice. The probability amplitude for hopping between sites j, k will 
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be denoted by tjk· Two electrons of different spin encountering each other on the 
same lattice site feel an on-site repulsion U > 0. 
H = Ltikcj,Au + 2UL(cj1cn - ~)(cj1 cjl - ~) 
j,k 
( l) 
The constants here have been chosen for later convenience, and tii := 0 by definition. 
Consider at first two different choices of translational invariant hopping amplitudes, 
ljk = ti-k· For n I- 0 let 
(2) 
Then the choices are given by K = i 7r / N for a finite lattice of N sites, and K > 0 
for an infinite lattice. The energy scale has been chosen such as to give hopping 
amplitudes of absolute value l between neighbouring sites. The summation indices 
run from 0 to N -1 in the trigonometric case, and over all integers in the hyperbolic 
case. The thermodynamic limit of the trigonometric model and the limit K -> O 
of the hyperbolic model coincide. In both cases tik turns into -i/(j - k). In th<! 
limit K -> oo, the hyperbolic model turns, up to a canonical transformation, which 
is described below, into the nearest neighbour Hubbard model. 
The physically most interesting point about the trigonometric model is the ap-
pearance of a Mott transition at finite U > 0 [7, 9]. In the hyperbolic case t.he 
dispersion relation is 
t:(p) = E lneipn = 2sh(K) E sin(pn) 
n=I n=l sh( Kn) (3) 
The last expression is easily recognised as being, up to a redefinition of scales, 
the logarithmic derivative of the Jacobi theta function t9 4 . As a function of K it 
interpolates between the sinusoidal dispersion relation of the of the nearest neighbour 
model and the saw tooth shaped dispersion relation of the 1 / r model. 
The local U(l) transformation Cju-> ei'1'1 cj11 , '{!j real, does not alter the canonical 
anticommutation relations between the Fermi operators. The local electron densi-
ties cJuci11 are invariant under this transformation, hence the interaction part of the 
Hamiltonian (I) is as well. This means that one can always use a U ( 1) transforma-
tion to modify the hopping term to our convenience. The modified model will be 
completely equivalent to the original one. Consider the case <f!i = j7r. This transfor-
mation introduces a factor of ( -1 )i-k into the expression for the hopping amplitudes 
and shifts the dispersion relations by a half period. Using this transformation the 
above conventions meet the conventions of Gebhard and Ruckenstein [7]. To recover 
the nearest neighbour Hubbard model in its familiar form, one does not only have 
to consider K -> oo, but in addition the above transformation with '{!j = j7r /2. This 
transformation removes the factor of "i" in front of the hopping amplitude, changes 
the hopping amplitude to an even function, and shifts the dispersion relation by 
a quarter period. Hence the quadratic bottom of the sinusoidal band is shifted to 
p = 0. 
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There is yet. another important canonical transformation, 11amely 
U----> -U (4) 
This transformation leaves every Hamiltonian of the form (1) with antisymmetric 
!topping matrix invariant, but the global spin operators and the Yangian generators 
(sec below) arc not. It is responsible for the doubling of the Yangian. 
The natural language for writing down the sl2 generators of the rotational sym-
metry of t.hc Hamiltonian (1) is, of course, in terms of spin operators, which are 
Ii near combinations of products of one creation and one annihilation operator at the 
same site. It turns out to be useful to extend this concept to spin-like operators with 
ir1diccs corresponding to different sites. One arranges the pair of operators c}uch in 
a 2 x 2-rnatrix labeled by spin indices (]" 1 Tin the usual tensor product convention, 
(Sik)~ := cjuCkri and then set 
Sj := SJi (5) 
where the(]"°' are the Pauli matrices, and the bar denotes complex conjugation. Our 
definition implies (Sjk)+ = S'(i, (SJk)+ = Sfj· !Sf and SJ are the spin density and 
electron density operators, respectively. The algebra of the operators Sjk is rather 




8k1SJm - 8mJS?k 
8k1Sjm - 8mjS/~ 




However, there are other bilinear relations due to composite nature of these opera-
tors. The Hamiltonian (1) now assumes the following form 
H = 2:,tikSJk + U2:, ((sf-1)2 - !) j,k . (9) 
Since the particle number / 0 = L:i SJ is conserved, only the term (Sj) 2 is relevant in 
the interaction part of the Hamiltonian. The other terms can be removed by a shift 
of the chemical potential. They are retained here to make obvious the invariance of 
H under the transformation (4). The operators of the total spin are/"':= ! L:i Sj. 
It follows from (6) that they commute with the Hamiltonian and obey the relations 
(10) 
Consider now the Hamiltonian (9) with yet unspecified antisymmetric hopping ma-
trix, ijk = -tkj. Let 
]"' := ! L (Ujk + hjk(SJ + s2- 2))Sjk + 9jk c"'fJ'Ysf sn j,k 
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(11) 
where .9 jk and hjk are odd functions, and fji = 9jj = hjj = 0 by convention. Then 
H commutes with J" if and only if the following functional equations between th<~ 
coefficients are satisfied, 
(9jl - 9kl )hjk 
iU fjk/2ho + 9jkhjk 
~hj1hk1 j -1- k -1- l -1- j 
-*I:. hj1hk1 1 -1- k 







Herc ho is a free parameter which fixes the scale for ]". The only solutions to 
these equations correspond to the cases of trigonometric and hyperbolic hoppi11g 
amplitudes (2) under consideration. In the trigonometric case one finds 
fjk = 0 9jk = ~ ctg('1r(j - k)/N) 
whereas in the hyperbolic case 
sh(K)(j - k) 
fjk = ij sh(K(J - k)) 9jk = ~ cth(K(j - k)) 
(16) 
h0 has to be real in order for J" to be selfadjoint. It is chosen h0 = - sin( 7r / N) in the 
trigonometric case and h0 = - sh(K) in the hyperbolic case. It is an unexpected fact 
that in the first case hopping part and interaction part of the Hamiltonian commute 
separately with J". 
One easily checks that our conserved operator J" turns into known generators 
of Yangians in various limiting cases. In the nearest neighbour Hubbard limit of 
the hyperbolic model (K ___, oo) we obtain fjk ___, OIJ-ki,i/U, 9]k ___, sign(j - k)/2, 
hjk ___, 0. After a canonical transformation Cju ___, i1cju the Yangian generator of 
Uglov and Korepin [3] is recovered. In the limit U ___, oo at less than half filling 
the model reduce~ to the "t-0" chain [10] with all states with double occupancies 
projected out from the Hilbert space. Because at half filling hopping is not allowed 
anymore in this limit, one can set SJ= 1, and recover the Yangian generator of the 
Haldane-Shastry chain [5] or its hyperbolic counterpart to leading order in ( t / U) 2 . 
Indeed ]" itself generates a representation of a Y( sl2) Yangian. The spin oper-
ators /" and the conserved quantities ]" satisfy the relations 
(18) 
[[J\ JI'], [JP, JUjj +[[JP, JU], [J\ Jl'jj = -46(a.xµv<>IJ-yCpuv + apuv<>IJ-yC.Xµv){f", JIJ, J"}, 
(19) 
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where {j = -1 in the trigonometric case, 5 = 1 in the hyperbolic case, and the 
further abbreviations 
C>,µv .- i [>.µv (20) 
a>.,wa{Jry C>,apCµ[JuCv~TCpuT (21) 
{x1,x2,x3} !. I: XjXjXk (22) 6 
4i#-li 
have been used. Eqs. (18) and (19) together with the defining relation (10) of the 
sl2 Lie algebra are Drinfel'd's definition of the Y(sl2) Yangian [l]. Equation (18) 
says that the J°' transform like a vector representation of sl2, and is easily confirmed 
for our J°'. Since both equations (18) and (19) are homogeneous, one could have 
introduced a deformation parameter h2 on the right hand side of the Yangian Serre 
relation (25). Since this parameter merely fixes the scale of J°' and has no deeper 
physical meaning, it is suppressed here. The relation ( 18) has been confirmed by 
lengthy direct calculation. 
Under the transformation ( 4) the generators I°', Jf3 transform into an indepen-
dent set of generators I'°', J'fJ of another representation of the Y(sl2) Yangian. The 
two representations commute, hence can be combined to a Y(sl2)EBY(s/2) double 
Yangian. Their commutativity is non trivial and is of dynamical origin, i.e. it relies 
on the functional equations ( 12) - ( 15) between the coefficients that define J°', J 1f3. 
A first application of this new Y(s/2 ) Yangian will be the classification of the 
Jastrow-like eigenfunctions of the "t-0" model [10]. For the system at finite on-site 
energy the situation is more complicated. Not even the ground state wave function 
is known. 
At this point it is worth to emphasize that Yangian symmetry does not imply 
integrability. One needs also the scalar part of the whole symmetry algebra. To 
provide examples of the corresponding currents, consider the ansatz 
N 
"'\"""' 0 00 ~~ 00 02 J = L...,[Ajksjk + B1k(Sj sk - SjSk) + Djk(Sj + Sk)Sjk + Ejk(Sjk) ]. 
j# 
The condition [H, J] = 0 can be cast into the form of two functional equations 
the definition of A 





and several boundary equations for t, B and D. THe first functional equation is 
just Calogero-Moser one with known general analytic solution. By using it, one 
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can express all the unknown structures in (23-25) via 1/J(x) = aa(~)!t](vx (note t.hal. 
tjk = t(j - k) etc.), 
t(x) = tol/J(x), d B(x) = - 41/J(x)'ljJ(-x), 
D(x) = d[1/J'(x) - ( 2 r~,\) +((,\)+v)l/J(x)], d1/J 2 ( x) E(x) = - 2 -[l-hij;(x+,\)1/J(-x - ,\)], 
where a, ( and r are t he Weierstrass elliptic functions determined by the period8 
w1 = N, w2 = iK, ,\ = ia or ia + N /2, v = i(3, K, d, h, a, (3 being arbitrary real 
parameters. One can see that these formulas define two independent. current.s for 
two three- parametric families of Hubbard models which might be integrable. An 
important open question is to confirm this conjecture by constructing the complete 
set of currents commuting with the Hamiltonian. 
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Abstract 
Formulating quantum integrability for nonultralocal models (NM) µaral-
lel to the familiar approach of inverse scattering method is a long standing 
problem. After reviewing our result regarding algebraic structures of ultralo-
cal models, we look for the algebra underlying NM. We propose an universal 
equation represented by braided Yang-Baxter equation and able to derive all 
basic equations of the known models like WZWN model, nonabelian Toda 
chain, quantum mapping etc. As further useful application we discover new 
integrable quantum NM, e.g. mKdV model, anyonic model, Kundu-Eckhaus 
equation and derive SUSY models and reflection equation from the nonul-
tralocal view point. 
1. Introduction 
Quantum integrable systems (QIS) can be divided into two broad classes, namely 
ultralocal and nonultralocal depending on an important property of their represen-
tative Lax operators. Ultralocal QIS are the standard and the most studied ones, 
which include well known models like Nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS), sine-
Gordon model, Toda chain, etc. They exhibit a common ultralocality property that 
their Lax operators at different lattice points i #- j commute: [L1;, L2j] = 0. This fact 
is actively used in constructing their integrability theory expressed by the universal 
equation 
(1) 
known as the quantum Yang Baxter equation (QYBE). Specific choices of L and R 
yield from (1) the basic equations for concrete integrable models [l]. The underlying 
algebras for such models also exhibit common structure related to quantum algebras, 
the knowledge of which not only deepens our understanding of the system and adds 
beauty to the subject, but also helps to generate integrable nodels in a systematic 
way [2]. 
However, it should be mentioned that parallel development was not persuaded for 
the nonultralocal models (NM), characterised by the property [L1;, L2j] #- 0, though 
many famous models, e.g. quantum KdV model, Supersymmetric models, nonlinear 
a models, WZWM etc. belong to this class. A proposal in this line was made in 
[11], though only for models convertable to ultralocal ones . . A general formulation 
of the integrability theory given through a representative universal Yang-Baxter like 
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equation is seriously lacking for such models including the clear idea about Lhe na-
Lure of the underlying algebraic structures. Our aim therefore is to look into such 
systems from a rather general point of view, where the SUSY models, anyonic mod-
els as well as models satisfying reflection type equation can also be considered a~ 
the representatives of the nonultralocal class and exploring the related algebra to 
construct an extended QYBE and generate concrete NM as particular cases, parallel 
to the ultralocal models. 
2. Ultralocal models: underlying algebra 
We look first into the established ultralocal systems for understanding the role 
played by the underlying algebra. 
Consider standard matrices A and B satisfying the obvious property 
Let us choose now A = L;(>..), B = L;(µ) as Lax operators at the same lattice 
poins and check the above property. It is immediate, that it no longer holds due to 
the operator nature of the matrix elements of the quantum Lax operators and the 
equation in effect turns into the QYBE (1), where a matrix R appears to compensate 
for the noncommutativity of matrix elements of L. This is the basic reason for the 
appearance of nontrivial algebras underlying such integrable systems. 
On the other hand the choice A = L;+i(µ), B = L;(>.) does satisfy t.he above 
commutation relation due the ultralocality property. 
Let us now look into the standard matrix multiplication rule 
(A® B)(C ® D) =(AC® ED) (2) 
and check again for the Lax operators as A= L;+i(>.), B = L;+i(µ), C = L;(>.), D = 
L;(µ). Note that since the multiplication rule (2) holds due to the commutativity of 
B2 and Ci, that also remains valid for the ultralocal Lax operators yielding 
Now cou piing two properties ( 1) and ( 3) of the local Lax operators one can derive 
a global QYBE, essential for proving the integrability which is a global property. 
Indeed, starting from (1) at i + 1 point and multiplying with the same relation at i 
and subsequently using (3) one can globalise the QYBE and repeating the step for 
N times obtain finally the global equation 
(4) 
for the monodromy matrix T = TI;" L;. Trace tr12 factorises the equation yielding 
[trT(>.), trT(µ)] = 0 or the integrability condition [Cn, Cm] = 0, where Cn, n = 
1, 2, ... , N are the conserved quantities generated by r(>..) = TrT(>.) as expansion 
coefficients. 
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To extract the algebra independent of the spect ral parameters one can take the 
ancestor Lax operator in the form 
along with the twisted trigonometric R().., µ)-matrix, which yields the underlying 
quadratic algebra 
I T12T21 - C 1 T21T12 = -(q - q- 1) (r1+T2- - T1-ri) , 
Ti±Tjj = q± 1t TjjTj± , Tj±Tji = q'flt-I TjiTj± 1 (6) 
for i,j = (1, 2) . This Hopf algebra exhibits a coproduct structure and the multi-
plication rule (2), which are linked with the transition from local to global QYBE. 
Taking different limits of q, t and proper realisations of the algebra (6), from (5) 
one can generate different classes of ultralocal models along with their exact Lax 
operators in a rather systematic way [2]. 
:3. Nonultralocal quantum systems: algebraic structure, extended QYBE 
and generation of models 
We see immediately that both the above matrix properties fail for NM, since now 
t.hc Lax operators do not commute at the same as well as at different points . There-
fore th·e quantised algebra like (6) with somewhat trivial multiplication property (2) 
needs generalisation in the form 
(A 0 B)(C 0 D) = 1/>Bc(A(C 0 B)D) (7) 
where the noncommutativity of B2 , C1 could be taken into account. However the 
coproduct structure, essential for the globalisation of QYBE must be preserved. 
Such idea realised in the braided algebra [3] was implem~nted for formulating the 
integrability of NM [4]. Here we look into this problem from a bit different angle and 
report on new results. Limiting ourselves to only two types of braidings (describing 
nearest neihgbours by the matrix Z and other neighbours by a single braiding Z) 
we present the braided generalisation of the QYBE as 
R12 ( u-v )Z;1 ( u, v )L1j( u )Z21 ( u, v )L2;( v) = Zj21 ( v.u )L2;( v )Z12( v, u )L1j( u )R12 ( u-v ). 
(8) 
In addition this must be complemented by the braiding relations 
at nearest neighbour points and 
--1 --1 - --1 L2k(v)Z21 (u,v)L1;(u) = Z21 (u.v)L1;(u)Z21(u,v)L2k(v)Z21 (u,v) (10) 
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with k > j + 1 answering for the other neighbours. Note that along with the usual 
quantum R12 ( u - v )-matrix additional Z12 , Z12 matrices appear here, which can 
be (in-)dependent of the spectral parameters and satisfy a system of Yang-Baxter 
type relations [4]. 
The set of relations (8-10) represent the universal equations for the integrable 
NM within a certain class of braidings and particular choices for R, L, Z, Z de-
rive concrete models of physical interest. It is readily seen that the trivial choice 
Z = Z = 1 reduces the above set into the standard QYBE (1) together with the 
ultralocality condition, while the nontrivial Z's would lead to different types of NM. 
For example, the homogenious braiding Z = Z would correspond to SUSY, anyonic 
models etc., while the choice Z = 1 with Z -=/: 1 should describe the models like 
WZWN, quantum mKdV, nonlinear u models etc. with ti' function appearing in 
their fundamental commutation relations. The case Z = 1 and nontrivial Z also 
appears to be consistent with the reflection equation [6]. 
For establishing integrability we have to construct first the QYBE for the global 
monodromy matrix, which however can be carried out now almost like the ultralocal 
case due to the changed multiplication rule given by the braiding relations (9) and 
(10). For periodic models, where L 1 and LN become nearest neighbours some special 
care should be taken, which yields finally the global QYBE as 
R12(u - v)Zij1(u,v)T1(u)Zl21(v,u)T2(v) = z1-;/(v,u)T2(v)Zij1(u,v)T1(u)R 12 (u - v). 
( 11) 
Due to appearance of Z matrices one faces initial difficulty in trace factorisation, 
which nevertheless can be bypassed in most cases by introducing a /{ ( u) matrix and 
defining t(u) = tr(K(u)T(u)) [6, 4]. 
To demostrate the applicability of the present scheme we mention briefly the 
paricular explicit choices for the R, Z, Z matrices, which derives from the general 
relations (8-10) the basic equations for the known models found earlier and at the 
same time yield new results. 
1. Nonabelian Toda chain [7] 
Z = 1 and Z12 = 1 + ih(e22 ® e12) @7r and rational R(u) matrix. 
2. Current algebra in WZWN model [10] 
Z = 1 and Z12 = R;12 
3. Coulomb gas picture of CFT [9] 
Z = 1 and Z12 = q- L, H;®H,. 
4. Nonultralocal quantum mapping [8] 
Z = 1 and Z12(u2) = 1 +-!;; r,z-i eNa ® ea.N and rational R(u) . 
5. Integrable model on moduli space [12] 
Homogenious braiding with Z = Z12 = Rt and trigonometric R( u) matrix. 
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4. New results 
l. Supersymmetric models [13] 
We shall look into the SUSY models from the NM point and derive their basic 
equations from our formulas by choosing Z = Z = L; 7/a(39a(3, where T/a(3 = Er.a Q<) C(3fi 
and g = (-1 )&/3 with supersymmetric grading a. R-matrix is either rational or 
l1igonornetricof SU(l,l) type. 
2 llcfleclion equation 
The reflection equation of [6] can also be derive~ from the nonultralocal point of 
view by considering a monodromy matrix T = Tij Lj such that 
l,j(u) = Lj-N(u), for j > N, = IC(u), for j = N, and = LJ:/_j, for j < N. 
Though this refers to a bit different braiding than that we considered here, the choic<~ 
;/, = 1, 7, = R( u 1 + u 2 ) and without periodicity recovers most of the results. 
:l. Anyonic SUSY model 
Generalizing the SUSY model we choose Z = Z = I:: T/a(39a(3, where an anyonic 
phase is included in g,.,(3 = eiB&b. Rational R matrix derives integrable anyonic moels 
while the trigonometric one can describe the q-deformed anyons. 
1. J{undu-Eckhaus equation [14] 
This classically integrable NLS equation with 5th power nonlinearity 
(12) 
as a quantum model involves fields with a nice anyonic type representation: 
Our scheme gives the solution Z = 1, Z = diag( eiB, 1, 1, ei8 ) and the rational R 
matrix. Though we are able to construct the braided QYBE, the trace factorisation 
problem could not be solved due to some pecularity of the monodromy matrix. 
5. Quantum mKdV model 
An exact quantum solution of this interesting model can be found following 
the present scheme with Z = 1, Z12 = Z21 = q-~u3 ®u3 , and the trigonometric 
R( u) matrix. For details see [5], while the details of the other results will be given 
elsewhere. 
The author expresses his sincere thanks to the Alexander von Humboldt Foun-
dation for the ressumption of fellowship (in the Phys. Inst., Bonn University) and 
the financial support. 
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Discrete group of integrable mappings 
in the theory of integrable systems 
A.N. Leznov 
Institute for High Energy Physics, 142284 Protvino, 
Moscow Region, Russia 
Abstract 
The general properties of discrete transformations with respect to which 
integrable systems are invariant are discussed. A group-theoretical interpre-
tation for discrete transformation groups is proposed which allows to describe 
all essential properties of integrable systems as a direct corollary of a theory 
of representation of discrete groups of integrable mappings. 
1 Introduction 
Liouville has introduced the term "integrability" with respect to dynamical sys-
tems. Ile proved that if a dynamical system possesses a sufficiently large number 
of integrals of motion in involution then such a system is integrable. But neither 
general methods for constructing solution in an explicit form nor any mention of 
the symmetry of the system under consideration are contained in the Liouville's 
criterion . 
In the case of Lie symmetries the theorem of E.Noether fills this gap and teaches 
us that the number of conservation laws coincides with the dimension of the Lie 
group and gives the possibility (in the case of a Lagrange theory) of obtaining 
explicit expressions for integrals of motion. 
Roughly speaking the modern theory of integrable systems up to now has main-
tained the Liou ville definition (an integrable system have to possess an infinite num-
ber of integrals of motion in involution) and many people have found various con-
sequences which follow from this fact. 
The goal of this paper is to show in a deductive way that the theory of integrable 
systems may be understood as a theory of linear representations of discrete groups 
of integrable mappings [l, 2]. 
This does not mean that at the moment we can propose a complete mathematical 
theory of this connection. Our aim is to show that all known results of the theory 
of integrable systems do not contradict to this hypothesis. 
2 Discrete transformation of integrable systems 
and its general properties 
Let us consider a local invertible transformation described by the substitution 
- ,J,( I II (r)) _ ,J,( ) u ='I' u, u, u , ... , u ='I' u , 
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(2.1) 
where u is ans-dimensional vector function and u', u", ... are its derivatives of the 
corresponding order with respect to "space" coordinates (the dimension of the space 
may be arbitrary). 
At first, we want to enumerate the most important general properties of sub-
stitutions (2.1) which result from observation of the sufficiently large number of 
integrable systems [3]. 
1. All equations of a given hierarchy are invariant with respect to the same dis-
crete transformation. 
2. The substitution (2.1) is invertible: this means· that equations (2.1) may be 
resolved with respect to the "old" variables u which may be expressed as 
functions of the "new" variables ii and their derivatives . 
3. The substitution (2.1) is canonical [4, 5]. This fact can be expressed in two 
equivalent forms. There exists a single generating function from which by 
the rules of the theory of canonical transformations it is possible to obtain 
the explicit form of substitution (2.1). In other words this means that the 
substitution (2.1) may be related to some Poisson structure [7] (and not single) 
which is invariant with respect to transformations described by substitution 
(2.1). 
4. The conserved quantities of the theory are shifted by the divergence (with 
respect to space coordinates) under the transformation (2.1) [7]. 
5. The substitution (2.1) may be rewritten in the form of infinite chain of equa-
tions 
(2.2) 
where Un denotes the result of n-time application of transformation (2.1) to 
some initial function u0 (a possible solution of some integrable system). The 
general property of chains (2.2) consists in their integrability. This means 
that it is possible to obtain exact general solution of these chains under ap-
propriate way of interrupting of the chain (by using some "good" boundary 
conditions) on its both ends. For all integrable systems with a rational spec-
tral parameter (in old inverse scattering method terminology) the chains (2.2) 
coincide with equations of Toda lattice (the Darboux transformation) or of its 
generalizations. About situation in the case of elliptic spectral parameter see 
[9, 10]. 
6. Substitution (2.1) may be generalized for the case of non-commutative vari-
ables. For instance, the function u may be considered as matrix-valued or as 
operator-valued function in the corresponding representation space [8]. 
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3 The problems which may be solved with the 
help of discrete transformations. 
Now we enumerate the most important results which may be obtained with the help 
of discrete transformation (2.1). 
1. It is possible to obtain the wide class of explicit solutions of integrable systems 
in a determinant (Hirota) form. These solutions depend on some number of 
arbitrary functions [3]. 
2. By an appropriate choice of these functions it. is possible to extract those so-
lutions which either are invariant with respect to some inner automorphism of 
dynamical system under consideration (in particular, multi-soliton solutions) 
or satisfy some other boundary conditions [8, 9]. 
3. The condition of invariance of Poisson structures with respect to transforma-
tion (2.1) 
rj/(u)Jn(u)¢'T(u) = ln(</J(u)) 
(<P'(u) is the Frechet derivative) allows to obtain the explicit form of nonlo-
cal Hamiltonian operators of an arbitrary order and to construct the whole 
hierarchy of integrable systems with given discrete substitution [4]- [6]. 
4. It is possible to obtain the equations of (1 + 2) integrable hierarchies cor-
responding to a given integrable substitution (2.1) in two-dimensional space 
[7]. 
4 Equation determining the discrete substitu-
tion and its group-theoretical interpretation 
As discussed above, knowledge of a discrete substitution allows to give a solution 
for many problems of the theory of integrable systems. The only "small" problem 
is how to choose an appropriate substitution from the infinite set of possible ones? 
Below we give the equation solution of which is exactly the mapping (2 .1) satis-
fying all conditions necessary to exploit it as a discrete symmetry of some integrable 
system [l, 2]. This equation is obtained under the assumption of locality of a sub-
stitution. 
Let ¢'( u) be a Frechet derivative corresponding to substitution (2.1) 
I OrjJ OrjJ &¢ 2 
¢ (u) = au+ au'D + au"D + .... 
Next, we denote by F(u) the vector column function components of which are 
some (may be nonlocal) functions of dynamical variables u and of its derivatives, 
namely 
F(u) = F(u, u', u", ... , u(n). 
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Then every solution of the functional differential equation with shifted arguments 
F(efJ(u)) = efJ'(u)F(u) ( 4.1) 
may be related to an evolution-type equation 
Ut = F(u) 
which is invariant with respect to the discrete transformation u = efJ( u ). 
Equation ( 4.1) is a generalization of the well known condition of integrability 
in the theory of differential equations. Indeed let us differentiate substitution (2.1) 
with respect to some parameter on which "initial" function u depends and denote 
¢(u) = F(efJ(u)),u = F(u) then (with all necessary words) we come to (4.1). 
So if a mapping (substitution) is integrable (in the above sense), then it is possible 
to consider it as a discrete symmetry of some integrable system. 
Let us now compare the equation ( 4.1) with a definition of a linear representation 
T(g) of some group (for instance, Lie group) 
<I>(gx) = T(g)<l>(x), (4.2) 
where g is a group element, T(g) is the group operator of representation, <I>( x) is an 
element of a basis of the corresponding representation space. 
Comparing ( 4.2) with ( 4.1) we arrive at the obvious correspondence 
<I>(x)-> Fn(u), T(g)-> efJ'(u). 
Let us give a group-theoretical interpretation of equation ( 4.1) using this correspon-
dence. We have some discrete group of transformation the group element of which 
is acting exactly as substitution u -> efJ(u). efJ'(u) (a Frechet derivative) is a linear 
representation of a group element. At last, Fn(u) (the equations of hierarchy) form a 
basis in a representation space. If this representation is irreducible (this fact should 
be checked by independent methods), then all possible bases of this representation 
(solutions of equation (4.1) with different n) must be connected by some operator 
( 4.3) 
Certainly the same situation takes place in the theory of (1+1) integrable sys-
tems. All equations of the same hierarchy are connected by the "raising" operators 
constructed from the skew symmetrical (nonlocal) Hamiltonian operators Jn = -f[ 
( 4.4) 
Two equations (which are typical for a group representation theory) will be 
important for further considerations 
efJ'(u)W(u)efJ'(ut1 = W(efJ(u)), efJ'(u)J(u)efJ'(u)T = J(efJ(u)), (4.5) 
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where <//(u)1' = </;~ - D<f;~, + D2 <f;~,, - · ··,and W(u), J(u) are unknowns x s matrix 
operators the ma.trix elements of which are polynomials of some finite order with 
respect to positive and negative degrees of the operator of differentiation D. 
A solution of the second equation ( 4.5) under additional condition of its skew 
symmetry may be connected to a Poisson structure which is invariant with respect 
to a discrde symmetry transformation. Skew symmetric operators J(u) are known 
as Hamiltonian ones. Two different solutions of the second equation from (4.5), say 
./1 (u) and ./2 (u), in combination J1J:; 1 satisfy the first equation from (4.5). The 
operator ./1J:; 1 J 1 ( u) is again the solution of the second equation from ( 4.5) and so 
on. This is the way how Hamiltonian operators arise in the theory of integrable 
systems. It is necessary to find two different Poisson structures by independent 
methods and after this fulfill the above described procedure. In this respect the 
Pq11ations ('1.5) were used in [5). 




Let. us differentiate the main equation ( 4.1) with respect to some parameter p con-
sidering it as one of arguments of the function u. The following formula for differ-
entiation of an arbitrary .s-th component vector functional <l>(u) takes place 
8<1>(u) = "''( )au 
op .... u op ' 
where <l>'(u) is s x s integro-differential operator (the operator of variational deriva-
tive). In the case of a local functional it coincides with a Frechet derivative operator 
corresponding to <l>(u). Differentiating of the main equation with respect t.o some 
parameter p and applying the last formula we obtain 
The above equality is the identity with respect to the function Up. Let us sub-
stitute the equality into it Up= Fn2 (u), where the last function is some solution of 
our main equation different from Fn, (u). It is not difficult to understand that the 
first term in the right hand side of the last equation is symmetric with respect to 
interchanging n 1 to n 2 • Composing the same equation with interchanged indexes 
and subtracting the last expression from the previous one we obtain 
( Fn1 ( </;( U)) )' Fn2 ( </;( U)) - ( Fn2 ( </;( U)) )1 Fn1 ( </;( U)) = 
</;( U )[(Fn1 ( U) )' Fn,( U) - (Fn2 ( U) )' Fn1 ( U )] 
Thus the combination [(Fn, (u))' Fn2 (u)-(Fn2 (u))' Fn, (u)] satisfies our main equation. 
For all integrable systems known to us this combination is equal to zero. So we can 
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suppose that this is some additional condition (apart from invariance with rcspecL 
to a discrete transformation group) which chooses integrable systems from the set. 
of all partial differential equations. 
Let us consider the conclusions which follow from this condition . 
An equation of integrable hierarchy has the form 
the corresponding symmetry equation is the following one 
and we see that each functions F,(u) satisfying the main equation is a solution of 
the symmetry equation if the above additional condition is satisfied . 
The additional condition allows to introduce a self-consistent multi-time formal-
ism in the sense that system of equation 
is consistent. Using this language we can say that the additional condition guarantee 
the equality of the second partial derivatives. 
6 The general hypothesis 
As a conclusion of the previous considerations it is possible to formulate the following 
general hypothesis about the structure of a future theory of integrable systems: 
• the problem of classification and solution of integrable systems is equivalent 
to the theory of representations of the discrete group of integrable mappings. 
Indeed, if from ind.ependent considerations it turns out to be possible to obtain 
a solution of our main equation ( 4.1 ), then we automatically produce an integrable 
evolution-type equation (4.2) and each space of irreducible representation of (4.3) 
will give us the exact solution of it. We are well aware of the fact that our main 
equation ( 4.1) in its present form is not very suitable for obtaining direct conclusions 
from it . In this connection, we can notice by analogy with the 'distance' between the 
original definition of semi-simple algebras (in the sense of an absence of nontrivial 
ideals) and the Cartan classification into A, B, C, D, E, F, G and E that there may 
be comparable 'distance' between the problem of classification of the solutions of 
our main equation as it is formulated here and its possible solution. 
We hope that something alike the Cartan's classification will be achieved in the 
case of representation theory of discrete groups of integrable mappings. 
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7 Conclusion 
Tl1c author is very far from the believing that all written above have a closed form 
cspcssionally from the the mathematical point of view. The number of arising 
q1wstions is much more then regorous mathematical rezults. 
Tli1~ main equation (4.1) will provide the answers to two most important. ques-
tions of the theory of integrable systems. The first question is a 'quantization' of 
subst.iLution, i.e., the choosing from the infinite number of invertible substitutions 
1.IJ!' ones which will be integrable in the above sense. Except for the obvious remark 
1.l1;il. this will depend essentially upon the dimensions of the spaces involved, the 
aut.lior kuows almost. nothing about how to solve this problem and thinks that it. 
1101. going Lo be resolved quickly. 
The second more tractable problem is solution of the main equation (4.1) for a 
giv1~n (ad hoc) integrable substitution ef>(u) [7]. The author is convinced of that the 
sol111.io11 to this problem is closely connected with the theory of representations of 
discrete groups of integrable mappings. From known examples of integrable systems 
it follows that discrete groups of integrable mapping possess rich storage of different 
irreducible representations. With each of these representations it may be connected 
a definite class of exact solutions of corresponding integrable system. In some sense 
t.hc soliLon-like solutions correspond to finite-dimensional representations of such 
groups. 
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OPERATOR SOLUTIONS OF SIMPLEX EQUATIONS 
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Abstract 
Constant operator solutions of the Tetrahedron equations are given. These 
solutions belong to the completition of the tensor product of the Wey! alge-
brae. These solutions give known integrable models in the limit when qN __, 1. 
Also they give Fa.ddccv-Volkov solution of the Yang - Baxter equation in two 
layers. 
1 Introduction 
llcccnt.ly remarkable relations for several functions over the Wey! algebra are ob-
tained in application to the symplectic maps. Most interesting relations are the 
Pentagon relation [I, 2] and the braid relation for Faddeev - Volkov r - matrix 
[:!]. In the limit when the Wey! parameter q tends to a primitive root of unity, 
all these relations give corresponding finite dimensional relations, connected with 
the Rest.ricted St.ar - Triangle identity [4] and the Chiral Potts Model for qN = 1. 
Analogously, the vertex weight. of the Bazhanov - Baxter model and other t.hrec 
dimensional weights [5, 6, 7, 8] can be generalized [9] to constant functions over the 
product of Wey! algebras, so that in the limit when qN-+ I (see [2, 9] for details) the 
Tetrahedron equations give the correct parameterization of the finite dimensional 
weights. 
In this note we describe the operator solutions of the Tetrahedron equation and 
show how to obtain from them the operator solutions of the Yang - Baxter equation. 
2 Notations and definitions 
Here we deal with formal operator solutions of the Tetrahedron equation (TE for 
shortness) 
(1) 
where Rijk acts nontrivial only in the vector spaces marked by i,j and k. 
Consider now the Wey! algebra W9 generated by invertible elements u and v with 
the relation 
uv = qvu. (2) 
1 E-mail: sergeev_ms@mx.ihep.su 
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It is convenient to use the notation w = -q- 1l 2uv in addition to u and v. 
Denote by W;' a vector space spanned by formal power series in m commutative 
-3 
pairs Uj and v;. We look for Rijk as an element of wq. 
For lql < 1 define the function 
00 
1/J(x) = IT (1 - ql/2+nx). 
n=O 
This series is called the quantum dilogarithm function and obey the five-term (l'<~n­
tagon) relation [l] 
,,P(v),,P(u) = ,,P(u),,P(w),,P(v). 
We have to define several auxiliary operators. The first. one is the theta-function 
<I>-1(x) = ,,P(x),,P(x-1),,p(q1/2) = L(-rq"'f2xn. (.5) 
nEZ 
Next define a generalized permutation operator P(a, b), ab = q2ba. Let. fJ be t.fw 
usual permutation of two spaces, Pix> ®IY >= IY > ®/x >. Denote this operator 
as 
P = P(u © u- 1, v ® v- 1 ). (fi) 
P(a,b) is defined as follows 
sps-1 =: P(Su©u- 1s- 1,Sv®v- 1s- 1). (7) 
The properties of P arc 
P(a, b) = P(a- 1, b- 1 ) = P(b, a- 1) = P(qab- 1, b) = P(a, qa- 1b) = ... , (8) 




P(a,b)xP(a,b)- 1 = xahb-f0 qf0 f•. (11) 
Also we need the antiinvolution i 
( 12) 
3 Solutions 
The following expressions are the solutions of TE: 
(13) 
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- -1 -R123=r123=1/J(w1 u3)P123, (14) 
R123 = P123r}A, (15) 
R123 = r123P123r!A (16) 
and 
R123 = r123P123t(rlA). (17) 
TE for these solutions can be proved applying the Pentagon relation 4 repeatedly, 
eight or four times. 
Most complicated is the following solution of TE: 
R123 = 1/J( U1 u21 t 11/J( w!1u3)P1231/J( W1 u31 t 11/J( u!1u2) = 
= 1/J( w21w3)1/J( w} 1u3 )P1231/J( w1 u31 )-11/J( w2w31 )-1 (18) 
Eq. 18 have the form f Pi(r- 1 ), but the corresponding r-s don't obey TE. To prove 
TE for 18, the Pentagon relation should be applied several dozen times. 
4 Two layers 
Take two layers of weights 14 in third direction: 





v ® v-111".\(u ® u) = 11".\(u ® u)v ® v- 1 d;j v, 
.Xu® 111".\(u ® u) = .x-11 ® u-111".\(u ® u) d;j u, 
uv = qvu. 
41-1(u) 
r(x , u) = ( ) . 
r x,-u 
r(x , u) is the Faddeev - Volkov operator: 
r(x,q 112u) l+xu 








obeying the braid relation 
r(x,u)r(xy,v)r(y,u) = r(y,v)r(xy,u)r(x,v), (26) 
giving t he Yang - Baxter equation for Eq. 23. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several models in (2+ I) dimensions possess solutions which can describe extended 
structures and resemble solitons of(!+!) dimensional models. We describe the 
appcaranrc of these structures in some models in (2+1) dimensions and discuss 
their properties. 
1. Introduction. 
Partial non-linear differential equations appear in the description of many phys-
ical processes It) They arise in areas like solid state physics, hydrodynamics, bio-
physics, particle physics and classical field theories. As no general method of solving 
these equations is known each equation has to be studied separately. However, a 
partiet1lar class of equations derived from the so-called integrable models may be 
solved using some general techniques l2l (Lax pair, Backlund transformation, inverse 
scattering ... ). These equations are very special, and have many special properties. 
Most of these equations (KdV, Sine-Gordon .. . ) have solutions which are localized 
in space and propagate at a constant speed. These solutions, usually called solitons, 
are stable and keep their shape as they move or interact with each other. When 
2 such solitons are sent towards each other, they collide\ modify their shape, and 
eventually emerge as if nothing has happened apart from an overall phase shift. 
However, most applications of soliton-like structures arise in processes which arc 
intrinsically higher dimensional. Unfortunately, most models in higher dimensions 
are not integrable. Recently, some attempts have been made to look for extended 
structure solutions of various models in higher dimensions and to study their prop-
erties. These studies have revealed that some of such models do indeed possess 
solutions with solitonic properties (localised energy density). Examples of such 
structures are the familiar (3+ 1) dimensional Skyrmions l3l or monopoles of particle 
physics l4l, both described by nonintegrable models in (3+1) dimensions. 
It is not clear whether integrability is really necessary for the extended structures 
to possess most of the solitonic-like properties. There may exist non-integrable 
models with stable solitons of fixed size but without the more restric}ive properties 
that an integrable model would have. It is very likely that it would not be easy 
to construct many solutions of these models analytically, but one can always use 
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computing resources to integrate their equations of motion numerically. 
In this talk I review some of our recent work [s) on various properties of extended 
structures as seen in different simulations performed in (2+ 1) dimensions. I start 
by considering static configurations of the, relativistically covariant, so-called S2 
model in (2+1) dimensions. These static configurations are then taken as initial 
configurations of various models in (2+ 1) dimensions; first of the relativistically 
covariant 8 2 model, its Skyrme extensions and later on, of some models based on 
the ( nonrelati vistic) Landau-Lifshitz equation. 
2. The S 2 Model l5l 
The simplest Lorentz invariant u-model in (2+ I) dimensions, which possess static 
solutions which can be interpreted as solitons, is the 8 2 model, which involves one 
real vector field, i = (¢ 1,if,2,¢3 ) which satisfies¢.¢= I, i.e. i lies on a unit sphere 
S~. Of course, i is a function of the space-time coordinates (t, x, y), which we will 
also denote by (x 0 , x1 , x2 ) in what follows. 
Note that when we talk about a relativistically covariant model, we set the ve-
locity of light, c, equal to unity, so that we use dimensionless quantities. 
The S 2 model is defined by the Lagrangian density 
(2.1) 
together with the constraint ¢. i = I. The Euler-Lagrange equations derived from 
(2.1) are 
(2.2) 
We also need to fix the boundary condition for ¢. As we are interested only in finite 
energy configuration, we see from (2.1) that i must go to a constant at infinity: 
i(r, 0, t) _, io(t) as r~ oo, (2.3) 
where we have introduced polar coordinates (r, IJ) and where ¢0 is independent of the 
angle 0. 
The boundary condition (2.3) is equivalent to imposing a one-point compactifica-
tion of the xy-plane into a two-sphere S~hys. In other words, the model corresponds 
to time dependent mappings from s~hys to s~. These mappings are characterised by 
the number of times the sphere is mapped onto itself. This number is usually called 
the topological charge or winding number and can be computed using 
N = 8~ J (jji· UM x o;i) d2x' (2.4) 
where i and j label the space coordinates x and y and where Eij is the antisymmetric 
symbol on two indices such that E12 = -E21 = 1. In fact, it is this topology that is 
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directly responsible for the existence of static solutions corresponding to ext.ended 
st.ructures which will become our candidates for (2+ 1) dimensional solitons. 
To describe the static solutions of (2.2) , i.e. the solutions of the theory in 
two Euclidean dimensions, it is convenient to introduce another formulatio11 of the 
model; instead of using the¢ fields we express all the dependence on¢ in terms their 
stereographic projection onto the complex plane W. The ¢fields are then related to 
w by 
(2 .5) 
Then, as originally shown by Belavin and Polyakov [71 and Woo,[81 the static solutions 
arc given by W being any rational function of either x+ = x + iy or of x_ = x - iy. 
It is f~asy to see that the topological charge of these solutions is a positive or a 
negative integer respectively. By convention, the solutions of the first type are 
called instantons and of the other anti-instantons which will be our candidates for 
solitons and antisolitons. Moreover, the field configurations W which are the kth 
order polynomials of, say, x+ have N = k and so are said to describe a configuration 
or k instantons. 
The simplest non constant solution is given by 
W = A(x + iy - A), (2.6) 
where A and A are arbitrary complex constants. Its energy density has the shape 
of a bell centered at ReA and ImA. The total energy of this solution can easily be 
computed !91 and is equal to one, for any values of A. The parameter A controls only 
the shape of the soliton; the larger it is, the spikier the bell-like structure is. Many 
other solutions can be easily constructed and, in general, any polynomial function of 
x+iy of degree N will correspond to N solitons located at the roots of the polynomial. 
For example 
W = A(x + iy - a)(x + iy +a) (2.7) 
corresponds to two solitons located at y = 0 and x = a and x = -a respectively. This 
can be seen by determining the maxima of the energy density for that solution. 
Other static solutions of the model are given by functions of x - iy. These solutions 
have the same properties except that their topological charge is negative and so can 
be thought of as describing antisolitons. 
As the energy of the field configuration does not depend on A solitons can have any 
size. As it costs them almost no energy to shrink or expand (2.6) , when perturbed, 
can shrink to almost a delta function in the energy density plot. Of course, just 
before this time all the variation in the soliton field is essentially confined to just a 
few lattice points and any numerical procedure to simulate this evolution becomes 
unreliable. This shrinking has been observed in many simulations; in perturbation 
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of one soliton or during the scattering of two solitons. In particular, when we send 
two solitons towards each other in a head-on way [w] they change their size as they 
come close together, then they scatter at 90° to the direction of their initial motion, 
and shrink rapidly as they come out of the interaction region. The shrinking can be 
so rapid that it masks the soliton motion from the interaction region. 
However, when we look at various properties of the extended structures we see 
that, apart from the shrinking, their behaviour is very regular. Of course, the 
scattering is at 90° but there is very little radiation and the process resembles a 
little the behaviour of solitons in an integrable model. 
The instability associated with the change of size is associated with the conformal 
invariance of (2:1) . This property is peculiar to two dimensions; in more physical 
dimensions solitons would have a fixed size and the shrinking (or expanding) would 
not take place. 
For this reason Leese et al [ll] have modified the Lagrangian (2.1) by adding to 
it two further terms; a term involving 4 derivatives (the 2 dimensional analogue of 
the Skyrme term) and a potential term. The form of the "Skyrme term" is unique 
if we insist on the Lorentz covariance of the extra term and do not increase the 
order of the time derivatives in the equation of motion. The form of the potential 
term is somewhat arbitrary. The form of the potential term used in [11] was dic-
tated by the requirement of having an analytical form for one soliton (now called 
"skyrmion"). More recently [121 we have chosen this term being guided by more 
"physical" requirements - like having a non-zero value of the "pion" mass. 
3. Skyrme model 
In this case the Lagrangian becomes 
(3.1) 
The vector ii = {O, 0, 1) and hence the potential term violates the 0(3)-rotational 
invariance of the theory. The state ¢3 = 1 is the vacuum state of the model. As 
in [12] we fixed our units of energy and length by setting F, = k = 1 and we chose 
µ 2 = 0.1 for our numerical calculations. As shown in [12] µ is related to the "pion 
mass" in this model. 
A skyrmion in this model is described by the field configuration: 
;f(i) = ( 
sin f(r) cos(IJ)) 
sin f(r) sin(IJ) , 
COB f(r) 
{3.2) 
where {r, IJ) are polar coordinates in the (x, y)-plane and f is a function which satisfies 
f(O) = 11' and limr-oo/(r) = 0. 
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Th(~ equation for f is rather complicated; it was solved numerically in [12]. More-
over, there we sl.udied also various scattering properties of such skyrmions. 
These scatterings showed that in their head-on collisions, like in the pure 52 
model, skyrmions tend to scatter at goo. However, the extra terms have introduced 
small repulsive forces so that the goo scattering takes place only if the skyrmions 
have lwcn given enough energy to overcome this repulsion. 
The scattering was seen to be less elastic than in the pure 82 model, or even 
in the original model studied by Leese et all11l but even so it still exhibited many 
properties of an integrable system (thus we feel that it can be thought of as describing 
a quasi-integrable system). 
4. Landau-Lifshitz model 
Further applications of solitons m 2 dimensions were discussed in [13]. Then~ 
Papanicolaou et al argued that. t.he dynamics of magnetic bubbles could be modeled 
within a strictly two-dimensional Landau-Lifshitz equation in which the bubble ra-
dius is stabilised by the Skyrme term, discussed in the previous section, together with 
a suit.able uniaxial anisotropy and with the nonlocal magnetostatic field replaced by 
a local term. 
Tlw basic equations of this model arc t.hcn 
;j = ;j x F, ;j2 = I, (4 I) 
where F is a given by a sum of terms F = Fi+ 1'2 + F3 + F,.. Herc Fi and F2 arc i lw 
usual S 2 (now called "exchange") and Skyrme forces obtained from the static parts 
of the Lagrangian via F; = -¥: and so arc the usual terms which app('ar in 111<' 
equation of motion derived from e.g. (3.1) . The anisotropy field can IH' taken to 
be given by 
1'3 = (0, 0, 212( I - </> 3 ) 3 ) 
and the "magnetostatic" field by 
(4 :!) 
( 4.:l) 
where i = x, y. The model admits an exact static solution, again given by (2.6) 
for a particular choice of A, and this solution can be treated as the fundamental 
magnetic bubble of the model. The authors then performed numerical investigation 
of the dynamics of two such bubbles and showedl13I that the bubbles orbit around 
each other on trajectories that exhibit roughly a triangular pattern. In the second 
reference of [13] they modified the anisotropy term (they took the potential of the 
model given by (3.1) ) - then the trajectories were almost perfectly circular. Hence 
they concluded that the small deviations seen in the first paper in [13] were due to 
the edge effects. 
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In contrast, a bubble-antibubble pair was seen to move in a direction perpendic-
ular to the line connecting the bubble to the antibubble. A very useful guide for 
understanding these numerical results can be given in terms of the unambiguous 
conservation laws of the Landau-Lifshitz equation established by Papanicolaou and 
Tomaras [l 4]_ The authors also discussed the motion of the bubbles in an external 
applied magnetic field gradient and showed that the semi-empirical golden rule of 
bubble dynamics (ls] was verified in its gross features but not in its finer details. 
5. Further Comments 
We have discussed some recent studies of the dynamics of extended structures 
in two spatial dimensions. We have shown that even these simplest models of such 
structures exhibit a great richness of patterns and that their dynamics can be quite 
complicated. Relativistic models exhibit the basic 90° scattering pattern, the nonrel-
ativistic systems based on the Landau-Lifshitz equation show the circular motion of 
structures of the same topological charge and parallel motion of objects of opposite 
charge. In both cases, there is little radiation and so although the models are not 
integrable they appear to be nearly so thus suggesting that we should try to define 
the concept of "quasi integrability" or "almost-integrability". This is, however, one 
of the projects for the future. 
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Abstract 
The classical massless scalar field in an one-dimensional space interval with 
the length periodically varying in time is studied. Some sufficient conditions 
for the energy unlimited growth and for the bounded energy are given. The 
necessary and sufficient condition for the time-periodic energy (for the all 
initial conditions) are presented. 
1 Introduction 
We consider a fi Id i,heor ti al version of Lhe B rmi a "cel •rator (Ulam model [I] 
partly inspired by F rmi's sugg stion or a possible mechanism for cosmic-rays ac-
celeration [2]). The model in classi al 11omelativisti and relativistic mechanics [3] 
as well as in nonrelativisti quanL11m mechanics (e.g. [4]) was extensively studied. 
We are concerned with a classical real massless scalar field [5, 6] r.p( t, x) in 1+1 
dimensional space-time. The field satisfies d' Alembert equation 
82r.p(t,x) - o2r.p(t,x) = 0 
8t2 8x2 (1) 
and is confined to the finite space interval 0 S x S a(t) of variable length with the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions at the ends, 
r.p(t,0) = r.p(t,a(t)) = 0. (2) 
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The initial Cauchy data are 
( ) ( ) 8<p(O, x) _ ( ) <p 0, x = <po x ' at - <p1 x . 
The motion of the end of space interval is assumed periodic with su bl um in al velocity: 
a(t + 1) = a(t), a(t) > 0, lii(t)I < I. 
We put the period of motion T=l as well as velocity of light c=l equal to unity. 
We study the behaviour of energy 
(!i) 
for large times, especially the question whether E(t) ---> oo as l ---> oo. Sufficient 
conditions for the energy unlimited growth were given in [5, 6], we give here rnon~ 
general conditions formulated in other terms. 
The solution of (1-3) has a form 
<p(t, x) = f(t + x) - J(t - x) (fi) 
where the function f satisfies the relation 
J(F(t)) = f(t) (7) 
with 
F(t) = k(h- 1 (t)), k(t) = t + a(l), h(t) = t - a(t). (8) 
The increasing function F satisfies the equation 
F(t + 1) = F(t) +I (9) 
so it can be considered as a covering map of a homeomorphism F : T 1 ---> T 1 of the 
circle T 1 = [O, l] (0 and 1 are identified here). 
The rotation number of the homemorphism F is defined as [7] 
p(F) = Jim Fn(x) - x 
n--+oo n (10) 
where Fn = F o F o ... o F. The limit exists and is independent of x. 
A point x E T1 is called wandering point [7] for F if there exists a neighbourhood 
U of x in T 1 such that Fn(U) n U = 0 for n = 1, 2, .... We denote as O(F) the set 
of non-wandering points for F in T 1 . The rotation by a constant angle a E R is 
denoted as Rc,(x) = x +a. 
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2 Large time energy behaviour 
We assume ( 1-5) in all the following statements. The proofs will be published else-
where. 
Theorem 1. Let a E C1(R), the Lebesgue measure m(n(F)) < 1, J' is nonzero in 
a positive-measure subset of wandering points. Then limhoo E(t) = CXJ. 
Corollary 1. Let a E C 1(R), p(F) = ~ is a rational number (q > 0, integers 
p and q have not common divisor), Fq =f Rp, J' is not identically zero in any open 
interval in (-a(O), a(O)). Then limt-+oo E(t) = CXJ. 
Corollary 2. Let a E C 1(R), p(F) = a is an irrational number, F is not con-
tinuously conjugate to R 0 (in the sense that there does not exist a map g : R --> R 
covering a homeomorphism of circle T 1 such that F =go F o g- 1 ), J' is not identi-
cally zero in any open interval in (-a(O), a(O)). Then limt-+oo E(t) = CXJ. 
Theorem 2. Let a E C 1(R), p(F) = ~ is a rational number (q > 0, integers p 
and q have not common divisor), and for all points x E R such that Fq( x) = x + p 
(so called periodic points) the derivative F'(x) =f 1. Assume further that the initial 
energy E(O) > 0. Then there exist constants c1 > 0, c2 > 0, a1 > 0, a 2 > 0 such 
that 
c e"11 < E(t) < c e"21 1 - - 2 (11) 
for t 2: 0. 
Theorem 3. Let p(F) = a E R, F is C 1-conjugate to Ra, E(O) > 0. Then 
there exists 0 < 81 S: 82 < CXJ such that 
(12) 
for t 2: 0. 
Corollary 3. Let a E C 3 (R), E(O) > 0, and p(F) = a satisfies the following 
Diophantine condition: there exist C > 0, 0 S: /3 < 1 such that for any integer p 
and any natural number q 
p c Jo:--1> 2+/J' q q 
Then there exists 0 < 81 S: 82 < CXJ such that 




Theorem 4. Let p is a natural number. The energy has a period p, 
E(t + p) = E(t) for all t E R, (15) 
for all possible initial data cp0 , cp1 if and only if Fq = Rp for some natural number q 
(and then p(F) = ~). 
3 Discussion 
The previously known sufficient conditions for the unlimited energy growth 
lim1~00 E(t) = oo given in [6] includes only integer p(F) and those of [5] only ratio-
nal p(F). As some of our conditions allow for irrational p(F) some new cases arc 
found (which apply to generalized solutions for a E C1(R) \ C2 (R)). New conditions 
for the boundedness of energy (from above as well as from below) and for the pe-
riodicity of energy are also given. However, a more transparent formulation of the 
conditions directly in terms of function a would be desirable. Such formulation is 
possible for the case of natural p(F) =pas this is equivalent to ~ E Ran a. 
The work is supported by ASCR grant No.148409 and GACR grant No.202/96/0218. 
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Abstract 
The gravitational interaction is naturally organized as a quantum effective 
field theory. This lets one calculate quantum effects in the region where the 
effective theory is valid, i.e. at low energy and small curvature. 
The purpose of this talk is to give a brief overview of the application of effective 
field theory to general relativity. The goal is to convince you that a consistent 
quant.um field theory of general relativity exists for energies well below the Planck 
scale and the it is described by the techniques of effective field theory. Given all the 
effort that has gone into quantum gravity, I feel that this is a significant result. The 
crfective theory is likely to be the full quantum content of pure general relativity. 
Effective field theory is more than a buzzword for a low energy approximation - it is 
a fully developed calculational method in quantum field theory. It is now routinely 
applied in a wide range of contexts. I feel that its application in the context of 
gravity is particularly natural. This report is necessarily brief, but more detailed 
presentations can be found elsewhere[!]. 
Effective field theory is a technique that allows one to separate the effects of high 
energy scales from low energy ones. In many cases, such as the theory of gravity, 
one does not know the correct high energy theory. However as a consequence of 
the uncertainty principle we do know that, when viewed at low energy, the high 
energy degrees of freedom do not propagate far. They can be integrated out of 
the theory leaving a local Lagrangian, although this Lagrangian will in general con-
tain nonrenormalizable interactions. In contrast, the low energy degrees of freedom 
propagate long distances and cannot be summarized by a local interaction. They 
must be included explicitly. From an unknown high energy theory, we are then led 
to write the most general Lagrangian containing the low energy particles which is 
consistent with the symmetries and vacuum structure of the theory. In the case of 
gravity interacting with a massive matter field we impose general covariance and 
find that 
C Lgr + Lmat!er 
C9 r H {A+ : 2 R + c1R2 + c2 RµvRµ 11 + ... } 
Lmatter H { ~ (gµv Oµ</Jov</J - m 2¢2) 
+ di Rµvaµ ¢811 <P 
+ R (d28>..¢8>..<P- d3m 2¢2) + ... } (1) 
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where A ~ 0 is related to the cosmological constant (we will set this equal to 
,,;ero), K 2 = 327rG, and c;, d; are unknown constants. The second key ingredient. to 
effective field theory is the energy expansion, in which the many terms in the effective 
Lagrangian are ordered in powers of the low energy scale over the high energy 
scale. In gravity, since R involves two derivatives (which will become two factors of 
momentum q in matrix elements), the R 2 terms will be of order q4 and hence much 
smaller than the R term at low enough energies. It is for this reason that we have 
essentially no phenomenological constraint on the R 2 terms ( i.e.c1 , c2 < 1071 ) [2]. 
While it may seem relatively obvious that a classical Lagrangian can be ordered 
in an energy expansion, it is perhaps less obvious that quantum effects of the low 
energy particles can also be so ordered[3]. However, in loop diagrams the high 
momentum portions of the integration and all the ultraviolet divergences are also 
equivalent to local counterterms in a Lagrangian. For example the effect of gravitonH 
at. one-looµ order has the high energy behavior (in dimensional regulariiation) of [1] 
(2) 
This is probably not an accurate description of the full high energy behavior, but. 
this does not matter because such quantum effects are not themselves observable 
and can be absorbed into renormalized values of the unknown constants c;. How-
ever within the same Feynman diagrams there are also low energy quantum effects 
which correspond to the long range propagation of gravitons. These are reliable 
because they are independent of the unknown high energy theory, depending only 
on the massless degrees of freedom (gravitons) and their couplings at the lowest 
energies (which follow from the Einstein action). In calculations, the distinguishing 
characteristic is the analytic structure of the amplitudes. Effects which are able 
to be expanded in a power series in the momentum are thereby in a form that 
bas the same structure as operators which arise in a local Lagrangian. These are 
then in most cases indistinguishable from possible effects from a high energy theory, 
which we argued above would be contained in the unknown coefficients of a local 
Lagrangian. However, non-analytic effects in the matrix element cannot come from 
a local Lagrangian, and only arise from long range propagation of light particles. 
One can use this distinction to separate out the low energy quantum effects. In most 
cases, the nonanalytic terms are larger numerically when one works at extremely 
low energies, so they are the leading long distance corrections. Effective field theory 
is a procedure which carries out these ideas in a straightforward way. 
These ideas can perhaps be best explained by an example. The usual gravi-
tational interactions between two masses can be obtained from the one graviton 
exchange potential 
1t2m 1m2 Gm1m2 
--- ---+ ----
8q2 r (3) 
The effects of the R 2 terms in the effective Lagrangian appear at one higher power 
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of q2 . Loop diagrams also give contribution at this order but the nonlocal effects of 
low energy are represented by nonanalytic terms in momentum space, i.e., schemat-
ically 
V(q)"' K-2m1m2 [:2 + (c; + K2P,) 
+K2 (a~+ bln( -q2)) + . .. ] (4) 
where a, b and P; arise form the calculation of a set of one-loop diagrams. (fl; is 
divergent and is absorbed into the renormalized value of the parameter c;.) The 
coefficient of the non analytic terms (a, b) arc finite and are a consequence of the 
low euergy part of the theory. While most work in the field has focussed on the 
divergent portion, it is these latter finite terms which are the most predictive part 
of the diagrams. Note that at low enough momentum, the non-analytic terms are 
larger than the constant terms. In addition, they are distinguished by a different 
spatial dependence. When one forms a nonrelativistic potential one finds 
(5) 
The nonanalytic terms give power-law corrections while the local Lagrangian and 
high energy loop effects give a delta function. Thus the long distance quantum 
correction to the Newtonian potential is calculable. An explicit calculation [1] yields 
V(r) = [
l _ G(m1 + m2) 
rc2 
127Gh ] 
307r2r 2 c3 + · · · (6) 
A second example comes from graviton-graviton scattering. This has been re-
cently calculated to one loop in a beautiful calculation by Dunbar and Norridge[5] 
using string based technology. The result is too long to be displayed here, but 
contains higher powers of the energy variables plus logs, and is independent of any 
unknown parameters. The particular form of the amplitude is a low energy theorem 
for quantum gravity, since it must be true independent of the nature of the high 
energy theory and independent of the massive matter content of the world. 
The idea of a gravitational effective field theory extends well beyond these calcu-
lations. In general, effective field theory techniques will organize any given matrix 
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element into the calculable effects of low energy and the unknown effects of the full 
high energy theory. Most commonly, the nonanalytic terms are the leadiug con-
tributions at large distance. This division has not been commonly applied to the 
gravitational interactions and much of the standard wisdom of general relativity 
needs to be scrutinized through the eyes of effective field theory. The quantum cor-
rections are numerically small in macroscopic phenomena, and I know of no such 
effects that can influence present day experimental relativity. However, these ideas 
may be useful in ducidating some of the theoretical issues of general relativity, and 
perhaps can be compared to the work being done in lattice simulations of quantum 
gravity. 
The effective theory can be applied at low energy and small curvature. It falls 
apart when the energy/ curvature reaches the Planck scale. In all known effective 
theories, new degrees of freedom and new interactions come into play at high energy, 
and we will need to know these in order to make reliable high energy predictions. 
It at first appears to be a shame that quantum general relativity is uncapable of 
answering some of the deep questions about the early universe which involve high 
energy scales. However this is likely true of all our other theories as well. Physics 
is at heart an experimental science and we expect new phenomena as we explore to 
higher energies. In fact, we expect that the Standard Model will break down and 
new physics will be found at the TeV scale, so that general relativity may be a valid 
theory to higher scales than the rest of the Standard Model. 
The main value of this effective theory lies in coming to an understanding of the 
union of general relativity and quantum physics. One routinely hears that these two 
important ideas are incompatible. The effective theory shows that this is not the 
case - in fact they go together very naturally, just as one expects from experience 
with other effective field theorie.s. It is not an incompatibility that is the problem, 
but rather the issue is that we do not yet know the ultimate high energy theory 
that takes over at high energies/curvatures. However, if one is concerned with pure 
general relativity, it is likely that the effective field theory is the full quantum content 
of the theory. 
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Effective action in QFT: 
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1 Introduction 
As the effective action contains the whole information about any quantum field 
model, it is natural to develope a special method for its calculation and extraction 
of the physical effects from it. The first work devoted to the program was the work of 
Srhwing•r where a special formalism was developed for the integral representation 
(u:1 i1.1g a fifth p11.ramct r} or the effective action, and the Euler-Heisenberg local 
dfcrLivc! La.gra.ngian was derived. But this formalism (developed further by DeWitt 
[ I J) presents th second part of the full formalism, the first part of which consists 
of' Llw derival.iou of Lhc non local mul ti-loop effe ·tivc a.di II . lu I.Ii. first parl. or 1.h ' 
rcporl. WI' want lo give an xprcssion for the rull two- lo p eff 'Live clction in QED. 
We wen. guided by <:onsi dcr<1.Lions lhaL the knowledge of 1.h · <'ffectiv a ·tion (a.~ it 
fun ctional of its arguments, Mid not of their spe .ial combina!.ions) r pr .:ien!.s <Ml 
i 11dl~ pc1ufo11(, iulcrnsl. 
The representation of a field theory in terms of the effective action requires 
developing the renormalization procedure too. Our approach to the problem is 
the following: we analyse the structure of bare quantities (which enter in lo t.hc 
non-renormalized Lagrangian) directly in terms of full ("dressed") vertex Green's 
functions r(n). We presume that the demand for the full vertex Green's functions to 
be finite is the sufficient condition to obtain the whole renormalization proccd ure. 
2 Total Two-loop Effective Action in QED 
We sha ll ·011sid ·r QED wiLh Lh st,andarl classical action . W will use tht> <m -
densed notation: 1/1, = tf1(x;) 1/i;r/J' = f dxt/i(x}l/.1(x). Let 11s Jen hy W[Jµ ,IJ,1!1 
the fun Lional Lh a.I: generates cotrneded Green's runctions, where ) 1,, TJ , 'I arf' lw 
source fi le.l s. Then Aµ( :c ), .,P(.c), 1~(x) are classical vector and spi nor fields. Fort lw 
eff cLiv acLion r[Aµ, !/!, ifil w have Lhe followi11g set of eq ual.ions [2]: 
8I' - n-tµvA .T. µ.1. '"( µ) 82W 
8A - v + e'V/ 'V + in er ij 871i8r;i I 
µ 2 
8I' ;"-1.1.i '"( µ) 8 w 
81/i = ~ii <v - in er ii 8Jµ8r;i' 
(1) 
The system of Eqs.(1) is not complete: we must add equations relating r to the 
connected Green's functions, which are defined as second derivatives of the functional 
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11 . c52r cab = b2W W. Let us use for simplicity the fo owing notat10n: fab = ba"bci' bf3abf"h' 
where a" is some classical field (Aµ, if;, or if;) and a is its index (consequently, (i" 
is some classical source field (Jµ, fj, or 17) and a is its index). This gives us a set of 
nine equations relating the second derivatives of w to those of r: 
(2) 
Underlined indices in G and r correspond to differentiation with respect to ban~ 
sources and fields, respectively. We will search the solutions of eq11ations (I) and 
(2) in the form of loop expansion and calculate step by step r 0 , G0 , r 1 , etc. 
It is more convenient to rewrite Eq.(1) in the following form: 
This gives us the following expressions for two-point connected Green's functions 
(in the external fields) in the zero-loop approximation: 
Gi;v = - [ b (I - Pb) - l] µv 
G~L = -G~µ (f<1µ.,P)L, G~i = G~µ (i}J1,J<)1, 




a11J we use III Eq.(4) the matrix notation: I'µv--> f>, Dµv--> fJ. From (3) and (1) 
WC can derive the following expression for the full one-loop effective action f 1: 
I' 1 = iTr J ln k + ~Tr" ln (I - Pb) , (6) 
where Tr / is the trace over spinor indices and Tr v the trace ovc~r vector indices. This 
expression is fully coincident with a formula obtained by Ostrovsky and Vilkovisky 
by another method [3]. 
For the calculation of I'2 we must calculate the G1 previously. Expanding (2) 
in Ii and collecting terms with the same power of Ii we get nine equations for de-
termination of the G1 . Now we can get the following expression for the full (with 
fermionic part) two-loop effective action in QED: 
(7) 
-:h,G!;" G~PG~fli]J (RapCT + RpCTo + RCTap) ij;i/J (Rµ>-.{J + R>-.{Jµ + R{Jµ>-.) if;, 
where Rµvp = /µK/vK/p + /pK/vK/w Each term of this formula corresponds to 
infinite number of diagrams which are not difficult to specify. 
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3 Renormalization 
Using the representation of the generating functionals of scalar Acp4 model by the 
path integral we find 
. [ J 621'] exp (.:_S[cpJ) = N j D<f1 <l<•t -~- x 1i h 6 <1> ~ 
( 
i i Ii I' ) 
x exp hr[<I>] - h J d:1: o<JJ(.c) (<l>( :r) - ip (x)) • (8) 
where r is the generating functional of the vertex Green functions. Now we can 
rewrite the bare parameters in Sin terms of dressed vertices f{n). Up to the first 
order in 1i we have 
- (82 + m2)0" = r(2) - in r(4). [r(2)1-l 
IJ IJ 2 1k/J k/ > (9) 
. - {4) 3 ·n, (4) [ (2)1-1 [ (2)1-1 {4} 
->.E1i/l;k011 - rijkl + 2Ti rimpl r mn r pr rjknr-
- ~ 1oitir<5l . [r(2>]-1 5! 1mn3kl mn (10) 




and m6, Ao , m~, A1 etc. are unknown so far; below we shall determine them. In all 
the integrals we shall suppose some regularization to be introduced. 
Let us now introduce the requirement that the total ("dressed") vertex functions 
be finite. It follows from this requirement that 
(i) m 0 and Ao are finite quantities; 
(ii) m 1 and A1 are infinite ones and they cancel out the infinite parts of integrals 
in rhs. of (11) and (12) 
Thus we have 
f(2l(p) = p2 - m~ +finite parts, 




where "finite parts" mean the finite addition of the above-mentioned integrals; they 
give contributions to the full vertex Green functions. 
Since the extraction of infinite parts out of any divergent integrals is an ambigu-
ous procedure, the finite parts of (14) and (15) are also ambiguous. Hence, formulas 
(14) and (15) represent the general form of renormalization conditions. The finite 
parts in (14) and (15) can be specified only through the specification of m~ and Ao. 
Now r~2 l, r\2l, r~4l, r\4l etc. depend only on finite quantities m~ and Ao. Acting 
in the same manner we can get f(n) expressed in terms of renormalized mass and 
coupling constant. 
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Abstract 
We argue that accounting for higher order corrections in QCD by integrating 
a running coupling constant through an infrared region can be most easily done 
with making use of a scheme without the Landau pole. Within this approach the 
entire ambiguity of the answer is identical to that of the choice of renormalization 
scheme. The uncertainties for the T lepton width resulting from such a technique 
are discussed. 
This talk is based essentially on our recent paper [I] and gives a brief description 
of our suggestion to treat those higher order corrections of perturbation theory that 
stem from the integration of a running coupling constant over an infrared region. 
Formulated in a slightly different context the problem of accounting for such correc-
tions is known as a problem of infrared renormalons [2] and of proper determination 
of their contribution to physical observables. We propose the way of definition of 
these ambiguous contributions based on a continuation from perturbation theory 
region by using the freedom of the renormalization scheme choice. We parametrize 
this freedom with a special definition of the {1 function that is considered to be 
valid in the whole region of the copling constant (even in the regime of strong cou-
pling). Then we introduce a particular function that gives no singularity for the 
corresponding running coupling constant . 
Our main attention is concentrated on the analysis of the T lepton decay width 
that is represented by integrals over the infrared region. Several ways to define them 
using the freedom of choice of the RG scheme are given [I]. The main conclusion 
we draw is that the results of integration can easily be made well defined without 
any explicit nonperturbative contributions. These results are ambiguous to the 
same degree as any ordinary PT series, numerically it can be important because 
in the infrared region the coupling constant becomes large in most of "natural" 
RG schemes. However it can be made small as well by some particular choice of 
extrapolation to low momenta. 
The problem of the T lepton width has been widely discussed in the literature (as 
some recent references see, e.g. [3]) so we limit ourselves to qualitatively different 
versions of changing RG schemes only. We propose a set of schemes that regularize 
the infrared behavior of the coupling constant and allow one to use any reference 
scheme for high energy domain. All these schemes are legal and perturbatively 
equivalent at high energies. Nevertheless numerical uncertainties that come from 
low energy region are quite essential. 
We introduce our main object - a K, scheme that is determined by the following 
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f3 function [l] 
{3( a) 
(3"(a) = 1 - Kan(J(a) ( 1) 
where {3( a) is a (3 function in a reference scheme, MS for instance. The form ( 1) is 
chosen because of practical convenience only - it requires no more technical work 
for obtaining practical results than a corresponding reference scheme and eliminates 
the Landau pole in infrared region. 
The (3 function given by eq. (1) is bounded at large a and the RG equation 
has a solution for a(z) that is defined on the whole positive semiaxis and is free 
of the Landau pole. The absence of singularities (Landau ghost) allows one to use 
the evolution of the coupling constant till the very origin. The solution to the RG 
equation for the invariant charge a(z) in the K scheme is simple because it is closely 
related to the MS running coupling constant 
an+! 
ln(s/ A2) = <l>(a) - K--, 
n+l 
i i r( 1 i ) 
<l>(a) = ~ - cln(~ + c) +Jo f3(0 - f3(
2
)(0 d' (2) 
with f3( 2)(a) = -a2 (1 +ca) and with the standard definition of the parameter A to 
be AMs· Two charges in K and MS are connected through 
K 
a" =a - --an+3 + o(an+3). 
n+l 
The exact connection can be found from eq. (2). So, for n > 1 they coincide almost 
for all observables because in practice there are no calculat.ions beyond the thi.rd 
order. 
We now consider the uncertainties for predictions of the r lepton width or for the 
parameter a,(m~) extracted from experimental data on this width. The expression 
for the r lepton width has the form [4] 
1m~ ds s 2 8 RT= -2(1 - -) (1+2-)R(s) o m; m; m; (3) 
with R(s) given by R(s) = 3(1 + "'·J•) + ... ).Using the experimental value R~xp = 
3.645 ± 0.024 we find after the standard analysis in MS scheme a,(m;) = 0.353 ± 
0.008. 
Now we give results in the K scheme that is more general and allows the inte-
gration over infrared region. This is a generalization of the fixed point approach. 
Note that the analytic continuation from Euclidean region [5, 6] is a particular case 
of such kind an analysis. The spectral density in K scheme (with n = 0) up to third 
order is 
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k1 = 0.7288 , k2 = -2.0314 [7, 8]. Here the normalization of the coupling constant 
is chosen t.o be a = floas and only the proper hadronic part of the entire spectral 
density is introduced (for more details see [l]). The expansion of f3 function reads 
c = 64/81, c1 = 3863/4374 [9]. Thus, introducing the 1£ scheme is equivalent at high 
e11ergi<!s t.o a change of c1 . At low energies however two charges are different. 
Integration for moments can be easily rewritten in terms of the charge itself 
Introducing the variable ( = l/~ we get the practical version 
Results depend on 1£. This is the ordinary RG dependence that is strong enough 
because the accuracy is different at large momenta where we keep only the expansion 
and at small momenta where the exact formulae have to be used to make integrals 
finite. The obtained results are given in Table 1. Here aK is found from integration, 
a~aive is found from the naive (to third order) relation between the schemes 
. 41r 3 
ana•ve = -(a + !£a ) 
3 9 " " , 
while a;xact is found from exact formulae for RG scheme relations (2). For finding 
the parameter aK from the integral it is useful to know the derivative of the integral 
with respect to the boundary value a"(m;) = a0 
dr 1 
-d = --(3 ( )2(ro - r2 + r3/2). 
ao "ao 
One can find the derivative RG equation for the coupling constant a" describing 
its dependence on the parameter ,,, 
da" 
-;[;; = a"(J"(a"). (4) 
This is a particular case of RG equations 
da r xn+3 dx 
den = -fJ(a) Jo (3 2(x) ' n 2:: 1, 
that describe the dependence of the running coupling constant on coefficients of the 
f3 function. Note that the dependence on c is fixed by the choice of the parameter A 







1.5 0.2425 0.368(16) 0.380(18) 
1.6 0.2209 0.333(09) 0.342( 10) 
1.7 0.2118 0.318(08) 0.326(09) 
1.8 0.2068 0.311(07) 0.319(08) 
1.9 0.2037 0.307(07) 0.315(08) 
2.0 0.2016 0.304(07) 0.313(08) 
2.1 0.2003 0.303 0.312 
2.2 0.1993 0.303 0.311 
2.3 0.1986 0.303 0.312 
2.4 0.1982 0.303 0.312 
2.5 0.1979 0.303 0.313 
2.6 0.1977 0.304 0.315 
2.7 0.1975 0.305 0.316 
2.8 0.1975 0.306 0.318 
2.9 0.1975 0.307 0.319 
3.0 0.1975 0.308 0.321 
3.2 0.1976 0.310 0.325 
3.4 0.1978 0.313 0.329 
3.6 0.1980 0.315 0.334 
Table 1: "' scheme results 
the expression for the T lepton width so the only reliable data for a" can be taken 
from that part of Table 1 where equation ( 4) is satisfied. This equation can be 
easily solved analytically (it is a linear equation if "' is considered as a dependent 
function and a" as an independent variable), we have preferred however to solve it 
numerically in the vicinity of the value ("' = 2.1, a" = 0.2003). The solution does 
not match well the pattern of the dependence of the extracted a" presented in Table 
1 that means that higher order terms of perturbative expansion for the width are 
essential. 
Note that contrary to possible impression the prediction in fixed point scheme, 
or in K scheme (see [1]), is also nonstable. Indeed, it is easy to introduce a set 
of schemes parameterized with the fixed point value of the invariant charge - the 
extracted o:,(m;) will depend on the scheme within the set. A (3 function for such 
a set could have the form 
f31(a) = f3(a)(l + it{3(a)) (5) 
that introduces a dependence on an external scheme parameter "'· All schemes of the 
type (5) have a fixed point with different value of the coupling constant depending 
on the parameter "'· 
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In fact., the dependence of the extracted values of the coupling constant for the 
T lepton width on schemes is rather large because the energy scale (m;) is quite 
low. So, it might be reasonable to fix the scheme in an arbitrary, and somehow 
simplest, way and then to parameterize the low momenta region in the integral 
sense only without deta,iled description of the behavior of the running coupling from 
point to point. This can be done in terms of distribution. Adding the localized 
distribution like 8 function and its derivatives one can make the integral (3) well 
defined [10, 11] . These localized contributions look as nonperturbative terms. Other 
phenomenological applications, e.g. [12], have been also considered. 
To conclude, the integration over an infrared region involves the strong coupling 
dynamics and is arbitrary to a large extent. In case of the r lepton width the 
uncertainties for extracted numerical value of the coupling constant are quite large. 
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All relevant. physical systems have a mathematical description based on the sec-
ond Noet.her theorem and Dirac-Bergmann constraint theory [l]. The need of re-
dundant variables, to be reduced due to the presence of either first and/or second 
class constraints, is connected with requirements like manifest covariance and mini-
mal coupling (the gauge principle). Also Newton mechanics[2] and Newton gravity 
with Galilean general covariance [3] can be reformulated in this language at the 
nonrelativistic level. Therefore, at the Hamiltonian level the fundamental geomet-
ric structure behind our description of physics is presymplectic geometry[4, 5], the 
theory of a closed degenerate two-form (no definition of Poisson Brackets) and its 
theory of presymplectic manifolds embedded into ambient phase spaces, so to utilize 
their natural Poisson brackets as in the Dirac-Bergmann approach. In particular, 
for physical applications, Darboux charts of presymplectic manifolds are needed, for 
instance in the definition of the Faddeev-Popov measure in the path integral. The 
tool to find such charts are the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformations [7] and 
the multitemporal version of the equations defining gauge transformations[8]. 
For systems with only first class constraints[9] (most of relevant physical systems 
are of this type), one looks for new canonical bases in which all first class constraints 
are replaced by a subset of the new momenta (Abelianization of the constraints); 
then the conjugate canonical variables are Abelianized gauge variables and the re-
maining canonical pairs are special Dirac observables in strong involution with both 
Abelian constraints and gauge variables. In the multi-temporal method each first 
class constraint is raised to the status of a Hamiltonian with a time-like parame-
ter describing the associated evolution (the genuine time describes the evolution 
generated by the canonical Hamiltonian, after extraction from it of the secondary 
and higher order first class constraints): in the Abelianized form of the constraints 
these "times" coincide with the Abelian gauge variables on the solutions of the 
Hamilton equations. Given an initial point on the constraint manifold, the general 
solution describes the gauge orbit, spanned by the gauge variables, through that 
point; instead the time evolution generated by the canonical Hamiltonian (a first 
class quantity) maps one gauge orbit into another one. For each system the main 
problems are whether the constraint set is a manifold (a stratified manifold, a mani-
fold with singularities ... ), whether the gauge orbits can be built in the large starting 
from infinitesimal gauge transformations and whether the foliation of the constraint 
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manifold (of each stratum of it) is either regular or singular. Once these problems 
are understood, one can check whether the reduced phase space (Hamiltonian orbit 
space) is well defined. 
Since for all isolated systems defined on Minkowski spacetime there is the Poincarc 
kinematical symmetry group globally canonically implemented [10] [for field theories 
the boundary conditions on the fields must be such that the ten Poincare genera-
tors are finite], the presymplectic manifold 'Y is a stratified manifold with the main 
stratum (dense in 'Y) containing all configurations belonging to timelike Poincare 
A 2 A 
realizations with spin [P2 > 0, W 2 = -P2S -=/:- O; Sis the rest-frame Thomas spin]. 
Then there will be strata with i) P 2 > 0, W 2 = 0, and ii) P 2 = O; the spacelike 
stratum P 2 < 0 must be absent, otherwise there would be configurations of the 
system violating Einstein causality. Each stratum may have further stratifications 
and/or singularity structures according to the nature of the physical system. 
Therefore, the canonical bases best adapted to each physical system will be the 
subset of Shanmugadhasan bases which, for each Poincare stratum, is also adapted 
to the geometry of the corresponding Poincare orbits with their little groups. These 
special bases could be named Poincare-Shanmugadhasan (PS) bases for the given 
Poincare stratum of the presymplectic manifold; till now only the main stratum 
P 2 > o, W2 -=/:- 0, has been investigated. Usually PS bases are defined only locally 
and one needs an atlas of these charts to cover the given Poincare stratum of 'Y; for 
instance this always happens with compact phase spaces. 
When the main stratum of a noncompact physical system admits a set of global 
PS ha.sei.. (i . . at lases wiLh oaly one charL), we get a globl\l symplectic decoup ling 
(a strong- form Cl( llamilLonia..rt r du tion) of the gauge degree<i of freedom [mm the 
physkal IJi ra<: obst'rval lcs wi ho 1 in roduring au t>-fixin constraints; this means 
1.haL Lite global PS bases give coord inatizat ions of Ll1c r duced phase spa '(the space 
of Hamiltonian gaug orbits or sympl ·ti moduli space). 
The program of symplectic decoupling was initiated by Dirac himself[ll], who 
found the Dirac observables of the system composed by the electromagnetic field and 
by a fermionic (Grassmann-valued) field. After the rediscovering of this method 
in the study[l2] -of a relativistic two-body model, it was applied to the Nambu 
string[13]. Then, the Dirac observables of Yang-Mills theory with fermion fields 
were found[14] in the case of a trivial principal bundle over a fixed-x 0 R3 slice 
of Minkowski spacetime with suitable Hamiltonian-oriented boundary conditions. 
After a discussion of the Hamiltonian formulation of Yang-Mills theory, of its group 
of gauge transformations and of the Gribov ambiguity, the theory has been studied 
in suitable weigthed Sobolev spaces where the Gribov ambiguity is absent. The 
physical Hami lt.onian has been obtained: il is nonlocal buL wiLhouL any kiml of 
singularities iL has the correct Abelian li mi t if Lhe st ruct ure constMts arc Lurned 
off, and it contains the explicit realization of the absLra L Mi LLer-Viall L m Lric. 
Subsequeu!Jy, t he Dirac observables oi th e Abelian and non-Abelia.n SU(2) Higgs 
models with fermion fields were fou nd(15, 16], where the symplecLic de oupli11g is a 
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refinemenl. of the concept of unitary gauge. There is an ambiguity in the solutions of 
the Gauss law constraints, which reflects the existence of disjoint sectors of solutions 
of the Euler-Lagrange equations of Higgs models. The physical Hamiltonian and 
Lagrangian of the Higgs phase have been found; the self-energy turns out to be local 
and contains a local four-fermion interaction. It is now in preparation a paper[l 7] 
on the Dirac observables of the standard SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l) model of elementary 
particles, using the previous results. 
However, all these Hamiltonian reductions of gauge field theories suffer of the 
problem of Lorentz covariance: one cannot make a complete Hamiltonian reduction 
for systems defined in Minkowski spacetime without a breaking of manifest Lorentz 
covariance. A universal solution of this problem has been found by reformulating[l4, 
18 , 19] every relativistic system on a family of spacelike hypersurfaces foliating 
Minkowski spacetime. In these papers there is the definition of the "intrinsically 
Euclidean rest-frame covariant instant form of dynamics" (parametrized by the 
Lorentz-scalar rest-frame time), in which all the observables have Wigner covari-
ance and the only breaking of covariance is universally restricted to three center-of-
mass degrees of freedom. As shown there, this noncovariance extends over a region 
whose linear dimension identifies a classical intrinsic unit of length determined by 
the Poincare Casimirs identifying the configuration of the physical system: therefore 
a ultraviolet cutoff emerges from Lorentz signature. 
As shown in the paper[l8], the formulation on spacelike hypersusrfaces is also 
needed to solve the kinematics of N free scalar relativistic particles described by 
N mass-shell first class constraints. While in the standard formulation one has a 
description with N times, in the I-time "rest-frame covariant instant form" one ob-
tains in a covariant way the separation of the canonical noncovariant center of mass 
from the relative variables (with Wigner covariance) for every extended relativis-
tic system (particles, strings, classical field configurations). For particles it gives a 
kinematical descrption free of the relative-times and relative-energies variables [they 
are the sources of troubles in the theory of relativistic bound states[20]; the basic 
problem is that Fock space, needed to introduce the particle concept in relativis-
tic quantum field theory, is not a Cauchy problem for this theory: its asymptotic 
states are tensor products of free particles and there is no restriction on their rel-
ative times, so that some of them can be in the absolute future of the others] and 
requires a choice of the sign of the energy for each particle [the intersection of a 
timelike worldline with a spacelike hypersurface is determined by three numbers]. 
Also an intrinsic covariant I-time formulation of relativistic statistical mechanics is 
possible in this framework[l8]. Finally the formulation on spacelike hypersurfaces 
is the only known covariant way of describing consistently the isolated system of N 
scalar charged relativistic particles plus the electromagnetic field [i.e. of having a 
covariant closure of the Poisson algebra of first class constraints]. When the Dirac 
observables with respect to electromagnetic gauge transformations are worked out 
for this system[18], one finds in the physical Hamiltonian the interparticle Coulomb 
potential extracted from field theory and, if the electric charges are described by 
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Grassmann variables [hypothesis of quantization of the electric charge], one gets a 
regularized classical self-energy. It is now under investigation along these lines the 
interaction of scalar particles with Yang-Mills. 
The covariant rest-frame instant form for classical fields shows the need to find a 
canonical transformation realizing the center-of-mass and relative-variables decom-
position of a configuration of a classical linear field theory. When this will be accom-
plished, there will be the possibility to define a "rest-frame quantum field theory" 
with suitable Tomonaga-Schwinger asymptotic states (the true Cauchy problem for 
relativistic field theory), to formulate a consistent bound-state theory and to attack 
in a new way the problem of how to introduce bound states among the asymptotic 
states. 
Finally, it is in an advanced stage the solution of 13 of the 14 first class constraints 
of tetrad gravity in the asymptotically flat case. Here the aim is to get the canonical 
transformation Abelianizing them in some suitable system of coordinates and to 
find the form of the super-Hamiltonian constraint in terms of the reduced Dirac's 
observables (giving a parametrization of the superspace of three-geometries) . If this 
can be done for some special family of three-manifolds, then one can start with the 
search of the reduced gravitational N-body problem, with the attempt to put the 
four interactions together, to find the final Dirac's observables of the standard model 
coupled to tetrad gravity and to start with a. quantization program with a physical 
cutoff. 
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Abstract 
We consider an analogue of the Aharonov-Bohm effect in quantum field 
theory: the fermionic vacuum attains nontrivial quantum numbers in the 
background of a magnetic vortex even in the case when the spatial region 
of nonvanishing external field strength is excluded. The dependence of the 
vacuum quantum numbers on the value of the vortex flux and the choice of 
the condition on the boundary of the excluded region is determined. 
As is known, the singular static magnetic monopole background induces fermion 
number in the vacuum [1-3] 
1 ( e) (N) = -; arctan tan '2 , ( 1) 
where e is the parameter of a self-adjoint extension, which defines the boundary 
condition at a puncture corresponding to the location of the monopole; this results in 
the monopole becoming actually the dyon violating the Dirac quantization condition 
and CP symmetry. 
In the present talk I shall be considering quantum numbers which are induced 
in the fermionic vacuum by the singular static magnetic string background. Since 
the deletion of a line , as compared to the deletion of a point, changes the topology 
of space in a much more essential way (fundamental group becomes nontrivial), the 
properties of the 0-vacuum will appear to be much more diverse, as compared to 
Eq.(1). Restricting ourselves to a surface which is orthogonal to the string axis, 
let us consider 2+1-dimentional spinor electrodynamics on a plane with a puncture 
corresponding to the location of the string. I shall show that in this case the induced 
vacuum fermion number and magnetic flux depend on the self-adjoint extension 
parameter and the magnetic flux of the string as well. 
The pertinent Dirac Hamiltonian has the form 
H = -iti[a - iV(.i)J + {Jm; (2) 
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where V(.i) is an external static vector potential. In a flat two-dimensional space 
( .i = ( x1 , x 2 )) the vacuum fermion number induced by such a background was cal-
culated first in Ref.[4] 
(:3) 
{ 
1, u > 0 
where sgn(u) = -l, u < 0 is the sign function and <I>=-,}; J d2xB(.i) is the tot.al 
flux (in the units of 27r) of the external magnetic field strength B(.i) = tJ x V(.i) 
piercing the two-dimensional space (plane); note that the mass paramder m in 
Eq.(2) can take both positive and negative values in two and any even number of 
spatial dimensions. 
It should be emphasized, however, that Eq.(3) is valid for regular external field 
configurations only, i.e. B(.i) = Bre,;(i), where Bre,;(x) is a continuous in t.h e whole 
function that can grow at most as 0(1.i - x.1-2+•) (c: > 0) at separate points; as 
to a vector potential V(.i) = (Vi(x), Vi(.i)), it is unambiguously defined everywhere 
on the plane. The regular configuration of an external field polarizes the vacuum 
locally, and Eq.(3) is just the integrated version of the linear relation between t.he 
vacuum fermion number density and the magnetic field strength. 
One can ask the following question: whether the nonlocal effects of the external 
field background are possible, i.e., if the spatial region of nonvanishing field strength 
is excluded , whether there will be vacuum polarization in the remaining part of 
space? For the positive answer it is necessary, although not sufficient, that the latter 
spatial region be of nontrivial topology [5] (see also Ref.[6]) . However, the condition 
on the boundary of the excluded region has not been completely specified . In t.he 
present talk this point will be clarified by considering the whole set of boundary 
conditions which are compatible with the self-adjointness of the Dirac Hamiltonian 
in the remaining region. 
We shall be interested in the situation when the volume of the excluded region 
is shrinked to zero, while the global characteristics of the external field in the ex-
cluded region is retained nonvanishing. This implies that singular, as well as regular, 
configurations of external fields have to be considered. In particular, in two spatial 
dimensions the magnetic field strength is taken to be a distribution (generalized 
function) 
(4) 
where <f>(O) is the total magnetic flux (in the units of 27r) in the excluded region which 
is placed at the origin .i = 0. As to the vector potential, it is unambiguously defined 
everywhere with the exception of the origin, i.e. the limiting value limlxl-+O V(.i) 
does not exist, or, to be more precise, a singular magnetic vortex is located at the 
origin 
lim ix V(x) = <1>(0l. 
lxl-+O (5) 
Certainly, a plane has trivial topology, 7rt = 0, while a plane with a puncture where 
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tlw vortex is located has nontrivial topology, 7r1 = Z; here Z is the set of integer 
1111111bers and ir 1 is the first homotopy group of the surface. 
The tot.al magnetic flux through 1.he punctured plane is obviously defined as 
1 J 1 J21r ~ 1r=oo 
<I> = - d2 xB.eg(x) = - dip[x x V(x)] , 
271" 271" r=O (6) 
0 
whc~re the polar coordinates r = JxJ and ip = arctan( x 2 / x 1 ) are introduced. 
The Dirac equation with the Hamiltonian (2) on a punctured plane is invariant 
with respect to the gauge transformations 
G: V(x)---; V(x) + tJA(x), 1/J(x)---; eiA(x)ijJ(x). (7) 
A 1 I.hough tl1c vector potential in any gauge is single-valued on a punctured plan<~, 
this is not true for the gauge function A(x). Since the magnetic flux <1>(6) (and 
t.hc field strength Breg( x)) remains invariant under gauge transformations, the most 
general condition on A(x) takes the form 
(8) 
where YA is the independent of r and ip parameter of the gauge transformation; 
iucidentally the magnetic flux of the vortex <J>(0l(5) is changed: <J>(O)---; <J>(O) +YA· If 
one takes a single-valued wave function, 1/J(r, ip + 271") = 1/J( r, ip ), then, after applying 
a gauge transformation to it, one gets a wave function satisfying the condition 
( eiAi/J )(r, ip+ 271") = ei271"1 A ( eiAi/J )(r, ip ). Thus the set of wave functions on a punctured 
plane is much richer than that of wave functions on a plane without a puncture 
(in the latter case only the gauge transformations with YA = 0 are admissible). 
Certainly, there are no reasons to impose the condition of single-valuedness on the 
initial function, and in the most general case one takes 
(9) 
and after applying a gauge transformation one gets 
(10) 
Therefore, if one admits singular gauge transformations (YA =/. 0), as well as regular 
ones (YA = 0), then one has to consider wave functions defined on a plane with a 
cut which starts from the puncture and goes to infinity in the radial direction at, 
say, the angle ip = IPc· The boundary conditions on the sides of the cut are globally 
parametrized by the values of Y. 
All this can be presented in a more refined way, using the notion of a self-adjoint 
extension of a Hermitian (symmetric) operator. The orbital angular momentum 
operator, -i8'P, entering the Dirac Hamiltonian(2) is Hermitian, but not self-adjoint, 
when defined on the domain of functions satisfying, say, 1/;(r, 1Pc+27r) = 1/J(r, IPc) = O; 
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this operator has the deficiency index equal to (1,1). The use of the Weyl-von 
Neumann theory of self-adjoint extension [7] yields that -i8rp becomes self-adjoint, 
when defined on the domain of functions satisfying Eq.(9) with <p = 'f!c, where the 
values of T parametrize the family of extensions. It should be stressed that T, as 
well as <J>(o), is changed under the singular gauge transformations (compare Eqs. (9) 
and (10)), while the difference <J>{O) - T remains invariant. 
Let us turn now to the boundary condition at the puncture x = 0. In the 
following our concern will be in the case in which the regular part of the magnetic 
field is absent, Breg( x) = 0. Then, in the representation with a1 = o-i, a 2 = a-2 and 
j3 = a-3 ( O"j are the Pauli matrices) the spinor wave function satisfying the Dirac 
equation and the condition (9) has the form 
ijJ(~) _ L ( fn(r)exp[i(n + T)c.p] ) 
x - z 9n(r)exp[i(n + 1 + T)c.p] ' 
nE 
(11) 
where the radial functions, in general, are 
k = y' E 2 - m 2 , J µ ( z) and Yµ ( z) are the Bessel and the Neumann functions of the 
order µ. It is clear that the condition of regularity at r = 0 can be imposed on 
both fn and 9n for all n in the case of integer values of the quantity <J>{O) - T only. 
Otherwise, the condition of regularity at r = 0 can be imposed on both fn and 9n 
for all but n = n0 , where 
no = [<T>(o) - T] , (13) 
[u] is the integer part of the quantity u (i.e. the integer which is less than or equal to 
u); in this case at least one of the functions, fno or 9no> remains irregular, although 
square integrable, with the asymptotics r-p (p < 1) at r -4 0 [8]. The question 
arises then, what boundary condition, instead of regularity, is to be imposed on fno 
and 9no at r = 0 in the latter case? 
To answer thi~ question, one has to find the self-adjoint extension for the partial 
Hamiltonian corresponding to the mode with n = n0 . If this Hamiltonian is defined 
on the domain of regular at r = 0 functions, then it is Hermitian, but not self-
adjoint, having the deficiency index equal to (1,1). Hence the family of self-adjoint 
extensions is labeled by one real continuous parameter denoted in the following by 
8. It can be shown (see Ref.[9]) that, for the partial Hamiltonian to be self-adjoint, 
it has to be defined on the domain of functions satisfying the boundary condition 




-Ou~ is the fractional part of the quantity u, -Ou~= u - [u], 0 :::; -Ou~< 1; note here 
that Eq.(14) implies that 0 < F < 1, since in the case of F = 0 both fno and 9no 
satisfy the condition of regularity at r = 0. 
Using the explicit form of the solution to the Dirac equation in the background 
of a singular magnetic vortex, it is straightforward to calculate the vacuum fermion 
number induced on a punctured plane. As follows already from the preceding dis-
cussion, the vacuum fermion number vanishes in the case of integer values of <[>(D) _ T 
(F = 0), since this case is indistinguishable from the case of the trivial background, 
<f>(o) = T = 0. In the case of noninteger values of <[>(DJ - T (0 < F < 1) we get 




(N) = 2 
~sgn(m) (1 - F) 
(16) 
and 
1 ( 1) 1 1°" dv (N) = --sgn(m) F - - - - x 
2 2 4~ vvv-=-T 
I 
sgn(m)(AvF - A- 1v1-F) + 4(F - !)(v - 1) 
x AvF + 2sgn(m) + A- 1v1-F ' ( 17) 
where 
A - 21-2F r(l - F) (~ ~) 
- r( F) tan 2 + 4 , ( 18) 




(N) = +:sgn [A+ sgn(m)], ~: :(mod2~), , 
-2sgn(m)F, 0 - 2(mod2~), 
(N) = -~ arctan{ tan[~+ i(l -sgn(m))]} 
{ 
!sgn(m) (1 - F) -
(N) = -!sgn [A-1 + sgn(m)], 
!sgn(m) (1 - F), 
e -:f -Hmod2~), 
e = -Hmod2~), 
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1 
0 < F < °2, (19) 
F = ~, (20) 
) , ~ < F < 1 ; (21) 
note that Eq.(20) in the case of m > 0, when it coincides with Eq.(1 ), has been 
obtained earlier in Ref.[10]. We get also the relations 
. 1 
hm(N) = -sgn(m), 
F->O 2 (22) 
and 
lim(N) = -~sgn(m), 
F->1 2 (2:!) 
indicating that the vacuum fermion number is not, in general, continuous at integer 
values of <J>(o) - Y; the limiting values (22) and (23) differ from the value at F = () 
exactly, the latter being equal, as noted before, to zero. 
It is obvious that the vacuum fermion number at fixed values of I and (-) is 
periodic in the value of <1>(o). This feature (periodicity in <l>(o)) is also shared by 
the quantum-mechanical scattering of a nonrelativistic particle in the background 
of a singular magnetic vortex, known as the Aharonov-Bohrn effect. [I I]. Since 
there appear assert.ions in the literature which deny the periodicity of the vacuum 
fermion number in <1>( 0 ) [12,1:3], the following comments on the result ( 19) (21) will 
be clarifying. 
Under the charge conjugation, 
(2-1) 
l.tw fermion number operator and its vacuum value arc to be odd, N -+ -N and 
(N)-+ -(N). Evidenl.ly, the result. (19) (21) is not., since I.he boundary condition 
( 1-1) breaks, in general, the charge conjugation symmetry. llowever, for certain 
choices of the parameter(-) this symmetry can be retained [1-1]. 
In particular, choosing 
(-) = f(mod27r), <f>(o) - I> 0 } ( ) 
( (o) (<I> 
0 
- If= n, n E Z), (-) = -f rnod27r), <I> - I< 0 (25) 
which corresponds to the boundary condition of Refs.[l.'5,lfi], one obtains [12, 13, 
17] 
_ { -tsgn(m)F, <1>(o) - T > 0 } 
(N) - tsgn(m)(l - F), <1>(o) - Y < 0 ' 0 < F < 1, (26) 
which is odd under the charge conjugation but is not periodic in <J>(O). 
No wonder that there exists a choice of 0 respecting both the periodicity in <J>(O) 
and the charge conjugation symmetry, namely, 
0 = f(mod27r), 
0 = -~[1 - sgn(m)](mod27r), 
0 = -f(mod27r), 
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0 < F < ! 
F-1 
- 2 
! < F < 1 
(27) 
which corresponds to the condition of minimal irregularity, i.e. to the radial func-
tions being divergent at r ~ 0 at most as r-P with p ~ ~· This is the boundary 
condition, with the use of which the result of Ref.[5] is obtained: 
(28) 
where sgn0 (u) = { ~~n(u), ~ ~ ~ . Note that Eq.(28) is continuous at integer 
values of <I>(o) - T and discontinuous at half-integer ones. 
Another choice compatible with the periodicity in <I>i0 l and the symmetry (24) is 
0 = -~[l - sgn(m)](mod27r) for 0 < F < 1; then the vacuum fermion number is 
discontinuous both at integer and half-integer values of <I>(o) - T. 
We have calculated also the total magnetic flux induced in the fermionic vacuum 
on a punctured plane 
<I>( l = - - F - - + - . 1 e
2F(l-F) [l( 1) 1 ;00 dv AvF-A-1v1-F l 
27rlml 6 2 47r 
1 
vv:v=-T AvF + 2sgn(m) + A-lvl-F ' 
(29) 
note that the coupling constant e relating the vacuum current to the vacuum mag-
netic field strength (via the Maxwell equation) has the dimension ~in 2 + 1-
dimensional space-time. At half-integer values of <I>(o) - T we get 
e2 { [0 7r ] } <I>(I) = ---arctan tan - + -(1 - sgn(m)) 
87r 2m 2 4 (F- ~) - 2 . (30) 
The vacuum magnetic flux under the boundary condition (25) is given in Ref.[12]. 
Under the boundary condition (27) we get 
<I>(I) = e2 F(l - F) [~s n (F - ~) - F ~] 
l27rlml 2 g 0 2 + 2 ' (31) 
which is both periodic in <I>(o) and C-odd. As it follows from Eq.(31), the vacuum 
under the boundary condition (27) is in a certain sense of a diamagnetic type at 
0 < F < ~ and of a paramagnetic type at ~ < F < 1. 
In conclusion, we present the evident relations 
{ 
~sgn (A + 1) + 
E (N) = +!sgn (A - 1) , 
sgn(m) O 
' 
0 = i(mod27r), 
2 ( e) 1 ( e) E (N) = --arctan tan - + -sgn tan -
() 7f 2 2 2 sgn m 
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L (N) = l 
sgn(m) 
an d 
- !sgn (A- 1 + 1) -
-!sgn (A- 1 - 1) , 
0, 
e -1- -t(mod27r), 
e = -t(mod27r), 
L <J>Ul = - e2F(l - F) [~(F- ~)+ 
sgn(m) 27rlml 3 2 
1 Joo dv A2v2F - A-2v2(1-F) ] 
+ 27r I vJV=l A2v2F + A-2v2(1-F) + 2v - 4 ' 
(:M) 
(35) 
which are in contrast with the fact that summation of Eq.(3) over sgn(m) yields 
zero. 
Thus, we see that quantum numbers induced by a singular magnetic vortex in 
the fermionic vacuum depend on the gauge invariant quantities, <J>(0l - Y and El. 
For certain choices of El the vacuum quantum numbers are periodic in cI>(o) - Y and 
have definite C-parity. 
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NONPERTURBATIVE CALCULATION OF GREEN AND VERTEX 
FUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF PARTICLE CONTOURS 
N. G. STEFANIS 
Institut fiir Theoretische Physik II, Ruh1·- Universitat Boch um 
D-44780 Bochum, Germany 
ABSTRACT 
The infrared regime of fermionic Green and vertex functions is studied analytically 
within a geometric approach which simulates soft interactions by an effective the-
ory of contours. Expanding the particle path integral in terms of dominant contours 
at large distances, all-order results in the coupling constant are obtained for thP, 
renormalized fermion propagator and a universal vertex function with physical char-
acteristics close to those associated with the Isgur-Wise function in the weak decays 
of heavy mesons. The extension to the ultraviolet regime is scei.ched. 
1. Conceptual Skeleton 
This article presents some applications of a geometric formalism, rPlying 011 
(Euclidean) particle path integrals, which emulates soft interactions in forrnionic 
Green and vertex functions by means of dominant contours in the relevant regimes 
of dynamics [1,2]. Expanding in terms of contours enables the evaluation of all-order 
expressions in the coupling constant, hence transcending perturbation theory. As a 
result, typical problems encountered in resumming Feynman graphs are avoided. 
The method discussed below represents, in some aspects, an alternative concept 
to recent superparticle approaches (see, e.g., [3]) and to calculations within the heavy 
quark effective theory (see, e.g., [4]). All results are derived in the framework of an 
1'.lfr:clivf Abelia11 gauge theory (QED), in which the infraparticle [.SJ (i.e., fermion) 
mass m serves as a dividing line between the hard ("heavy") and the soft ("light") 
degrees of freedom (see Table 1 ). This enables one to trade infrared (IR) divergences 
i11 the full theory for ultraviolet (UV) divergences in the low-energy effective theory. 
Tab!~ I . Co11rwction bPtwcen geometrical approach and conventional quantum field theory 
Geometry (Contours) 
Open smooth contour 
Fractal contour 
Self-intersecting contour 
with infinitesimal loop 




Physics (Feynman graphs) 
lnfrapropagator (self-energy and vertex corrections) 
Fermion Green function in UV regime (conjecture) 
Infraparticle vertex function with soft boson "cloud" 
transported intact through the interaction point 
(exclusive form factor) 
Infraparticle vertex giving rise to bremsstrahlung 
(semi-inclusive form factor) 
Multiplicatively renormalizable singularities 
Angle-dependent anomalous dimensions 
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2. Contour Representation of Fermionic Systems 
The ma.in ingredients of the present approach can be summarized as follows [6,7]: 
• lfocasL a quantum field-theoretical system into particle-based language, i.e., 
convert path integrals over fields into those over particle contours (using a 
E11cliclean metric) within a Feynman-Schwinger framework. 
• Incorporate a spacetime built-in resolution scale a in the initial field theoret-
ical casting. Discretized copies of Euclidean manifolds JRd along contoms in 
Ill !l) !Rd are related by an averaging operator with a rapidly decreasing kernel 
within the discretization range (i.e., nonlocality is confined within the vol-
ume ad). The point to notice is that discretization emerges as averaging over 
cells (in analogy to I<adanoff's block-spin renormalization [8]) rather than as 
"latticization" of the space-time continuum. Hence, typical problems of lat-
tice formulations, like fermion dubbling, etc., are not encountered, and the 
continuum limit can be taken at every stage of the calculation. 
• Use the geometry of contours as guiding principle in emulating quantum field 
interactions by appropriate contour configurations (see, Fig. 1). 
Following [7], the action of the averaging operator is defined by 
(JjJD + m0 ) 1/J(na.) = - J ddy [(9l- m) f(jyj)] U (Lno,no+y) 1/;(na + y), (1) 
where mis the bare fermion mass and f(lyl) is the averagiilg kernel with J(jy1) ~ 
c5(y'; which is, for instance, satisfied by a Gaussian distribution. Gauge invariance 
is q1anifest due to the. non-integrable phase factor 
U(Lx,x+y) = Pexp [-ig { AJL(z)dzJL] . 
}L:r,s+y 
(2) 
Closed-form expressions for the generatil}g functional or Green and vertex func-
tions involve matrix elements of the evolution operator U(T) = e-iHT = e-(l)+m)T 
expressed in terms of particle eigenstates with respect to Fock's "fifth parameter" T 
(e.g., Schwinger's proper time). Then the quantum mechanical Green function for 
spinor propagation in discretized form is given by 





Figure 1: Contours relevant for different regimes of dynamics. The left picture shows a smooth 
contour which accounts for the fermion Green function in the IR regime. The fractal curve in the 
center illustrates quantum mechanical particle motion in the background of violent field fluctuations 
(UV regime) . The right picture shows a self-intersecting contour with an infinitesimal loop that 
gives rise to a universal infraparticle vertex function. 
As a result, the full fermion Green function in terms of particle path integrals reads 
where the expectation value of the boson (Wilson) line exponential is 
(exp { ig for dTx(T) ·A [x(T)]}); j [dAµ(x)] <let [a-1(x, y!A)] 
xexp { ig for dT x( T) ·A [x( T)]} exp { -~j ddzAµ(z)V~!(A)Av(z)}. (6) 
Eq. ( 5) is the particle-based version of the one-fermion Green function in field theory: 
G(x, y) = j [dAµ] exp{-~ jddz Aµ(z)V~!(A)Av(z) }<let [G1J1 (x, y!A)jGD(x, y!A), 
(7) 
where the Grassmann integrations over fermion field variables have been carried out. 
3. IR Structure of the Fermion Propagator 
As we will be interested in the evaluation of Eq. (5) in the IR regime, it is 
sufficient to restrict attention to uniformly curved smooth contours subject to the 
condition that points close in configuration space are also close in parameter space, 
i.e., T ~ T 1 if x( T) ~ x( T1) (see Fig. 1 ). Physically, this means that all bosonic modes 
with wavelengths larger than m-1 (large scale of the system) are absorbed into the 
boson-fermion composite effective field and are invisible. Correspondingly, in the 
limit (k/m) --+ 0 (k being the boson virtuality, i.e., the small scale of the system), 
changes in the fermion four-velocity <X k/m vanish and fluctuations of the fermion 
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11101TH~11turn around the mass shell are of order k --+ 0, so that the (composite) 
form ion acquires a "heaviness" and the particle-based description becomes justified. 
Tlw extension of this approach to the UV regime ((k/rn)--+ oo) is seemingly at 
odds with the common assumption that if a contour is very complex, it can hardly 
be associated with a particle's trajectory - a semiclassical notion. However, one may 
associntP tllf' motion of a charged fermion in the background of violent field fl~ctua-
1.ions to a, /metal contour (see Fig. 1) that is nowhere differentiable (Ixµ I --+ oo ). Such 
contours yield additional divergences the renormalization of which introduces angle-
dependent anomalous dimensions [9,10]. In addition, pair-creation/annihilation ef-
r!•ds 111ust be accommodated in the formalism. In our approach, local contour 
di8co11tinuities caused by such effects can be viewed as taking place at time scales 
s111C1.il<'r t.han the evolution pace c that links successive discretized copies of JRd. 
Then, by appropriately gauging the spacetime resolution scales Cl' and c (a/t --t 1 
ror n, r --+ 0), and by readjusting the coupling constant (and mass), discontinuous 
rnntours arc out of harm's way at distances larger than the discretization constants. 
This smoothing procedure is somewhat formal because the burden is now placed on 
properly defining the new effective action emerging from this renormalization-group 
(RC) type transformation. It is understood that vacuum polarization effects will be 
accounted for in the fermion determinant. 
Implementing the smooth11ess criterion, the boson line exponential yields 
cxp{-g2 J[ dr 1:· dr':i: 1,(r).i:v(r')(OIAµ[x(r)]Av[x(r')JIO)}. The boson correlator con-
tains ~hort-distance singularities ex lx(r') - x(r)l-n with n = 2, 4 when the two 
rnntours .r.(r) and x(r') approach each other. To render the integrals finite, llw 
"ribbon regularization" technique [11] is employed, which replaces contours hy t.hc 
edges of an untwisted and unwrinkled stretched-out ribbon, the width b of which 
plays the role of an UV-regulator: x 1,(r)--+ xµ(r)+bnµ(r), nµ(r) being a unit vect.br 
normal to the contour direction and lying on the ribbon's surface. Note that the 
divergent parts of the correlator do not depend on derivative terms, so that they 
can be absorbed into an overall multiplicative renormalization constant. Taylor-
expanding contours, yields xµ(r'):::::: Xµ(r) + (r' - r):i:µ(r) (with l.i:I =!),and tlw 
result for the boson line exponential reads 
j { T })reg T T 
\exp ig la dr xµ(r)Aµ [x(r)] A =exp (-Cl' 2b +a In b +finite terms) (8) 
from which we infer how the physical mass mren varies with the change in couplings 
and cutoffs: mr b~o m(b) + fb· The logarithmic term entering Eq. (8), furnishes 
a wave function renormalization constant Z2 , which gives rise to an anomalous 
dimension 'YF for the fermion field. Introducing a renormalization mass scale µ 
by Inf = ln(Tµ) - ln(bµ), we find the following all-order expressions (in the fine 
coupling constant a) which are independent of the contour: 
and 
µ 8Z2 ll' 
'YF(ll', A)= - - = - a= - - (3 - A). 
Z2 8µ 2~ (9) 
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Accordingly, the full, renormalized one-fermion Green function is [6,12] 
G ( ) - a I d1p -ip·(x-y) r(l +a) 
ren x,y -µ (27r) 4 e (ip+m,.)l+a' ( 10) 
which makes apparent the infrapartide structure of the physical fermion [1 :3] . 
4. Universal Infraparticle Vertex Function 
In the light of the preceeding discussions ii seems useful to consider a 110111.rivial 
contour with an obstruction, notably a self-intersecting loop at some point. z. Tl1is 
contour corresponds to the following generic process: an infrapartide on route alo11g 
a smooth contour with four-velocity u 1 ( T) is suddenly derailed at z and llwn pro-
ceeds Lo propagate again on another smooth contour characterized by four-velocity 
u 2 (r). For the sake of simplicity and with no loss of generality, both smooth con-
tours can be identified with straight lines (which are the RG asymptotes). Such a 
process can be adequately described by an appropriate three-point function I'( x, y, z) 
which accounts for the four-velocity change at z, and which labels initial and final 
states by four-velocities. The purpose of the infinitesimal self-intersecting loop is Lo 
simulate the overlap of the soft boson "clouds" accompanying the charged fermion 
during the four-velocity transition procPss. This is a universal process and, u11dPr 
cert.ai11 circumstances, it may not depend on the particular group character of the 
soft interactions. Being an effective geometric approach, rc'lying on contours, this 
1 r<'al.ment can only provide a global formulation of soft interactions, while specific 
local features are left out, limiting the validity range of the method. It is, however, 
n·alistic t.o follow Lhis assessment and calculate a vertex function which enables the 
<'mulat.ion of t.h<' Isgur-Wise form factor [11] in the physically accessible kinematic 
rq~inw [1,2,1.5]. 
To I.his end, W<' ddi1w the three-point function 
= 1' { T } 1'(.r,y,::)c~of dTfo ds j[dp(r)]trPexp la dr [ip(r)·1+m] G(x,y,z), 
(11) 
w lwrf' 
G(x, y, z) = J:1:;\~~ [dx( r )] exp [i foT dr p( T) · x( T)] (exp { ig for drx( r) · A[x( r)]}) A. 
(12) 
The next step is to split the interaction point according to x( s) --+ [x( s 1), x( s 2], 
hence generating an entrance and an exit point at the vertex z, at mutual distance 
of the order of the ribbon width b, and compensating for the doubling induced on 
the integration measure, i.e., d4 x( s) --+ d4 x( si)d4 x( s2) via c5 [x( s1) - x( s2)]. The 
net effect of the integration constraints, implemented through the product of delta 
functions c5 [x(O) - x] c5 [x(T) - y] c5 [x(s1) - x(s2)] c5 [x(si) - z], is to rearrange the 
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co11tour i11volvcd in the evaluation of the three-point function into three disjoint 
hrnnclies , one of which forms a self-intersecting loop C,, at z. 
U ud<~r these contour specifications, the boson correlator acquires the form 
(cxp[igJi,~.ydw1,A1,(w)j)A(exp{igJ;,2 drx(T)·A[x(T)J})A. This is done by at-
1aclii11g the disjoint contour segments Lzx and L,y, corresponding to four-velocities 
ll 1 a11d 'll2, at the interaction point z ± o+' where the four-velocity becomes discon-
1.inuous. An appropriate coordinate rendering of L~,y in the interval [O, 1], witl1 the 
i1il.crac:iio11 point z removed, is 
,L(t) = { x [t(T - f)] , 
x x [t(T - i) + i] 
0 '5: t < l 
l < t '5: T, (13) 
wlwre l = sif (1' - T) = (s2 - i) / (T - i) with i = Sz - s1 and xL(l) = z , the 
i11t< ~rirn point l beeing excised from the interval [O, l]. 
Because the boson correlator factorizes, the three-point function becomes the 
product of a purely kinematical factor G(x,ylz) which describes coexisting in and 
out four-velocity states (see for details [2]), and a factor Q(i)(z, z) which encodes 
i11formation how the dynamical "pinch" at z derails the infraparticle and causes 
a disconti11uity in the four-velocity, i.e., G(il(x,y,z) = G(x,ylz)G(il(z,z). The 
zeroth order term (i = 0) constitutes an overall kinematical factor, G(o)(z,z) = 1, 
associated to a loop that shrinks to zero upon the identification s 1 = s 2 . The 
first nontrivial contribution comes from the factor G(l)(z, z) which corresponds to 
a self-crossing loop (see Fig. 1) in the particle's contour to be entered and exited 
smoothly with four-velocities u 1 and u2, respectively. It thus appears that this term 
is responsible, in a geometric sense, for the transport of an intact soft boson "cloud" 
through the interaction point. 
A uniform parametrization of the loop integral fc(ll dxµAµ(x) is provided by 
T -+ t = r - ( s 1 + s 2 ) /2 accompanied by the coordi'r;ate readjustment x( T) -+ 
:rc(t) = x [+ (s 1 + s2) /2], where tis restricted in the interval [-I, Il and i = s2 -s1. 
Then, all gauge-dependent terms vanish identically, as expected, and employing 
again the ribbon regularization, the final result for the boson line exponential is [2] 
I(O) ~ - (g2 /47r2) In (i/2b) JTO/~, (14) 
where{}= u 1 • u 2 . In order to disentangle IR from UV effects, we make a RG scale 
readjustment to tune the coupling constant to values relevant in the IR domain: 
g2(b2) ln(f/2b) = g2(µ 2) ln(iµ) = g2(µ 2) lnk. One may view k as the parameter 
which relates the scales characterizing long- and short-distance regimes. The result 
for the three-point function after renormalization is 
r (1) ( ) - _ (-fl 8 I k) r(0l ( ) ren x, y, Z - exp 4 ,,,-------m n ren x, y, Z • 7r v 1 - 02 (15) 
The nonperturbative part of the vertex function is obtained by removing kinematical 
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contributions according to 
F( ) _ r~~Ux,y,z) + r~~~(x,y,z) x,y,z - (o) 
fren(x, y, z) 
(16) 
to get the following universal (i.e., mass- and contour-independent) expression 
( 
g2 B ) F(x,y,z) = F(B) = 1 - exp -- vti=B2 Ink , 
4rr 1 - 82 (17) 
which can be analytically continued to Minkowski space by replacing B -+ w = 
il 1~ 11, 2µ = ~ , where 11, 1 and u2 are the Minkowski counterparts of u 1 and u 2 , re-
spectively [2]. The connection to the leading-order Isgur-Wise form factor is estab-
lished by replacing e2 by ( 4/3)g; and adapting the parameter k to scales involved in 
heavy-meson d~cays by setting k = f, where mQ is the heavy-quark mass, and A 
characterizes the energy scale of the light degrees of freedom. Then the final resull 
reads 
~(w)=l - exp (-±a.~lnk) . 3 w 2 -1 (18) 
In the kinematic region accessible to semileptonic decays (1 :::; w :::; 1.6), and using 
rather typical values of the involved parameters [4], viz., k ~ 8 and a 8 '2:: 0.21, 
this first-principles vertex function yields remarkable agreement with recent data of 
different experimental groups (for an explicit comparison, see [1,2]). 
5. Conclusions 
This article tries to draw a unifying view on universal features of soft interactions 
using an approach which lends itself by construction to the renormalization group 
and relies upon particle path integrals. Arguments are given how to pave the way 
for generalizations of the framework and extensions to the UV regime. 
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Nonperturbative UV-subtractions 
and renormalization of finite jumps 
K.Sveshnikov and P.Silaev 
Department of Physics and Institute of Theoretical Microphysics, 
Moscow Stale University, Moscow 119899, Russia 
Particlelike classical solutions (henceforth kinks) and their quantum descen-
dants play a significant role in description of extended objects in the QFT [1-:1]. 
Let. <t'c(x) be the stationary solution of such type, then, as a rule, ii. int.c!rpolatc!s 
smoothly between static field vacua 'Pvac, corresponding t.o the! global minima of t.l1c 
(effective) energy functional. Now let us note, that with each smoot.h solution r.p,(:r) 
one can connect a discontinuous steplike solution 'Pd( x) wi 1.h t.he same t.opology, 
whose main difference from the smooth one is the vanishing size of t.he trnnsit.ion 
region, where r.p =/= 'Pvac· So far, such discontinuous solutions have! been dismissed 
as unimportant. physically, since at first. glance their energy should be irdinit.e cl111! 
l.o singularities in the kinf!tic term, containing t.hc field derivatives. llowe!vcr, in 
fact t.he situation turns out t.o be more subtle, since the main reasor1 for diverging 
c!ncrgy of such discont.inuous solutions wit.h finite jumps is t.hn.t. int.his c:n.se t.h<! high-
frcquency component. of the field 0(k) dc!creases t.o slow for lkl ---> oo, and so s11c:h 
clivergenc:ies arc of an apparent UV-type. At. the same t.irne, at. least for some! QFT 
models t.hcre exists a reliable way t.o remove t.he llY-divcrgcnc:ies via rc!gulariza1.ion 
followed by c:orresponding c:ontrac:tions. So there appears a nnl.ural a~:rnmption, I.ha!. 
there' might. <!xist. a reasonable subtracting procedure, which removes the singulari-
ties, caus<!d by such finit.e jumps. It should be noted, however, that such subtracting 
will he quit.<• different. from t.he standard renormalization technique. The latter rc!-
111ovcs t.he infinities only for I.he perturbative part of the excitation spectrum, and 
rc'v<·als actually a similar structure in th<! vacuum as well as in the kink sectors of 
th<' theory, whereas in the present case one assumes a nonperturbative procedure, 
which renormalizes properly the kink field and related quantities like the kink en-
ergy, t.hat cannot be obtained in any finite order of the perturbative expansion. In 
t.his report we'll present arguments in favour of existence of such nonperturbative 
suhtracling procedure within the context of 1+1-dimensional kink theory, described 
by t.he Lagrangean 
(1) 
which possesses a stationary kink solution <pc( x ). The dimensionless expansion pa-
rameter of the theory will be the (effective) Planck constant 1i, i.e., the factor, that 
enters the r.h.s. of the CCR [r.p(x, t), 7r(y, t)] = i1ili(x -y). Then the field magnitude 
will be 0(1) for the kink and 0( ,/fl,) for the quantum fluctuations (mesons), while 
the meson energies are O(h). 
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The crucial point of the present apprc•ach is to quantize the kinks covarianlly 
by means of the relativistic (Newton-Wigner) c.m.s. coordinate [4], which in 1+1-
dimensions is given by 
1 ( 1 1 ) q = 2 H L + L H ' (2) 
where~ fl, L and P are the generators of 1 +I-dimensional Poincare algebra 
[L, HJ= ihP, [L, P] = ihH, [H, P] = 0. (3) 
The physical meaning of the operator q implies that it should enter the field ar-
guments only in the combination (x - q(t)) . It would be convenient to use the 
following substitution [5- 7] 
x ~ e(x, t), ( 4) 
where 
e(x, t) = Hx - Pt - L = H 1l 2(x - q(t))H112• (5) 
The dimc~nsionless coordinate e(x, t), defined in such a way, behaves under the 
l'oincare group transformations xµ ~ x'µ = A~xv +aµ like a covariant scalar, i.e. 
u+(A,a)e(x)U(A,a) = e[A-1 (x - a)], (6) 
provided the generators of unitary transformations U(A, a) are given by the algebra 
(3). Through this property any c-number function of it will be a covariant scalar as 
well. So we are led to represent the Heisenberg field in the kink sector (assuming 
the validity of weak-coupling expansion in v'n for mesonic fluctuations) as follows 
tp(x, t) = f(e(x, t)) + <I>(e(x, t), t). (7) 
In eq.(7) J(e(x, t)) describes the quantum kink, provided f(e) is a c-number kink 
shape function, while <I>(e(x, t), t) denotes the mesonic modes. The latter, consid-
ered as a function of the c-number arguments, commutes with the generator of 
spatial translations P, while the commutation relations between <I>(e, t) and other 
generators of the Poincare group are determined from the covariance properties of 
the whole field tp( x, t) [5- 7]. The repr.(7) appears as the direct result of collecting 
together all the secular terms in the straightforward perturbation expansion around 
the stationary classical kink solution [8]. Within expansion in the inverse powers of 
the kink mass this representation turns out to be equivalent to the canonical meth-
ods, exploring the collective coordinate X(t), as well as to quasiclassical expansions, 
that appear in the ERST-approach to soliton quantization [9]. At the same time, it 
includes some effects, which should be treated nonperturbatively. Now let us con-
centrate on some consequences of this circumstance, that take place directly for the 
kink solutions of the quantized theory. 
For these purposes we insert the repr.(7) into the initial field eq. of motion 
(8) 
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with disregard to the mesonic part. Due to the explicit covariance of the kink 
field J(((x, t)) the calculation of space-time derivatives reduces to evaluation of 
com mu ta tors with translation generators 
l Oµf(((x, t)) = h [Pµ, J(((x, t))]. (9) 
The calculation of such commutators proceeds as follows. Introducing the light-cone 
operators 
I<±= H ± P, ( 10) 
one obtains the following commutation relations between I<± and (( - an)- 1 
J(±_l_ = .~ I<±± 27riI<±6(( - a) , (-a (±i -a (11) 
where the term· with 6-function appears for I<+, when 0 <Im a < h, and for IC, 
when 0 > Im a > -h, while the 6-function of the complex operator argument is 
defined through its spectral transform. Using eq.(11) and the Mittag-Leffler theorem 
[10], we find for any meromorphic J(() 
(12) 
where r,. are the residues of!(() in the poles an, and to the term with 6-functions 
contribute only those poles, which lye in the strips 0 < Im an < h for I<+, and 
0 >Im an> -h for JC. 
From the eq.(12) we immediately find, that whenever the function f(z) pos-
sesses the poles in the strip !Im zl < h, the differentiation of the operator J(((x, t)) 
yields besides the regular differences the additional singular pole terms, containing 
Ii(( - an)· These pole terms are nothing else, but the quantum descendants of the 
classical singularity, caused by the jumps in the field configuration, since in the qua-
siclassical limit n-. 0 the existence of the pole in the strip !Im zl < h implies, that. 
it approaches the real axis, creating the discontinuity in J((). At the same time, 
the covariant approach to kink quantization, decribed above, permits us to separate 
by means of the eq.(12) the corresponding singularities in the field derivatives as 
the additional pole terms, containing 6-functions of the complex argument. Now let 
us present some arguments (without any claim of generality), that by quantization 
the field in the rapidity (or (x-) representation instead of the conventional xp-one, 
such 6-functions turn out to be the natural form of representing the UV-singularities 
of the theory. For convenience we put the mass of the elementary quantum of the 
theory equal to unity m = 1, but retain the ti-dependence. 
In the standard xp-representation the canonical field variables are 
( ) _ 1 J dp [ ipx/li h l <p x - ~ ~ ape + .c. , 
v27rn v ~wP 




The rapidity representation p = sinh x, wP = cosh X is introduced by the following 
canonical change of creation-annihilation operators 
ap=axh/coshx, (15) 
provided 
[ax, a~,] = Mxx' ' [ax, ax•J = 0. (16) 
The appropriate field variables for 'x-representation are 
( ) 1 j dx [ ixe/r. h ] cI> ' = ~ rn axe + .c. , 
v27r1i v2 
( ) - i j h dx [ + -ixe/r-. h ] II ' - ~ cos X rn axe - .c. , 
v27r1i v2 
(17) 
and obey the following commutation relations 
[cI>(O, IT(()]= 2~ j dx cosh x eix(H'l/li = i; [6(' - ( + i1i) + 6(, - ( - i1i)J. 
(18) 
So the rapidity repr. contains from the beginning the 6-functions of the complex 
argument, quite similar to those of eq.( 12). On the other hand, it is indeed this singu-
larity in the field commutator ( 18), which causes ultimately all the UV-divergencics 
of the .quantum theory. So it should be clear, that in the rapidity representation all 
the divergent quantities can be written in the same fashion. 
Motivated by these arguments, we assume now, that such 6-functions should 
be subtracted whenever they appear in calculations. For the perturbation theory 
this assumption leads to the conventional renormalization techniques, whereas in 
the present case it implies the subtraction of the pole terms from eq.(12). Such 
procedure regularizes the field derivatives for finite jumps and so is equivalent to 
an effective UV-cutoff, implemented in a nonperturbative way. Note, that this sub-
traction cannot be understood as a result of partial resummation of the regularized 
perturbation series, since here we are strictly related to the knowledge of the poles 
and residues an and r n of the given solution f (0, and so are not able (or al least do 
not know how) to reformulate such procedure as adding a finite number of universal 
counterterms to the initial Lagrangean, what is the charge for nonperturbativity. 
Moreover, even for a renormalizable theory the perturbation series might be diver-
gent. So our approach should be merely understood as an attempt to give sense to 
the theory in the case, when the conventional methods of UV-regularization do not 
work. 




where M is the quantum kink mass, as the dynamical eq. for the kink shape J(O. 
However, now J(z) is allowed to possess poles in the strip llm zl < h, it should 
be regular only on the lines Im z = 0, ±h. Proceeding further, we'll find, that the 
equation for the kink mass will also contain the same finite-difference structure [11], 
namely 
M 2 = ~: jde [f(e +in) - J(OHJ(e - iti) - 1m1 + jde vu(O) . (20) 
Now let us turn to the kink content of the theory after such regulari11atio11 
of finite jumps. First of all, the smooth solutions of the theory remain unchanged, 
since by definition they should be analytic in the strip IJm zl <hi, so there are no 
subtractions at all. The most convenient way to see this is t.o expand the eq.(19) in 
powers of 1i, what yields 
(21) 
where Mo is the quasiclassical (h --+ 0) limit of the quantum kink mass M. The 
eq.(21) is nothing else, but the classical stationary kink equation of motion, provided 
x = ef M0 . So if the proper limit h--+ 0 for !(0 exists, it should be equal to 
!(0 = 'Pc(UMo), (22) 
where 'Pc(x) is the classical kink solution. Performing a similar expansion for the 
mass eq.(20), we'll find the classical expression for the kink mass 
(23) 
However, in contrast to the classical eq.(21), the finite-difference eq.(19) admits for 
a set of other kink solutions, which are in some sense generated by the classical one, 
but are irregular for h --+ 0, and so should be called its "quantum copies". The 
derivation of such solutions has been discussed in detail in ref. [11]. The result is 
(24) 
where N is an integer, 
1 27rN 
CtN = MN + m1i , (25) 
with MN= M[!N] being the corresponding mass, while mis the mass of the elemen-
tary quantum (meson). The solutions (24) are exact up to 0(1i), the first correction 
to them appears at the one-loop level and so can be freely ignored to the leading 
order. For N = 0 the eq.(24) coincides with (22), and this is the only case, when 
the solution is regular for 1i ---+ 0. For N -j. 0 we get for MN 
(26) 
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Therefore the masses of quantum kink copies are proportional to ../fi, and so lye in 
bdwec11 1.lie classical kink mass, which is 0( 1 ), and meson energies, whose magnitude 
is O(h). Moreover, MN decreases for increasing INJ. A similar behaviour reveals 
1.l1e size of solutions (24), which turns out to be O(h/JNJ). So for h/N -.. 0 the 
si;1,c• of the copy vanishes, and the copy shrinks into an almost discontinuous steplike 
configuration f =(0 of the same topology, as the initial classical kink. In other 
words, we rediscover the discontinuous steplike classical solution 'Pd(x), introduced 
al t lie beginning, as the (improper) limit of quantum copies for h / N -.. 0 
(27) 
i\n:ordiug to cq.(26) the mass off =(0 vanishes. Tl1is result is a direct consequence 
of that through our subtracting procedure we have introduced an effective UV-cutoff, 
lwcause when the size of the copy decreases, the relative weight of the high-frequency 
co111ponent of the field increases and so yields the main (divergent) contribution to 
all 1.he field observables, what is exactly cancelled by the proposed subtraction. 
It. should be noted, however, that the limit (27), being quite rigorous in the 
rnat.lwmatical sense, cannot take place physically. First of all, for vanishing energy 
the NW c.m.s. coordinate (3) as well as the substitution (4) become ill-defined. 
Sc!condly, in our approach the appearance of the kink (or its copy) is considered as 
the rnai11 dynamical effect, and quantum fluctuations of the field are treated only 
p<' rturbatively, what miglit be correct only until the mass of the kink is sufficiently 
larger than the rnesonic energies hwk. From this point of view the masses of copies 
should be bounded from below by O(h ), and so there appears an upper bound 
INlmax '.:::' 0(1/h), what corresponds to the copy with the minimal mass and size, 
allowed for given h. With disregard to quantum corrections the latter looks like 
the limiting f=(O, but the abovementioned difference between them is principal, 
since it shows that the formal appearance off =(0 with zero mass doesn't actually 
co111.radict the uniqueness of the vacuum state. 
To conclude we have shown, that the finite jumps of the field profile might 
be regularized in a way, being equivalent to introducing an effective UV-cutoff and 
respecting the Lorentz-covariance from the very beginning. As a result, the energy 
(mass) of the discontinuous steplike solution, defined as the (improper) limit of 
copies (24), becomes vanishing, rather than diverging. A number of accompanying 
effects, the most important of which is the possibility of the kink collapse into its 
copy, is discussed in ref.[12]. 
This work has been done by partial financial support of RFFI, grant No.96-
02-18097, S-P Concurrency Center of Fundamental Research, grant No. 95-0-6.3-20 
and the Scientific Program "Russian Universities". 
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Fine-Tuning Renormalization and Bound States 
for N onrelativistic Four-fermion Model 
A.N.Vall, S.E.Korenblit, V.M.Leviant, A.V.Sinitskaya, 
A.B.Tanaev. 1 
Irkutsk St.ate University, 664003, Gagarin bird, 20, Irkutsk, Russia. 2 
Abstract 
Exact solutions of eigenvalue two-particle problems for nonrelativistic four-
fermion interaction are obtained. The exact Goldstone mode is found. The 
connection between a renormalization procedure and construction of self-
adjoint extensions is revealed. 
1. Introduction 
Models with four-rermion interaction are considered in a wide range of problems 
both in solid medium and in quantum field theory. It is well known that in quan-
tum field theory such interaction is nonrenormalizble in the frames of conventional 
perturbation approach. In the present work we demonstrate that non-relativistic 
four-fermion quantum field models possess exact solutions which clarify the mean-
ing of renormalization in the models. 
2. Contact four-fermion models 
Let us consider the following Hamiltonians: 
H1 = j d3 x [w~(:r) E(P) w,,(x)- ~ xt(x) x(x)]; (Toy Model) (1) 
H = j d3 x { w~a(x) f(P) w~(x) - ~ [s2 (x) - l2(x)j}. (2) 
S(x) = w~a(x) w~(x); f(x) = (2mct'w~a(x) P w~(x), 
{ W~(x), W~(y) }lxo=Yo = 0 with the convention: 
{ \ll~( X) '\{I bb(y) }lxo=Yo = {jo(J{jab 83(X - Y) ==> lil=/a(J{jab : • . 
Here f(k) is arbitrary "bare" one-particle spectrum, V* has a meaning of excitation 
volume, which could be connected with momentum cut-off A: 67r2 /V" = A 3 . The 
1This work is partially supported by RFFI N 94-02-05204. 
2E-mail VALL@physdep.irkutsk.su, KORENB@math.isu.runnet.ru 
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second Hamiltonian is invariant under (global) SU1(2) x SUA(2) x U( 1) symmetry 
transformations and corresponding generators can be found to be: 
_ 3 ta (j a(JU b . • _ 3 ta a 'Ji } 1 J { ( i) Cab } 1 J k - 2 d x\Jl 0 (x) Oa(J(u')ab \Jl(J(x), U - 2 d x\Jl 0 (x)\Jl 0 (x), (3) 
where ii are generators of isotopic SU1(2) transformations, Ar are generators of 
additional SUA(2) transformations and U is U(l) charge. Introducing Heisenberg 
fields (HF) in momentum representation 




ei(kx) b~(k, t); { b~(k, t), b1b(q, t)} = DotJOab03(k - <]), 
we consider three different linear operator realizations of HF for l = 0 via. physical 
fields, connected by Bogolubov rotations: Ua =cos la; Va= sin la; (ua) 2 + (va) 2 = 1, 
b~(k, 0) = eG d~(k) e-G = Ua d~(k) - Valo(Jd1a(-k), 
G = ~ L /alo(J j d3 k [d~a(k)d1a(-k) + d~(k)d~(-k)] =-Gt, 
a=l,2 
which under condition UaVa = 0 for a= 1, 2 lead to reduced Hamiltonians in normal 
form exactly diagonalizable above corresponding vacuums: 
d~(k) I 0) = O; [H {d}, d~a(k)] 1 0) = Ea(k) d~a(k) IO); FI= Vwo + iJ; (ti) 
def • J d3 k A • 
< £(k) > = V (2rr)3 £(k); g = tjV•; II I 0) = O; 
W(k) = ( 2~c) 2 (k2+ < k2 >) + g +(I - 2v~) [£(k) - 2g(l + 2v5_a)]. (5) 
The different realizations correspond to different systems when v1,2 independently 
take values 0, 1: B-systcm, Vi = V2 = O; C-system, V1 = V2 = 1; and the A-system, 
11 1 = 0, v2 = l (or otherwise), which will be considered in detail. Let d~(k) = A0 (k), 
d!(k) = t 00A0 (k), and let rb be an arbitrary constant SU(2) matrix, then for 
/~~· 1 (k) = E~+,-)(k) corresponding HF resemble relativistic HF: 
\ll~(x)A = J (2!3):/2 [riA,(k,t)e-itE~-l(k) + r2A~(-k,t)eitE~+)(-k)] ei(kxl, (6) 
{ 
~ -itE(-)(k) } { ~ } 
where: ~o(~, t) e . E~+)(k) = eiHt A~a((k~)) e-iHt. 
Aa(k,t)e-'1 A a 
Using (2), (3) and (6) it is a simple matter to show that for system A the SUA(2) and 
U(l) symmetries turn out to be spontaneously broken and there are four composite 
Goldstone states, created by operators: 
G:13 (0) I O)A = Zo j d3 k A~(k) A1(-k) I O)A, satisfying to: [JI, G:13 (0)] = 0. (7) 
For operator realizations of system B and C all symmetries are exact . 
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3. Two-particle bound state problems 
'!'lie int<~raction between particles in the systems Band C is the same as for/\/\, 
X-1 i11 system A. So it is enough to consider the later one. Defining the i11tcractio11 
k!'rncls aI1d two-particle energies as: 
rP(QQ')(~ k) _ f<.. 22 (s, k), for QQ = J\A, AA 
{ 
,p{ +} ~ ~ I - -
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s, - f{~{-}(s,k), for QQ' =AA ' 
, ,P(±} ~ ~ V* 2g [ ~ ~ 2 2 , 2] 
-21<.., 2 (s, k) = -( ) 3 · ~(' )2 (s + k) - P ± (2mc) , 27r 2mc 
J,;?Q' (P, k) = E~Q\ !!__ + k) + E~Q')( !!__ - k), 
2 2 
we ca11 forn111la1.e both scattering and bound slate t:igenvalue two-particle prohlcu1s 
i11 1 lw Fock eigenspace of kinetic part Ho of the reduced Hamiltonian (2) (the scat-
1.t:ri11g one implies M~Q' (P) --; E~Q' (P, q)): JI I n:~QQ')) = M~Q' (P) I B-::AQQ'l), 
I B:~QQ')) = J d3 k<J>~Q'(k)Q~(~+k)Q;i(~ -k) I 0), 
(Q, CJ' stands for creation operators A, A), in terms of Schroedinger equation fo1 
c01 respondi11g wave function: 
Let us a,t first suppose on!( some general properties of "bare" para,metcrs: 
rn = m(A) ~A; limk-oo lf(P/2 + k) - £(P/2 - k)] · k- 2 = O; E(k) = mc2 h(z 2 ); 
z = k/(mc); h'(O) < =; limA-oo 2g(2mct2 = l/Mo # 0,CXJ. It is not hard to check 
that under these conditions eq.(8) has a simple solution 
<I>pAA(k) = <l>ApA(O) = Zo·, MAA(P) 5 2g p2 5 2 2 = 4 (2mc) 2 ===? 4M 0 P ' (9) 
what performs obvious generalization on P # 0 of the Goldstone states (7) 
(10) 
manifesting their Galilean invariance. The obtained solution (9) can be interpreted 
as bound state, in spite of the fact that its configuration wave function is delta-
fundion and cannot be normalized by standard way. Nevertheless the corresponding 
pole is exactly canceled in T-matrix (which vanishes with A--;=), what indicates 
that the state (9) appears as a bound state embedded in continuum. This collective 
Goldstone excitation (9), (10) in AA channel may be associated with spin-flip wave 
in some ferromagnetic medium. 
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To discuss AA (or AA) bound states we need more detailed form of "bare" 
spectrum. Supposing the quadratic form, one can find from (4), (5) that: 
- k2 . . (±) - k2 (±). E(k) - 2m + E0 , 1s replaced by. EA (k) - 2M(±) + EAo, where, (11) 
1 g 1 AM(±l Ao 
2M(±) = (2mc)2 =f 2m; >.o = -2-; µo = (2mc)2 · (l 2) 
For given g(A), one can always choose the dependence of "bare" quantities m(t\), 
E0 (A) on cut-off A leaving M(A), Eo(A) finite when A---->=, whereas g(A) may be 
governed by two-particle's eigenvalue problem. Really, when (11) is held the eq.(8) 
in configuration space is reduced for "Toy model" ( 1) to the Schroedinger equation 
with singular delta-potential (1]: 
Its solution 
± ~ ~ ~ >.oi/J~±l(x = O) 
<l>pq(k) = 83(k - q) + (k2 _ q2 =f iO); <l> (k) = Aoi/JB(x = 0). PB k2 + b2 ' 
AoiPB(x = 0) = JB;b; b > O; q = ib; 
[>.oiP~±\x = o)r 1 = -27r2(b ± iq); b - real; sign( b) = sign( A0 ) 
(13) 
(14) 
contains arbitrary parameter b of self-adjoint extension, appearing in additional 
boundary conditions at x = 0 (14), that is easily extracted from normalization 
conditions of formal solutions (13). The bound state equation (if it exists) with cut-
off prescription plays a role of transmutation condition of "bare" coupling constant 
and cut-off A into the unknown binding parameter b. Thus obtained self-adjoint 
extension implies the fine-tuning substitution [l]: 
(15) 
For the model (2) we face with more singular potential, studied by Shirokov [1]: 
(-v; - l) i/Jq(x) = 83(x)R1 ( q) - v;83(x)R2( q) + 2µo(Vi/iq )(0) · V x83(x); ( 16) 
R1(q) = (>.o - µoP2)1/iq(O) - µo(\7 21/Jq)(O); R2(q) = µoi/iq(O). (17) 
The last term in (16) may be omitted for states with the orbital momentum l = 0 
after integration over unit sphere of <}directions. As was shown in [l], construc-
tion of self-adjoint extension for such strongly singular Hamiltonian requires the 
use of space with redefined indefinite metric including wave functions with r- 1 , 
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'5-singularit.ies and forthcoming narrowing it onto the invariant subspace with posi-
tively defined metric. This narrowing conditions introduce again arbitrary parame-
ters a0 ,{3 marking corresponding self-adjoint extension. For l = 0 the solutions [l] 
read: tan T}q = q( o:0 + (Jq2 ) (for fJ > 0 only one bound state exists), 
,1,(D)(~) _ sin( qr+ T}q) + 4 fJ c (~) 'l'q X - 7r COS T}qVJ X > qr 
-br r/1~0) ( x) = e br - 47r (363( x)' 
1 
fJb3 - o:0 b - 1 = O; b = 2/"fg cos i; COST=-· fo' 
(18) 
(19) 
and satisfy here the following boundary-renormalization conditions for scattering 
wave functions: Rt(q) = 47ro:o(l:r=i tan TJq)- 1 ; R~(q) = 47r(J(l:r=i tan TJq)- 1• However, 
it seems impossible to obtain such self-adjoint extensions in the frameworks of A 
c:ul.-olf prescription and so, impossible to connect directly Ao, µ0 , with o:0 , fJ. Thus, 
n 0 , fJ appear to be independent from P that again leads to restoration of Galilean 
invariance for obtained solutions (18), (19). For fJ = 0 we come back to results of 
"Toy model". For l ~ 1 the scattering and bound states are absent. 
The authors are grateful to A.A.Andrianov and L.D.Faddeev for valuable re-
marks. 
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HIGHER-SPIN-MATTER INTERACTIONS IN 2+1 DIMENSIONS 
M.A. Vasilicv 
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Abstract 
We describe a model of massive matter fields interacting through higher-
spin gauge fields in 2+1 dimensional space-time. The two main conclusions 
are that the parameter of mass M appears as a module characterizing an 
appropriate vacuum solution of the full non-linear model and that M affects 
a structure of a global vacuum higher-spin symmetry which leaves invariant 
the chosen vacuum solution. 
Introduction. Higher-spin (HS) symmetries are (infinite-dimensional) symrrwt.rics 
generated by c:onservf?cl c11rr<'nl,fi wlti h contain higher derivatives of dynamical fielck 
HS gauge LheoriPS an: 11mst Rym111 •tric gauge theories which can underlie a funda-
mental th !Ory of unified int racLions. In 3+ 1 space-time dimensions HS gauge fields 
describe massless fields of arbitrarily high spin which have their own degrees of fre1!-
dom [1]. In lower dimensions HS gauge fields do not propagate rather mediating 
interactions of matter sources analogously to the case of the gravitational field in 
2+ l dimensions [2, 3]. Analysis of HS interactions of relatively simple lower dimen-
sional models is useful since it sheds some light on general properties of HS models. 
In this report which is based on a recent work completed with S. Prokushkin we 
focus on the specificities of the HS interactions for the case of massive matter fields. 
Originally it was conjectured by Blencowe [4] that a 3d HS algebra is the direct 
sum of two Ilcisenberg-Weyl algebras (more precisely, of their Lie supercommutator 
supcralgcbras). More generally, 3d HS ga11g fields A may correspond to any al-
gdJra g which contains the anti-de Sil.Lcr (AdS) a lgebra o(2, 2) "' .sp(2) EB .sp(2) 
as a subalgebra and admits a non-d gen rate invariant, bilinear form which al-
lows one to write the Chem-Simons action for the pure gauge HS system, S = 
fM
3 
str(A /\ dA + ~A/\ A/\ A). In [5, 6, 7] it was shown that there exists a one-
parametric class of infinite-dimensional algebras which we denote h.s(2; v) (v is an 
arbitrary real parameter), all containing sp(2) as a subalgebra. This allows one 
to define a class of HS algebras g = h.s(2; v) EB h.s(2; v). The supertrace operation 
was defined in [7] where also the following useful realization of (supersymmetric 
extension of) h.s(2; v) was given. 
Consider an associative algebra Aq(2, v) with a general element of the form 
(1) 
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under condition that the coefficients JAoq .. .c>n are symmetric with respect to the 
indices O'.j = 1, 2 while the generating elements q"' satisfy the relations 
[q.,, q(J] = 2iE.,(J(l + vJ<) j f{ q., = -q.,I<; ]{2 = 1; E12 = 1 . (2) 
The two important properties of this algebra are that 
(i) it admits the following unique supertrace operation [7] str(J) = j 0 - v J1, 
such that str(fg) = (-l)"F"•str(gf), VJ,g having a definite parity, J(-q, I<) = 
(-l)"If(q,I<) (i.e. str(l) = 1, str(I<) = -v and all higher monomials of q., in 
( l) do not. contribute under the supertrace) and 
(ii) that for all v the bilinears Ta(J = -]; { q.,, q(J} have sp(2) commutation relations 
and rotate q., as a sp(2) vector 
To describe a doubling of the elementary algebras in g = hs(2; v) EB hs(2; v) it 
is convenient to introduce an additional central involutive generating element 1/J: 
[1/J, q.,] = 0, [1/l, I<] = 0, 1/J2 = 1. The two simple subalgebras of g are singled out by 
the projection operators P± = !(1 ± 1/J ). 
The full set of HS gauge fields in 2+ 1 dimensions thus is 
The field strengths and gauge transformation laws are defined in the usual way 
R(q, I<, 1/Jlx) = dA(q, I<, 1/!lx) + A(q, I<, 1/!lx) /\ A(q, I<, 1/!lx), 
8A(q,I<,1/Jlx) = dt:(q,J<,it>lx) + [A(q,I<,iPlx) /\ t:(q,I<,it>lx)]. 
The gravitational fields A9r = k(w"'(J + h"'fJiP )qOiqfJ take values in the subalgebra 
sp(2) EB sp(2). The pure gauge HS action has the Chern-Simons form. It reduces to 
the Witten gravity action [3] in the spin 2 sector and to the Blencowe's HS action 
[4] in the case of v = 0. An important question is then how to introduce interactions 
of HS gauge fields with propagating matter fields. 
Unfolded equations. In this report we will show how this problem can be 
solved at the level of equations of motion using an approach which we call "unfolded 
formulation" [8]. It consists of rewriting dynamical equations in a form of certain 
zero-curvature conditions and covariant constantness conditions 
dw=w/\w, (5) 
supplemented with some gauge invariant constraints 
x(B) = 0 (6) 
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which do not coutain space-time derivatives. Ilere w(x) = dxvw~(x)T; is a gauge 
field lakiug values in some Lie superalgebra l (T; EI), and JJA(x) is a set of 0-forms 
which take value:; in a representation space of some representatio11 ( l;) 8 A of /. 
Au interesting property of this form of equations is that their dynamical content. 
is hidden in the constraints (6). Indeed, locally one can integrat(~ out explicitly 
(5) as w = dg(x)g- 1(x) and B(x) = lg(x)(Bo) where g(x) is an arbitrary invertible 
eleme11l while Bo is an arbitrary x - independent. representation elemerrt and t 9 (,,) is 
the exponential of the representation t of I. Since the constraints x(B) arc gauge 
invariant one is left with the only condition x(Bo) = 0. Let g(x0 ) = l for some point 
of space-time x0 . Then 130 =H(x0 ). One can wonder how any restrictions 011 values 
of so111e 0-fonns in a fixed point of space-time can lead to a non-trivial dynamics. 
l'his is possil1lt• if I.he :4l'l or 0 forn1s /J is l' ·arh enough Lo dcscrihc a ll S j>il.C'C' I inw 
J riv<il 1vcs of dymm1ir, I fi <~ l d~ while I.Ii· c:< 11s l,rai11Ls (6) just i111posc• a ll n·sLridio11s 011 
the s11ace-Linw d •rivaLivcs req11i1cd by 1.lw dy1111111i 111 Pquat.iuu:. under rn 11 s1derali u11 . 
<:ive 11 sc 111L io11 of (6) ne knowH all dmival. iv<"~~ of llw dy1inmical fiPld s compatible 
witb I lie fidd <'q11<1l.irn1s anrl c:a 11 LhC"rc~forc renlllstrncl t,hcs · flclclR liy a11alytic:ity iu 
some 11eighborhood of x 0 • The specificity of the IIS dynamics whicl1 makes such 
an approach adequate is that HS symmetries mix all orders of derivatives wbich 
therefore have to be contained in the representations t of HS syrnmetrie8. 
To illustrate this point let us consider an example of a scalar field rjJ obeying 
the massless Klein-Gordon equation Dr/J = 0 in a flat space-time of an arbitrary 
dimension d. Here l is identified with the Poincare algebra iso(d - I, l) which gives 
rise to the gauge fields Wv = (hva,wvab) (a, b = 0 - (d- I)). The zero curvature 
conditions of iso( d - 1, 1 ), Rvµ a = 0, Hv1,ab = 0, imply that the vierbein hv a and 
Lorentz connection Wv ab describe the flat. geometry. Fixing the local Poincare gauge 
transformations one can set h., a = 8~, Wv ab = 0. 
To describe dynamics of a spin zero massless field r/J(x) let us introduce an in-
finite collection of 0-forms </>a 1 ... a" ( x) which are totally symmetric traceless tensors 
T/bcrPbca 3 ... a" = 0, where T/bc is the flat Minkowski metrics. The "unfolded" version of 
the Klein-Gordon equation has a form of the following infinite chain of equations 
(7) 
where we have replaced the Lorentz covariant derivative by the ordinary flat deriv-
a.Liv ?J11 11si11g t)1<'? gauge condition wv,al• = 0. 'T'b ' Lrnc lcssn ss c:o11 dil.ion for </J i~ 
a s p · <"i~c· rPalizat.ion o[ the coustrai11l.s (Ci) while the syst lfl of <jua.Lio 11 s (7) is a 
parLi<:11la.r exa1111 l of the quations (5) . His easy to s ·'that this sys t. 111 is formally 
onsist nL, i.e. ()1, differ nti a!.io 11 of (7) does not lead lo 11 w conditions aft ' r: anti-
syrmn .Lrization v H ft. 'T'bis prop rly is cquivale11t lo the fa l that lie iieL of z~ro 
forms <1>01 ••. 11 ,. spa.11 s some representation of Ute Poincare a lgGbra. 
To show LhaL the system (7) is equivalent to the free massless field equat.i 11 
Def>( x) = 0 let us identify the scalar field ¢( x) with the n = 0 member of the tower 
of 0-forrns </>a, ... an· Then the first two equations (7) read Ov</> = </>v and Ov</>µ = </>µv, 
respectively. The first one tells us that ef>v is a first derivative of ¢>. The second one 
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implies that </>vµ is a second derivative of</>. However, because of the tracelessness 
condition for </>v1, it imposes the Klein-Gordon equation D</> = 0. It is easy to see 
that all other equations in (7) express highest tensors in terms of the higher-order 
derivatives <Pv, .. Vn = aVJ . .. aVn </> and impose no additional conditions on </>. The 
tracelessness conditions are all satisfied once the Klein-Gordon equation is true. 
Free fields in 2+1 AdS space. Let us now confine ourselves to the 2+1 
dimensional case and generalize the above analysis of the scalar field dynamics to 
the AdS geometry. The gauge fields of the AdS algebra o(2, 2) "' sp(2) Ee sp(2) 
are identified with the gravitational fields Av = (>-.hv ,a/3; Wv ,ap). The zero-curvature 
conditions Rvµ = 0 for the AdS algebra in its orthogonal realization take a form 
Rvµ,a = 0 (v,µ ... ;a,b ... =0-2), (8) 
where Rvµ ,ab and Rvµ ,a are the Riemann and torsion tensors, respectively. From 
(8) one concludes that the zero curvature equations for the algebra o(2, 2) on a 3d 
manifold does indeed describe the AdS space provided that hv a is identified with a 
dreibein and is invertible. 
It is an important property of the 3d geometry that one can resolve the traceless-
ness conditions for symmetric tensor fields by using the formalism of two-component 
spinors : a totally symmetric traceless tensor </>µ.1 .. µ" is equivalent to a totally sym-
metric rnultispinor C01 .. . 02". Let us now address the question what is a general form 
of the equations analogous to (7) such that their integrability conditions reduce to 
(8). The result is that these are equations of the form [8] 
DC01 ... 02 n = h/J-rC01 .. . 02 nf3"1 + 2n(2n - l)e(2n, ..\, M)h{ 0 , 02 C03 .. o,n}o, (9) 
where D is the Lorentz covariant derivative, DB0 = dB0 + w0 f3 Bp, and e(/, ..\, M) = 
~..\ 2 - ! 1':__21 , (/ 2'. 2). M is an arbitrary parameter. One can see that this freedom 
in M is just the freedom of the relativistic field equations in the parameter of mass. 
Thus the equations (9) describe a scalar field of an arbitrary mass in 2+1 dimen-
sions. Now let us show how these equations can be generated with the aid of the 
generalized oscillators (2). To this end we introduce the generating function 
(10) 
The relevant equations acquire then the following simple form 
(11) 
(from now on we use the dimensionless units with a unit AdS radius, ..\ = 1). To 
see that the integrability conditions for (11) reduce to the zero-curvature conditions 
for sp(2) ffi sp(2) one observes that there is an automorphism of the AdS algebra 
which changes a sign of the AdS translations. This automorphism allows one to 
introduce a "twisted representation" of the AdS algebra with the anticommutator 
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(instead of the commutator) in th· Lrn11slaLiomd parl. of I.he AdS algr:brn. This 
twisted representation just leads to t.be c:ovarian L consLa ntness <~fiuations ( 11 ). 
Since the part which depends on Lhe hat kgrou11d gauge fidds in ( 11) only involves 
even combinations of the oscillators q.,, Lli ful l ystc111 of efiuatiolls decomposr:s i11t.o 
four independent subsystems whir.h a n be singled out by virtue of the projection 
operators P± = Hl ± K) ci t.her iu l,h 1 oson or in the fermion sect.om (even (odd) 
functions C(q,.,, I<lx) of q,, des ·ribc: bosons (~·rmions)). The explicit. calculatio11 
which involves some reord ' rings of Qo a nti re:;calings of fields t.hP.n shows that. the 
irreducible boson subsystems projected out by P± indeed reduce t.o the cquatio11s of 
motion of the form (9) for a massive scalar field of mass M2 = ~11( 11=t=2). ll<~markably, 
the same equations in the fermion sector describe spin ~ fcrrnio11 fiPlds of the rnass 
M2 = ~112. 
An important achievement of the reformulation of t.hc free field eq11at.io11s i11 Liu~ 
form (11) is that this form suggests that the global !IS symmetry algebra reafo;1 ~d 
on the matter fields of mass M(11) is g = hs(2; 11) (]) hs(2; 11) wit.h the gaug<~ fi< )lds 
(4). However to simplify the formulation it is convenient. to introduce two Clifford 
variables 1/;1,2 ( { 1/;;, 1/;j} = O,j) instead of 1/;. One then introduces t.he full set. of IIS 
gauge fields as Wv(q,.,, K, 1/;1,2 lx) and realizes the gravitational fields as 
Wgr 1 ( of] + h o(i,/, ) v = 2 Wv v 'Pl qoq(I · ( 12) 
The generating function for 0-forms is 
Now let us consider the zero curvature equations 0 = R = dW(q, I<, i/Jlx) + 
W(q, /{, 1/>lx) /\ W(q, [{, i/Jlx) along with the covariant constant.ness conditions in the 
adjoint representation of the HS algebra 
0 =VG:= dC(q, /{, i/Jlx) + W(q, I<, i/JJx)C(q, K, 1/Jlx) - C(q, K, i/Jlx)W(q, J<, i/JJx). 
(14) 
Due to the factor of 1/;2 in front of cmat the equations for cmat turn out to be 
equivalent to the equations ( 11) in the gauge in which on ly the gr. viLational part ( 12) 
of the set of HS gauge fields is non-vaniBhing. The fi e lds C'"'r an b •shown [8] to he: 
of a topological type so that a h irrcduc:ibl • subsystem in this sc .Lor ca11 d ' 1><;rihc 
at most a finite number of degr es of freedom and trivializes in a Lopolo ically 
trivial situation. Thus the effect of introducing a second Clifford element consists 
of addition of some topological fields. 
Non-linear dynamics. To describe non-linear HS dynamics of matter fields in 
2+ 1 dimensions we start with a system of equations which is very close to that 
introduced in [9] for a particular ase of massl s maticr fields. We introduce 
three types of the generat,ing functions d:r:vW,,( z0 , Y'/J, /( 1 1p;Jx), s,.(z.,., Vth K, i/Jilx) 
and B(z,.,, YfJ, K, 1/;;Jx) which depend on the space-Lime variables ,µ and auxiliary 
variables (z0 , Yf3, K, 1/;;) su h that Uie two Cl ifford elem nts 1/Ji ommuL to all other 
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variables, while the bosonic spinor variables z 0 and Yfi commute to each other but 
anti commute with I<, {l<, z0 } = {I<, y0 } = 0, I< 2 = 1. Their physical content is 
as follows: dxvWv is the generating function for HS gauge fields, B contains physi-
cal matter degrees of freedom along with some auxiliary variables, and s,,, is entirely 
auxiliary variable which allows one to formulate the full system of equations in a 
compact form. This formulation is based on the following star-product law which 
endows the space of functions J(z,y) with a structure of associative algebra 
(f*g)(z,y) = (21T')- 2 j d2ud2vf(z+u,y+u)g(z-v,y+v) expi(u0 v"). (15) 
This product law provides a particular symbol realization of the Heisenberg- Wey! 
algebra, [y0 , ytJ]. = -[z0 ,z.a]. = 2ito{3· 
The full system of equations has the form: 
and 
S0 * StJ - Sf!* 8 0 = -2it0 tJ(l + K * B), B * So - So * B = 0 , (17) 
wh ' tT 1 = 1 exp i(z0 v") ii; a central el mcnt of the a.lgcbrn which ha.s vanislii 11g sLar 
commuta.Lorswi1,h11,. z", I an<l 1/1;,whi l a.( z, y,1( ,t/J; l:r.)=a(z 11, - l ,•ij. ;l x)\ln,. 
Tbe system f quatiomi (16) ( 17) is exp.li citly invariant under t li g 11eral co i:-
rl in a!. trru1sformations and th' HS gauge tn.1.11sfo:rmat ious SW= rfr + W * F - c * W, 
8B = BH - t* B a.nd 8~(' = s,.•e- "•s .... To elucidate its physical 'on Lent one has !.o 
analyze this system perturbatively near some vacuum solution. In the massless case 
the appropriate vacuum solution [9] is Bo = 0, so0 = z0 and Wo = w(y, I<, 1/;1.2) with 
the vacuum gauge field w satisfying the zero curvature condition dw + w * l\w = O. It 
can be shown along the lines of [9] that the system of equations (16),(17) expanded 
near this vacuum solution properly describes dynamics of massless matter fields on 
the free field level and beyond. 
The main result of this report consists of the observation that the same system 
(16), (17) expanded near another vacuum solution describes dynamics of matter 
fields with an arbitrary mass. This is a solution with B0 = v where v is an arbitrary 
constant. For a constant field B0 only the first of the equations (17) remains non-
trivial. Remarkably it turns out to be possible to find its explicit solution 
Soo = Zo + v(zo - Ya) fo1 dtteit(zay") /( (18) 
(it is not too difficult to check that (18) satisfies (17) by a direct substitution). Now 
let us turn to the equations (16). The third of these equations- is trivially satisfied. 
The second one reads 
W * Soa - Soo * W = 0 , (19) 
where we have taken into account that dsoa = 0. Eq. (19) is a complicated integral 
equation. The key observation however is that it admits the following two particular 
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solutions : Wo = qa (a= 1, 2), 
qa =Ya+ vI<(z., - Yo) l dt(l - tk120 Y0 • (20) 
Taking into account that *-product is associative it allows us to describP. a general 
solution of (19) as an arbitrary element Wo = w(qa, K, iP1,2[x) whose arguments 
are treated as some non-commutative elements of the star-product algebra. To 
make contact with the previous consideration it remains to check by the explicit 
computation that the elements q" indeed obey (2). Tlius, the vacuum solution with 
a constant field B0 = v leads automatically to the deformed oscillator algebra with 
the deformed oscillators realized as elements of the tensor product of two Ilcisenberg-
Weyl algebras. Finally, it remains to observe that the first of the equations (16) 
redllces to the zero curvature equation which describes the AdS background space. 
Next one can analyze the full system of equations perturbativc~ ly by inserting 
!,he mqrn nsio11s of I. lie form: W = W0 + W, + . .. , /3 = 8 0 + 8 1 + ... and .~" = 
.~0,,.+s 1 ., + .... l 11pM t. ic 1d aron c<:anderiveinthe l owcstordcr~ l.IHJ.t IJ1(z , y, lf 1/>I~: ) = 
'(q I >•/> j:c), W1(z, 11 1 l ,1/• [x) = w(q , J( , iji [ :c) + ~lt1/i(l: ) a 11 d ·1 = s1,. (U ), w.Ii c: rc 
.~ 1" ( (') and ~ W1 ( ) 111· • som f11 11dio11als of the fi eld C wh id1 rcm<~ i n s a rbiLrary a.Jlf l 
ba..':i lo be ideat.ificd wil. li g ·nera.t,ing fun tion (13). Inserting Lhis bark in to (Hi) 1111: 
obtains in the linearized approximation the free field equations for C from th<~ third 
equation and the equations of the form dw + w * /\w + 0( C2 ) = 0 from the first one. 
Let us note that in the latter case the corrections linear in C are compensated by 
appropriate fi eld redefinitions so that the sources for HS fi eld strengths (including 
the gravitational and Yang-Mills ones) acquire in the lowest order a natural structure 
of some bilinear currents. 
Concluding remarks. 
1. It is shown that global HS symmetries depend on the mass of a matter multiplet. 
2. The full nonlinear HS model admits continuously degenerate vacua corresponding 
to a varie ty of systems with an arbitrnry mass of Lli c: ma lLer fie lds. Tfrt: di fferent 
global HS symmcl,ri s of Lh linearized ma tter mul tiplets arc di!rercnf. stabi lity sub-
groups of the full HS symm Lry which leave inva ria11L a cl10sen vacuum solution . 
3. The mod I u.ud r consid ration (eq .( Ll )) possesses N = 2 :rnpersymmctry since 
the deformed oscillator algebra was shown in [10] to contain osp(2; 2) generators 
Ta{J = :f;{qa ,q(J}, Q"' = qa, Sa= qaI< and J =I<+ v. 
4. For special values of the parameter v = ¥, VI E Z, free field equations degen-
erate in a certain sense and correspond to particular gauge systems. The origin of 
this <l ·g nera ·y is that the alg bra /\q(2 v) admils ideal ~ ~ r Lh s valu s ( 11 [7] . 
The degem-ra.Le point 11 = 3 can b shown to correspond Lo 3d elecLrodyuami s. In-
teresLi 11gly nough, the exis l,ence of th ideals of Aq(2; 1) is related Lo t he exisL nee 
of a d ual version of the model based on a potential fo r i.l magnetl fie ld. 
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Abstract 
We present a unique SUSY GUT which is completely UV finite to all 
orders of perturbation theory. The model is based on the SU(5) gauge group 
and contains three generations of the matter fields together with four pairs 
of lliggses. The requirement of UV finiteness fixes all the Yukawa couplings 
at the GUT scale and leads to the universal form of the soft SUSY breaking 
lcrms. The hierarchy of quark and lepton masses is related to that of v .e.v .'s of 
the lliggs fields and is governed by the Higgs mixing matrix in the generation 
space. At lower energies the model reduces to the MSSM with fixed initial 
values of soft SUSY breaking parameters, namely m6 = 1/3mi12 , At = Ab = 
A, = -m1;2, B = -m1;2· 
1 Introduction 
This talk is based on the paper [1] and we refer the reader to this paper for the 
rd<!rences and details. 
During the past few years there has been a considerable interest in the Minimal 
Supcrsymmctric Standard Model and SUSY GUTs [2]. The finite models, though 
non-minimal, still remain almost as rigid as the minimal one and are distinguished 
by their ultraviolet properties being absolutely UV finite to all orders of perturbation 
i.heory [3, 4]. Let us remind the main properties of a finite SUSY GUT: 
• the number of generations is fixed by the requirement of finiteness, 
• the representations and the number of the Higgs fields are fixed, 
• all the Yukawa couplings are expressed in terms of the gauge one, 
•various realistic possibilities are given by SU(5), SU(6), SO(lO) and E(6) gauge 
groups with few generations. An abelian subgroup is not allowed. 
The other attractive feature of a finite model is that if the gauge symmetry is not 
broken, the parameters, including the soft terms, are not running. This means that 
the couplings, masses, etc, at the GUT scale have some absolute values. If they are 
governed by some symmetry, it does not matter whether we impose this symmetry 
at the GUT or at the Planck scale. 
Below we consider a particular finite SUSY GUT model that is based on the 
SU(5) gauge group and is one of the simplest models of this type deviating only 
slightly from the minimal SUSY GUT [1]. It should be stressed that this model is 
1 e-mail :kazakovd@thsun 1.jinr .dubna.su 
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almost unique among possible finite models, if one requires spontaneous symmetry 
breaking to take place via the Higgs mechanism with elementary Higgs fields. The 
other possible choice is SU(6), but here too, the symmetry breaking takes place 
along the SU(5) pattern. Higher groups inevitably explore composite Higgs fields 
[5]. 
On the other hand, if one accepts SU(5), the number of generations is cxact.ly 
three without any other option. The singlets are not allowed due to finiteness; hence 
the right handed neutrino is excluded. Thus, the finiteness hypothesis happens to be 
very rigid and provides us with a unique selection of a possible GUT distinguished 
by its mathematical properties. 
2 Unified Finite Theory 
The model is a supersymmetric SU(5) gauge theory whose field content and intcra<:-
tions are completely defined by the requirement of UV finiteness. It contains three 
generations of quarks and leptons in 5 (\JI;) and 10 (A;) of SU(5) together with 
four pairs of Higgses in 5 (<I>;, <1> 4) and 5 (<!>;, <!>4) and one Higgs in 24 p::). Tfw 
superpotential is: 
- I - ~ ~ 
Yl •T•.f{ <l>A· + y ff•.<f> 4A +-<I> A·A + -<l>4AA· 'J!, t) l J I 'J!, I 8 t l l 8 t ' (1) 
- ,- Y4 3 - - Mo 2 + y3<l>;S;iE<l>i + y3 <1>4E<l>4 + -E + <l>;M;i<l>i + <l>4M<l> 4 + -E . 3 2 
Here the matrices I< and Sare unitary: J<+ I<= 1, s+ S = 1, I< being the Cabbibo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix and Splaying the same role in the Higgs sector. 
The mass parameters M, M;j and Mo are arbitrary. 
The requirement of UV finiteness, besides the field content of the model, defines 
also the superfield Yukawa couplings in terms of the gauge one: 
y2 92 -
Y; = 16~2 = c; lfi7r2 = c;ac. 
Th 1 t • · . _ 2 I 1 _ 8 I _ 4 _ 1 I _ Q _ 15 e sou ion 1s. c1 - 5,c1 - 5,c2 - 15,c2 - 15,c3 - 6,c3 - ,c4 - 14· 
These relations for the Yukawa couplings are valid at one- and two-loop levels 
and have to be corrected at higher loops [3]. The corrections are finite and can be 
expressed either in terms of the series in the renormalized gauge coupling, or in the 
regularization parameter (for instance, c: in dimensional regularization) or the bare 
coupling [5]. 
3 Soft SUSY Breaking via Supergravity 
We accept a common procedure of the soft supersymmetry breaking via a super-
gravity mechanism when supersymmetry is broken in a hidden sector that couples 
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t.o t.he observable world only via gravity. Since we want to construct a completely 
finite GUT model, it is natural to determine the soft terms from the requirement of 
finiteness. An arbitrary matrix structure of the soft couplings has been considered in 
Rd. [6], where it has been shown that the requirement of one-loop finiteness defines 
trilincar and bilinear softcouplings to be proportional to the corresponding terms in 
a supcrpotcntial. Therefore, we consider the following universal form of Lsoft at the 
Planck scale: 
-Lsoft = mtlef>,1 2 + m!lef>d 2 + m~j</>41 2 + m~l</>41 2 + m~IEl 2 + m;l1/Jd 2 
2 2 [ Mo 2 - -+m 10 j>.il + Br.Tr, + B<t></>iMii</>i + B4</>4 M¢4 
+ A1 Y11/JJ{;i-;{>)j + A;y; 1/Jief>4 >.i + A2 ~ </>i>.i>.i + A~~~ ef>4 >.i>.; 
+A:1Y:1°?>iS;/Er/>i + A;y;¢>4 E¢>4 + A1~4 E3 +~Ms>."'>."'+ h.c.j, 
(2) 
where </!, 1/J, >., and ~ arc the scalar components of the corresponding matter supcr-
ficlds and >." arc t.he gauginos. The condition of finiteness for the soft terms has t.hc 
following solution: 
2 2 2 2 2 12 
m"i = m,p = mw =ms= mr, = 3Ms, Ai= -Ms. 
Thus, t.hc rcquir<~rncnt. of finiteness naturally leads to the universality oft.he soft. 
brcaki!1g terms at. t.hc GUT scale. If the finiteness conditions an~ satisfied, t.hc 
mass parameters M0 , M;j, M and M;, are not running. These is also I.rue in highn 
loops [I , 7] . 
4 Reduction to the MSSM 
One has first to break t.he SU(5). We follow the standard approach when t.hc C:lJT 
symmetry is broken spontaneously in a usual way by the vacuum expectation valtH~ 
of the Higgs superfield L After breaking of SU(5) the E field aquires t.he mass of 
the order of the GUT scale(~ 10 16 Gev) and decouples, while the quintets <I> and (ji" 
split into doublets and triplets. The doublet-triplet splitting problem is solved with 
the help of a fine-tuning procedure by appropriate choice of the matrices S,j and 
M;j. The fourth pair remains heavy. 
A unitary matrix Scan be represented in the following form: S = X DXT, when~ 
X and X are some real orthogonal matrices and D is a unitary diagonal matrix. 
While the unitarity of S is dictated by finiteness, the mass matrix Mij is absolutely 
arbitrary. Our choice of M is motivated by the following requirements: 
i) the presence of light Higgs doublets and decoupling of the Higgs triplets; 
ii) the absence of Goldstone bosons that may appear if the continuous global flavour 
symmetry in the Higgs sector is spontaneously broken; 
iii) the reduction to the Standard Model at low energies. 
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To fulfil these requirements we choose the matrix M;; in the form: M = X( TU+ 
T'D)XT, and perform the following fine-tuning procedure: T = T' - ~Y:i V, R ~ 
T ~ V, R + T = µ ~ 103 Gev. 
Below Maur where SU(5) is spontaneously broken the effective SU(3) x SU(2) x 
U(l) invariant superpotential is: 
where M' = M- ~y3 VS, a,b= 1,2 are the SU(2) indices and E12 = 1. 
The soft SUSY breaking terms below Mcur repeat the form of the superpotential 
(3) with the boundary conditions at the GUT are: m6 = ~m~12 , Au = An = 
AL = -m1; 2 , B = Bet> = -m1;2· The last equality follows from the fine-tuning 
requirement for the soft terms at the GUT scale. 
We have to minimize now the Higgs potential. It consists of the SUSY part. of 
the Lagrangian and the soft terms 
-=-=--- - • 92 + 912 - 2 2 2 VsvsY = H;m;JH; + H; m;JHJ + (IH;I - lll;I ) (1) 
. 8 
2 +~ [1117 HJl 2 -1117 H;l 2 +Ill," HJl 2 - lift //;j 2 + 2111711j1 2] 
with m;J = (M1+M1);; = (X((R2 + T 2)f + RT(D" + D))X7 );J, m 1  = (M'M'+)iJ 
= (X((R 2 + T 2 )1 + RT(D• + D))X 7 )i}. 
Due to our fine-tuning procedure, this potential still contains the heavy Higgs 
fields with the masses of the order of the GUT scale. To separate these states, we 
perform the rotation in the Higgs sector and introduce the new fields H = X H', 
H = X H 1• Then the potential becomes diagonal in generation indices and factorizes, 
being a simple generalization of that of the MSSM [2] but differs from the latter by 
the extension of the Higgs sector. This potential is positive definite and has no 
minima different from zero at the GUT scale, however, it develops the non-trivial 
minima radiatively. 
The only real and positive minima which gives the v.e.v's of an order of Mz is: 
11; = (0 0 u), lJ; = (0 0 u). Here u and u are the same as v1 and v2 of the MSSM. 
For this minimum only the Higgs doublets fl~ and H~ remain light. Re-expressing 
the original superfields H; and fl; through H: and fl: and discarding the heavy first 
two terms, we obtain the MSSM with H1 = fl~, H2 = H~ and the usual Yukawa 
potential 
CYukawa = (YDfi;Q~K;;Hf D; + YLfi;Lf Hf E; + yun;QfH;U;) lab, (5) 
where ii; = X;3 , n; = X;3, iit = 1, nl = 1. 
Due to the degeneracy of the Yukawa couplings the Higgs v.e.v's play the key 
role in the creation of the quark and lepton mass spectrum. The hierarchy of the up 




5 Experimental Constraints 
The finite model appears to be a mathematically very rigid. To argue its viability, 
we perform an analysis of the compatibility of this model with existing experimental 
constraints; namely, the unification of the gauge couplings, heavy quark and lepton 
masses, the lower experimental limit on the proton lifetime and the absence of the 
flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC). 
Due to the heaviness of all the extra particles in the Finite model compared to 
I.he MSSM and the reduction of the Finite model to the MSSM at low energies, 
these prohlems are solved in the same manner as in the MSSM. 
Since the requirement of finiteness does not fix all the arbitrariness in the Yukawa 
matrices, for instance, the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix ]( and the vectors n1 and 
n1 remain arbitrary, one can make some predi ·f.i 11s nJy for the t,fiird gen ~rc1Li 111 
choosing the vectors n1 = fi; = (0, 0, 1) in the rirsl app l'oximaLion, auc.I iguor • Lhr. 
light generations. Adjusting the soft parameters and laki11g inLo acnmnl, the LighL 
thresholds, one can arrive at the experimental va.lu s or heavy quark a11d I •pt.on 
masses. 
As for the proton decay in our model, an additional factor which we obtain in 
comparison to the minimal SUSY SU(5) .due to the exchange of the three colour 
triplets adjusted to each generation, can be used to avoid the usual problem. 
6 Summary 
In conclusion, we summarize the main features of the model. First, the require-
ment of a general ultraviolet finiteness of the unified theory singles out almost a 
uuiqu model and makes the theory very rigid. Th Yukawa ooupli11gs a pp ar to bt? 
polynomial fun tions in t.erms of a unique U(5) gaug c upling. Th · universality 
ondilions for the soft sup.crsymmeLry breaking l,erms a(. th -Pla.n ·k scale na.i.urally 
arise from Uw req uirement of finiteness. 'l'his maJ,es Lh uurober of fr ·.f! JJan~mel.ers 
of Lhe l beory smaller than that of the minimal model. Al. th lower D ,1· •ies lhe 
F'i11itc rnodeJ is reduced lo Lh MSSM by th spe i11J fiDe-Lu11ing proc dur 
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SUSY models with R-parity violation, 
longlived charged slepton and quasistable 
supermatter 
N. V. Krasnikov 
Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow 117312 
Abstract 
We construct two SUSY SU{3) 1)9SU(2)L1)9 U{l) electroweak models with 
superweak R-parity violation. The scale of R-parity violation in one of the 
models is determined by the Majorana mass of neutrino and it is very small 
that leads to the existence of Ionglived (T 2': 0{10- 4 )sec) lightest superpar-
ticle. If lightest superparticle is righthanded charged slepton that can be 
nmli1.ed wit hin 'augino doml nal.f!ri sr na.J'i hen thr phenom 11ology or lrnrh 
mod >J differs in a. drastic: way rro111 the standard SUS ph no111 nology, in 
parlic,11lllr, longlivcd d1<trged slcplons can form bou11d state~ with rdin, ry 
matter - qu-asistable sup rmaLll'f (SUSY a.11alogs or mu-a oms and rnuonium). 
W discus$ pOR8ilJJ manifestations or the existence or such longJivc(l charr;cd 
pa.rti le a.t LEP2, TlWJ\'t 'nO a11 d LllC. Wr also onstru ·t S(l(:J)®S ll(".l.)T.® 
.5'U(2)n @ II( l) model with Majorana. mas. and s up rw ak R-p:uity viola li n 
Supersymmetric electroweak models offer the simplest solution of the gauge hier-
archy problem [l]-[4]. In real life supersymmetry has to be· broken and the masses of 
superparticles have to be lighter than O(l)Tev provided the supersymmetry solves 
the gauge hierarchy problem [4]. Supergravity gives natural explanation of the su-
persymmetry breaking, namely, an a 011nL f t h sup 'rgravity breaking in hidden 
sector leads to soft supersymmetry break ing in observabl sector [4] . For the su-
persymmetric extension of the Weinb rg-Salam mod 1 soft supersymme ry breaking 
terms usually consist of the gaugino mass terms , squark and slepLon ma.s..o; terms with 
the same mass at Planck scale and lriU11ear soft scalar terms proportional Lo Ll1 ~11 -
perpot n ial !4] . OLlier standard assumption is that the "Minimal Sup rsyn metric 
Standard Mod l" (MSSM) onserves R-parity [4) . fn the MSSM th superpartners 
of th standard model states ar R -odd whi le a ll standard model sl,ates ar R -even . 
As a ·onsequenc of R -parity conservation the new supersymmetric states can only 
be produced in pairs and supersymmetric states can't decay into ordinary parti-
cles so th ligblesL supcrparticle (LSP) is stable. This has very important effect on 
the supersymmetry search. Namely, experimental searches for new supersymmetric 
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particles are based on pair production of superparticles and the typical S lJSY sig-
nature involves missing PT momentum as a signal for SUSY particles production. 
However R need not to be conserved in supersymmetric extensions of the Weinberg-
Salam model. Moreover the most general form for the renormalized superpot.ent.ial 
in MSSM contains terms which explicitly violate R that leads in general to t.he 
nonconservation of lepton number and proton decay. The phenomenology of the 
models with R-violation has been discussed in refs.[5]-[15] in the assumption that. 
the lightest superparticle is electrically neutral ( U(l) gaugino or neutral !Iiggsi no). 
For longlived gaugino missing PT momentum signature dissapears, howevc:r t.ypica.lly 
such models predict the excess of multileptons due to superparticle decays that. al -
lows to discover SUSY even for the case of R-parity breaking. For the: light.est. 
superpaticle decaying outside the detector the phenomenology coincides with the 
standard one. 
In this paper we construct two SUSY SU(3) ® SU(2)i, (.) U( 1) models with R-
parity violation. In the first model the R-parity violation is due to the exchange 
of the heavy singlet superfield. In the second model the scale of R-breaking is 
determined by the neutrino Majorana mass and as a consequf!nce the lighlr!st supcr-
parl.i le is longli vcd 71.,. ;::: O(J0- 1 ) sck. w(~ a..~sumc: I.hat Llic light sl Sll J )(~rp, rl.iclt> 
is charged rigbthamlcd s lcpton. T h situation whc:n Lhr light.est s111><: rparl id0 is 
right.handed slepl.on is realized within sup rgravi y 1110LivaL<'d models for t,h<' ca1w of 
ga11gi110 dominated scenario (at 0 UT sca le s lep t.on and scp1ark masses arc small c:mn-
pilred to gaugi no masses ). Longlivcd charged s lr:pton rau ~rm ho1u1tl s l.a.l. ·s willi 
ordinary leptons a nd 11u lei - quasi11tablc: supcrrmt.L ler (a.11 l\.logs of m11011i11111 a11 d 
mu-atoms). We discuss the manifestations of the existence of quasistable charged 
slept.on at LEP2, TEYATRON and LHC. For the case when the lightest superpar-
ticle is neutralino the phenomenology coincides wil.h the standard one I.hat is not 
very interesting. We also construct SU(3) ® SU(2),, ® SU(2)n ® U(l) model with 
11aturally small R-violation . 
Let us add to the minimal supersymmetric SU(3) ® SU(2)i ® U(l) model two 
singlet superfields <1> 1 and <1>2 . The superpotential of the model has the form (here 
we restricted ourselves to the third generation) 
Wm= h1QH1l + hbQH2b + h~LH2f, 
W<1> = >.1<I>1H1H2 + >.2<I>2LH1 - M<l>1<l>2, 





Here Q = (t, b)i, L = (11, r)i, H1 = (Hu, H12) , H2 = (H21, H22), l = t'R, b = bJt 
, f = TR, H1 H2 = f.ij H1;H2j. The superpotentials Wm and W<1> are invariant under 
the transformations 
H1 -t exp( ia1 )H1 , 




L ---t exp(-icx2 - 2icx1)L , 
Q---t exp(icx4)Q, 
l ---t exp(-icx4 - icx1)l, 
b ---t exp( -icx2 - icx4)b , 
f ---t exp(2icx1 )f , 
<1>1 ---t exp( -icx1 - icx2)<1>1 , 








while the term W,.. breaks the symmetry (5-6) in a soft way. The symmetry (5-13) 
prohibits renormalizable R-parity violating terms 
(14) 
Here Li, Ii, Qj, Uj, dk are lepton doublets, charged lepton singlets, quark doublets, 
up quark singlets, down quark singlets respectively. After integration over the heavy 
superfields <1> 1 and <1> 2 we find an effective superpotential violating R-parity 
where 




So in our toy model the global symmetry (5-13) is broken in a soft way due to the 
Wµ term in the superpotential (1) and it prohibits the dangerous renormalizable R-
parity breaking. terms in the superpotential (14). The smallness of R-parity violation 
is due to assumed big mass M of cI>1 and cI>2 singlets. 
Consider now electroweak SU(3) 1/:9 SU(2)L 1/:9 U(l) supersymmetric model with 
righthanded neutrino. The superpotential of the model for the third generation has 
the form 
W =Wm+ W1, 




Here fl= vR. The superpotential Wm conserves R-parity while the term ).f1H1H2 in 
the superpotential W1 violates R-parity. After integration over neutrino superfield 
fl we find an effective R-parity violating superpotential (15) with coefficient 
k = >.hv 
Mv (20) 
The smallness of R-parity violation is due to big neutrino Majorana mass Mv. We 
shall consider the most interesting case when the righthanded T-slepton is the lightest 
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superparticle. Such situation takes place in the so called gaugino dominated scenario 
[16]-[18] . Really, in supergravity motivated models standard assumption is that 
at GUT scale soft supersymmetry breaking terms have very simple structure: all 
11quark awl sl"pt.011 1rn1..5s ·s oin ick, ga11gi110 m as:;<'s also w inciclc and I.Ii <! l rili1wa.r 
soft supersymmef.ry br ·aking term is proport. iomd Lo I.he superp f.P.11lial. l 11 sucli 
s .c-:a ario Lhc lighks1 supcrpart.ner of quarks and slcpL011s is he right.lt andrd slc!pl o11 
!HlJ-[:W) . for Lhc: ca.st: when Yukilwa oup li11g ro11Ala11f.s f lcplons arc 11rg ligih l(• 
a.II rigl1 t ltan rlcd slcptons an· <lcgc11cral.e i11 mass. 111 Lcr rni; of so fL 1' llfJl' l'sy rnn1<·Lry 
IJl'<:n.ki 11g pa.rarncLcrs 1/lo (commo11 sq11 rk and sl pton mass aL C:U'l' sC'11 le) ancl 111 111 
(common gauginu mass) ri ~hlli and cl sleplon ma.% is given hy 1. !1<~ l'on111ll;i [20] 
m~R = m~ + 0.14m~;2 - 0.22cos(2,8)M~ (21) 
For the case of the third generation the T-lepton Yukawa coupling is the biggest 
one among leptons and an account of nonzero Yukawa coupling effects leads to the 
decrease of the corresponding righthanded slepton masses [20], so the righthan<led 
T-slepton is the lightest sparticle among squarks and sleptons. For gaugino masses 
an account of evolution from GUT scale to observable electroweak scale leads to the 
formula [20] 
M Ci;(Mz) ; = ---m1;2 
CiGUT 
(22) 
Gaugino associated with U(l) gauge group is the lightest sparticle among gauginos 
and numerically its mass is given by the formula 
(23) 
Comparing formulae ( 17) and (23) we find that for gaugino dominated scenario [l 6]-
[18] ( m0 ~ m1; 2, to be precise for mo ~ O.l-2m1;2) the righthanded -r-slepton is the 
lightest superparticle. In principle the higgsino can be the lightest superparticle. 
However if we require that radiative corrections to the tree level effective potential 
give the correct electroweak vacuum then it is possible to determine numerically 
the higgsino mass in terrlli! of mo and m 1;2. We have checked that for the gaugino 
dominated scenario the righthanded slepton is really the lightest superparticle for 
m1; 2 ?: 100 ev. IL sli ulcl b noted LhaL gaugino dominated sc ·ua.rio allows to so l ve~ 
[1 9] the problem wilh fl avor changing neutral currcnt.s a risin dn •to nonUlliver~ a. I 
sqLtark mass mat rix . For U1e ·asc m 0 ~ 0. 12m 1n we rcprodu e stand ard aud u J, 
very i11teresti11g for us cas wh 11 U(l) gaugino (its mixture with ot her neutralino) is 
the li gbLcsl. s11perpartidc. W shall assum iu this paper that t,ho lightest supcrpar-
Lide is the charged righthanded T-slepton . For the model with exa t. R-parity the 
existence of stable electrically charged particle contradicts to the experimental data 
on abundances of anomalous superheavy isotopes [22]-[24], however for models with 
explicitly broken R-parity the existence of longlived charged superparticle does not 
contradict to arguments based on abundances of heavy isotopes. 
In considered models rightha.nded T-slepton f will decay into lefthanded T-lepton 
and T-neutrino. After electroweak symmetry breaking ( < H 1 >#- 0 , < H2 >#- 0) 
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we find that the effective Lagrangian describing the righthanded r-slepton decay 
into neutrino and r-lepton has the form 
where 




In the second model the smallness of the neutrino mass is due to see-saw mechanism 
[25], namely 
So the coupling constant h can be rewritten in the form 




where mT = hT < H 2 > and mv., = h., < H1 >. For the Lagrangian (22) the decay 
width of the righthanded r-slepton into r-lepton and V7 -neutrino is determined by 
the formula 
( ) h2 M,.R r TR -+ rvT = -- (28) 
167r 
From upper cosmological bound m., ~ 10 ev on neutrino mass in the assumption 
that mo.,~ mn m;-R ~ 100 Gev and µ ~ 100 Gev we find that the lifetime of the 
righthanded r-slepton is 
(29) 
For the first model in the suggestion that A1 ~ 1, >. 2 ~ 1 we find that righthandcd 
slepton lifetime is T1,p ~ ( c":v )2 · 10-23sek . The primordial nucleosynthesis requires 
(see the review by S.Sarkar, OUTP-95-16P) that the lifetime should be either less 
than 0(0.l)sek or greater than 3 · 10 17 yrs 1 • So we find that in our model(!) th<! 
supersinglet mass M has to be lighter than 0(10 11 ) Gev. 
Therefore we find that in constructed models the lightest superparticle is 
longlived charged particle (it is not decay within detector) that leads to the di f-
f r nl, stril.Legy for the s arch for supersyrnmetry at sup rcolliders. Such longlived 
·liarg d parLi ·l · ·an form boundary stales with nuclei and ele t.rons • qua.sistabli: 
sup rmaLL r (analogs of mu-a oms and muoaium). [f n.eutralino is the lightest super-
pat"ti ·le then it. is also longlived and cl cays outside the detector so the supercollider 
phenom nology oin ·ides wiLh the standard one that is not very interesting. 
onsider briefly the ph nomenology o( such longlived particles. At LEP2 the 
cross section of the reaction 
(30) 
1 I am indebted to a referee for pointing out to me this problem 
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is well known [26] -[27] and it is equal to 0.064 pb(0.033 pb) for M; = 85Gcv(90Cr:v). 
For the Luminosity L = 500pb- 1 we expect 32 events for Mr = 85Gcv and 16 events 
for Mr = 90Gev. It is not difficult to distinguish the reaction (30) from the standard 
reaction e+e- -> µ+ µ-. By the measurement of the momentum p of the charged 
particle in magnetic field it is possible to determine its mass using the standard 
formula M = J~ - fil. So we conclude that LEP2 will be able to discover longlivcd 
righthanded T-sleptons with the masses up to 90 Gev. At TEVATRON and LHC du1~ 
to the smallness of R-parity violating interaction (13) SUSY particles will produce 
in pairs like in standard scenario. In the final states (after decays of squarks, qluino, 
wino, sleptons and neutralino into ordinary particles and righthand<~d T-slcpton) we 
shall have two longlived charged particles. Again it is possible to distinguish such 
particles from muons by the measurement of their momentum, as a consequence 
of nonzero mass of righthanded slepton we shall have missing Er if we misidentify 
righthanded slepton as muon. 2 
In our second model (17) with explicit R-violation we put "by hands" possibl<! 
renormalizable R-violating terms (14). In general it is not clear why such terms are 
absent and R-violation is small. 
To overcome this shortcoming consider SU(3) ® SU(2)L ® SU(2)n ® U( 1) gen-
eralization of our SU(3) ® SU(2)L ® U(l) model (17) with righthanded neutrino. 
Superquark multiplets and superlepton multiplets have the following transformation 
rules under SU(2)L ® SU(2)R ® U(l) gauge group: 
QL = (2, 1, 1/3); QR= (1,2,-1/3), 
'h := (2,1,-1); IJ!R := (1,2,1) 
(31) 
(32) 
The superhiggs sector of the model consists of a superhiggs bidouplet <1>(2, 2, 0) which 
corresponds to two superhiggs doublets H 1 and H2 of the standard SU(3)@SU(2)L® 
U( 1) model. In the minimal left-right model [28]-[30] superhiggs sector consists 
also of superhiggs triplets ~L(3, 1, 2) EB ~L(3, 1, -2) and ~R(l, 3, 2) EB ~R(l, 3, -2). 
Nonzero vacuum expectation values of supermultiplets ~n(l, 3, 2)EBL'.5.n(l, 3, -2) lead 
to SU(2)1,@SU(2)n®U(l) _, SU(2)L®U(l) breaking, whereas nonzero vacuum ex-
pectation values of superhiggs bidoublet 4>(2, 2, 0) are responsible for SU(2)L ® U( 1) 
breaking and nonzero fermion masses. However for such superhiggs structure it is 
impossible to write down gauge invariant R-violating terms in the superpotential 
containing an odd number of supermatter superfields, so the R-parity for such su-
perhiggs structure is conserved automatically, that is not interesting for us. To 
break SU(2)R gauge group we shall use superhiggs doublets HR= (1, 2, -l)EBHR = 
(1, 2, 1) and HL = (2, 1, -1) EB f/L = (2, 1, 1). Nonzero vacuum expectation value of 
the superhiggs HREBHn leads to SU(2)L®SU(2)R@U(l)-> SU(2)L®U(l) break-
ing. The terms in the superpotential responsible for nonzero neutrino Majorana 
2 Detailed discussion of the possibility to detect charged longlived particles at LEP2, TEVA-
TRON and LHC will be given elsewhere 
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mass and R-violation read 
- M1cp2 W1 = >.1 '11 nHncp + >.2«I>«l>cp - - 2 - (33) 
llere cp is SU(2)L 0 SU(2)n 0 U(l) singlet superfield. The superpotential (33) and 
superrnatter terms M'PM (M = (QL, Qn, WL, IPR)) are invariant under the discrete 
transformations 
cp -+ -cp, 
- 3~ -(HR, HR) -+exp (-i4 )(HR, HR) , 
M-+ exp(-i~)M, 






describing R-parity violation. After SU(2)R gauge symmetry breaking neutrino ac-
. M . M >.~<Hn>2 Th t -H H . th quires nonzero aJorana mass ,, = M, . e erm v 1 2 m e superpoten-
tial (19) originates from the superpotential (38) with the coefficient>.= >- 1 >- 2;;~8 >. 
So we see that SU(2)L®SU(2)R0U(l) generalization of the standard SU(2)L0U(l) 
electroweak gauge group allows to obtain the smallness of the R-violation in a nat-
ural way as a consequence of big neutrino Majorana mass. 
In conclusion I would like to stress that up to now there are no deep theoretical 
reasons (except maybe the dark matter problem) in favour of R-parity conserva-
tion. In this paper we proposed two SU(3) 0 SU(2)L 0 U(l) models with small 
R-parity violation. In gaugino dominated scenario the lightest superparticle is the 
charged righthanded r-slepton and its lifetime is 2: 0(10-4 ) sec (for the model with 
righthanded neutrino). It means that such longlived charged particle can form bound 
states with ordinary nuclei and electrons - quasistable supermatter (analog of mu-
atoms and muonium). The supercollider phenomenology differs from the standard 
one in a drastic way, namely, in such model in final states there are two righthanded 
r-sleptons coming from squark, gluino, chargino, neutralino and slepton decays. 
SU(2)L 0 SU(2)R ® U(l) generalization of the standard SU(2)L 0 U(l) electroweak 
gauge group allows to obtain naturally very small R-violation as a consequence of 
big neutrino Majorana mass. To be honest, of course, in considered models there 
are no deep motivations in favour of the advocated pattern of R-parity breaking. 
However the fact that the proposed models lead to very interesting and amazing 
phenomenology deserves the attention. 
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Supersymmetry, Ultraviolet Finiteness 
and Grand Unification 
Olivier Piguet 1 
Departement de Physique Theorique, Universite de Geneve 
24 , quai Ernest Ansermet, CH - 1211 Geneve 4 (Switzerland) 
Abstract. A general criterion is given for the vanishing of the ,6-functions in N =I super-
symmetric gauge theories. 
1 Introduction and Conclusions 
Supcrsyrnmctry is well known Lo enforce cmlccllaLions of ull.rn.vio ld (lJ ) div1·r· 
gt>n cs. N=4 imper-Yang-Mi ll s (SYM) theory for insLan c: is devoid of illlY UV diwr 
gc•11 re [l , 2, :l l, and Lltis holds il.'I well for acla.'lS of N= 2 SYM modelR [ii] . 0 11r aim i ~ 
l.o present. simi lar results !S, 6, 7] for N = l SYM theories in 4-dirnensi<mal span ' f.i111r.. 
We mean here, by lJV finiteness, the vanishing of all t.h fj- fun I.ions, i.e. Lhc non-
renormalization of the coupling constants. To the contrary of other approaches [8, 9] 
which tend to complete UV finiteness, we don't require the (nonphysical) anomalous 
dimensions to vanish, i.e. infinite (unobservable) field amplitude renormalizations 
may still be present. 
The physical interpretation of our results is scale invariance - or better, asymp-
totic scale invariance since masses may be present--but we shall consider the massless 
r.ase [6] for the sake of simplicity. 
We shall give a general criterion, which involves one-loop quantities only, for 
the vanishing of the ,8-functions at all orders of perturbation theory The criterion 
is based, first, on a relation between the anomaly of the axial R-current and the 
scale anomaly - expressed by the ,8-functions - which follows from the axial current 
and the energy-momentum tensor belonging to the supercurrent multiplet of Ferrara 
and Zumino [10], and from the nonrenormalization theorem for the axial anomaly. 
The second ingredient is the fact that the Yukawa couplings must necessarily be 
functions of the gauge coupling constant, functions solving the reduction equations of 
Oehme and Zimmermann [11]. The criterion is quite general, it is independent of the 
renormalization scheme used and it does not rely on the existence of a regularization 
preserving both gauge invariance and supersymmetry2 • The procedure is based on 
general results of renormalization theory [12]. 
1Supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation . 
2In a generic scheme the Yukawa ,B-functions are not necessarily linear combinations of the 
matter anomalous dimensions - except in the one-loop approximation - but this has no consequence 
on our result, which concerns the ,B-functions only. 
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The only restriction is the assumption that the gauge group is a simple Lie 
group. But this lets it remain very interesting in the framework of Grand Unified 
Theories, where it may lead to predictions for the mass spectrum in particular. 
Applications of the criterion may be found in the second of refs. [5] for a SU(6) 
model and, more interestingly, in [13, 7], for a realistic SU(5) model compatible 
with the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model at low energies, which predicts 
a top mass of (185 ± 5) GeV (see also [9]). 
Our criterion can actually be considered as the rigorous version of a formal 
argument already given by the authors of Ref. [1] for the case of N = 4 SYM. 
Lei us finally mention that we restrict ourselves here lo unbroken symmetry. 
The case of supersymmetry being broken by soft mass terms is under study [14] in 
the framework of the Wess-Zumino gauge. A superspace approach with complete 
UV finiteness is proposed in [9]. 
2 Super Yang-Mill Theory 
A generic N=l supersymmetric gauge theory, with a simple Lie group Gas gauge 
group, is given at the classical level by 
1. Supermultiplets va of gauge fields, each containing in particular a gauge vector 
field A~ and a gaugino Weyl spinor field A~, in the adjoint representation of the 
gauge group, as well as matter supermultiplets S;, each containing in particular a 
scalar field </>; and a Wey! spinor field i/Jio" in some unitary representation R. The 
gauge fixing is implemented through Lagrange multiplier chiral supermultiplets Ba 
and ghost (antighost) chiral supermultiplets c+ (C.':) containing in particular the 
ordinary ghosts (antighosts) ca (ca). External fields (the "antifields") A:a, A~a, ¢>*1, 
ip~i, etc. have to be introduced in order to control the renormalization of the BRS 
transformations given below, which are not linear. 
2. The BRS transformations 
sA~ = (Dµc)a + ... := OµC + rbc At cc+ ... I 
s</>; =-Ra/ca</>;+··· , 
1 
sea= --fabccbcc + ... ' 
2 
3. The BRS invariant action 
sA~ = -rbccbA~ + .. . ' 
si/J;" = - Ra/ cai/J;a + · · · , 
D= f <t1 · ( - - ·1-Fa'"'F. _ _i__A00u11 ·D X6 +Dµ.J .. fl .J.'-i·1·i"'u1'.D .T.'! 
, 4 2 "II" 7 "'"' µ u lf't µ Y' 'I' oor µ y;, 
+ ,;.,.,.,;,pi •• + ,:.; + ... ) ' 
(1) 
(2) 
where g is the gauge coupling constant and the symmetric invariant tensors Aijk 
are the Yukawa coupling constants. We take both the gauge and the matter fields 
massless. 
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Remark: Our notations are very sketchy, the details may be found in the original 
literature [15, 5]. First, we have written everything in terms of component fields 
instead of superfields for the sake of transparency. Second, we have omitted the 
contributions of a lot of component fields, namely the auxiliary fields, the nonphys-
ical components of th1' gauge supcdicld, a.~ well as the Lagrange multiplier, ghost 
and antighosts field!i , aJtd lhe cx1.crnal fields. All these omissions are signalized by 
dots in (1), (2) and in Lite following. Third, many numerical coefficients have been 
skipped and arbitrarily r<'placc<l by I he number l. 
3 The Scale Anomaly 
The theory being massless is scale invariant. But this is generally true only in the 
classical approximation. Radiative corrections cause a breaking of this invariance, 
i.e. there is a scale anomaly. It is well known that the scale anomaly manifests 
itself as a nonvanishing trace of the energy-momentum tensor Tµv - which may be 
assumed to be traceless in the tree (i.e. classical) approximation3 : 
r: = (39 (Fµv Fµv + ... ) + L (f3ijk1f}1/Ji ¢/ + .. ·) + ... + O(h 2 ) 1 (3) 
where 
(39 = hbo + 0(1i 2 ) , 
f3ijk = 1ibijk + 0(1i 2 ) ' 
ijk 
bo := l(R) - 3C2(G) , 
bijk := L Aijn (:>..npqApqk - 28/:g2C2(R)) 
cycl (ijk) 
(4) 
are the (3-functions corresponding to the renormalizations of the gauge coupling 
g and of the Yukawa couplings Aijk, respectively. l(R) is the Dynkin index of the 
representation R. We have not explicitly written the contributions of the anomalous 
dimensions of the various fields. 
Remark: Let us recall that the (3-functions determine the behaviour of the effective 
coupling constants as solutions of the differential equations 
d -
µ dµg(µ) = (39(µ,g,).)' (5) 
where µ is the energy scale. 
4 R-Invariance and Axial Anomaly 
A commun features of massless N=l supersymmetric theories is their invariance 
under the U ( 1) chiral transformation R: 
A~= Aµ, (6) 
3 We expand in the powers of Planck's constant h, i.e. in the number of loops in Feynman 
graphs. 
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The associated axial Noether current J~( x) 
J~ = "J..,,,.,.y5 ,.\ + · · · (Dirac notation) (7) 
is conserved rn the classical limit, but not in the quantum case due to the axial 
anomaly: 
(8) 
The anomaly coefficient r has the remarkable property of being equal to the one-loop 
value of the gauge ,B-function (see (4)): 
r = 1ibo . (9) 
Moreover, due to a nonrenormalization theorem [16, 17] 4, the one-loop value given 
here is exact, without any higher order contributions. 
5 The Supercurrent 
We shall now see that the equality (9) between the R-anomaly coefficient and the 
one-loop value of the gauge ,B-function is not an accident. It is actually linked to 
the existence of a supermultiplet of gauge invariant operators: the supercurrent [10] 
.:T: 
rr ·- {J',,. Q,,. T,,. } ... 
v .- R' o.' v ' ' ( 10) 
made of the (classically) conserved currents associated to R invariance, supersym-
metry ·and translation invariance, respectively. Note that the latter two remain 
conserved to all orders, to the contrary of the first one. Note also that the R-current 
J'~ in (10) differs from the R-Noether current (7). But both coincide in the tree ap-
proximation: J'~ = J~ + 0(1i ). The point is that, starting from the unique classical 
Noether current J~(clas•)' J~ is defined as the quantum extension which allows for 
the validity of a nonrenormalization theorem [17], whereas J'~ is defined to belong 
together with the energy-momentum tensor to one supermultiplet - the supercurrent 
( 10). These two requirements cannot be fulfilled simultaneously by a single current 
operator. 
More interesting, there is a second supermultiplet (a chiral multiplet) containing, 
among others, the anomalies of the R-current J'~ as well as the trace anomalies of 
the supersymmetry current and of the energy-momentum tensor. One can indeed 
prove the set of equations - which constitute the "supertrace identity": 
1µ µ. -{J -Tµ.µ. = 'ReS, o,,.J R =JinS, aaiJQµ. - Sa, (11) 
where the anomalies in the right-hand sides belong to the chiral supermultiplet 
S={'ReS, JinS, Sa,···}:= 
{.BgFµ.v F,,.~ + . . . , ,Bg£µvpt1 FµvFpCI + ... 
called the supertrace anomaly. 
a ,.\fJa,,.~F + · · · · .. } 
' /Jg a'"' µv 1 
4see [5) for the generalization to the present case of supersymmetric gauge theories. 
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(12) 
6 The Relation Between the Scale and the Axial Anomalies 
Despite of the discrepancy between the axial current In obeying the anomalous 
conservation law (8) with a nonrenorrnalized coefficient r and the axial current .J'11 
belonging to the supercurrent multiplet ( 10), whose anomaly coefficient is the {-!-
function characterizing the scale anomaly, there is a relation between them [5]: 
This equation relates rand /3.9 together with the Yukawa /3-functions and some other 
coefficients: 
the rA's, which are the nonrenormalized coefficients of the anomalies of the Noetlwr 
currents associated to the chiral invariances of the superpotential, 
the /A's, which are some linear combinations of the anomalous dimensions of the 
matter fields, 
x9 and the xiik's, which are radiative correction quantities we don't need to specify. 
Let us emphasize that all the coefficients appearing in (13) are of order h at 
least . Moreover, r and the rA 's are strictly proportional to h, i.e. strictly one-
loop quantities due to the nonrenormalization theorems for the axial anomalies. 
An important remark is that the structure of this identity is independent from the 
renormalization scheme, although the individual coefficients - except the one-loop 
values of the /3-functions - may be scheme dependent. 
7 Ultraviolet Finiteness 
It is clear from the second of eqs. (4) that the vanishing of the /3-functions implies 
already at the the one-loop approximation that the Yukawa coupling constants )..ijk 
must be functions of the gauge coupling constant g. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a similar relation to all orders is that the Yukawa 
coupling constants be formal power series )..iik(g), in g, of the reduction equations[l l] 
d)..ijk 
/3g ~ = /3ijk . ( 14) 
The identity (13) then allows us to give a general criterion for the ultraviolet finite-
ness in the sense of vanishing /3-functions, i.e. of physical scale invariance: 
Theorem. Consider an N =I super-Yang-Mills theory with simple gauge group. If 
(i) there is no gauge anomaly, 
(ii) the gauge /3-function vanishes at one loop (see (4)): 
b0 := l(R) - 3C2 (G) = 0, (15) 
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(iii) there exist solutions of the form 
).ijk = Piik9 , Piik E <C , (16) 
to the equations 
(17) 
(iv) These solutions are isolated and non-degenerate when considered as solutions 
of vanishing one-loop Yukawa /3-functions (see (4)): 
bijk = 0' (18) 
then each of the solutions (16) can be uniquely extended to a formal power series 
in g, and the associated super-YM models depend on the single coupling constant 
g with a /3-function which vanishes at all orders. 
Remarks: 
(a) Hyp. (ii) is equivalent to the vanishing of the R-current anomaly (see (9)). 
(b) The expressions in (17) (Hyp. (iii)) are the anomalous dimensions of the matter 
fields in the one-loop approximation. Their vanishing implies the vanishing of the 
one-loop Yukawa /3 functions due to the second of eqs. (4). In fact Hyp. (iii) also 
implies the vanishing of the chiral anomaly coefficients rA appearing in (13). The 
latter property is moreover a necessary condition for having /3-functions vanishing 
to all orders. 
(c) Hyp. (iv) is a condition which guaranties the existence of a formal power series 
solution to the reduction equations (14). 
( d) It is shown in [18] that the hypotheses (i) to (iii) assure the vanishing of the 
/3-functions in the two-loop approximation. Thanks to Hyp. (iv) we are able to 
extand the result to all orders. 
Proof of the theorem: Inserting {Jijk as given by the r.h.s. of the reduction 
equations (14) into the identity (13) and taking into account the vanishing of the 
chiral anomalies r and rA, we get for {Jg an homogenous equation of the form 
(19) 
Its solution in the sense of the formal power series in 1i is {Jg = 0. Hence {J;;k = 0 as 
well, due to (14). D 
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Discussion 
Slrwnov: Does a solution to the reduction equations always correspond to a sym-
metry giving the same relation between the coupling constants? This seems to rn<! 
necessary for the stability of the solution. 
0.P.: This may happen in the case where the field content is compatible with a 
higher symmetry, like N =4 supersymmetry [5]. But I hardly see such a symmetry 
at work in the SU(5) and SU(6) models mentioned in the Introduction. 
[(azakov: These solutions are infrared stable but ultraviolet unstable. 
]( azal.:ov: Do you rely on some in variant regularization? 
O.P.: No (see the Introduction). 
Acknowledgements: The author would like to manifest his gratitude to the 
organizers of this conference for the invitation, for their very kind hospitality and 
for their help for solving various travelling problems. 
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QUANTUM 
CHROMODYN AMI CS 
Large N Master Field for QCD 
I. Ya. Aref'eva 
Steklov Mathematical Institute, 
Vavilov 42, GSP-1, 117966, Moscow, Russia 
Abstract 
A construction of the large N master field for N X N matrix models includ-
ing QCD is presented. The master fields for large N theories satisfy standard 
equations of relativistic field theory, but fields satisfy q-deformed commuta-
tion relations with q = 0. These commutation relations are realized in the 
Boltzmannian Fock space. The master field for gauge theory does not take 
values in a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. However, there is a non-Abelian 
gauge symmetry. 
1 Introduction 
The large N limit in QCD where N is the number of colours enables us to understand 
qualitatively certain striking phenomenological features of strong interactions [l]-[4]. 
It was suggested [3] that there exists a master field which dominates the large N 
limit. 
There was an old problem in quantum field theory how to construct the master 
field for the large N limit in QCD. This problem has been discussed in many works, 
see for example [9]-[14]. More recently the problem has been reconsidered [15]-[25] 
by using methods of non-commutative (quantum) probability theory [26, 27, 20]. 
Gopakumar and Gross [15] and Douglas [16] have described the master field using 
a knowledge of all correlation functions of a model. 
Finally the problem of construction of the master field has been solved in [28]. 
It was shown that the master field satisfies to standard equations of relativistic field 
theory but it is quantized according to q-deformed (q = 0) relations 
a(k)a"(k') = 8(k - k'), 
where a(k) and a"(k) are annihilation and creation operators. These operators have 
a realization in the free (Boltzmannian) Fock space. Therefore, to study the large 
N limit of QCD it seems reasonable to develop methods of treatment of theory in 
the Boltzmann space. 
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Euclidean quantum field theory in Boltzmannian Fock space has been considered 
in [22]-[25]. Some special form of this theory realizes the master field for a subsel of 
planar diagrams, for the so called half-planar (HP) diagrams and gives an analytical 
summations of HP diagrams [22]-[25]. Then some recursive set of master fields 
summing up a more rich subclass of planar diagrams (planar parquet diagrams) bas 
been found [38]. 
In lhis talk I'l review these results. Namely, the master field for matrix models 
including the master field for gauge field will be discribed. Boltzmann quantum field 
theory and the HP master field for scalar and gauge theories will be considered . 
2 Master Field for Planar Diagrams 
2.1 Master Field as a Classical Matrix 
Let us consider U(N) invariant correlation functions for a model of selfinteracting 
Hermitian scalar matrix field M(x) = (M;j(x )), i, j = 1, ... , N in the D-dimensional 
Euclidean space-time 
< tr(M(x1) .. . M(xk)) >= ;N j tr(M(x1) ... M(xk))e-S(M)dM (2.1) 
where S(M) is the action 
aud M is an Hermitian N x N matrix, 
(2.2) 
Witten suggested [3] that there exists a master field which dominates in the large 
N limit of invariant correlation functions of a matrix field, i.e. 
lim -
1
-j NI+\12 tr ( M(x1) ... M(xk))e-S(M)dM = tr ( M(x1) ... M(xk)), (2.3) N--+oo ZN 
where M is some oo x oo matrix. Since oo x oo matrix can be considered as an 
operator acting in an infinite dimension space one can interpret the RHS of (2.3) as 
an expectation value of the product of some operators <I>(x;) 
tr ( M(x1) ... M(xk)) =< <I>(xn) ... <I>(x1) > (2.4) 
This interpretation gives an alternative definition of the master field <I>( x) as a 
scalar operator which realizes the following relation 
lim -
1
- 1 < tr M (x1) ... M(x1t) >==< <l>(xn) ... <I>(xi) > (2.5) N--+oo NI+k 2 
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where < ... > means some expectation value. This definition of the master field is 
used in the modern literature. 
Therefore the problem is in constructing of a scalar field <I> acting in some 
space so that the expectation value of this field reproduces the large N 
asymptotic of U(N) invariant correlation functions of given matrix 6eld. 
2.2 Free Master Field 
To construct master field for the free matrix field let us calculate the expectation 
value for free matrix field in the Euclidean space-time 
(2.6) 
where the action 
We have 
1 
N3 < tr ( M(xi)M(x2)M(x3)M(x4)) >(o)= D(x1 - x2)D(x3 - x4)+ (2.7) 
1 
D(x1 - x4)D(x2 - X3) + ND(x1 - x3)D(x2 - x 4), 
here we use 
< Mjj(x)MJ';•(y) >(o)= 8;;•8jj•D(x - y), 





be the Bolzmann field with creation and annihilation operators satisfying the rela-
tions 
(2.11) 
It is easy to check that 
where IO > is a vacuum </>-(x)IO >= 0 =< Olef>+(x). The similar relation is true 
for an arbitrary n-point correlation function. This consideration proves that the 
Euclidean Boltzmann field is a master field for the Euclidean free matrix model. 
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Moreover, if we assume the relations 
(2 .13) 
then we get 
(2.1 '1) 
D(x1 - x2)D(x3 - x1) + D(x1 - x4)D(x2 - X3) + qD(x1 - x3)D(x2 - x1 ), 
i.e. relation (2.14) reproduces (2.7) if we identify 
1 
N =q. (2.15) 
We can also consider the Minkowski space time. To avoid misunderstanding we 
use a notation M(in) for the free Minkowski matrix field. One has 
(2.16) 
where 
D-(x) = - 1-jeikx0(-k0 )8(k2 - m 2)dk (27r )3 . 
Let consider the free scalar Boltzmannian field <,D(inJ(x) given by 
<,D(in)(x) = _l_J d3k (a•(k)eikx + a(k)e-ikx), (2.17) 
(27r )312 J2w( k) 
where w(k) = Jk2 + m 2 . It satisfies to the Klein-Gordon equation 
and it is an operator in the Boltzmannian Fack space with relations 
a(k)a.(k') = 8(3l(k - k') (2.18) 
and vacuum IOo), a(k)IOo) = 0. A systematical consideration of the Wightman 
formalism for Boltzmannian fields will be presented in [23] . 
a(k) and a•(k) act in the Boltzmannian Fack space r(H) over H = L2(R3) and 
one uses notations such as a(f) = J a( k )J ( k )dk. An n-particle state is created from 
the vacuum 100 ) = I by the usual formula 
but it is not symmetric under permutation of k;. 
The the following basic relation takes place: 
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(2.19) 
where k = p1 + ... +Pr · To prove (2.19) one uses the Wick theorem for the Wightman 
functions and 't Hooft's graphs with double lines. According to the Wick theorem we 
represent the vacuum expectation value in the L.H.S. of (2.19) as a sum of 't Hooft's 
graphs with the propagators (2.16). Then in the limit N ---+ oo only non-crossing 
(rainbow) graphs are nonvanished. We get the same expression if we compute the 
R.H.S. of (2.19) by using the relations (2.18), i.e. by using the Boltzmannian Wick 
theorem. 
2.3 Master Field for Interacting Matrix Scalar Field 
To construct the master field for interacting quantum field theory [28] we have to 
work in Minkowski space-time and use the Yang-Feldman formalism [29]-[32]. Let us 
consider a model of an Hermitian scalar matrix field M(x) = (M;J(x)), i,j = 1, ... , N 
in the 4-dimensional Minkowski space-time with the field equations 
(D + m 2)M(x) = J(x) (2.20) 
We take the current J ( x) equal to 
(2.21) 
where g is the coupling constant but one can take a more general polynomial over 
M(x). One integrates eq (2.20) to get the Yang-Feldman equation [29, 30] 
M(x) = M(in)(x) + j Dre1(x - y)J(y)dy (2.22) 
where Dret(x) is the retarded Green function for the Klein-Gordon equation, 
1 J e-ikx 
Dret(x) = (27r)4 m2 - k2 - itkO<fk 
and Af(inl(x) 1s a free Bose field. The U(N)-invariant Wightman functions are 
defined as 
(2.23) 
where IO> is the Fock vacuum for the free field Af(in)(x). 
We will show that the limit of functions (2.23) when N ---+ oo can be expressed in 
terms of a quantum field ¢>(x) (the master field) which is a solution of the equation 
¢>(x) = ¢>(in)(x) + J nret(x - y)j(y)dy (2.24) 
where 
j(x) = -g¢>3(x) (2.25) 
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The master field ¢>( x) does not have matrix indexes. 
The following theorem is true. 
Theorem 1. Al every order of perturbation theory in the coupling constant one 
has the fallowing relation 
Jim -
1
-. <OJ tr ( M(x1) ... M(xk))JO >= (OoJ¢>(x1) ... ¢>(xk)JOo) (2.26) 
N-->oo NI+;; 
where the field M(x) is defined by (2.22} and r/>(x) is defined by (2.24). 
The proof of the theorem see in [28]. 
2.4 Gauge field 
In this section we construct the master field for gauge field theory. Let us consider 
the Lagrangian 
(2.27) 
where Aµ is the gauge field for the SU(N) group, c and c are the Faddeev-Popov 
ghost fields and a is a gauge fixing parameter. The fields Aµ, c and c take values in 
the adjoint representation. Here 
g is the coupling constant. Equations of motion have the form 
V' µFµ., + 2-a.,oµAµ + --f4:a.,cc + _.!l,ca.,c = o, 
a N2 N> 
8µ(Y' µc) = o, V' µ( oµc) = o 
One writes these equations in the form 
De= J, De= J, 
where 
J., = -_.!l,oµ[Aµ, A.,] - _!!,[Aµ, Fµ.,] - _.!!,a.,cc - 4co.,c, 
N2 N2 N> N> 
g - g -J = --1 oµ[Aµ,c], J = --1 [Aµ,oµc] N> N> 
LFrom (2.29) one gets the Yang-Feldman equations 




c(x) = c(inl(x) + j Dr01 (x - y)J(y)dy, c(x) = c;(inl(x) + j Dret(x - y)J(y)dy, 
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where 
n::t(x) = (9µv - (1 - a/~v)Dret(x), 
and 9µv is the Minkowski metric. Free in-fields satisfy 
Dc(in)(x) = 0, DC(in)(x) = 0. 
and they are quantized in the Fock space with vacuum IO >. The vector field A~n) 
is a Bose field and the ghost fields c(in), c(in) are Fermi fields . Actually one assumes 
a gauge a = l. In a different gauge one has to introduce additional ghost fields. We 
introduce the notation 1/J; = (Aµ, c, c) for the multiplet of gauge and ghost fields. 
The U(N)-invariant Wightman functions are defined as 
(2.31) 
We will show that the limit of functions (2.31) when N -+ oo can be expressed in 
terms of the master fields. The master field for the gauge field Aµ( x) we denote 
8 1, ( x) and the master fields for the ghost fields c( x ), c( x) will be denoted T/ ( x), ii( x) 




These equations have the form of the Yang-Mills equations (2.29) however the master 
fields Bµ, 71, ii do not have matrix indexes and they do not take values in a finite 
dimensional Lie algebra. The gauge group for the field Bµ is an infinite dimensional 
group of unitary operators in the Boltzmannian Fock space. Equations (2.32) in 
terms of currents read 
where 
D71=j, Dfi=], 
Jv = -goµ[Bµ, Bv] - g[Bµ, Fµv] - 90vfiT/ - 9T/Ovfi, 
j = -goµ[Bµ, 71], ] = -g[Bµ, oµfi]. 




17(x) = 1lnl(x) + J nret(x - y)j(y)dy, i](x) = ii(in)(x) + J f)r ct(x - y)j(y)rly, 
The in-master fields are quantized in the Boltzmannian Fock space. For the mast.er 
gauge field we have 
B(in)(x) = _l-.-1 d3k ~ f(.\)(k)[a(.\)•(k)eikx + a(,\l(k)e-ikx) (2.:lfi) 
I' (2ir )3/2 {2TkT 2i µ. 1 
where t~.\l(k) are polarization vectors and annihilation and creation operators satisfy 
(2.:17) 
The expression (2.36) for the field Bµ(x) looks like an expression for the photon fiC'ld. 
However because of relations (2.37) the commutator [Bµ(x), Bv(x)] docs not vanish 
and it permits us to develop a gauge theory for the field 8 1,(x) with a non-Ahdia11 
gauge symmetry. 
We quantize the master ghost fields in the Boltzmannian Fock space with indcf-
inite metric 
1l(in)(x) = _l_; d3 k ('y"(k)eikx + fJ(k)t~-ikx), (2ir )3/2 {2TkT 
ii(in)(x) = _l_ J _!_'5__((3.(k)eikx + 1(k)c-ikx), ( 2ir )3/2 {2TkT 
where creation and annihilation operators satisfy 
1(k)'y"(k1 ) = 0<3l(k - k'), 
f3(k)f3"(k') = _15(3)(k - k'). 
(2.:18) 
(2.39) 
We also assume that the product of any annihilation operator with a creation oper-
ator of a diffc~rcnt type always is equal to zero, i.e. 
1(k)f3°(k') = {3(k)'y"(k') = a(,\)(k)!.(k) = 0, 
a(,\)(k)f3"(k') = 1(k)a(,\)•(k') = {3(k)a(.\)•(k') = 0. (2.40) 
The Boltzrnannian Fock vacuum satisfies 
1(k)lno) = (J(k)lno) = a(,\)(k)lno) = 0. (2.41) 
Let us denote Xi = (Bµ, 77, ii) the multiplet of the master fields. The following 
theorem is true. 
Theorem 2. At every order of perturbation theory in the coupling constant one 
has the following relation 
Jim -
1
-. < O! tr ( 1/>;1 (xi) ... 1/>;.(xk))IO >= (nolx;,(xi) ... x;.(xk)lno) (2.42) N~oo Nl+2 
where the fields Aµ(x), c(x) and c(x) are defined by (2.30) and Bµ(x),17(x) and ij(x) 
are defined by (2.35). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. We get relations 
(2.39) for master fields by taking into account the wrong statistics of the ghost fields. 
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3 Master Field for HP Diagrams 
llere we present the Schwinger-Dyson equations for Boltzmann correlation functions 
i 11 /J-dimensional Euclidean space. Interacting Boltzmann correlation functions are 
ddi11ed by the formula [22] 
(3.1) 
In contrast to the ordinary quantum field theory where one deals with the expo-
1wntial function of an interaction, here we deal with the rational function of an 
i11t1~raction. In [24, 25] it was shown that under natural assumptions the form (3.1) 
is unique one which admits Schwinger-Dyson-like equations. 
To avoid problems with tadpoles let us consider the two-field formulation [25, 24 J. 
We adopt the following notations. Let 1/;(x) = ¢+(x) + 1/;-(x), ¢(x) =¢+(x)+¢-(x) 
be the Bolzmann fields with creation and annihilation operators satisfying the rela-
tions 
where D( x, y) is D-dimensional Euclidean propagator. The n-point Green's function 
is defined by 
We define an one-particle irreducible (lPI) 4-point function I'4 (x,y,z,t) as 
f4(x, y, z, t) = j dx'dy'dz'dt'F2- 1 (x, x')D- 1 (y, y')D- 1 (z, z')x (3.3) 
F2- 1 (t, t'):F4(x', y', z', t'), 
where :F4 is a connected part of F4 
F4(x, y, z, t) = F4(x, y, z, t) + F2(x, t)D(y, z). 
Note that in the contrast to the usual case in the RHS of (3.3) we multiply F 4 
only on two full 2-point Green functions while in the usual case to get an lPI Green 
function one multiplies an n-point Green function on n full 2-point functions. 
Let us write down the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the two- and four-point 
correlation functions. We have 
f4(p, k, r) = -g - g j dk' F2(P + k - k')D(k')f4(p + k - k', k', r) (3.4) 




P2 + m2 + L:2 
Equation (3.4) is the Bethe-Salpeter-like equation with the kernel which contains 
an unknown function F2 . Equation (3.5) is similar to the usual relation between the 
self-energy function L: 2 and the 4-point vertex function for 1.p4 field theory, meanwhile 
equation (3.4) is specific for the Boltzmann field theory. A special approximation 
reduces this system of integral equations to a linear integral equation which was 
considered [33, 34] in the rainbow approximation in the usual field theory. 
3.1 Master Field for HP Gauge Theory 
In the case of gauge theory the set of the HP master field is given by the field 
satisfying the following relations 
A;(x)A!(Y) = (2;)D j dD k(gµv - (1 - a) k~:v) : 2 exp ik(x - y), 
c-(x)c+(y) = (2;)D j d0 k ; 2 expik(x -y), 
1 J 1 c-(x)c+(y) = - (27r)D d0 k k2 expik(x - y), 





A unrenormalized interacting Lagrangian which assumed to enter in the corre-
lation functions as is (3.2) (a generalization to two-fields formalism is evident) has 
the form 
g 
Lunr = 4{ BvAµ[Aµ, Av]+ Av8vAµAµ - Aµ8vAµAv + [Av, Aµ]8vAµ}+ 
+4g2{2AvAµAvAµ - AvAµAµAv - AµAµAvAv}-
- g{ 8µcAµc + c8µcAµ + Aµcoµc - 8µccAµ - Aµ8µcc - cAµ8µc} (3.10) 
Divergences in one-loop correlation functions may be removed by the following renor-
malizations 
2 +~ z,{f P(zf P)-1{2AvAmuAvAmu - AvAmuAµAv - AµAµAvAv}-
-~.if P(zf Pt1(8µcAµc - cAµOµc)+ 




zf P = 1 + l~7r 2 (-a)lnA (3.12) 
HP 92 13 
Z2 = 1+ 167r 2 (3-a)lnA (3.13) 
(3.14) 
Z2 factors enter in the nonstandard way since only two legs (the first and the last) 
may bring the wave function renormalization. So we have a modification in the 
definition of beta function 
(3.15) 
Therefore we have 
HP g2 13 92 13 {3 = --(- -a+a) = ---
167r2 3 l67r2 3 (3.16) 
Recall that the usual beta function is {3 = -~¥· Note that we get good results: 
beta remains negative and in this approximation it does not depend on the gauge 
fixing parameter a, i.e. it is gauge invariant. 
4 Concluding remarks 
In conclusion, the master field for large N matrix models has been constructed. 
To define the master field for large N matrix models we used the Yang-Feldman 
equation with a free field quantized in the Boltzmannian Fock space. The master 
field for gauge theory does not take values in a finite-dimensional Lie algebra how-
ever there is a non-Abelian gauge symmetry. For the construction of the master field 
it was essential to work in Minkowski space-time and to use the Wightman correla-
tion functions. The fact that the master field satisfies the same equations as usual 
relativistic fields push us to develop a non-perturbative methods of investigation 
of these equations. Note in this context that in all previous attempts of approxi-
mated treatment of planar theory were used some non-perturbative approximation 
[35, 36, 37]. 
To sum up a part of planar diagrams we have used the new interaction rep-
resentation with a rational function of the interaction Lagrangian instead of the 
exponential function in the standard interaction representation. The Schwinger-
Dyson equations for the 2- and 4-point correlation functions for this theory form a 
closed system of equations. A parquet approximation (generalized ladder diagrams) 
in matrix models has been considered [38]. By means of numerical calculations it 
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has been demonstrated that in the large N limit the parquet approximation gi vcs a 
good agreement with exact results. 
Note also that in the last years there were considerations of models of quantum 
field theory based on quantum groups [39] and q-deformed commutation relations 
[40]-[47]. The main problem with these approaches was how to find a physical 
justification for q-deformed quantum field theory. The large N limit for rnaLrix 
models gives a remarkable physical justification for q-deformcd quantum field theory 
at least for q = 0. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 
In the recent years some progress have been made towards establishing the connec-
tion between the phenomenologically successful non-relativistic constituent-quark 
model (NRQM), and QCD's fundamental degrees of freedom. Kaplan [1] proposed 
a physical picture combining some of the features of the chiral quark model [2] and 
the skyrmion [3]-[5]. It was postulated that at distances smaller than the confine-
ment scale but large enough to allow for nonperturbative phenomena the effective 
dynamics of QCD is described by chiral dynamics of a bosonic field which takes 
vn.lues in f 1( Ne x N1 ). This effective theory admits classical soliton solutions. As-
suming that they are stable and may be quantized semiclassically, one then finds 
t.hat these solitons are extended objects with spin 1/2, and that they belong to the 
fundamental representation of color and flavor. Their mass is of order AQcD and 
radius of order 1/ AQcD [6]. It is very tempting to identify them as the constituent 
quarks. Thus the constituent quarks in this model are "skyrmions" in color space. 
It turns out that in 2 space-time dimensions this picture is exact [7]. Thanks 
Lo exact non-abelian bosonization one can rewrite the action of QC D 2 in terms of 
purely bosonic variables, which are chiral fields E U(Nc x N1 ). It is then straight-
forward Lo demonstrate that the only non-trivial static solutions of the classical 
equations of motion are those which contain either a soliton and an anti-soliton or 
Ne solitons. The solitons transform under both flavor and color, yet their boun<l 
states arc color singlets and have the quantum numbers of baryons and mesons. 
In "four space-time dimensions there is no exact bosonization, and therefore any 
attempt at derivation of a similar picture in four dimensions must rely on certain 
approximations. In our previous work [8] we have derived the approximate low-
encrgy effective chiral lagrangian with target space in U(NcxN1) using the approach 
based on integration of the anomaly equations [9]-[12]. Equivalent results were 
independently obtained in ref. [13], using an a priori different approach. 
The purpose of the current work is to critically re-exai;nine the results of ref. [8], 
with particular emphasis on the question whether the action we have derived can 
support stable, time independent classical solutions. The existence of such solutions 
appears to us to be a necessary condition for establishing the physical picture in 
which constituent quarks are solitons of a low-energy effective action of QCD in 
four dimensions. 
We find several changes with respect to our previous results, leading to much 
more compact expressions, and making it easier to compare with results of other 
approaches to the same problem, and in particular with the action proposed by 
Kaplan [1]. 
With the amended effective action, we find that there are no stable soliton solu-
tions. In the context of the quark soliton program, we interpret this as an indication 
that the full low-energy effective action must include additional terms, reflecting pos-
sible modifications at short distances and/or the non-trivial structure of the gauge 
fields in the vacuum, such as ( F:v) '/:- 0. Such terms are absent in the formalism 
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based on anomaly integration. 
We would like to add here, that although there is some freedom in t.he interme-
diate stage of integrating the anomaly equations, the final result, effective action 
in QCD, our eq. (7), is uniquely determined. This follows from our discussion i11 
Section 2. See also the discussion in Section 4. 
Note also, that our discussion implies that the chiral lagrangian derived in flavor 
space would not have stable solutions, as more terms appear within our systematic 
derivation, rather than the one four derivative term in the Skyrrne model [3, 1]. Sec 
Section 4 for discussion of this point. 
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we redcri vc the low energy 
classical action, resulting in much more compact final expressions. In Section a we 
examine the necessary conditions for existence of stable, time independent. classic;1I 
solutions with finite energy, and conclude that in order for such solutions t.o exist., 
the effective action must coutain additional terms which are not present in our 
derivation. Section 3 is devoted to discussion and interpretation of the results. 
2 Derivation of the effective action 
We follow the conventions and notation of ref. [8]. 
The variation of the determinant under the axial transformation of the external 
fields, including terms up to zeroth power of the cutoff A, is given by 
6 log Z 1 { µv>.,, [ 1 F F 1 H H 2i (A , -!~ = 47f2 C 4 'µv '>.,, + }2 µv >.,, - J µAvF>.,, + Aµfv>.A,, 
+ 1'~wA>.A,,) - ~AµAvA>.A,,] + 16A 2 DµAµ 
2i [Dµ [;' Av] i [F DµAv] + J 1'1w> + 3 'µv1 ( 1) 
+ ~ { Dµ Aµ, Av Av} - 2AµDvAV Aµ-
-~ {Dµ Av, {Aµ, Av}}+ ~(Dµ DµDv Av)}+ O(A- 2 ) 
where Fµv = Oµ Vv - Ov Vµ + i [Vµ, Vv] + i [Aµ, Av]= ~(Lµv + Rµv), DµAv = OµAv + 
i [Vµ, Av] and Hµv = k(Rµv - Lµv) = (DµAv - DvAµ)· (cf. eq. (4.1) of ref. [8]. Vµ 
is the external source coupled to the vector current of the fermions, while Aµ is the 
external source coupled to the axial current of the fermions. 
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i\11 adioll which has equation (1) as its variation is given by 
(2) 
wliere Sf:s is the five dimensional Chern-Simons action 
S/..s[R] = 2117r2 J £ 1w>.apTr(R,,8,,R>.OaRp+~iRµRvR>.OaRp-~RµRvR>.Rr,Rp)· (3) 
Note that the " t 1w>.ap terms" are uniquely determined [12]. As for the other terms, 
within the vector conserving scheme, there may be dependence on the type of reg-
ularization used. The dimension 2 term, proportional to A 2 , is the same in the 
various schemes, and in any case one has to find a way to replace the cut-off by an 
appropriate QCD scale. This can be done, for example, by comparing to a physical 
process, like pion decay, reexpressing the coefficient with the decay constant fn, as 
in the case of the Skyrme model [4]. As for the dimension 4 terms, the ambiguity is 
in terms that are both vector and axial invariant. But these do not contribute to our 
effective action eq. (6), expressed in terms of the unitary U matrices. This follows 
from our procedure of deriving S,JJ [U], as in eq (2.13) of ref. [8], which involves a 
difference of i In Z1 after and before the chiral variation. 
The uniqueness of the effective action can also be explicitly verified by comparing 
the calculation of ref. [14] and ref. [9], where the former uses a Fujikawa (smooth) 
cut-off while the latter uses a sharp cut-off. 
To derive equation (2), it is useful to employ 
(4) 
For the special case where 8Rµ = 0µ8w + i [Rµ, 8w] we have 
8Sbs [R] = 24
1
rr 2 j d4xtµv>.a Tr [8w ( oµRvo>.Ra+~i {RµR,,, 8>.R"} -~iRµovR>.Ra)]. 
(5) 
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The resulting effective action takes the form (following eq (2.13) of ref. [8]) 





j Eµv>.'1p Tr(lµlvl>.1,,lp) 
24071" 
+ 48i7r 2 j Eµv>." Tr{ ~Rµv { R>., J,,} + RµRvR>.J,, 
+~RµlvR>.J,, - Jµlvl>.R,,} 
- 48~2 J Eµv>.a Tr { ~(Rµv + Lµv) {L>., R,,} + (LµLv - ~LµRv + RµRv)L>.R,,} 
+ 48i7r2 JEµllA'1 Tr{ ~(U- 1 RµvU+Lµv) { L>., Rn +(LµL,,-~LµR~ +R~ R~)L>.R~} 
+ 19~71" 2 j Tr{ [2(Dµ(U- 1 DµU)) 2 - (Dµu- 1 D11 U) 2 
-4i(Lµ 11 Dµu- 1 D11 U + RµvDµU D11 U- 1 ) + 2(U- 1 RµvU U 11 - Lµ,,Wv)] 
+l6[iFµv [Aµ, Av]+ ~(DµAµ)2 + (AµAv) 2)]} 
(6) 
where DµU = 8µU + iRµU - iU Lµ, DµU- 1 = 8µu- 1 + iLµu- 1 - iU- 1 Rµ, Jµ = 
u- 1i8µU and Jµ = -UlµU- 1 • 
In order to make contact with the usual formulation of QCD, we write down the 
effective action for Lµ = Rµ = Gµ in eq. (6), to obtain 
s.n = 2~22 J Tr(DµUDµu- 1 ) - 24~71"2 J Eµv>.apTr(lµlvl>.1,,1µ) 
+ 48i7r2 j Eµv>."Tr{~Gµv {G>.,J,,} + (GµGv + ~GµJv + JµJ11 )G>.J,,} 
+ 48i7r2 jtµv>."Tr [~(U- 1 GµvU+Gµ,,) { G>., an +(GµGv-~GµG~ +G~G~)G>.G~] 
+ 19 ~7!" 2 j Tr { 2 [Dµ{U- 1 DµU)j2 - (Dµu- 1 D11 U) 2 
-4iGµv [Dµu- 1 , D11 U] + 2(U-1GµvUGµv - GµvGµ 11 )}, 
where G~ = u-1 GµU - u-1i8µU = u-1 (Gµ + lµ)U. 
(7) 
3 Stability analysis of classical solutions 
Our initial hope was to find nontrivial stable minima of the action (7). In the process 
of looking for such solutions, we observed some numerical instabilities, which caused 
us to suspect that the action (7) might be unbounded from below. 
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In order to demonstrate that this is indeed the case, it is sufficient. to show 
this for one trial set of functions, U1ria1(x) and Gtria1(x). In order io simplify the 
st.ability analysis, we will therefore begin with classical action without gauge fields, 
Ctrial(x) = 0. 
I-lad such an action lead to stable soliton solutions, it would amount. to an (ap-
proximate) bosonization of free quarks in four dimensions, which would have been 
an interesting result in its own right. As the following shows, this has not. been at-
1.ainc~d in the present formalism. We shall comment later on what we believe might 
be t.he possible reasons for this. 
We therefore sei I.he gauge field to iero, resulting in 
S,f! [O , 0, U] = 2~22 j Tr(J"'Jµ) - 24~71' 2 j tµ.v>.ap Tr(Jµ.lvl>.lalp) 
- 19~rr 2 j Tr[2(oµJ"') 2 + (1µ1v) 2 ] (8) 
Motivated by the Skyrme model, we are looking for a radially symmetric hedge-
hog solution. We choose the classical solution to be a field of the form 
where rare pauli matrices, the generators of some SU(2) subgroup of U(NcNJ) and 
J(r) is a radial shape function with boundary conditions f(O) = 11', f(=) = 0. The 
choice of the embedding will become relevant only if stable solutions exists, and then 
it should be discussed together with quantization of the collective coordinates. Tfw 
Wess-Zumino term vanishes and the rest of the terms are given by 
-(Jc)2 = (!') 2 + 2sin 2 J µ. r2 
(9) 
Next, we define an effective potential V,f! as minus the action divided by NcNJ 
and integrated over space only, 
(10) 
Finding stable solutions of the action (8) is now reduced to functional minimiza-
tion of the effective potential (10). 
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Consider a family of trial functions 
where a is a variational parameter which also determines the soliton size. 
functions ( 11) satisfy the boundary conditions at both r = 0 and r ----+ oo: 
J(r=0)=7r 




The first condition is needed to ensure that the solution carries one unit. of 
winding number, which in our normalization corresponds to one quark. 
For this family of trial functions, 
2 1 V.D(a)=6Aa- 96a (13) 
Hence for a---> 0 the potential is unbounded below. Thus, when attempting to solve~ 
the equations of motion, we will find that the soliton profile will be "squeezed" to 
zero width around the origin. This shrinking of the classical solution to zero si11c 
occurs despite the presence of both two- and four-derivative terms in the action (8). 
A similar effect occurs already in the a model [15]. Also there, the approxirnatP. 
action with up to four derivatives on the a and if fields, constrained to a 2 + if 2 = j2 
has its classical solutions "squeezed" to zero width, and with energy tending to -oo. 
In two dimensions, stabilization of the soliton is provided by the mass term. Jn 
four dimensions, one may add a mass term 
2m~ [1 - cos(!)] (14) 
where mQ is some scale related to the original quark mass in the QCD Lagrangian, 
(not quite the bare mass itself, as there is normal ordering to be performed; see 
Appendix of ref. [7]). Such a mass term does not provide the desired stabilization, 
however. For the trial function above, this term will have a divergent contribution 
to the potential coming from the integration over large r. Since the stabilization 
problem occurs at small distances, this large-r divergence due to the mass term 
cannot cure the problem. In order to isolate the large-r divergence, we will treat the 
problem of larger by putting a cut-off R. We expect that eventually such a cut-off 
will actually be provided by the confinement in QCD. 
Now the contribution of the mass term to the potential will be 
(15) 
which tends to zero as "a" tends to zero, thus not changing the fact that the potential 
is unbounded below for small scales a. 
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4 Discussion and Interpretations 
There are various options to overcome these difficulties. One is to compute the next 
terms, which involve 1/ A2 , including six derivative terms and (( o)7r) G~vQI'" a) (for 
the latter see ref. [14]). Higher derivative terms resulted in stabilizing in the case 
of the sigma model [15]. Note that the l/A 2 terms may be scheme dependent. We 
should remark, however, that in general we would not expect a scheme change to 
influence physical results, like the emergence of constituent quarks. It may happen, 
however, that due to the approximations made, we may be able to derive certain 
quantities in one scheme and not in another. 
Recall that in two dimensions, the scheme was completely fixed by requiring vec-
tor conservation and that the axial be the dual of the vector. The latter requirement 
was a result of our wish to have the bosonic version correspond to the fermionic one, 
and in the latter the axial is indeed the dual of the vector (see our work, ref. [8] for 
details). We do not have an analogous requirement in four dimensions as yet. 
Let us also remark that our classical configurations tend to be "squeezed" to zero 
size, and with energy tending to -oo. The troublesome part is at short distances. 
But this is precisely the regime of high momenta, where our approximations are 
inadequate, as we have neglected terms with six derivatives or more. So we either 
have to find a better approximation, or maybe exclude some short distance region. 
A final comment. We expect the effective action (7), after integrating out the 
gauge fields and taking trace over color, to yield an effective action in flavor space. 
But due to the non-positive nature of the potential that we discovered above, we 
do not expect, within the present approximation, to get the Skyrme model with the 
assumed standard positive-definite stabilizing four-derivative term [3, 4]. 
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High energy asymtotics of QCD 
and exactly solvable models 
L.N. Lipatov 
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, 
Gatchina, 188 350, St.Petersburg, Russia 
Abstract 
It is demonstrated that the gluon is reggeized and the QCD pomeron is a compound 
state of two reggeized gluons. The equations for compound states of an arbitrary 
number of reggeized gluons in the multi-colour QCD have remarkable mathemat-
ical properties including the Mobius invariance, the holomorphic separability and 
the existence of non-trivial integrals of motion. It is shown, that their holomorphic 
hamiltonian coincides with the local hamiltonian for the exactly solvable Heisen-
berg model. In the conclusion the effective action describing the gluon-Reggeon 
interactions in QCD is discussed. 
1 Introduction 
The rapid growth of the structure functions W1,2(x, Q2) for the deep-inelasic ep scat-
tering at small-x can be described by the DGLAP [1] and BFKL [2] equations. This 
kinematics is related with the Regge asymptotics of the hadron-hadron scattering 
amplitudes A(s, t) at larges and fixed t. In the leading logarithmic approximation 
(LLA), when all terms of order of (g2 ln st are taken into account, these amplitudes 
can be written in the form: 
d2 kJ._ d2 k'J._ -+ -+ --+ --+ 
ABFKL(s, t) = ijsj J (27r) 2 ( 27r)2 4>a(k1-, q - kl.) 4>b(k'1-, q - k'J..) fBFKL(k, k', q), 
(1) 
where 4> 1,2 are the impact factors of colliding particles and the function f BFKL 
is expressed in terms of the t-channel partial wave J,., for the virtual gluon-gluon 
scattering with the use of the Mellin transformation 
J dw -+ -+ --+ --+ fBFKL(k, k', q) = 27r s"' f,.,(kJ.., q - kl. j k'\ q - k'J.. ). (2) 
The BFKL equation for fw will be discussed later. 
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2 Multi-Regge processes in QCD 
The-~ most probable process at large s is the gluon production in the 1111111.i - Hegg<' 
kinematics of large pair energies 8; = 2k;_ 1 k; for final particle momenta k; and fixc~d 
momentum transfers. In LLJ\ the production amplitude in t.his kinc~mat.ics hils 1.lw 
rn11lt.i-Regge form [2]: 
n+l 
A Lf,A Atrcc II w(t,) 2-+2+n == 2-+2+n -"i · 
i=I 
Here s~(t,) are the Regge-fact.ors appearing from the rarliat.ive rnrnxt.ions l.o 1 !IC' 
Born production amplitude A~':'.',e2+n· The gluon llcggc trajectory j = I + w(l) is 
expressed in terms of the quantity: 
--+2 
' I= -- q 
Infrared divcrgcncics in the Reggc faclors cancel with a11alogo11s divcrgc11ci<'s i11 
a 101 from the co11trihut.ions of real gluons. The production arnplituclc in I.he tr<'c 
approximation has the following factorized form [2] 
l!cre 11, /3 and 11', 13', dr (r = I, 2 ... n) arc colour indices for initial and rinal gluons 
correspondingly. 'f~b = -ifabc arc generators of the gauge group SU(Nc) and _q is 
1111' Yang-Mills rn11pling constant. Fut.her, 
(6) 
<trc~ the reggcon-parl.iclc-particle (RPP) and reggeon-rcggcon-particle (RRP) vertices 
rnrrc~spondingly. They can be written as the sums of the light-cone components of 
I he Yang-Mills vertex and of the induced terms related with the coherent contribu-
1 ions of other Feynman's diagrams. We introduced the light-cone vectors 
(7) 
and the light cone projections k± = k"n°!; of the Lorentz vectors k". The quantities 
Ar = ±1 are the s-channel helicities of gluons in the c.m. system. They are conserved 
for each of two colliding particles: r 1 = 8>.'>" which is not valid in the next-to-leading 
approximation [3]. In the left(/) light cone gauge where PAe1(k) = 0 the polarization 
vector e1 ( k) is parametrised in terms of the two-dimensional vector e~ 
I I kJ.e~ 
e = e - --pA 
J. kpA (8) 
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and the reggeon-reggeon-particle vertex r takes an especially simple form 
r 1 c · c· c = q; q2 
2,1 = e + e, ki ' 
if we introduce the complex components 




for transverse vectors e1, k1-. The factors q; and q2 in the expression for C suppress 
the inelastic amplitude at small momentum transfers. The singularity l / k; in C 
reproduces correctly the bremstrahlung factor in the soft gluon emission theorem. 
The above complex representation was used in [4] to construct an effective scalar 
field theory for the multi-Regge processes. This theory was derived from the Yang-
Mills Lagrangian by integrating over the fields corresponding to the highly virtual 
particles [5]. It is invariant under the Mo bi us transformations [6]. 
3 BFKL Pomeron 
Using the explicit expressions for production amplitudes in the multi-Regge kine-
matics one can calculate the imaginary part of the elastic scattering amplitude with 
the vacuum quantum numbers in the crossing channel. The contribution from the 
real particle production is expressed in terms of the product of the effective vertices 
calculated in the light cone gauge [4]: 
(11) 
where p1 ,p2 and p11,p2' are the corresponding complex transverse components of 
initial and final momenta in the t-channel ( q = P1 + P2 = PI' + p21 ). In turn, 
the contribution related with virtual corrections to the production amplitudes is 
proportional to the sum of the Regge trajectories of two gluons: 
----;2 ----;2 2 2 
w( - Pt ) + w( - P2 ) "' In I Pi I +In I P2 I +c, (12) 
where the constant c contains the infrared divergent terms which are cancelled with 
the analogous terms from the real contribution after its integration in k. The final 
homogeneous equation for the t-channel partial wave fw(k, q - k) takes the form 
8w7l'2 
E\II = H12\II, E = --2-. g 
Here the "Hamiltonian" H12 is 
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(13) 
where 1/;( x) = fx- ln r( x) and r( x) is the Euler f-function. In the above expression 
l/pt
2 
are the gluon propagators. We introduced the complex components Pk = 
Xk + iyk for the impact parameters canonically conjugated to the momenta Pk = i -f--
and performed the Fourie transformation: Pk 
1 2 ITT ~ In [ P12 I , (15) 
where Pik = p; - Pk· The Hamiltonian has the property of the holomorphic separa-
bility [6]: 
(16) 
where c and tare the energies correspondingly in the holomorphic and anti-holomor-
phic subspaces in the wave function '11(/i!, /it)='!/; ;f;. 
The holomorphic hamiltonian is 
One can verify the validity of another representation for h12 [7]: 
h12 = P12 ln(p1p2) Pi21 + 2 ln(p12) - 21/;(l). 
Further, h is invariant under the Mobius transformations [6]: 
apk + b 
Pk~--­




for arbitrary complex values of a, b, c, d. It means, that solutions of the BFKL equa-
tion belong to the irreducible unitary representations of the Mobius group. The 
generators of this group for an arbitrary number n of particles are 
n n n 
M' = LPkak, M- = I:ak, M+ = -I:pzak. (20) 
k=l k=l k=I 
Its Casimir operator is 
M 2 = (M') 2 - ~(M+ M- + M- M+) = - LP~.ara •. 
r<s 
(21) 
In the case of two particles we can use the Polyakov ansatz for the wave function: 
1/;m(P10, P20) =< 0 I ip(p1)ip(p2)0m(Po) I 0 >= ( _f!E..._ )m. (22) 
P10P20 
Herem= k +iv+~ is the conformal weight of the composite operator Om which 
has the anomalous dimension d = 1 + 2iv and the conformal spin n. This operator 
belongs to the basic series of the unitary representations if vis real and n is integer. 
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The fields r.p(p;) describe the reggeized gluons and have the trivial quantum numbers 
d = n = 0. The holomorphic factor 1/Jm is an eigen function of the corresponding 
Casimir operator: 
(23) 
Due to the Mobius invariance of the Hamiltonian 1/Jm is also an eigen function of the 
Schrodinger equation in the holomorphic subspace: 
hi/Jm = li/Jm, l = 1/J(m) + 1/J(l - m) - 21/J(l). (24) 
The second Casimir operator M 2* is expressed through the conformal weight 
m = ~ +iv - ~· The total energy is 
i . In I E = 4ReijJ("i +iv+ - 2-)-41/J(l). (25) 
The minimum of the energy is obtained for v = n = 0 and equals Ea = -8 ln 2. 
Therefore the total cross-section calculated in LLA using the above expressions for 
production amplitudes grows very rapidly as st. (where~= (g2 NJrr 2 ) In 2), which 
violates the Froissart bound 17tot < c In 2 s [2]. One of the possible ways of improving 
the LLA is to use an effective field theory. We shall discuss this approach later. 
4 Multi-reggeon compound states 
The simple method of unitarizing the scattering amplitude obtained in LLA is re-




where the eigen value E is proportional to the position w = j - 1 of the singularity 
of the t-channel partial wave: 
87r2 
E = - 2N w, g c 
and the pair Hamiltonian H;k can be written as follows: 
TtT:(h h*) H;k = -~ ik + ik · 
(27) 
(28) 
where Tt are the group generators acting on colour indices of the gluon i. The 
holomorphic pair hamiltonian was given above. In the multi-colour QCD (Ne -+ 
oo) only planar diagrams in the colour space are important according to t 'Hooft 
and therefore the total hamiltonian H can be written as a sum of the mutually 
commuting holomorphic and anti-holomorphic operators [7]: 
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JJ = ~(h + h.)' [h, h•] = 0, (29) 
where ~ is a colour factor and h contains only the neighbouring gluon intc~ract.ion: 
n 
h == L hi,i+I. 
i=l 
Thus, in this case the solution of the Schrodinger equation has the property of t.hc 
holomorphic factorization: 
(31) 
where 1/J and ;j are correspondingly the analitic and anti-analitic functions of t.hc~ir 
arguments and the sum is performed over the degenerate solutions oft.he Schriidingn 
equations in the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic subspaces: These equal.ions have 
nontrivial integrals of motion [7]: 
t(O) =tr T(O), [t(u), t(v)] = [t(O), h] = 0, (:l2) 
where (} is the spectral parameter of the transfer matrix t( 0). The rnonodromy 
matrix T( 0) is constructed from the product 
of the £ -operators expressed in terms of the Mobius group generators: 
(34) 
Thus, the solution of the Schrodinger equation is reduced to a pure algebraic problem 
of finding the representation of the Yang-Baxter commutation relations [9]: 
T;, ;; ( u)1i,;; ( v )( v - u + iP12) = (v - u + iP12)T;,;; ( v )T, 1 ;; (u) , (35) 
where U1e opcraLor 1'12 in lhe le fL and right ham! sides of Lit equation tra11sm utes 
corresponding ly the ri hi. and Lit lefL indices of Li t rnatri e:; T(ii) and 1'(v). More-
over [9], the ffamilto11ian f r the Sch roding •r t>qua.tion coin ides with lte Ila.miJ-
1.on ian for a completely integrable Heisenberg me .de! with Llt • sµins b I ngi11g to an 
infinit.e dimensional representation of th non ompa L Mobiu s group aucl a ll physi-
cal quantities can be cxpr sed int rms of Lh Baxter fun 1,j n CJ(.X) sat isfy ing Lh 
equation: 
t(.\)Q(,\) ==(A+ itQ(.\ + i) + (.\ - itQ(.\ - i), (36) 
where t(.\) is an eigen value of the transfer matrix. The solution of the Baxter 
equation is known for n = 2 [9]. In a general case n > 2 one can present it as a 
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linc~a,r combination of the solutions for n = 2 by obtaining a reccurence rdat.ion for 
t.ltci r coefficients. For n = 3 this relation takes the form : 
k(k + l) 
Adk(A) = 2(2k + l) (k - m + l)(k + m)(d<+1(A) + dk-i(A)) (37) 
wit.It t.he initial conditions d0 = 0, d1 = 1. For integer values of the conformal weight 
111 Uw quantization condition for eigen values A is dm-1(A) = 0. Although the 
orthogonality and completeness conditions for the polynomials dk (A) arc known, 
their complete theory is not constructed yet. It does not allow us to calculate 
a11alitically the intercept and wave function of the Odderon in QCD [6]. 
A II these results are based on calculations of effective Reggeon vertices and the 
gluo11 Rcgge trajectory in the first nontrivial order of perturbation theory. Up to 
uow we do not know the region of applicapability of LLA including the intervals of 
c11crgics and momentum transfers fixing the scale for the QCD coupling constant. 
Therefore it is needed to generalise the effective field theory of ref. [4] to processes 
for which the final state particles are separated in several groups consisting of an 
n,rbitrary number of gluons with a fixed invariant mass; each group is produced with 
respect to others in the multi-Regge kinematics. These conditions are more general 
than the requirements for the quasi-multi-Regge kinematics of Ref. [3] where only 
orw additional group consisting of two gluons was considered. 
5 Effective action for high energy processes in 
QCD 
For a general case of the reggeon-gluon interaction local in the rapidity interval 
(y - 71, y + 11) (where y = ~In Z~ and 11 is an intermediate parameter) the gauge-
invariant effective action has the form [10]: 
where 
reg( ) 0± J( ) l A± v = --r V± = v± - g V±-8 v± + ... g ± (39) 
is a composite reggeon field depending on the usual gluon field v. The reggeon 
current J± = olc,A± satisfies the condition O±J'f = 0 due to the analogous constraint 
for the reggeon fields A±· Taking the functional integral over v one can obtain the 
pure reggeon effective action describing all possible processes of production and 
annihilation of reggeons in the t-channel. The physical results do not depend on the 
parameter 71. Because A~9 (v) contains the terms linear in V± there is a non-trivial 
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for S0 11 which can be constructed as a series 
in A±. By calculating the quantum fluctuations around this soluton one can find the 
gluon Regge trajectory and multi-reggeon vertices in the one loop approximation. 
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The subsequent functional integration over A± corresponds to the solution of the~ 
reggeon field theory acting in the two-dimensional impact parameter subspace with 
the time coinciding with the rapidity. It is important, that in the above approach 
the t- channel dynamics of the reggeon interactions turns out to be in the agreement 
with the s-channel unitarity of the S-matrix in the initial Yang-Mills model. In the 
Hamiltonian formulation of this reggeon calculus the wave function will contain the 
components with an arbitrary nwnb<~r of regg<~ized gluons. N verLheless, one can 
hope that at least some of the remarkab le propert,ie of the Bli'KL equation will 
remain in the general case of the ncm-rnm;r.rving 11111111> r of regg izcd gluons. 
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What is a Jet? 
Fyodor V. Tkachov 
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Moscow 117312 
A brief review is given of the new systematic theory of observables 
for a correct quantitative description ofmultijet structure ofhadronic 
final states. The theory is developed from two requirements: 
(i) optimal stability of observables with respect to data errors and 
other small corrections; (ii) compatibility with quantum field theory. 
1 would like to discuss the new theory of jet observables made public in rJ-5) 
- a theory that has finally incorporated into the systematic framework of 
Quantum Field Theory a vast area of phenomenological research related to 
studies of hadron jets in collisions at high energies. 
The concept of hadron jets is a cornerstone of the modern high energy 
physics (see e.g. the reviews [6; 7]): It would simply be impossible to dis uss 
the experimental procedures employed e.g. in the recent discovery of the top 
quark [8; 9} without using the language of hadron jets. Yet apart from the 
early discussion of the issue of perturbative IR safety in connection with 
perturbative calculability (10; 11), remarkably little (if anything at aU) has 
been done to integrate the jet paradigm into the framework of QFI'. This is 
despite the fact that perturbative QFT is the only systematic calculational 
framework for obtaining theoretical predictions about jets. The conventional 
theory of jets was developed by trial and error within experimenta l and 
phenomenological communities and is based on the notion of jet definition 
algorithm which i foreign to QF"l'. On the other hand, theoretical studies of 
jet algorithms and the related issues of Sudakov factorization etc. - cf. e.g. 
(12; 13] and refs. therein - simply accepted tbe conventional jet paradigm 
without. attempting to bring it into conformity with QFT. This would be 
understandable should QFT be a phenomenological scheme of Limited appli-
cability. But QFI' is a fundamental framework to describe mechanics of the 
most elementary bits of matter known to date that is capable of yielding 
predi<-'tions that agree with experiments to unprecedented precision (14; 15), 
and there are no reasons whatsoever to doubt its basic nature. 
The eclectic nature of the theory of jets did not fail to result in practical 
clifficulties. These are manifest in what is known as ambiguities of jet 
definition (see e.g. [7])) that limit the precision of experimental results 
obtained using the conventional data processing techniques. For instance, it 
is expected that the dominant error of determination of the top mass at. the 
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LHC will be limited by the systematic error due to ambiguities of jet 
algorithms (16]. The difficulties of a different nature arise in theoretical 
studies: jet cross sections are hard to compute even in the simplest cases, 
while systematic studies of such issues as power corrections (known to be 
numerically important (17; 18]) are hardly possible at all. 
C-algebra1 is a convenient label to refer to the new formalism for 
measuring multijet structure (2]. It concerns the processing of data obtained 
from calorimetric detector installations of high energy physics where, 
instead of individual hadrons produced in an event, one focuses on narrowly 
collimated sprays of hadrons (jets). The conventional methods are based on 
the so-called jet definition algorithms, which work as follows: 
jet finding algorithm ( 1) 
where Pi are the 4-momenta of the particles in the final state while Q1 are 
the 4-momenta of the resulting jets. In other words, the input of a jet 
algorithm is an event P as seen by the calorimetric detector2 while the 
output Q consists of the jets' 4-momenta (it is convenient to call Q .iJ4 
pattern of the event3). While the event P may have 0(100) particles, a 
majority of events have only a few jets. Therefore, the jet pattern Q has 
typically much fewer 4-momenta than the original event P and can be 
studied much easier. 
"To study multijet structure" means to compute various numerical 
characteristics like the fraction of events with a given number of jets in a 
given reaction etc. Needless to say the jet pattern Q depends on how one 
defines jets. There is no unique criterion for that (the so-called problem of 
ambiguities of jet algorithms; see e.g. (13]). This results in systematic errors 
which may be so large as to limit the expected precision of results. For in-
stance, the results of Monte Carlo ~odeling of the top mass measurements 
at the LHC (16] indicate that the dominant source of systematic errors will 
be the ambiguities of jet definition. The formalism of C-algebra is intended 
as a replacement for the procedures based on jet definition algorithms in 
situations when the ambiguities of the latter are non-negligible. Let me first 
briefly explain (i) what the C-algebra is; (ii) what sort of restrictions went 
into its construction. 
1 C from 'calorimetric'. The term has nothing to do with the C*-algebras well-known in 
mathematics, as 'topology of event' has nothing to do with mathematical 'topology'. 
2 Non-calorimetric information can be taken into account as 'external parameters'; see 
[2] for more details. 
a It is rather characteristic of the conceptually amorphous conventional jet-counting 
paradigm that such a central object as jet pattern does not even seem to have been 
given a distinctive name. 
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What is the C-algebra? The C-algebra proper consists of: 
• A family of shape observables of a special form (the so-called C-
correlators) that form a sort of basis for the C-algebra. 
FN(P)= 2: .... L· Ei1···EiN fN(Pi1"·PiN), (2) 
'1 1N 
where N is any positive integer and f N(f11 .. ·PN) can be any symmetric 
function of its N angular arguments; without loss of physical generality we 
take it to be C00 • Notice that the energy dependence of such a correlator is 
fixed. Among the C-correlators, the so-called jet-number discriminators [1] 
play a special role. Other examples of C-correlators are the energy, 
invariant mass, transverse energy of a multiparticle (sub) state. 
• A few rules to construct new observables that, by definition, also belong 
to the C-algebra (which means they possess some nice properties described 
below). The least trivial rule is the spectral construction that allows one to' 
write down measure-valued observables that quantify mass spectra of 
multijet substates and other similar quantities. 
• A few rules to translate properties of multijet structure from the 
language of jets into the language of C-algebra. For instance, instead of the 
n-jet fractions used in the conventional approach, here we talk about 
average values of the jet-number discriminators (which also form a 
sequence (Jm), m= 1,2,. . .,+oo similar to an jets, n = 1,2,. . .,+oo). The value of 
the m-th jet number discriminator Jm(P) is naturally interpreted as a 
"weight" of the ~ m-jet component in the event P. One can also write down 
formulas that have the same physical meaning (and roughly the same 
numerical content4) as, say, the invariant mass distribution of 3-jet 
substates. As the examples given in [2] demonstrate, the expressive power 
of C-algebra is sufficient for expressing physics in situations of practical 
interest. 
• Computational methods for extracting the values of the C-observables 
from data. They exploit the properties of t:l}.e observables from C-algebra. 
The most important one is the so-called optimal preclustering [19; 2] which 
is similar to the conventional recombination algorithms but whose criterion 
is fixed uniquely by the requirement of minimizing the approximation 
errors due to replacement of particles of the exact final state by 
pseudoparticles (protojets). 
I emphasize that the observables from t:he C-algebra are defined directly 
in terms of the unprocessed event (the l.h.s. of (1)) rather than in terms of 
the jet pattern (the r.h.s. of (1)). Yet by construction, the qualitative content 
of the C-observables is the same as t:hat of the conventional observables 
4 "Roughly" because if the new formalism is to be in any sense better than the 
conventional approach it cannot yield exactly the same numbers. 
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defined via jets. Jet algorithms retain the role of an approximation trick 
with a well-defined criterion, namely, the numerical quality of the resulting 
approximation. The approximation error is proportional to Ycut (the jet 
resolution parameter of the conventional algorithms). Then what is known 
as ambiguities of jet algorithms becomes an unavoidable ambiguity of an 
approximation and is eliminated by letting Ycut -+ 0. To do this one needs 
more computing power; but by the time, say, the LHC begins operation the 
computing power will become many times cheaper. 
The considerations that went into the construction of C-algebra 
are as follows [2]: 
• Optimal stability of observables with respect to data errors. "Optimal" 
means that for a given physical feature one attempts to construct an 
observable that is least sensitive to data errors and statistical fluctuations. 
• Compatibility with QFT: observables should conform to the general 
structure of QFT because the latter is the fundamental mechanics of 
elementary particles. At a practical level such a conformance would mean 
more precise and systematic theoretical predictions. 
The mapping described by (1) can be regarded as a function f (P) on 
final states P whose mathematical structure (the mathematical nature of its 
values) is rather complex. As a first step, consider the following question: 
how large are variations of the values of such a function given variations of 
its argument? Indeed, the event P is never seen precisely, there are always 
measurement errors. Which functions f(P) are least sensitive to such 
errors? Ref. [2] contains a systematic answer to this question. Briefly, the 
answer is that the functions f (P) should be continuous in a special sense. 
Indeed, since at high energies the number of particles on the l.h.s. of (1) is 
not limited, the mathematical space of the events P should be regarded as 
infinitely dimensional, and in infinitely dimensional spaces many radically 
non-equivalent continuities are possible. The one that corresponds to 
minimizing the effect of detector errors in calorimetric experiments is 
determined uniqely by the 'kinematical' structure of such detectors and was 
called C-continuity [1; 2]. It turns out that the C-correlators that form the 
basis of the C-algebra are exactly the simplest C-continuous functions while 
the rules of C-algebra for constructing new observables are chosen such as 
to preserve the property of C-continuity. 
It should be emphasized that the restriction of C-continuity is a very 
general one and concerns only sensitivity to data errors, and the rather 
tight "axiomatic" construction of C-algebra in [2] with all assumptions 
explicitly stated, is intended to ensure that no physics is lost when one uses 
the C-algebra to describe the multijet structure. 
On the QFT side, the issue of compatibility of C-algebra with the 
formalism of QFT has been clarified in [4; 5] where it is found that C-
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correlators are expressed in terms of the energy momentum tensor, as 
follows.6 The value of the observable (2) on a given event sample 
(corresponding to an initial state lin)) is represented as 
(L ... L E;1 . .. E;N f N(P;1 , ... p;N)) = J dn1 ... dnN (inle(n1) ... e(nN )lin)fN(n1 •... nN) (3) 11 1N p · 
where e(n) = f dpo a+(p) a-(p) x (p · n) o(p,n). One finds: 
2p 
I 
e(n)dn= lim J p 2dpn;To;(pn,t)dn= lim J dx n;To;(x,t)dn 
, .... +oo o t--+oo xECone(t,n,dn) 
To help one to understand this expression, here is a 
graphical representation of the integration region 
x E Cone(t,n,dn) on the r.h.s.: 
Recall that To;(x) is the space-time density of 3-
momentum and is equal - due to symmetry of the 
energy momentum tensor - to T;0 (x), the density 
of energy flow. The convolution fljTo; projects out 
the component of the flow in the direction n. The 
(4) 
integration has to be performed over the entire cone including small x 
(which is the least expected feature of the answer). This is apparently 
because, in general, particles in the final state may be arbitrarily slow. 
Conclusions The definition of C-correlators (therefore, of any jet-based 
observables) in terms of the energy-momentum tensor retains physical 
meaning even if the theory does not admit a naive particle interpretation 
(e.g. in the case of QCD where the asymptotic states cannot contain quark 
and gluon fields; cf. e.g. the discussion in [20]). Such a definition is non-
perturbative, which fills an important gap that rema~ned in the QCD theory 
of hadron jets. To summarize, one starts with the assumption that hadrons 
can be regarded as free particles in final states; then one shows that the C-
correlators are expressed in terms of the energy momentum tensor of the 
corresponding asymptotic free fields via formulas that are universal in the 
sense that they are independent of particles' masses; therefore, summing 
over all particles' types yields the total energy momentum tensor; the latter, 
however, being related to the space-time symmetries of the theory, is 
independent of the set of fields used to formulate the theory; in particular, 
one can use its expression in terms of quark and gluon fields as well. All 
this puts the issue of hadronization effects in jet cross sections into a clearer 
perspective. For instance, in the case of e+ e- annihilation into hadrons the 
6 The arguments of [ 4; 5] are valid for both massive and massless asymptotic particles. 
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bound states do not appear in the expressions all. Likewise, the important 
issue of the structure of power corrections can be systematically studied 
(limiting the consideration by necessity to perturbation theory) following 
the pattern of [21] within the systematic formalism of asymptotic operation 
[22, and refs. therein] appropriately modified for non-euclidean asymptotic 
regimes. 
Lastly, it would be interesting to find out under what general assump-
tions one can prove existence of objects like C-correlators in the context of 
axiomatic QFT. It may be expected that this can be done under assumptions 
somewhat weaker than the usual one about a non-zero mass gap in the 
standard scattering theory. 
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Abstract 
After discussing integrability in two dimensions, a class of explicitly solvable models of 
1+1 dimensional dilaton gravity coupled to scalar and electromagnetic fields is presented. 
1. Two dimensional field theories play a multitude of roles in modern theoretical 
physics. In relativistic theory they were studied for decades with the aim to find ex-
act nonperturbative solutions inaccessible in four dimensions. In condensed matter 
theory they are known to describe physically interesting and experimentally acces-
sible systems. An important advantage of two dimensional models is that many of 
them are integrable both classically and quantum mechanically. Apparently, meth-
ods for exact quantization of nonintegrable systems are not available and one can 
only quantize such a system if it is close, in some sense, to an integrable one. This 
means that, in the total Hamiltonian, one can is~late the terms responsible for non-
integrability and then treat them as a perturbation to the integrable part. A generic 
successful example of such an approach is the theory of superfluidity (or supercon-
ductivity). In two dimensions, there is a wide choice of in.tegrable systems (see e.g. 
[1], [2]) that may be 'perturbed' and then treated in such a way. 
In addition, many physically interesting two dimensional theories are topologi-
cal or 'almost topological' gauge field theories1 . This means that their constraints 
(generating the gauge symmetries) may effectively reduce them to finite dimensional 
gauge models (in fact, this is a general property of topological theories in any di-
mension). This greatly simplifies their quantization, and a general path integral 
approach to quantizing finite dimensional gauge systems had been developed (see 
e.g.[5]). 
Such a reduction is also possible in higher dimensional theories. A beautiful 
example is the 1+2 dimensional Einstein - Hilbert gravity which is a topological 
theory. For a torus universe, the theory is reduced to a simple quantum mechanical 
system (see e.g. [6]) but a general quantum treatment of this theory is not yet known 
(at least to me). Simpler finite dimensional gauge systems may be constructed by 
1 A well known example is the 2D Yang - Mills theory (3]. For other examples see e.g. (4] 
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considering classes of symmetric solutions of higher - dimensional gauge thc01 ics 
[7]. Of special interest are systems that were studied in th1) dimensionally reduced 
Einstein gravity with the aim to quantize cosmological models and black holes [8]. 
One more source of such models (which makes them rather popular) is 1.be sl.ri 11g 
theory. The present frontal attack on these models is revealing a deP.p math(!ma1.ical 
connection between 20 gravity and gauge models through topological gauge t.heoric!s. 
The physics meaning of this connection is, at the moment, somewhat. mysterious bu!. 
it must be deep and certainly deserves a careful study. Though I will not discuss 
it here, I think it is useful to keep in mind a possible connection of the int.cgrnhlc 
models considered below to topological models. 
Here we consider a general class of 1+1 dimensional models having their origin 
in reduced gravity or string theory. Keeping in mind that these models should 
be quantized we construct new integrable models belonging to I+ I di mcnsional 
dilaton gravity theories coupled to matter. The general I+ I dimensional di I al.on 
gravity [9] recently attracted a good deal of attention in connection with the black 
hole physics (for a review and references see e.g. [10]-[12]). An important special 
case of this theory - the 1+3 dimensional Schwarzschild black hole (SBII) - was 
recently attempted to quantize by using different approaches [8] - [11]. The key 
property of SBH, which makes the quantization possible, is integrabilit.y2 [I :lj, [8). 
In fact, the most general 1+1 dilaton gravity (DC) also has this nice property. D11e 
to the generalized Birkhoff theorem [12], it actually reduces to a finite dimensional 
constrained system (FDC) [9], and thus can be explicitly quantized following the! 
approach of Ref.[8]. 
Though quantizing SHH might seem to be most important , in view of their special 
role in the Einstein gravity theory, the more general models have to be considered. 
An explicitly integrable system related to string models and not reducible to FDC 
had been proposed in [17] (CGHS) and was analyzed in detail for the last three Yf!ars 
(sec e.g. [18], [19] and references therein). A more complex integrable model, relate<l 
l.o the Kerr black hole, was recently studied with employing the full machinery of 
modern methods for quantizing integrable systems (see [20] where references to other 
papers of the authors may be found). 
Though such models are integrable, explicit quantum solutions of them are not 
easy to construct. For this reason, quantizing reduced models corresponding to 
the static spherically symmetric sector of gravity coupled to scalars is of significant 
importance [21]. One of the consequences of the famous 'no hair' theorems (for a 
general formulation and references see [22]) is that the scalar energy - momentum 
tensor can not be treated as a perturbation on the SBH background. However, one 
may hope that a perturbative treatment of non static solutions around exact static 
ones may still be viable. 
All this motivates a search for DG models coupled to scalars (DGS) which are 
2 For a relevant review of integrable dynamical systems see e.g. (15), (16]. Integrable systems 
considered here are explicitly integrable, meaning that their classical solutions can be found in 
terms of elementary functions or reduced to quadratures. 
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completely integrable or, at least, integrable in the 'static sector' (the precise mean-
ing of this term will be defined later, we will call them s-integrable). We first 
formulate a general DGS theory, briefly review its relation to the gravity theory in 
any space - time dimension, and present a very simple solution of the most general 
DG. Our approach is then applied to constructing apparently new integrable and 
s-integrable models. 
2. The general l+l dimensional DG treated here3 is given by the Lagrangian 
where U, V, W, X, Y, Z are functions of the dilaton field </> while Y may in 
addition depend on the scalar field 1/J; g•i is the contravariant metric tensor, R the 
scalar curvature, F;j the electromagnetic field tensor. In this paper, the lower letter 
indices denote partial derivatives (</>; = 8;</>, etc.), except when used in 9ij or Fii· 
The equations of motion may always be written in the metric ds 2 = -41( u, v )dudv. 
To simplify the first equation we define the function w( </>), the importance of which 
will be clear in a moment, w'/w = W/U' (the prime always denotes the derivative 
of a function depending on one variable, thus U' = dU/d¢>, etc.). Omitting the 
standard derivations (see e.g. [25], [12]), we write all equations in a convenient form 
(Y,p = 8¢Y, Y,µ = 8,µY) 
lw(U;/ lw); = Z'l/J[, (i = u, v); (2) 
Uuv + l (V - x F1jF'1 + Y) = O; (3) 
2W </>uv + W'</>u</>v + U'(log J)uv + l(V' + X' F;jFij + Y,p) = Z'1/Ju1/Jv (4) 
(XFuv/21); = 0, (i = u.,v); (5) 
(Z'l/J,,)v + (Z'l/Jv)u + lY,µ = 0. (6) 
The equations (2) and (3) were derived by varying .C in g'1 , the third term in eq.( 4) 
is proportional to the curvature R = l-1 (log i)uv· Eq.(5) gives the first integral of 
motion Q = XFuv/21, then -XF;jFii = 2Q2/X. It follows that -XF;jFij may 
be included in the potential V. Not all these equations are independent. Thus, 
eqs.(2) - (5) imply eq.(6) if 1/J~ + 'lfJ; '/- 0. Similarly, eqs.(2), (3) - (5) imply eq.(6) if 
</>~ + </>~ '/- 0. This remark is useful in looking for integrability of the equations (2) -
(5). 
An interesting class of DG described by (1) can be derived by a dimensional 
reduction of the spherically symmetric sector of the d-dimensional Einstein gravity 
3 Many authors consider the models with W = const (usually ~ or even 0, see e.g. (9], (11], (12], 
(23]) but we prefer to keep W arbitrary. Note that we call the dilaton gravity (DG) the integrable 
U -X part of the Lagrangian (1). The general U - Z model, which we call DGS, may be extended 
to include many scalar fields, nonabelian gauge fields and spinor fields. Such models naturally 
emerge in the dimensionally reduced Einstein gravity coupled to matter (see e.g. [24]). 
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coupled to scalar and electromagnetic fields having the same symmetry. Following 
Ref.[26] (see also [27]), we get the effective Lagrangian in the form(!), where 
(} = e- 2<1>, V = 2e-2</>(ae4 v</> +A - fJQ2e4 <1>), W = 4(1 - v)e- 2 <1>, (7a) 
(7b) 
Here the parameters a, fJ, / may depend on v; a is proportional to the curvature 
of the sphere, fJ and I are normalization constants. We have added to the d-
dimensional action the cosmological term (by R ,__. R + 2A) and included into V 
the electromagnetic term coming from X = -e- 2</> / fJ. As was pointed out in [26], 
the parameter v may formally assume any real value. In particular, for v = 0 and 
Q2 =I= 0 we obtain the CGHS dilaton gravity. However, to get the CGIIS model 
coupled to the scalar field we have to change Z to Z0 = -10 (and choose y(,,P) = 0). 
Many other models (describing black holes, strings, cosmologies) can be written 
in the form (1). The approach of our paper may also be used for coupling of DG to 
many scalar fields, nonabelian gauge fields, spinor fields, etc. To compare different 
models considered in a rather extensive literature on this subject, one has to keep 
in mind that, classically, different parametrizations of the potentials in ( 1) and the 
Wey! transfoimations of (1) can be used. For example, for positive definite(} we may 
use the representation U = e-2 </> or U = ¢2 . For simplicity, we will often use U = ¢. 
In classical theory, it is always possible. In quantum theory, this parametrization 
is not necessarily equivalent to the exponential one or to U = ¢2 , etc. (see e.g [9]). 
The Wey! transformation 9ij = fl,(¢)g;j is even more dangerous. However, in the 
classical framework, it can also be used to compare differently looking models. If 
two Lagrangians can be identified by using Wey! rescaling and a different choice for 
U in terms of ¢, they are equivalent . 
To find the Wey! transformation of ( 1) we only need to know that R transforms 
as [25] R = n-1 (.R - -gi1V;\11 log n), where R is the curvature in terms of g;1 and 
V'; is the corresponding covariant derivative. The transformed Lagrangian [, may 
now be written in the form (1) with U and Z unchanged and V = OV, Y = nY, 
X = n- 1 X (because Pi1 = n2 Fi1). The transformation of W is more complicated, 
but w transforms simply, w = nw. Note that, by definition, f = n- 1 f. Note also 
that X and V transform differently but X F;1Fij transforms like V. Thus f w = J, 
V/w = V, X F11 Fij /w and Y/w are invariant under the Weyl rescaling. Using this 
fact it is easy to prove that the equations (2) - (6) are invariant. 
3. Let us first discuss integrability of the models with Y = Z = 0. Using (2) 
and (3) and defining a new function N(U) by N'(U) = V we then see that M = 
N(U) + U,,Uv/ J is locally conserved, i.e. M,, = 0 and Mv = 0. We may rewrite this 
Wey! invariant quantity in the coordinate invariant form 
M = N(U) + U,,Uv/f = N(U) -/1U;U1/w. 
Now it is very easy to solve the equations (2)-( 4 ). From (2) we have 




where a( u) and b( v) are arbitrary functions. This equation shows that Ua = Ub and 
thus U (and </J) depend only on one variable T = a(u) + b(v). From (8) and from 
the conservation of M, it now follows that J can be cast into the form 
J(u,v) = h(r)a'(u)b'(v), T = a(u) + b(v). (10) 
This means that all the equations (2)-(6) are in fact ordinary differential equations 
for the functions of one variable T (in what follows we denote the derivatives in 
T by dots). Then, using (8) and (9), we express h in terms of U (or </J), namely, 
h = (M -N)w- 1• Now Eq.(9) tells us that U = hw and thus U satisfies the equation 
(; = M - N(U) that gives T in terms of U. This completes the solution of all the 
equations. The finite roots, U = Uo, of the equation M = N(U) define apparent 
horizons. Near each horizon one can introduce Kruskal-like coordinates and then 
study the structure of the singularity, as has recently been done [28] for a special 
class of DG 4 • The equations for the functions of one variable T can be written in 
the Hamiltonian form, which is most suitable for quantizing in our approach [8]. 
Finishing with DG models I have to emphasize that the above results are essen-
tially not new - I simply derived them in a most general and direct way suitable for 
a generalization. The locally conserved scalar M was introduced in [29] and gener-
alized in several papers (see [10], [27] and references therein). For the d-dimensional 
SBH, M is proportional to the black hole mass. The canonical mass of SBH intro-
duced in our papers [8] is of course equivalent to (8). Various other definition of the 
mass are compared in [30]. The solution of the DG equations based on conservation 
of M, which is the substance of the generalized Birkhoff theorem, was constructed 
(in a different form) and applied to SBH physics in [12]. 
Before proceeding to solving DGS models, I would like to mention that the 
equations of DG may be presented in a very simple form. Defining a new function 
<I>( U) by <I>'( U) = (M - N(U)}- 1 , it is easy to see that Eq.(3) implies that <I> satisfies 
the D' Alembert equation <l>uv = 0. It is not difficult to prove that, conversely, the 
equations (2), (3) follow from the three equations 
Mu = 0, Mv = 0, <l>uv = 0, ( 11) 
with the above definitions of Mand <I> (by the way, Eq.(4) is satisfied for all solutions 
of (2) and (3)). Though the equations (11) look simple, it is not clear how one 
can directly apply them to quantizing black holes and other DG models, while the 
approach of [8], first reducing DG to FDC, gives an explicit construction of the 
Hilbert space and observables (this yet remains to be demonstrated in general). 
4. Unfortunately, the scalar Z-term can not be treated as a perturbation of the 
integrable DG model. Instead, we have to look for explicitly integrable models with 
nonzero Z. Then we might hope to treat nonintegrable terms as a perturbation (as 
4 Note that the authors have found the singularity structure consistent with the SBH for the 
DG models having U, V, W given by (7a) with A = Q = 0. This result is quite natural as these 
models describe the standard spherical black holes in the d-dimensional Einstein gravity. 
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we will see below, general DGS models must be not integrable). We first consider 
a generalization of the string-inspired models, for which U, V, W are arbitrary but. 
Y = 0 and Z = Z0 = -")'o is independent of ¢. As explained above, the X term 
may be included in V and we omit it. To make the presentation more compact, we 
choose U = ¢ and use the Wey] invariant combinations J and V instead of f and 
V. Then, by using Eq.(3) we may rewrite Eq.(4) in a simpler Weyl - invariant form 
(for Z = Zo the right-hand side is zero): 
(log f)uv + f V' = Z'i/J.,1/Jv · 
Adding to this the equation (3) multiplied by a constant ±91, we find 
F.,~ + leF±[(V' ± 91 V)eH•"'J = 0, 
(12) 
( l3) 
where p± = log (je±9 i<I>) and l is the sign of J. Now, if we choose V so that, 
the expressions in the square brackets are constant., 29±, these equations coincide 
with the Liouville equation that is known to be integrable ·[15]. The most general 
potential satisfying this requirement is 
(H) 
The general solution of the Liou ville equation is known. In fact, using Backlund-typ<~ 
transformations 
exp(F±) = 9±1<1>~<1>; /(<1>±)2 
we reduce the equations (13) to the equations <l>~v = 0 and thus solve them in terms 
of four arbitrary functions a±(u) and b±(v). All possible solutions can be obtained 
by choosing different solutions <I>, similarly to the DG case discussed above. 
A simpler integrable model is defined by (take 9+ - 9- = 9391 and 91 ~ 0) 
( 15) 
Then ( 12) is the Liou ville equation while (3) is the linear equation for ¢. Both these 
equations can be explicitly solved. The model with the linear potential (15) remains 
integrable if 1/; is massive, i.e. Y = -111/; 2. The obtained integrable DGS models 
significantly generalize the CGHS model. Some quantum solutions of them can be 
obtained using the methods of [15]. 
5. Though the general solutions of the above models can be written explicitly, their 
full quantum treatment is a separate and yet unsolved problem. The exact solutions 
of the s-integrable systems introduced below are easier to quantize. In addition, 
they give us exact spherically symmetric static solutions of the Einstein gravity non 
trivially coupled to matter in any space-time dimension. 
As we have seen, even the simplest DGS models have nonstatic solutions (we 
call 'static' the solutions effectively depending of one variable r). Nevertheless, the 
static solutions form an interesting subclass of the solutions to Eqs.(2)-(6) if we 
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use Eq.(10) as Ansatz and suppose that all other fields depend on one variable T. 
Tlwn the metric is static, and we will show that the functions depending on T are 
coordinates of a constrained Hamiltonian system (the constraint is the Hamiltonian 
fl itself, i.e. JI = 0). This system is integrable if there exist two more integrals 
depending on the coordinates h, ¢!, i/; and velocities h, ~, ~ and the system of the 
first-order equations defined by these integrals is explicitly integrable (recall that 
Eq.(5) is always integrable). Then we call the DGS model s-integrable. If Y = O, 
the equation (6) gives the integral Co = Z~. Thus the problem is to find one more 
integral. 
The remaining ordinary differential equations are (U = ¢!): 
hw(~/hw)" :=.;ji- W~2 - ~F = Z~2 ; 
~+hV=O; 




For convenience, we will use the notation F = h/ h (not to be confused with F 
above). From (2*) and (3*) we immediately derive the integral 
( 16) 
One can show that L is the Hamiltonian of a FDC system giving all the equations 
of motion if it is constrained to be zero. 
It is not difficult to show that an additional integral can be found in the following 
two cases [31]. If Zand V satisfy the relation (recall that N'(ef!) = V): 
Z = (92 + 91N(¢!))V-1 (17) 
where 91 , 92 are real constants, we have the integral 
ZF + (ZW - 91)~ = C1. (18) 
The three available integrals Co, C1 and L allow us to find the general solution to 
all the equations in terms of explicit quadratures. 
The second s-integrable case is given by two relations for the potentials 
(19) 
where g1 - g4 are arbitrary real constants. The additional integral of motion is 
(20) 
As in the first case, this integral allows to write the solution of all the equations. 
We will not consider the solutions and their physics applications in more detail. 
Our aim was to construct a general framework for applications which may be pursued 
in different directions. However, I would like to mention one important point. The 
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solutions of the equations expressing h in terms of¢ have several branches depending 
on the integrals C. With changing C, new solutions emerge by bifurcations. 
Finally, a general Hamiltonian formulation for the static systems can easily be 
given [31]. This formulation is useful for quantizing integrable models. It is also 
helpful in analyzing non integrable models. For nonlinear Hamiltonian systems with 
two or more independent coordinates the existence of such an additional integral is 
a rare event. Apparently simple systems with two coordinates are not integrable 
and thus exhibit complex phenomena known as dynamical chaos. If one compares 
our general 'static' system to such well-studied nonitegrable systems, one will hardly 
bcli(~ve that it can be integrable (integrability of the DGS field theory looks even 
less probable). This does not mean that further examples of integrable DGS can 
not be discovered. Of course, our simple approach is not a suitable framework for 
such a general search while general criteria for integrability are not known. Yet, one 
may try to compare DGS equations to known classes of integrable systems [15], [16]. 
Especially interesting are systems related to solitons [l], [2]. On the other hand, 
chaotic phenomena in classical nonintegrable DGS models might be of significant 
physics interest. In quantum framework, nonintegrable models may still be useful 
if they can be treated perturbatively on some explicitly integrable background (like 
ours-integrable models). 
This investigation was partially supported by the Russian Fundamental Science 
Foundation (project 95-02-05679), and by INTAS (project 93-0127). 
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On Hamiltonian Framework for Bianchi IX 
Cosmology* 
• Abelianization of Constraints • 
S.A.Gogilidze t A.M.Khvedelidze! D.M.Mladenov, V.N.Pervushin 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia 
The construction of the reduced phase space (orbit space of the dif-
feomorphisms group) of Bianchi IX cosmology without gauge fixing is 
discussed. Based on the Dirac generalized Hamiltonian framework the 
abelianization of the momentum constraints is implemented. 
• Background and Purpose • Since the formulation of the first relativistic models 
of the Universe the aim of their investigation has always been twofold. Firstly, it 
is of course a great goal to describe the laws of behavior of the Universe at large 
distances. The second task is not so ambitious and caused by simple reason. The 
cosmological models due to the existence of additional rigid spacetime symmetries 
are incomparably simpler than the underlying theory of gravity. At the same time, 
they possess the main features of the full theory and thus can be used as a laboratory 
for testing viability of new ideas and techniques. The traditional standpoint is that 
study of cosmological models gain insight into many of the central problems of 
quantum gravity. In this note, we will continue this tradition and will consider the 
Bianchi cosmological models in the framework of the constrained system theory [l] 
with the aim to shed light on the notion of observable in general relativity. Our 
purpose is the following: to apply the recently proposed method to construct the 
observables in the constrained system [2] and to use the resulting quantum theory 
to analyze several conceptual problems of quantum gravity which arise due to the 
underlying diffeomorphism invariance. 
• Canonical spacetime decomposition • Canonical analysis views the Univ~rse in 
terms of space plus time [3]. Thus, we suppose that the spacetime is a smooth 
!Permanent address: IHEP, Tbilisi State University, 380086, Tbilisi, Georgia. 
l Permanent address: Tbilisi Mathematical Institute, 380093, Tbilisi, Georgia. 
0
• Work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation of Fundamental Investigations, Grant 
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manifold, M = Et x R, endowed with a metric g of signature (-, +, +, + ), metric-
compatible connection and time function t. The level surfaces oft, Et, are spacelike 
and form a foliation of a spacetime manifold. This means that they are nonintersect-
ing and fill M. After the foliation of the spacetime manifold it is useful to choose 
on the M surface a compatible moving coframe (e.L, ea) 1 with four-dimensional 
unit-length vector field e.L orthogonal to Et and three dimensional vector fields 
ca = (e 1 , e2 , e3 ) tangent to it. 2 The corresponding dual frame has a time axis 
orthogonal to the slices E1 while the space axes are tangent to them. In this frame, 
the metric g reads 
(1) 
with the spatial metric 'Y induced on Et. To implement the canonical analysis, one 
can specify a time like vector e 0 = ft ; "time flow" vector field on M which will de-
scribe the evolution with the time parameter t. The well-known Dirac-ADM metric 
[3] follows from (1) after fixing the coordinate coframe ea= ( 8:.) and rewriting the 
vector field e0 in terms of the normal vector field e.L and spatial vector field N"ea 
tanget to the hypersurface Et eo = Ne.L + Naea 
(2) 
Now, the so-called lapse N, shift Na functions and spatial metric 'Y are used as 
field configuration variables for the gravitational field. Their classical behaviour is 
determined by varying the Hilbert-Einstein action 
(3) 
where R is the spacetime curvature scalar and 1J = Fu w0 /\ w 1 /\ w 2 /\ w3 is the 
four-dimensional volume element. To proceed further, we need a specification of the 
Bianchi models. In these models, a spacetime is assumed to have rigid symmetry, 
namely spatial homogeneity. As a result, the gravitational degrees of freedom are 
reduced to be finite in these models, and it gives us the chance to understand the 
puzzle of observables in the gravitational dynamics. 
• Model description • 3 By definition, in spatial homogeneous spacetime a three-
dimensional Lie group G3 acts on spacetime as a group of isometries, such that each 
orbit is a spacelike hypersurface on which G3 acts simply transitively. The advantage 
of considering simply transitive action is that we can put the element of G3 into one-
to-one correspondence with the points of E. After this identification the spacetime 
is considered topologically as the product space G3 x R. After mentioning this 
observation it is clear that we need instead of usual coordinate coframes to choose 
a new space coframe ea adapted to the Lie group structure of the three-dimensional 
1 We use boldface to distinguish four-dimensional quantities from three-dimensional ones. 
2 According to this decomposition, the Lie derivative Ce,_, derivative with respect the proper 
time along the normal to E 1, will be describe the evolution having physicall meaning. 
3 For details we refer to one of many comprehensive reviews [4]. 
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hypersurface Et. The algebra of infinitesimal generators of isometries, i.e., Killing 
fields ea, a= 1,2,3 
( 4) 
dictates this choice. The vector fields eo and ea provide a basis of coframe invariant 
under the isometries £ea eo = 0, £ea ea = 0 .. In this case, one finds the form of 
space metric for the Bianchi model "( = /ab wa 0 wb with a group invariant frame 
wa whose structure coefficients !Cabe = dwa( eb, ec) are structure constants of the 
homogeneity group G3. The preferable role of this choice for a coframe is clear: 
from the Killing equation £ea g = 0 it immediately follows that the functions N, Na 
and /ab depend only on the time parameter t. Due to this simplification the initial 
variational problem for Bianchi A models 4 is restricted to a variational problem of 
the "mechanical" system 
t2 
L (N, Na, /ab, 7ab) = J di y'!N [ 3R - ]{a a ](b b + I<ab](ab] , (5) 
t, 
where 3R is the curvature scalar formed from the spatial metric I 
3'R 1 abcc Cd 1 ab cd cj ci 
= -2/ da cb - 41 f /ij ac bd> (6) 
and 
(7) 
is the extrinsic curvature of the slice Et defined by the relation I<ab = -!£e,_ /ab· 
The Lagrangian (5) belongs to the class of so-called degenerate ones. Thus, to deal 
with the Hamiltonian description we need the Dirac generalization of Hamiltonian 
dynamics [l] . 
• Hamiltonian formulation • Implementing the Legendre transformation on variables 
N, Na and /ab we get the canonical Hamiltonian He = N'H + Na'Ha, the primary 
pa = 0, po = 0 and secondary constraints 
Due to the reparametrization symmetry of (5) inherited from the diffeornorphism 
invariance of the initial Hilbert-Einstein action, the evolution of the system is unam-
biguous and it is governed by the total Hamiltonian Hr= N'H+Na'Ha+u0 P0 +uaPa, 
with four arbitrary functions ua(t) and uo(t). One can verify that the secondary con-
straints are first class and obey the algebra 
(9) 
4 Writing the structure constants of the isometry Lie group in the general form, C!6 = t106 S1d + 
A[d6t1, class A models are those for which C!d =A.= 0. 
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To provide explicit construction of true dynamical degrees of freedom without gauge 
fixing according to the general scheme [2], it is necessary to pass to a new equivalent 
set of "commuting" constraints, i.e., to abelianize the first class constraints (9). 
• Abelianization of constraints• Let us consider Bianchi type IX model. 5 In Misner's 
representation the spatial metric is given by [3] /ij = R~e-20 e 2/3;1, where f3ij is sym-
metric traceless matrix and n is the scale factor for cosmology related to the volume 
through. To realize the abelianization it is convinient [4] to use for nondegener-
ate symmetric matrix {3 the following decomposition: {3 = n- 1 (8,¢>,1/J)VR(fJ,¢>,1/J) 
with the 50(3) matrix R parametrized with the Euler angles and diagonal traceless 
matrix V = diag(f3+ + ./3(3-, f3+ - ./3{3_, -2f3+)· After the definition of the cor-
responding conjugate variables po,p4,,p.µ,P-,P+ the momentum constraints can be 
rewritten [4] as 'Ha= (R- 1 <1> 0 t, where 
<I>~= P!/11 
0 • cos 1/J 
<1> 2 = posm'l/J + p"'cot(}cos'ljJ- Pt/>-.-(}, sm 
o . ~n¢ 
<1> 3 =po cos¢ - Pl/I cot fJsm 1/J +Pt/>-.-. 
sme 
( 10) 
It is clear that due to the nonsingularity of the matrix R one can pass to a new 
equivalent set of constraints <1> 0 • According to the procedure of abelianization [2], 
let us fix <I>l = <I>? = Pl/I and "rotate" other two constraints 
( 11) 
with the help of the nonsingular matrix C defined under the requirement that I.he 
center element of the new algebra will be ll>l, i.e., { <I>L <I>D = 0, { <I>l, <I>D = 0. 
This leads to a particular solution C22 = C33 = sin¢, C23 = -C32 = cos¢. As a 
result the new constraints <I>~ and <I>A commute with <I>l and their Poisson bracket 
with each other is { <I>L <I>n = -<I>l +cot fJ<l>A. We can exclude <I>l from the right-hand 
side keeping the first two constraints unchanged <I>~ = <I>l, <I>~ = <I>L shifting the 
third <1>5 = <I>~+ D<I>l and choosing D = cot 8. At the final step we will pass to new 
constraints <I>i = <I>L <I>~ = <1> 2 , <I>~ = Bel>~ with requirement of their abelian form. 
This means that the function B satisfies the equations 
{p"', B} = 0, {po, B} = - cot (}B. ( 12) 
A particular solution to these equations is B = sin 8. So, after implementing the 
Dirac transformation to the initial constraints (10), the equivalent set of abelian 
constraints looks very attractive 11>~ = p,p = 0, 11>~ =po = 0, <I>~ = P<i> = 0. 
• True and ignorable degrees of freedom • The arbitrariness of the functions u in 
the total Hamiltonian reflects the presence in the theory of variables whose dynam-
ics is governed in an arbitrary way. However, due to the nonabelian character of 
6For the Bianchi IX model the symmetric matrix Sis the unit matrix. 
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constraints, it is difficult to identify them. Passing to the equivalent abelian set 
of constraints helps one to solve this problem and clear up that in the case of the 
Bianchi IX model 1/J, </>, (} are just these ignorable coordinates. To find the fourth 
ignorable coordinate it is necessary to analyze the energy constraint ?-l. The full 
elimination of the ignorable coordinates and description of the observables will be 
done in a forthcoming publication. 
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Abstract 
A discussion of the number of degrees of freedom, and their dyn amical 
properties, in higher derivative gravitational theories is presented. The com-
plete non-linear sigma model for these degrees of freedom is exhibited using the 
method of auxiliary fields. As a by-product we present a consistent non-linear 
coupling of a spin-2 tensor to gravitation. We then discuss N = 1 higher-
derivative supergravity in four dimensions. Specifically, we demonstrate that 
a class of higher derivative supergravity theories is equivalent to two chiral 
supermultiplets coupled in a specific way to Einstein supergravity. These the-
ories are shown to possess stable vacuum states with vanishing cosmological 
constant which spontaneously break the N = 1 supersymmetry. 
1 Bosonic Gravitation 
The usual Einstein theory of gravitation involves a symmetric tensor 9µv, the dy-
namics of which is determined by the Lagrangian 
(1) 
The diffeomorphic gauge group reduces the number of degrees of freedom from ten 
down to six. Einstein's equations further reduce the degrees of freedom to two, 
which correspond to a physical spin-2 massless graviton. Now let us consider an 
extension of Einstein's theory by including terms in the action which are quadratic 
in the curvature tensors. This extended Lagrangian is given by 
(2) 
where R 2 , (CµvafJ) 2 , and (Rµv) 2 are a complete set of CP-even quadratic curvature 
terms. The topological Gauss-Bonnet term is given by . 
(3) 
Therefore, we can write 
c = FY{R + aR2 - b(Cµva{J) 2 + cGB}. (4) 
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In this case, it can be shown [l] that there is still a physical spin-2 massless graviton 
in the spectrum. However, the addition of the R 2 term introduces a new physical 
spin-0 scalar, ¢, with mass m = (6a)- 1l 2 . Similarly, the (C1wa/3) 2 term introduces 
a spin-2 symmetric tensor, </>µ,,, with mass m = (2bt 1/ 2 but this field, having 
wrong sign kinetic energy, is ghostlike. The GB term, being purely topological, 
does not lead to any new degrees of freedom. The scalar ¢ is perfectly physical 
and can lead to very interesting new physics [2]. The new tensor </>µ,,, however, 
appears to be problematical. There have been a number of attempts to show that 
the ghostlike behavior of </>µv is illusory, being an artifact of linearization [3, 4]. 
Other authors have pointed out that since the mass of </>µv is near the Planck scale, 
other Planck-scale physics may come in to correct the situation [5]. In all these 
attempts, the gravitational theories being discussed were not necessarily consistent 
and well defined. However, in recent years, superstring theories have emerged as 
finite, unitary theories of gravitation. Superstrings, therefore, are an ideal laboratory 
for exploring the issue of the ghostlike behavior of</>µ,,, as well as for asking whether 
the scalar ¢occurs in the superstring Lagrangian [6]. 
We would like to present further details of the emergence of the new degrees of 
freedom in quadratic gravitation. We begin by adding to Einstein gravitation the 
square of the scalar curvature only. That is, we consider the action 
(5) 
The equations of motion derived from this action are of fourth order and their 
physical meaning is somewhat obscure. These equations can be reduced to second 
order by introducing an auxiliary field ¢. The action then becomes 
S = j d4 xy'=g ( R+ ~m-2R2 - ~m-2 [R- 3m2 { e"' -1 }J2) (6) 
= j d4xy'=g (e"'R- ~m2 [e<P -1]2). (7) 
Note that the ¢equation of motion sets the square bracket in equation (6) to zero. 
Hence, action (7) with the auxiliary field ¢is equivalent to the original action (5). 
Now, let us perform a Wey! rescaling of the metric 
It follows that 
F9=e-2<PA, 
R = e<P ( R + 3V2¢- ~ [v¢J2), 
where V >Jjµv = 0. Therefore, 
y'=ge"'R= A(R+3V2¢- ~ [v¢J2), 





and the action becomes 
(11) 
where we have dropped a total divergence term. It follows that the higher-derivative 
pure-gravity theory described by action (5) is equivalent to a theory of normal 
Einstein gravity coupled to a real scalar field¢>. Note that a unique potential-energy 
function 
(12) 
emerges which has a stable minimum at¢>= 0. We conclude that R+ R 2 gravitation 
with metric gµ.v is equivalent to R gravitation with metric [Jµ.v plus a non-ghost real 
scalar field ¢>with a fixed potential energy and a stable vacuum state. The property 
that ¢>is not ghostlike is sufficiently important that we will present yet another proof 
of this fact. This proof was first presented in [2]. If we expand the metric tensor as 
( 13) 
then the part of action (5) quadratic in hµ.v is given by 
s = J d4 x [lhµ.v (v2 {P!2l - 2p(O) } + 2m-2 (V2) 2 p(O) ) hP17 ] (14) 4 µ11p<1 µvpa µvpa ' 
where· PJ~~u and PJe~u are transverse projection operators for hµ.v· Inverting the 
kernel yields the propagator 
A -I _ (n2p(2) 2 -2n2 [n2 _ 2] p )-I LJ.µ.vpu - v µ.vpu + m v v m µ.vpu 
- _1_ ( (2) - ~ (0) ) ~ 1 (0) 
- v2 pµ.vpu 2 pµ.vpu + 2 (V2 _ m2) pµ.vpu · ( 15) 
The term proportional to (V 2)- 1 corresponds to the u~ual two-helicity massless 
graviton. However, the term proportional to (V2 -m2 )- 1 represents the propagation 
of a real scalar field with positive energy and, hence, not a ghost. This corresponds 
to the results obtained using the auxiliary field above. We would like to point out 
that there may be very interesting physics associated with the scalar field ¢>. For 
example, as emphasized in [7], ¢> may act as a natural inflaton in cosmology of the 
early universe. 
Now let us consider Einstein gravity modified by quadratic terms involving the 
Wey! tensor only. That is, consider the action · 
(16) 
Using the identity 
C C µ.v0t/3 - GB+ 2 (R Rµ.v - !R2 ) µ.va/3 - µ.v 3 ' (17) 
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where GB is the topological Gauss-Bonnet combination defined in (3), the action 
becomes 
( 18) 
where we have dropped a total divergence. The fourth-order equations of motion 
can be reduced to second order equations by introducing an auxiliary symmetric 
tensor field ¢µv· Using this field, the action can be written as 
( 19) 
where¢= ¢µv9µv and Gµv = 1?..µv - k9µv n is the Einstein tensor. Note that the ¢µv 
equation of motion is 
(20) 
Substituting this into (19) gives back the original action (18). As it stands, action 
(19) is somewhat obscure since the Gµv</>µv term mixes 9µv and ¢µv at the quadratic 
level. They can, however, be decoupled by a field redefinition. First write the above 
action as 
Now transform the metric as 
(22) 
or, equivalently, 
9µv = (det A)- 112 Aµ 0 Yov, 
Aµa = (1 + t¢) Oµa -</>µo· (23) 
Under this transformation 
Rµv = Rµv - v µC 0 av+ Vaca µv +ca µvC{J a{J - ca µ{JC{J va, (24) 
where V >.Yµv = 0 and 
C 0 µv = k (X- 1 )°fJ (v µXvfJ + V vXµfJ - V fJXµv) , 
Xµv = 9µv = (det Ar112 Aµ 0 9av· (25) 
Inserting these transformations into the above and dropping a total divergence, the 
action becomes [8] 
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(26) 
Note that the action for¢µµ is a complicated non-linear sigma model since C = C(X) 
and X = X ( ¢). It is useful to consider the kinetic energy part of the action expanded 
to quadratic order in ¢µµ only. It is found to be 
srad =I d4 xA0V"¢µµVr>¢µµ -!V"¢µµVµ¢µ" + !Vµ¢µµVµ¢- ~V"¢Vo¢). 
(27) 
This action is clearly the curved space generalization of the Pauli-Fierz action for 
a spin-2 field except that every term has the wrong sign! This implies, of course, 
that ¢µµ propagates as a ghost. It is interesting to note that the kinetic energy and 
curvature tensor in the action (26) are invariant under the gauge transformation 
¢~µ = ¢µµ + V(µ~µl - c:µ~"' 
-1 [det112 A' ( ) ( ] g~µ = ( 1 + !¢') det1/2 A 1 + !¢ gµµ + ¢~µ - ,Pµµ) . (28) 
This insures that the above action describes a consistent coupling of a spin-2 sym-
metric tensor field ,Pµµ to Einstein gravitation at the full non-linear level [8]. We 
conclude, therefore, that R + C 2 gravitation with metric 9µµ is equivalent to R 
gravity with metric gµµ plus a ghostlike symmetric tensor field ¢µµ with a consistent 
non-linear coupling to gravity and a fixed potential energy. The physics in the field 
,Pµµ is obscured by its ghostlike nature. However, this can be altered by yet higher-
derivative terms, such as those one would expect to find generated in superstring 
theories. 
2 Supergravitation and Supersymmetry Breaking 
The Einstein supergravity Lagrangian in the conventional N = 1 superspace for-
malism is given by 
(29) 
We now want to generalize this result to include higher derivative gravitational 
terms. We find that the most general higher derivative supergravity theory involving 
1(,2 is described by the Lagrangian 
(30) 
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where f is an arbitrary real function. We start by writing (30) in chiral superspace 
as 
(31) 
Suppressing all fermion component fields, the superfields £ and R are given by 
£ = !e ( 1 - 8 2 Mt) , 
R = -~ (M + 8 2 [-!R + ~MtM + ~baba - iY'aba]), (32) 
where the graviton is contained in R, and M is the complex scalar field and ba the 
real vector field of the gravity supermultiplet. Expanding the above Lagrangian in 
component fields, again suppressing all fermionic fields, we find that 
e-
1£ = M~{ - HJ+ MfM + Af• fM' -4MM* fMM• - 2bmbmfMM•)R 
- ~fMM•R2 + 3fMM·f}ffi MomM* - 3fMM·(Y'mbm) 2 + · · · }, (33) 
where fMM' = o2 f /oMoM* and we have dropped all fermionic terms and all 
bosonic terms inessential for this discussion. Note that since the Lagrangian con-
tains R + R 2 bosonic gravity, there is an extra real scalar degree of freedom in the 
metric tensor that now propagates. Also, we see that the complex field M and one 
component of the real vector field ba, which for Einstein supergravity are auxiliary 
fields, now begin to propagate. It follows that the above class of higher-derivative 
supergravity theories have, in addition to the usual helicity-two graviton, four new 
real degrees of freedom. These could only arrange themselves into two chiral multi-
plets. Therefore, we are led to introduce two Lagrange multiplier chiral superfields 
A and <I>. In terms of these, Lagrangian (30) can be written as 
£ = ~ j d2 8£(152 - BR)f(<I>, <I>t) + 6 j d2 8£A(<I> - R) + h.c. 
= ~ /d2 8£(152 - 8R)(i(<I>, <I>t) +A+ At)+ 6 j d2 8£<I>A + h.c. (34) 
The equation of motion of A can be obtained by varying Lagrangian (34) with 
respect to A. From the first line of (34) we have 
o"'£ = 6 J d28£(<I>- R)oA. (35) 
Setting oAC to zero gives the equation of motion 
<l> = R. (36) 
Substituting this back into (34) yields the original Lagrangian. For completeness, 
we display the <I> equation of motion which is given by 
A=-~ (152 - BR) u. (37) 
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Now let us compare Lagrangian (34) with the standard form of the Lagrangian 
for chiral matter coupled to supergravity in chiral superspace [9] . We clearly see that 
Lagrangian (34) describes Einstein supergravity coupled to two chiral superfields cI> 
and A with the Kahler potential and superpotential 
K = -3ln (!(<I>, <1>t) +A+ At), 
W=6<1>A, 
(38) 
respectively. Therefore, we conclude that general R 2 supergravitation is equivalent 
to two chiral supermultiplets coupled to Einstein supergravity with specific Kahler 
and superpotentials. Let us now, ignoring fermionic component fields, expand out 
the A and cI> superfields. These are given by 
A= B + E>2G, 
cl>= A+ E> 2 F. (39) 
Inserting these into the above Lagrangian, eliminating all the auxiliary fields and 
Weyl rescaling yields the bosonic Lagrangian 
where the potential energy V is given by 
V = 12 (J(A, At)+ B + nt)-2 U(A, B), ( 41) 
where U is given by 
u = IAl 2 (!- 2 (!AA+ fA·A') + 4fAA· IAl 2) - f.4l1 JB - !AA+ 2fAA· IAl 2 ,2 • 
' (42) 
Can we find a stable minimum with zero cosmological constant and physical 
propagation for the A and B scalar fields that spontaneously breaks supersymmetry? 
The answer is yes, as we will now demonstrate. Since we will be interested in the 
different energy-scales in this model, we restore Planck mass Mp . Consider the 
following example: 
f( R Rt)= l - 2RRt ~ (RRf)2 
' 2 + 9 4 ' m m ( 43) 
where m is a coupling parameter with mass dimension one. This coupling parameter 
need not be related to the Planck mass. We would also like all the fields to have 
canonical dimensions. In the above discussion, cl> has mass-dimension one and A is 
dimensionless. In order to give A dimension one, we scale it by Mp. Furthermore, 
it is convenient to write the Kahler potential in terms of Mp only, relegating mass 
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m to the superpotential. This be achieved if we scale <I> by Mp/m. The Kahler and 
superpotential associated with ( 43) are then given by 
( 44) 
In component fields the potential energy becomes 
_ 2 2 ( _ ~ ~~ B+Bt)-2 [IAl 2 (1Al 2 _ ) 2 V - 12m Mp 1 2 Mfo + 9 Mi + Mp Mfo Mfo l 
+~ (9 -2~)-1 I_!!__ - ~~ (3 -~) 12] 2 Mfo Mp 3 Mfo Mfo ' (45) 
This potential has stable minima with vanishing cosmological constant at 
(A) = 0, Mpei8 , 
(B) = 0, ~Mp. (46) 
It is straightforward to show that both the A and B fields propagate physically 
around these vacua. For the minimum at (A) = (B) = 0, the Kahler covariant 
derivatives of W with respect to A and B both vanish . It follows that supersymmetry 
remains unbroken at this minimum. However, for the minimum at (A) = .Xei8 and 
(B) = -4, the Kahler covariant derivatives are given by 
(DAW)= 32m, 
(DaW) = -lfmci8 . ( 47) 
It follows that supersymmetry is indeed spontaneously broken at this minimum. 
Note that the gravitino mass is 
(48) 
We conclude that supersymmetry is generically broken in the vacua of higher-
derivative supergravitation theories. This mechanism is presently being applied 
to realistic models of particle physics and will be reported on elsewhere [10]. 
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Abstract 
I review the appearence of integrable structures in the formulation of ex-
act nonperturbative solutions to 4d supersymmetric quantum gauge theories. 
Various examples of N 2 2 SUSY Yang-Mills nonperturbative solutions are 
adequately described in terms of the (deformations of the) finite-gap solutions 
to integrable models: through the generating differential and the r-function. 
One of the basic definitions of generating differential is discussed and its role 
in the theory of integrable systems is demonstrated. 
1. INTRODUCTION. Recent investigations showed that not only the sim-
plest (topological) string model's generating functions but also the low-energy effec-
tive actions and the BPS massive spectra for 4d (at least) N 2:: 2 SUSY Yang-Mills 
theories [l] possess a nice description in terms of the integrable systems [2]. The re-
lation between the Seiberg-Wittfm solutions (SW) and integrable theories is already 
established in detail for two families of models: the N = 2 SYM theory with one 
(Na = 1) "matter" N = 2 hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation - related to 
the Calogero-Moser integrable models [3] and to the N = 2 SYM QCD - theory with 
(N1) fundamental matter hypermultiplets - connected with the family of integrable 
spin chains [4] 3 . 
The SW solution can be for111ally d1'fi11Pd as a map 
(1) 
and the solution to this problem has an elegant description in the following terms 
[l]: one associates with the data G (gauge group), r (the UV coupling constant), 
hk (= t(Tr<I>k) - the v.e.v.'s of the Higgs fields) a family of complex curves I: with 
h; parameterizing (some) moduli of their complex structures, and a meromorphic 
1based on a talk given at 10th International Conference Problems of Quantum Field Theory, 
13-18 May 1996, Alushta, Ukraine 
2E-mail address: mars@lpi.ac.ru 
3It is known also [5],[6] that the Ne = 3, N1 = 2 curve .can be associated with the Goryachev-
Chaplygin top. 
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1-form dS on every ~. The periods ai = .f,1, d.'·>', nf> = f8 . dS' dct.crrni11(~ t.hc BPS 
massive spectrum, ~:F = af t.he low-energy effective acl.io11 F and the set of low· 
ua, 
. ' ~:F ~D 
energy couplmg conslant.s 7ij = ~a - == -,.-J L. 
ua. 1 a.1 r a1 
In terms of integrable systems the curves 1.: arc in1.erprd(~d [2] as spectral curv('s 
of certain integrable systems, and ai, n.[> are rela.lcd to the ad ion integrals (.f pdq) 
of the system. To describe the solution one should present I he f'Xplicit nmst.rucl.io11 
G, T, hk -+ ( ~;, dS') { h;}, (2) 
and this turns to be equivali~nt to a sdf'd.ion of' particular i11t.egra.hlc mod('I. 
2. CURVES AND INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS. First let us discuss the 
fact of appearence of (finite-dimensional) int(•gra.ble syst.erns in the framework of 
the quantum 4d field theories. Indeed, since the sol11tim1s arc formulated in t.(~rms of 
periods of some differential on a complex curve it. nw<t11s t.h;1t. an integrable system 
(moreover an integrable system of KP /Toda. type) arises 1 nore or less by def in i-
t.ion. The arrow from cu rves to the finite gap solutions is provided by the Krichever 
construct.ion, while the arrow in the opposite direct.ion by I he Novikov hypothesis 
proven by Shiota. Since till the moment no real progress has been achieved in de-
ducing the integrablf' equations directly from the basic definitions of the quantum 
field (string) theory this relation can he considered just. as an observation. Below 
in this section, reviewing the main st.aterrwnts of rds. [:l, 1], I stress that. in facl. t.his 
is a useful observation leading to the possibility of applying rather simple t.echniq11(• 
of s; 2-dirnensional integrable systems (t.he Lax pairs, spectral curves, syrnpb:tic 
forms and Hamiltonian flows, r-funct.ions, etc) t.o 1d quanlurn field theories. 
To be more concrd.e, let. us start with 1.h(~ observation [2] 1.hat the nonperturba-
live solution tot.he pure N = 2 SYM theory with SU(N,) gauge groups is described 
in terms of t.he periodic Toda-chain spectral curves. The periodic problem in this 
model can he formulated in two different degant ways, which can be naturally de-
formed in two different. directions. The useful observation is that exactly these two 
deformations are related to the two physically inlrrcsling deformations of the 1d 
theory by coupling it t.o the adjoint and fundamental matt.er hypermultiplets. 
The Toda-chain systPrn is defined by thf~ (~qual.ions of mot.ion with the pairwise 
(~xponential interact.ion 
aq; 8t =p; (3) 
and the Ne-periodic problem, corresponding to the situation when one has exactly 
Ne particles living on a circle (that just means that Ne-th particle interacts as 
well with the first one) can be equivalently formulated in terms of two different 
Lax representations. The spectral curve itself arises as a condition of the common 
spectrum of the Lax operator £ and the shift operator TNc responsible for the 
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periodic boundary conditions. In the first version the Lax operator of the auxiliary 
linear problem 
;,.1.± = °" [, .1,± = et(q.,+1-qn).1,± + p .1.± + ef(q.,-q,._i).1,± (= ±~.1.±) 
'f'n ~ nk'f'k 'f'n+l n'f'n 'f'n-1 at 'f'n 
k 
(4) 
becomes the Ne x Ne matrix-valued 1-form [7] - that corresponds to the fact that it 
is defined on the eigenvectors of the shift operator TNci and the eigenvalues of the 
Lax operator are defined from the spectral equation 
(5) 
where w is the eigenvalue of the T Ne -operator and PN, ( >.) - a polynomial of degree Ne 
with the coefficients being the symmetric functions of the Toda chain Hamiltonians 
- identified with the v.e.v.'s of the Higgs field h1t. 
An alternative description of the same system arises when one solves explicitely 
the auxiliary linear problem ( 4) which is just a second-order difference equation and 
rewrites the solution ,,J;;+1 = LfC(>.),,J;; (after a simple "gauge" transformation) with 
the help of a chain of 2 x 2 Lax matrices [8] 
( 
p; +), e9i ) LTC(>.) _ 
i - e-q; 0 ' i = 1, . .. , Ne (6) 
manifestly depending on the Lax eigenvalue - in contrast to the previous picture 
now we work with the Lax eigenfunctions. The shift operator becomes 
TN,(>.)= II L;(>.) 
Nc$i9 (7) 
and the (same!) curve and integrals of motion of the Toda chain are generated by 
another form of spectral equation (with 2 x 2 instead of Ne x Ne matrices) 
<let (T'f,C ( >.) - w) = w 2 - wTrTic ( >.) + 1 = 0 => w + .!_ = TrTi0(>.) = 2PN (>.) 
2 X 2 c c W c c 
(8) 
The generating 1-form (to be discussed in detail in the next section) 
dS ~ >.dlog w = Tr£dlog TN, (9) 
is defined by the eigenvalues of two (commuting on a spectral curve) operators. 
The Ne x Ne matrix-valued Lax 1-form comes naturally from the GL(Ne) Calogero 
system [9] .C(Od~ which is defined on elliptic curve E(r). T he Calogero coupling 
constant in 4d interpretation plays the role of the mass of t he adjoi nt roa.tter N = 2 
hypermultiplet breaking N = 4 SUSY down to N = 2 [3]. T he spectra.l curve E001 
for the Calogero system: 
(10) 
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and the periods ai and af of the ge11crati11g I-differential 
dSCal ~ )..d~ (I l) 
in the double-scaling limit ( xfal - x;-'al ~ [ (i - j) log gCal + ( q; - qj)] -t oo) [10], 
recover the Toda-chain data (5) and (9). In this limit, the elliptic curve R(T) 
degenerates i11to the (two-punctured) Riemann sphere with coordinate w = e~ci1'T 
so that 
dSCal _ _, dSTC ~ ).. dw 
w 
(I 2) 
In co11trast to the Toda case, ECal (10) can not be rewritten in the form (5) and the 
specific w-dependence of the spectral equation (5) is not preserved by embedding 
of Toda into Calogero-Moser system. However, the form (5) is preserved by the 
alternative deformation of the Toda-chain system when considering it as (a particular 
case of) a spin-~hain model. 
The full spectral curve for the periodi( spin chain is given by: 
det (TN(>.) - w) = 0, 
2X2 ' (13) 
with the inhomogeneous T-rnatrix 
I 
TNc()..) = IT L;().. - >.;) (14) 




which is a proposed form of a curve for N = 2 SUSY QCD. 
3. SYMPLECTIC FORM. Now let us turn to the discussion of a more subtle 
point - why the generating I-form (9) indeed describes an integrable system. To do 
this I will discuss the symplectic structure on the space of the finite-gap solutions. 
This symplectic structure was introduced in [11] and recently proposed in [I3] as 
coming directly from the symplectic form on the space of all the solutions to the hier-
archy. Below, a very simple and straghtforward proof of this result is presented and 
the relation with the analogous object in low-dimensional non-perturbative string 
theory [14] is discussed. 
To prove that (9) is a generating one-form of the whole hierarchy one starts with 
the variation of the generating function 
S(E,1) = L !-Yi Edp (I 7) 
• 
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(where dE and dp ( = d>. and = d; in the particular case above) are two meromorphic 
differentials on a spectral curve E and / is the divisor of the solution (poles of the 
BA function)) 
85 = L;(Edp)(r;) + L Iro 8Edp 
I I 
825 = 8 (~(Edp)(r;)) + ~(8Edp)(r;) 
(18) 
From fi25 = 0 it follows that 
w = 8E /\op= fJ ( ~(Edp)(r;)) = - ~(8Edp)(r;) (19) 
Now, the variation fJE (for constant p) follows from the Lax equation (auxiliary 
linear problem) 
so that 
and one concludes that 
a 
-1/; = £1/; (= E1f;) at 
Let us turn to several important examples. 
KP /KdV. In the KP-case the equation (20) looks as 
a ( a2 ) 





therefore the equation (22) implied by (1f;t1f;) = fdx 1/;t(x, P)1f;(x, P) and 8£ = 8u(x) 
gives 
(24) 
The differential dfl = (:t.µ)¢t(x)1f;(x) is holomorphic on E except for the "infinity" 
point Po where it has zero residue [12]. Its variation 4 
(25) 
can be rewritten as 
8v(x) + L;dO(r;) = 0 
i 
(26) 
4It should be pointed out that the variation 6 corresponds to a rather specific situation when 
one shifts only 1/! keeping 1/!t fixed . 
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where v(x) is a "residue" of the BA function at the point Po obeying v'(x) = u(x). 
Substituting (26) into (22) one gets 
'CV= [ 6u(x) r 6u(x') Jdx Jdx 1 (27) 
or the first symplectic structure of the KdV equation. 
Toda chain/lattice. (The case directly related to the pure SYM theory). One 
has (1/Jt'l/J) = En 'lfJ:(P)'lfJ;;(P), and the Lax equation acquires the form (4) where 
t = t+ + t_ and t 1 = t+ - L is the first time of the Toda chain, so that 
(28) 
and (22) becomes 
(29) 
and to get 
(30) 
one has to prove 
(31) 
To do this one considers again 
(32) 
where the first two terms for 'lfJ°!: ,...., e±qn _x±n(l +op- 1 )) satisfying two "shifted" 
A-A(P±) 
equations ( 4) (with <in and qn correspondingly) give 6qn = ifn - qn while the rest -
the l.h.s. of (31). 
Calogero-Moser system. Introducing the "standard" dE and dp one the curve 
~ (10) with the I-form (11) where dp = d~ is holomorphic on torus fA dp = w, 
f 8 dp = w' and E = .X has n - 1 poles with residue = 1 and 1 pole with residue = 
-(n - 1), the BA function is defined by [9] 
(33) 
with the essential singularities 
a; ,...., e"';((e) (--1- + 0(0) 
E1'-E+ n -1 (34) 
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and (independent of dynamical variables) poles /· Hence, similiarly to the above 
case for the eq. (22) one has (1/;tlf;) =Li a!(P)a;(P), 8£,Gal = L:£~)i~;:~~~) so that 
ro = - y 8pk ~Ca~:) a!ak) (t;) (35) 
and the residue formula 
6 ( L resp1 + L res-y;) dfh = 0 
P1 :p=O i 
(36) 
where the first sum is over all "infinities" p = 0 at each sheet of the cover (10). 
After variation and using (34) it gives again 
(37) 
The general proof of the more cumbersome analog of the above derivation can be 
found in [13]. To show how the above formulas work explicitly, let us, finally, 
demonstrate the existence of (25), (32) and (36) for the 1-gap solution. Let 
1f; = ex((z) a(x - z + 11:) 
a(x + 11:)a(z - 11:) 
1/;t = e-x((z) a(x + z + 11:) 
a(x+ 11:)a(z+ 11:) 
be solutions to 
(82 + u)lf; = (82 - 2p(x + 11:))1/; = p(z)lf; 
Then 
and let us take the average over a period 2w to be (r(x + 11:)) = 2ij. Also 
dp = d (((z) + loga(2w - z + 11:) - log a(11: - z)) = 
= -dz (p(z) + ((2w - z + 11:) - ((11: - z)) = -dz (p(z) - 2ij) 
and 
__.!!:!!___ =dz u(z + K )u(z - K) 
('lj;t'lj;) u2(z) 
_ dp t _ a(x+z+1t)O'(x+z-1t) _ 







Now, the variation 8 explicitly looks as 
- - dp t -
odn = (iJ;tiJ;) iP"iP"+o" -
= dz o-(z + K)o-(z - K)o-(x + z + K)o-(x - z + K +OK) 
a-2(z)o-(x + K)o-(z+ K)o-(x + K+ OK)o-(z - K - OK) 
o-(x+ K + z)o-(x + K -z) 
=dz 2() 2 ( ) [l+oK(((x-z+K)+((z-K)-((x+K))+ 0- ZO- x+K 
+ 0 ((oK) 2) J =dz (p(z) - p(x + K)) [1 +OK (((x - z + K) + ((z - K)-
-((x + K)) + 0 ((oK)2)] 
( 43) 
It is easy to see. that ( 43) has non-zero residues at z = 0 and z = K (the residue at 
z = x + K is suppressed by p(z) - p(x + K). They give 
res,=0 od0. "'OK 1 dzp(z) (((x - z + K) + ((z - K))"' lzt._+o 
"'OK 1 ((z)d(((x - z + K) + ((z - K))"' (44) lz'-+o 
"'OK (p(x + K) + p(K)) "'0 (((x + K) + ((K)) = ov(x) 
and 
res,="odO. =OK (p(K) - p(x + K)) = df!(K) 
which follows from the comparison to ( 42). 
( 45) 
4. CONCLUSION. The quantization of the symplectic form (19) is known 
to correspond to the complete description of the effective theory (not only its low-
energy part) at least in the simplest case when E = W(µ) and p = Q(µ) were 
two functions (polynomials) on a complex sphere. The corresponding generating 
function (9) was essential in the definition of the duality transformation between 
two dual points with completely different behaiviour (see [14] for details). The 
exact answer for the partition function log T = log To +log To = :F + log To should 
also include the deformation of the oscillating part, corresponding to the massive 
excitations. 
An advangate of the language of the integrable systems is that it allows one at 
least in principle to use a strict (in many interesting cases explicit) formulation of 
the hypothetical properties of quantum field and string theories where the basic one 
is given by the already mentioned duality. 
In all interesting integrable models the Liouville torus of an integrable system 
is a real section of a complex torus being for KP /Toda-theories a Jacobian of a 
(spectral) Riemann curve I;. It is clear that there exists several possibilities to 
choose a real section for the same Jacobian - these different choices correspond to 
a priori different integrable systems which however may be related in a simple way 
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having the same or related spectral curves 5 . Such sort of duality imposed by the 
"exchange" of different cycles on the same Jacobian (or the spectral curve itself) is 
defined globally for the integrable system. Exchange between different sections of 
Jacobian (different trajectories) corresponds to the exchange between the particles 
and "collective excitations" (like monopoles) in field theory (see [15] for the stringy 
explanation of this effect). 
Another sort of duality works only locally in moduli space for a completely in-
tegrable system defined by a set of Hamiltonians {hk} commuting with respect the 
Poisson bracket determined by (19) { hk, hi} = 0. In many physical cases the phase 
space has a structure of a cotangent bundle to a configuration space, then in addition 
to harniltonians one can find another distinguished set of Poisson-commuting vari-
ables [16], for example, the co-ordinates on configuration space {qk}: {qk ,q1} = 0. 
Again, the dual transformation preserves the symplectic form (19) . However, now 
the "integrals of motion" are no longer constants on trajectories and one can study 
the variation of the partition function with respect to moduli (hk or ak variables). 
This gives rise to the Whitham deformations of the finite-gap solutions, producing 
the exact answer for the whole theory. 
I am grateful to V.Fock, A.Gorsky, I.Krichever, A.Mironov, A.Morozov and 
N .Nekrasov for the illuminating discussions and to the organizers of the Confer-
ence for nice hospitality in Alushta. The work was partially supported by the RFFI 
grant 96-02-19085 and INTAS grant 93-2058. 
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GENERALIZED ACTION PRINCIPLE AND GEOMETRIC 
APPROACH FOR SUPERSTRINGS AND SUPER-P-BRANES 
Igor A. Bandos, t 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, NSC KFTI 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine 
Most of results described in this talk were obtained in collaboration with 
Dmitrij P. Sorokin and our teacher Dmitrij V. Volkov who, to our great sorrow, 
untimely leaved us this January. 
In this short printed version of my talk I describe the generalized action for 
super- p-- branes [l] which can be used to construct the doubly supersymmetric 
generalization [2] of the geometric approach [3], and discuss one of the direction of 
its possible application [4]. 
1. The generalized action for super-p- brane [l J 
S _ J .C _ j (- (-l)P(Ea a1 ap _ _ P_ a a 1 ap) .cwz) D,p- p+l- p! e ... e (p+l)ee ... e €aa 1 . .. ap+ P+l 
;\1P+I A1p+I 
(1) 
is the integral of (p + 1)- form .Cp+1 over arbitrary (p + 1) - dimensional bosonic 
surface MP+l = {(~m, T/µq) : T/µq = T/µq(~)} in the world volume superspace I;(P+1 In) = 
{(~m,71µq)} of the super- p- brane (m = 0,1, ... ,p). Lagrangian two- form (1) 
contains the Wess- Zumino term .C~1 ( d.C~1 = -iIJ!!!-p+I ... Il!!!.1 aer !!!.1 ·"!!!.p d8) 
and is constructed from some of the basic one forms of target superspace 
II!!!.= ax!!!. - ider _!!!._ e, dE)!!_ m = 0, ... ,(JJ - 1) (2) 
_g_=O, ... ,(D-1); a=O, ... ,p 
(3) 
(4) 
and world volume supers pace eA = (ea, e"q) = d~m e! + d17µq eiq using the external 
product of the forms only. Supervielbein of flat target superspace EA.= (E!!, ESL) 
(3), (4) differs from the standard one (2) by Lorentz rotation, which vector and 
spinor representations are given by the matrices udf_ and v~ 
ilunill = li(u~, u~)ll E SO(l, D - 1) 
llvlll = ll(v~q,u~9 )11 E Spin(l,JJ- l) 
Hence, u and v matrices (vector and spinor Lorentz harmonics, see [5,6,2] and refs. 
in [2]) are related by the conditions of the conservation of the JJ- dimensional 1-
matrices 
t e-mail: kfti@rocket.kharkov.ua 
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Their differentials duJ_ = uJ.!l!!_!!(d), dvl ex 1/4vl(r!!_i!_)l!1 !!_!!_(d), are expressed 
in terms of the so(l, D - 1) valued Carta; 1- form -
n!!I!_ = _nl!_!!_ = ( _n~bb.. naj) ad bm d "'( ab){J µ 
H H H Oii = uil u- ex v~ r - °fiV!!._- (5) 
In the functional (1) all the variables shall be considered as world volume super-
fields 
X!!!.=X!!!.(f,,17), 0~=8~((,,17), u~=u~(f,,17), eJ=eJ(f,,17), ... buttaken 
on the surface M(P+l) : T/ = T/W, X!!!. =-X!!!.(f,, T/(f,)), .. ~J = e,$-(f,, T/(f,)), 
The generalized action concept consists in the requirementthat the variation of 
the fun Lional (1) should va.njsh for arbilrary varjations of tli (s11per) li elds i11 vol.vccl 
as well a.s for arbitrary V<tr ia.Lions of t ho surfac M!11+1J. For lb<> Lagrangian form 
und r onsideratjon it ca11 be proved (sec [1] and Refs. Lh rein) LhaL the varial,i 11 
witJ1 rc.~ped to the su.rfac;e M(P+I) (i.e. 0S/d17(f,) = 0) d snot lead ~on w eq ual.ions 
ol' molio11. However, the arbitrarines~ of surfac M(p+I) gives tl1 possibility to 
conside r a 11 0Lbcr equations of molion ( S/8- = 0, Le. ) as supc.rfield qua.lio11s, 
i.e. <ts equations for the forms and superl1clds d fin d on th whol world vo,l11 me 
supenspace L;(P+!Jn)_ 
The detailed consideration of the properties of the generalized action ( 1) can be 
found in Refs. [l]. 
2. A pure bosonic limit [6] si,p of the generalized action (1) is provided by the 
substitution M(P+l)--+ M(p+l) = {(f,m' T/µp): T/µp = O}, e = 0 
Its equations of motion split naturally into rheotropic conditions [1 J 
(6) 
and proper dynamical equation u;'!!!.oS/oX!!!. = 0, which can be written in terms of 
the pull- back nai = df,m!l~ of the covariant Cartan form nai = u~du;!!!. (5) 
(7) 
Passing from Eqs. (6) to their selfconsistency (integrability) conditions (ddX = 
0 = d(eau;p.)) we can exclude the embedding functions X(f,) as well as harmonic 
fields u(f,}(v(f,)) from the consideration and get the equations 
(8) 
written in terms of intrinsic vielbeins ea = df,me~ and Cartan forms (5) only. The 
later satisfy the Maurer- Cartan equations 




The equations (7) - (9) describe the minimal embedding of the p- brane world 
volume into the flat target space- time and are referred as geometric approach 
equations [3,2,7]. 
3. Some properties of doubly supersymmetric geometric approach. 
Independent equations of motion for generalized action (1) are the rheotropic con-
ditions 
Ea= II!!!..i.t~ =ea, E; = II!!!..i.t~ = 0, DOlq8!!..v!!..a<i = 0 (10) 
and proper dynamical equation (ra)3Da8!!..v!!..a<i = 0 It is important that Eq. (10) 
}1!!!. = dX!!!. - id8f!!!.8 = ea contains, in particular, Geometrodynamical condition 
[8] II~ = DaqX!!!. - iDOlqerm.e = 0, which was a starting point for previous con-
structions of world sheet superfield formulations of superparticles and superstrings 
[8,2], as well as the twistor- like solution II~ = DaX!!!. - iDaerm.e = u~ of the 
Virasoro- like constraint II~IIf" = 'I/ab· 
The geometric approach equations for super- p- branes [2,1,9] can be obtained 
by considering the integrability conditions for Eqs. (10) and for the relations 
(11) 
which collect the third equation from (10) and conventional rheotropic conditions 
[ 1,9]. They are formulated in terms of the world volume vielbein eA = (ea, e<>q) and 
independent components of the pull- backs of the Cartan forms (5), one of which 
coincides with the superfield 1/;~<i = Da8!!..v:ii (11) [2,9]. 
It shall be stressed, that the world volume supergravity constraints follows from 
the equations of motion for the generalized action (1). Indeed, the integrability 
conditions for the first of Eqs. ( 10) acquire the form Ta = Dea =: dea - f!b'eb = 
-2ie<>qef3P/~f3 after some algebra. This equation contains the most essential super-
gravity constraint ripf3q = -2if'~13hpq· Other constraints of world volume supergrav-
ity are conventional and also appear as selfconsistency conditions, because we us the 
freedom of redefinition of the geometrical quantities, which are absent in the action, 
to fix them to be induced by the embedding. · 
4. In conclusion, let us consider bosonic p- brane interacting with generalized 
Kalb- Ramond field Bp+t = dX!!!.P+• ... dX!!!.1 Em, .. ·!I!,,+• (X). The action functional 
S = S~.P + S}),~ is the sum of the free p- brane action [6] (see item 2) and the 
interaction term s}),~ = - IMP+• Bp+t· It can be proved [4], that the geometric 
approach equations (8)- (9) (which describes world volume as a surface embedded 
into space- time) remains the same for the system under consideration, and Eq. (7) 
is replaced by 
. . 1 . 
na'(V ) = e na• = f uaomo ... uaP!!!.pu•!!!.p+I H (X(')) 
a a (p + l) ! ao ... ap !!!o ... !!!p+i \, ' 
where Hmo .. ·!!!p+• (X(e)) = (p + 1)8rmoB!!!.i .. ·!!!p+il(X(O). 
Hence, the world volume is embedded as a nonminimal surface and its main 
curvature is defined by the field strength of the generalized Kalb- Ramond field, 
which can be considered as arbitrary function of the coordinates X(e). 
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The general theorems about local isometric embedding [10] guarantees that, if 
the dimension of target space time is D 2". (p + l)(p + 2)/2, then we can describe 
arbitrary curved d = (p + 1)- dimensional surface in such a way. 
Hence, the considered model can be regarded as a model for description of d = 
(p + 1) - dimensional gravity providing the dynamical ground for the embedding 
approach used before for investigation of General Relativity [10]. This realizes the 
idea of Regge and Teitelboim [11] about string- like description of Gravity. 
The model for d = 4 supergravity is provided by D = 10 3-· brane •. 
The generalized action principle provides a ground for supersymmetric general-
ization of such construction. 
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Unimodular transformations of supermanifolds and the 
calculation of multi-loop amplitudes in the superstring 
theory 
G.S. Danilov 
PNPI, St.-Petersburg, Russia 
Modular transformations of (lJl) complex supermanifolds are studied in 
Schottky-like modular parameterization to clarify the integration over moduli in 
expressions for multi-loop superstring amplitudes. The discussed transformations 
are found to be non-split and non-compact ones. The dependence on odd modular 
parameters that arises under the action of the supermodular group is calculated 
in an explicit form. Among terms proportional to odd modular parameters, there 
are found terms dependent on supermanifold spinor structures. Using these results 
together with our calculations of partition functions and vacuum correlators [1], we 
obtain expressions for multi-loop Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz superstring amplitudes 
[2]. In the above expressions, the integration region over the modular space is well 
defined, the integrand is co-variant under the supermodular group and both parti-
tion functions and vacuum correlators are explicitly calculated in terms of super-
Schottky parameters for all spinor structures. The above expressions are suitable 
for an detailed investigation of a superstring perturbation series, first of all for a 
study of the divergence cancellation expected in the superstring theory. 
A n-loop Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz superstring amplitude A:;' with m legs is cal-
culated as follows 
A;:'= j E;:'( {qN, iiN }, {t,, [,})(II dqNdiJN) ft dt,dl, 
r=l 
(1) 
where the integration is performed over both complex moduli qN and their complex 
conjugated <i.N and, in addition, over vertex supermanifold coordinates (t,, tr)· We 
map the supermanifolds by the t = (zJll) supercoordinate where z is a local complex 
coordinate and ll is its odd partner. For a genus-n > 1 supermanifolds, the { qN} 
modular set is formed by (3n - 3) even complex moduli q.v together with (2n - 2) 
odd complex ones qodd· Furthermore, the E:;' integrand in (1) is defined as 
m 
E;:'( { qN, iJN }, { tT> fr}) = L ZL,L'( { qN, iJN} )(Il V(tT> tr ))L,L1 (2) 
L,L1 r=l 
where ZL,L' is the partition function and < ... >L,L' is the vacuum expectation of 
the vertex product. The summation is performed over superspin structures L of 
right movers and over superspin structures L' for left ones. Being defined for super-
fields on the supermanifolds, the superspin structures are superconformal versions of 
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spin structures. Unlike a classification over ordinary spin structures [3], a superspin 
structure classification takes into account a boson-fermion mixing that arises under 
27r-twists about A- or B-cycles in the superconformal scheme considered. Indeed, 
under the above twists, the t supercoordinate is changed by fundamental group 
transformations which are superconformal versions of fractionally-linear transfor-
mations . Every fundamental super-group transformation depends, generally, on 3 
even parameters and 2 odd ones. For non-zero odd parameters the discussed trans-
formation mixes z and (} that leads to a mixing of boson components of a superfield 
with its fermion ones. If all the odd modular parameters are zero, every genus-n su-
perspin structure L = ( 11 , 12) is reduced to the ordinary (Ii, 12) spin one. Here 11 and 
12 are the theta function characteristics: (Ii, 12) = U.(11., l2.) where lis E (0, 1/2). 
The (super)spin structure is even, if 411/2 = 4 I:~=l l1.l2s is even. It is odd, if 4{112 
is odd. For a sake of simplicity, in (1) only even superspin structures are taken 
into account. The case when 118 = 0 for every s corresponds to the Neveu-Schwarz 
sector. In opposite case one has deal with the Ramond one. We parameterize su-
perspin structures by superconformal versions of Schottky groups . Apparently, it, 
is the only modular parameterization that allows to perform explicit calculations 
of the partition functions in the terms of the even and odd moduli. Working in 
the supermanifold scheme, one must keep in mind that a space of half forms does 
not necessarily have a basis when odd moduli present [4] . Hence super-Schottky 
groups are required to be constructed ensuring an existence of the above half form 
basis. These super-groups are given for all superspin structures in [l]. In discussed 
Schottky-like parameterization, to every 11, -=/- 0 the cut corresponds on the complex 
z-plane. The end-points of the above cut are situated inside of the Schottky circles 
associated with the s handle considered. 
In the considered formalism the problem of the calculation of the partition func-
tions and of the superfield vacuum correlators is concentrated, in mainly, on Ramond 
sector calculations. Indeed, for the Neveu-Schwarz sector the above values can be 
derived [5, 6] by a simple extension of the boson string results. In the Ramond 
sector the desired values can not be derived in this way. Generally, the procedure 
of "sewing" [7] allows to consider the Ramond sector, but this scheme seems to be 
complicated, the results being obtained in the form that is rather difficult for an in-
vestigation. The main difficulties in the "sewing" scheme are due to the calculation 
of the Ramond zero mode contributions. The above shortcomings are absent in the 
scheme developed in [1] where partition functions and superfield vacuum correlators 
have been calculated for all the Ramond superspin structures. In a brief form these 
results are given in [2]. So every term in the integrand (2) has been calculated 
explicitly in terms of super-Schottky modular parameters. 
The integration over the modular parameters and over the vertex supercoordi-
nates needs an additional investigation. Indeed, for every superspin structure con-
tribution, both the integral over the even moduli and the integral over the { z" Zr} 
vertex local coordinates are divergent. The divergences of the integrals over { z., Zr} 
arise from the region where all the vertices move coincide and from the region where 
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they are all moved away from each other. The divergences of the integrals over 
the modular parameters are due to a degeneration of the Riemann surfaces. Of the 
main difficulties for the investigation are the possible divergences due to a degen-
eration of genus-n Riemann surfaces ( n > 1) into a few ones of lower genus. It is 
commonly expected that the above divergences disappear after the summation over 
spinor structures to be performed, but, in any case, the correct consideration of the 
divergence problem requires an implicit regularization procedure. This regulariza-
tion procedure must be chosen ensuring the supermodular group invariance of the 
superstring amplitudes. 
The above supermodular group is the superconformal extension of the modular 
group. Generally, supermodular transformations present the globally defined t -+ 
i( t, { qN}) holomorphic superconformal mappings of the t supercoordinate, which are 
accompanied by the qN -+ </N( { qN}) holomorphic mappings of the complex moduli 
qN and, generally, by the L -+ L change of the superspin structure: 
qev-> tlev(qev, qodd), qodd-> tlodd(qevi qodd), t-> t(t, {qN} ), L-+ L(L). {3) 
To avoid the explicit regularization procedure, one can write down the multi-loop 
superstring amplitude in the form of the integral over both { qN, <iN} and { t., [,} 
of the integrand covariant under the supermodular transformations. Being defined 
by the above integral, the considered superstring amplitude surely satisfies the re-
strictions due to the supermodular group, at least, if the above integrand has no 
non-integrable singularities. In this case the discussed construction solves the prob-
lem of the calculation of the superstring amplitudes. Simultaneously, the study of 
the divergence problem is reduced to the investigation of the singularities of the 
supermodular covariant integrand. The discussed scheme is, however, complicated 
by the non-split property of the supermanifolds. At least, the above non-split takes 
place, if the Schottky-like modular parameterization is used. In this case the modu-
lar group transformations (3) affect not only the bodies of the modular parameters, 
but also the soul components, as well. So the hatted values in (3) depend non-
trivially on the odd modular parameters. In particular, amongst terms proportional 
to odd modular parameters, there are terms depending on the superspin structure 
L. In addition, the fundamental region in the modular space appears dependent 
on qodd· The above region is defined to be where different { qN} sets can not be 
transformed to each other by supermodular transformations. It is just the integra-
tion region in (1). For zero odd moduli this region is a quotient of the qev space 
by the modular group defined for Riemann surfaces. For arbitrary odd moduli the 
discussed region is modified by terms proportional to qodd that are determined by 
the qodd dependence of </ev. 
These properties of the supermodular group has been established in [2] where a 
method calculating the qodd dependence of the hatted values in (3) has been pro-
posed. One can see that the above properties of the supermodular group are far 
from those postulated early, at least, if a Schottky-like modular parameterization 
is used. Indeed, till now a wide spre~d opinion was that supermodular group is 
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split. Implicitly it has been assumed by E.&H . Verlindes in a cakulation of tlw 
multi-loop Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz superstring amplitudes [8] when they post.ulat.c~ 
that the integration over even moduli is fully independent of the i nt.egration over 
odd ones. In particular, it means that 9ev do not depend on qodd· In addition, 
it implies that the partition functions are co-variant under the ordinary modular 
group. Hence one can attempt to construct the above partition functions in terms 
of suitable modular forms, as it is proposed in the scheme considered. It. is usd11I 
to note, that even if the supermodular group would be split., this method, in fact, 
allows to obtain explicit formulas only for the a genus-n::; 3 partition functions. 111 
the n > 3 case the above method needs a complicated modular pararncl.cri~at.ion 
of the Manin type [9] that hampers deriving explicit formulas. If the supcrrnod11la.r 
group is non-split, the partition functions do not possess a co-variance under t.hc 
ordinary modular group. Then the discussed procedure of the calculat.ion of t.he 
partition functions is probably incorrect. Be it is as it may, in the above sc:hcrrw t.lw 
amplitudes have been found dependent on a choice of basis of gravi ti no ~cro rnodc~s 
[10]. Hence the world-sheet supersymrnetry is lost in the scheme discussc~d. Lat.cT 
the same properties of the supermodular group were assumed by fkrkovits in i.lH~ 
calculation of Green-Schwarz superstring amplitudes [11 ]. In this case whet.her t.hc~ 
world-sheet supersymmetry to be lost, it did not investigated, as far as I k11ow. 
Like to the modular group, the supermodular group describes rc-ddinit.io11s of 
non-contractable A., B.-cycles. Generally, every above re-definition prcscr1t.s a gro11p 
product of the following basic ones 
I. IJ,,-+ As+ /J9 for a given "s" handle; (/1• = 0,12., = 0)-+ (11., = 0,12., = 1/2). 
:!. (/J.,-+ JJ .• +Ari Br-+ Br+ A,) for a given pair(.~, r) of handles; (/ 1, = 11r = 
1/2,12,, = l2r = 0-+ (/is= l1r = 1/2,129 = l2r = 1/2. 
We show also changes or the t hda-chara.cteristics, which a · om pa11y the above cycle 
rc-ddi11it.ions. Thr. lillil Ly pc re-deli 11 itions are associated wiL li going (A., Ar) cycles 
over each of.her. /\ spliL mod ular f,ransformation conespon<ls only Lo the first type 
replacement. In t his case the argument. of the supcr-SchotLky multiplier k, is re-
placed by arg ks ± 27f, other modular parameters being unchanged, as well as the 
l supercoordinate. If odd moduli vanish, then both the even ones and the (zlll) 
roordinates are unchanged also under the last type re-definitions. In this case it is 
on ly addGd ±27f o the ar 11111 enL of on of dlffercnc:<'s 1L1 - 1t,, 11., - 1JT, u. - 11.. or 
11., - 11, of fixed points (u., v4) a.nd (uri vr) associalcd with the (s , 1·) hand] .s c:on-
sidcrecl. Por non -zero odd modul i, both the moduli and th, (zlO) coordin a es an: 
t·hanged, if (tis =J 0, /1, f 0). For t hese third type transformations, we alcula.t [2j 
in t h xplicit form both the resu lted moduli and Lh resulled super oordinate. J\nd 
under the second type re-definitions, both the moduli and the supercoordinate are 
changed even if the odd moduli are equal to zero. 
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l'o cal< 1ilal.c Uw </,,,i,1 dqH'11dc11r ,. 1111dcr Llic discussed Lra11sformaLio11s,wc use 1c-
la1 io11s lic1 W<!<'ll fu11cla11;1!11I al group cle111c111 s I'p(i) on the supermanifold mapped hy 
i llC' I oiqH'n:oonli11atc• ;111d f1111da111c·11t;il group clenwnts l',;(£) ddined 011 th<' supcr-
111a11il"ld.-.; lllilppcd !Jy tlic t OllC. 'J')w ;d10VC I',,(t) transformation is associ;J1.ed wi1 Ji 
2ir-twisl.s aliout a givc11 I' set ol ( \, IJ) cycles on tlie "old" supermanifolds and the 
J'1;(t) 1J11c is associated wit.Ii 2R-I ll'ist~; aliot1t a given p set of(/\, H)-cycks 011 then!-
sull<'d supcn11a11ifolds . 11' fl -> /i t1nder Lite rnpcrmodular transformal.io11 consid<!red, 
t.h<·11 t llC' dc!sil'cd n·lal irn1s aH! giv1•11 by 
( 1) 
Tl1is s<'t ol lllC' l<!latio11s dPt<•1111i11cs holl1 I and qN in te1111s oft and qrv. 111 the 
/\., ,= /J,, case IV<'. gcrw1 ally, ca11 1101 <:al< 11la!P i and qN in a fully explicit form 
bc!Gt11S<' z(IJ)(:;,q,,.) arid c/f~l(q,,,) l)('i1tg z ;ind ,7,,, at zero odd moduli, do not. calculated 
<'xplicil ly <'xcqit 011ly special < ascs. l11s1cad, we obtain explici1. formulas for i and 
for q rv i 11 krrns of t, r/N. z(o) a 11d q,1~) as 
Eqs. (5) can be reduced [2] to a sci of i11tcgr<ll equations, kernels being proportional 
t.o odd rnod1da1 pa1amc1.crs . 111 I.his case the solution of (5) is obtained to be 
st'rics i11 the odd pararndcrs aliove. One can see from [2] that all the values i11 
(5) i11cludi11g 9cv a111011g t.hcrn, dqw11d 011 </ndrl· So the supcrrnodular group is no11-
split. Moreover, proportional to (/odd terms i11 t.l1e values discussed depc11d on a given 
supcrspi11 structure/,. It is obviously that this L dependence of the above terms is 
quil.c urgc11t for co11strnding a supcrmodular covariant integrand in (1). 
In [I] partition fu11c1ions have' fwen calculated from equations that are no other 
t.l1a11 Ward identities. These cquatio11s fully determine the partition functions up 
Lo ro11st.a11t factors only. The discussed equations are derived from the condition 
that the multi-loop superstri11g amplitudes are independent of a choice of both the 
zwcibcin and the graviti110 field. So it seems natural to expect that the above equa-
tions are covariant under thP supennodular group transformations. Such is indeed 
the case, and in [2] it. is ~iven a direct proof of the supermodular covariance of the 
equations discussed. Tlwrefore, the partition functions being the solution of these 
equations, will necessarily be co-variant under the supermodular group. Unfortu-
nately, it is difficult to obtain more direc1 evidence for the covariance of the discussed 
partition functions under the whole supermodular group. Nevertheless, one can at-
tempt to demonstrate the covariance of the above partition functions under some 
subgroups of the supermo<lular group. In particular, in [2] it is demonstrated that at 
zero odd moduli the partition functions are covariant under the supermodular trans-
formations, which turn a pair of even genus-1 superspin structures in the Ramond 
sector to a pair of the odd genus-1 superspin ones. 
Thought one can be sure that every term in (2) is supermodular covariant, E;:' 
appears to be non-covariant under the above group, if the qN moduli and t, super-
coordinates are chosen to be the same for all the superspin structures. Indeed, in 
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this case, because of the above L dependence of the hatted values in (3), the qN 
moduli and tr supercoordinates will be dependent on a given superspin structure 
after a supermodular transformation to be performed. We build the supermodular 
covariant integrand to be the sum over all the superspin structure contributions, 
every term being calculated at its own moduli { qN L} and its own supercoordinates 
{ trd , as well. These ( qN L, trL) variables are functions of the ( { qN}, tr) variables of 
the integration: 
(6) 
The above ( qN L, trL) functions are calculated from the condition that the same 
( t ---+ i, qN ---+ rJN) change of the ( t, qN) variables corresponds to all the ( lL ---+ i1,) 
mappings associated with the particular supermodular transformation . To avoid an 
misunderstand, it is necessary to note that the changes oft under 27r-twists about 
(A., D. )-·y · l ru~ remain dependi ng n the l 1mperspin sLrn ·tur·. Mon!ovcr , in lb ii; 
Ca:l [ ilf' WS URS •d ha11gt'.s OJ' t are II t, g llCralJy, described by any simple CXpr<',s-
iOllS similar Lo l.h Schottky Lra.11 sformat ions. It is th pric for th supermodu lar 
Lra 11sf rn1 i:1.t ions of ( t.,qN) Lo be l11 d ·pendent of D. In l rms of m:w qN mod uli and 
tr supercoordinates, we write down (1) as follows 
A;:'= j TI dqNd7J.N TI dtrcflrJ( {qN, 7J.N }; {trJr} ). 
N T 
(7) 
In (7), the I({qN,7f.N}; {trJr}) integrand is defined as 
I( {qN, <iN }; {tn tr})= L ZL,u( {qNL}, {<iNu} )J(8qNL/8qN1 )J(fJqNu/8qN,) 
L ,U 
where J(8qLN/8qN') and J(8trL/8tr) are the Jacobians of the corresponding trans-
formations . In (8) the ZL,u( { qNL} partition functions of ( { qN L}, {<iN u}) are those 
calculated in [l J . . And the vacuum value of the vertex product is calculated in terms 
of {t,.} in terms of the superfield vacuum correlators given in above [l]. In this case 
the integrand in (7) appears covariant under the supermodular transfo~mations. The 
region of the integration over even moduli qev in (7) is the quotient of the qev space 
by the supermodular group. 
Without loss of generality, one can take t = tLo and qN = qLoN for the Lo 
superspin structure where Lis = /2, = 0 for every s. It is convenient because both 
A, ,= B, replacement and the (B, -+ B, +A., B,. ---+ Br+ A,) one map the above 
L0 superspin liLmcture onto itself. Furthermore, the (t = tL, qN = qLN) relations 
take place for a.1 1 t,he N •veu-S hwarz superspin structures S1 ( in this case, Lis = 0 
for every s ). Inde d , all ~hr.sc superspin structures can be derived from Lo by the 
y1k;---+ -Vk, rep lac:em 11 ts which correspond to the B, ---+ A, + B, re-definitions. 
For the superspin structures with non-zero 11,-characteristics, the (tL, qNL) variables 
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diff<!r from (l, l/N) only by lei ms proportional to the odd modular paramders. 111 
I.his case the dcsirc<l l1,(l; {qN}) and l/LN({qN}) are calculated by equations 
(9) 
011 I.he ldt. side of (D), 11, = 11,(l,{qN}) and l/LN = l/LN({qN}). Furt.hcrrnore, 
£0 = i0 (l, {qN}) <tnd i;No = i;No(<i:v). In (9) the (t---> lo,l/N--> I/No) supc~rrnodu­
lar t.ra11sforrnations arc calculat.C'd for the S(O) superspin structure defined above. 
Jo:qs.(!l) follow dirccl.ly from I.he condition that the right. side of (8) is covari<tnt 11nder 
I.lie supcnnodular transformations considered. In the L =Lo case eqs.(9) degenerate 
l.o he the idcnt.il.y. In a ge1wral case the~ solution of (!J) is obtained t.o he scri(!S in 
t.h1' odd modular para11wt.<'1 s. 
It is obvious that. (7) sl101dd be reduced to (!), if the i11tegrat.io11 of <!very su-
pcrspin cont.ribut.io11 wen' to lw finite. The above integrations being divergent., we 
define t.h<' /\,. amplitude by eq (7). Unlike (1), eq.(7) satisfies in tlw explicit. form 
all I.he rcst.ric:t.ions due to I.he supcrmodular group. Hence the study of t.hc• di-
vergency problem in t IJC' rn11sidcrcd theory is reduced to the investigation of the 
singularities of (8). In pa1 t.irnlar, the absence of non-integrable singularities in (8) 
means I.he finiteness of t.hc theory discussed. Generally, it is expected that. Lhe (su-
pcr)modular invariance provides I.he finiteness of the superstring theory. The reason 
is I.hat t.hc aboV<! invarian< c origins t.he space-time supersymmet.ry of the~ Ramond -
Ncv<'n-Schwar;1, supc!rst rings. [11 t 11rn, I.he space-time supersyrnrnd.ry prohibits the 
t.adpoles ap1waring t.o lw t.llC' only source or possible~ divergc11ccs in t.lw theory. So 
011<~ can hope t.hat being s111H·rmod11lar covariant, (8) is free from non-integrable si11-
gul<1rit.ics. J\ detailed st.udy of pol.!'111.ial singularities of (8) and, t herdorc', pot.<·nt inl 
divergences of (7) is pla1111C'd in t.h<~ next future. 
The research <le8cri1H'd i11 this public:at.ion was supported liy Grants No. N08000 
and No. N08300 from Ill<' [11tl'rnatio11al Science Fo11ndat.ion and by Crants No. 9:1-
02<H'17 a.nd No. 96-02-IK02l fro111 t.he Russian Funda.rnent.al H.c'scard1 Foundat.io11. 
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Covariant Supplementation Scheme for 
Infinitely Reducible First Class Constraints 
A.A. Deriglazov1 and A.V. Galajinsky 
Department of Theoretical Physics, 
Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia 
Manifestly covariant quantization of dynamical systems with mixed first and 
second class constraints or infinitely reducible first class constraints (IRlC) is a 
rather important mathematical problem. Denoting the initial phase space variables 
and constraints of a theory as zA = ( qA, PA) and L"'(z) ~ 0, respectively, these two 
c:ases can be described as follows: 
(i) Mixed constraints: {L0 , Lp}PB = L\ap; { 
L"' - independent, 
rank L\IL=o < dim [a]; 
(ii) IRlC: {La, Lp}PB ~ O; Ci1lfJ Lp ~ O; Ci2hC~1 l/3 ~ 0, ... , 
where C(l), c<2l, ... are null vectors that describe the inifinite reducibility. It is 
worth mentioning that by making use of the covariant projectors [l, 2] the first case 
can be reduced to the second one. 
If one admits a separation of the index O'. into less blocks, there will not be 
principal problems for quantization. One can split first and second class constraints 
for the first case and extract independent first class constraints for the second case. 
Then, the standard quantization methods can be applied. The problem appears 
if it is undesirable t.o divide O'.. For instance, when O'. is an index of irreducible 
representation of the Lorentz group, we are not able to divide it without loss of 
manifest Lorentz covariance. 
For the first case, the general recipe of Hamiltonian BFV quantization without 
explicit splitting of constraints has been developed in a series of works by Batalin 
and Tyutin [3]. However, as was shown in the resent paper [2], an application of 
the scheme for concrete models is in conflict with manifest Poincare covariance. For 
the case of IRlC, the direct application of BFV-BV methods leads to a formulation 
that involves an infinite extra ghost tower, which extremely complicates the analysis 
of BRST cogomologies and a constructing of effectively calculable quantum action 
[4]. Thus, general and effective recipe for manifestly covariant quantization of these 
c:ases is so far absent. 
The problem discussed above is extremely actual, since the Green- Schwarz su-
perstring and the Brink-Schwarz superparticle belong to the class of theories with 
mixed constraints, while the Siegel superstring and superparticle are models with 
IRlC. In what follows, we discuss mainly the case of D = 10, N = 1 superspace, for 
that the problem is principal. A number of different methods (covariant projectors, 
dynamical light-cone, twistor and harmonic approaches) have been proposed to solve 
the problem in relation to concrete models. Part of this task, namely, reformula-
tion of the initial models with the aim to fulfill an operator quantization, has been 
1 E-mail: deriglaz@phys.tsu.tomsk.su 
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intensively investigated (see Refs. 4- 6 and references therein) . Another part. of the 
task, namely, a constructing of really calculable path integral [7] seems to hav<~ no 
a fully satisfactory solution up to date. 
In this talk we present some another possibility to treat the question. In 1.hc 
Hamiltonian framework we suggest a covariant scheme of supplementation of fermi-
onic Till C up to a constraint system of finite stage of reducibility. For this aim, we 
enlarge the initial phase space by auxiliary variables, whose nondynamical character 
is provided by some reducible constraints. The trick is based on the possibility to 
combine the reducible constraints of the extended formulation into covariantly sep-
arated and irreducible l and 2 class constraint subsets. Schematically, for the case 
of a dynamical system with IRlC only the trick looks as follows. It is convenient 
to represent 16-component Majorana- Weyl spinor of SO(l, 9) group in terms of 8c 
and Ss irreducible spinor representations of SO(S) subgroup. Then the initial IlUC 
look as follows:· L(l)a = ( Sc ) ~ 0, (1) 
Ss = A(Sc) 
where Sc-part includes independent constraints, while Ss-part is some combination of 
Sc-constraints. Let us extend phase space by auxiliary fermionic variables (x0 , Pxa) 
subject to some reducible constraints Pxa ~ 0, Ta ~ 0. It is supposed that they can 
be represented in the following equivalent form: 
P~l)a = ( B~~s) ) ~ O, (2) 
p~2)a = ( C~~c) ) ~ 0, Ta = ( D~~s) ) 1 (3) 
where Eq. (2) contains S independent 1 class constraints, while Eq. (3) contains 
S+S independent 2 class constraints. Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) one concludes 
that these IRlC can be combined into irreducible set as follows: 
<J>a := L(l)a + p~l)a ~ 0. (4) 
As can be shown [SJ, an additional extension of the phase space allows us to combine 
also the remaining reducible second class constrains from Eq. (3) into irreducible set. 
(it cannot be done immediately, since in Eq. (3) there are two inequivalent spinor 
representations of SO(l, 9) group with opposite chirality). 
As an example of an application of the scheme described, we shall consider D = 
10 Siegel superparticle (with the infinitely reducible constraints LfJ = PµPRaf'µa/J ~ 0 
being presented in the initial formulation [9]). We suggest a modified Lagrangian 
action and its local symmetries in suitably enlarged configuration space. By pass-
ing from Lagrangian formalism to Hamiltonian one, we prove an equivalence of the 
modified and initial formulations and then demonstrate an applicability of the sup-
plementation scheme. The action, which reproduces the desired constraint system 
looks as follows: 
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where ITµ:= xµ-iORrµiJR+i1/;Lfµfh+woAµ+w1Cµ, and O'fi, Ofo are Majorana-Weyl 
spinors of opposite chirality. The theory is invariant under the following generaliza-
Lio11 or SieKel J.: -symmr,Lry: 
I - 2 2 -Mn, = -'11 1,(f";cL)'~, 60L,,, = - 1 ,.Lon , fiX 1' = i0r,f1'!i.L + iOnI"'6.0n , e. e (G) 
6c.: .,... - ili 1J1,1/1Lj'"'11: r,, liT/JD,, = fi.Loi, 6,•o"' = - liOn", 
whl ·h is irr~~lll ible a.~ i11 Lbe initial formu lation [!)j, aB well as under a pair of rn· 
duciblc symmetries with the parameters Soa,, Sia: tixo"' = AJ'""'f3Sop, tic/J = ix1"'Soa; 
bx1"' = A1,S1/Jf'µaf3, 8¢ = iS1a(X1 + BR)"'· 
Canonical analysis for the model leads to constraint system which can be pre-
sented in the following form: 
Pwi=O, w;=O, i=0,1,2,3; 
pq, = 0, 
Pxo" = 0, p.p"' = 0, Aµfµ(Xo - Pvfvij;L) = O; 
PL"'= O,p/lo - ipµ(01d'µ)a - iOfo = O; 
Pe=O, PAµ=O, pCµ=O, A2 =0, 
pA - 1 = 0, C 2 - 1 = 0, pC = 0, CA = O; 







Ilcre, we have a set of trivial 2CC (7.a); a pair of 2CC (7.d) which are the same as 
for the Siegel superparticle in the initial formulation [9], and a pair of 2CC (7.b). 
Constraint system (7.c) consists of 24 independent lCC and 16 independent 2CC 
which can be covariant.ly separated as follows: _ 
pµfµp"' = 0, AµI'µPxu = 0, Aµfµ(pvfvPxo + Pw) = 0, 
Aµfµ(pvl'vPxo - Pw) = 0, A1,I'µ(Xo - pµf'µt/!L) = 0. 
Choosing now_gauge fixing conditions to lCC (8.a) in the f<_)rm 
(8.a) 
(8.b) 
A,.I'µi./JL = 0, pµf"xo = 0, A,.f"(xo + PvI'vif;L) = 0, (9) 
one can check that the full system of equations (8.a), (8'.b), and (9) is equivalent 
to P1/J = 0, i./JL = 0, Pxo = 0, Xo = 0. Assuming that the gauge has been imposed, 
let us pass to the Dirac bracket associated with the constraints (7.a-c). Then the 
corresponding variables may be neglected, while the Dirac brackets for the remaining 
variables exactly coincide with the Poisson ones. The remaining constraints allow us 
to realize the supplementation scheme for reducible constraints p,.(pRf'") = 0 which 
have been presented in the initial formulation. Actually, by virtue of Eq. (7.e) one 
can combine fermionic constraint~ (7.f) into jrreducible sets as follows: 
<I>"':= p,.(pRf")"' + A,.(f"Px1]° = 0, (10) 
Ga= A,.(f"x1)"' + C,.pv(f"Ppx1)a = 0. 
Here we have 16 irreducible lCC <I>"' = 0 and 16 irreducible 2CC G"' = 0 with the 
bracket {Ga, Gp} = -2C,.r~f3· It is straightforward to check now that the final 
constraint system is equivalent to the original one. 
Note in conclusion that the case of a dynamical system with mixed first and 
second class constraints can be considered analogously [8]. 
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Formulations for D = 10 Superstring and Superparticle 
with Manifestly Covariant Irreducible Constraints 
A.A. Deriglazov and A.V. Galajinsky1 
Department of Theoretical Physics, 
Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia 
In the recent work [1], for a wide class of dynamical systems, a manifestly covari-
ant scheme of supplementation of fermionic infinitely reducible first class constraints 
up to irreducible ones has been proposed. As has been shown the trick can also be 
applied to systems with mixed first and second class constraints. In the first part of 
this talk we present a realization of the scheme for D = 10, N = 1 Brink- Schwarz 
(BS) superparticle and Green-Schwarz (GS) superstring. For each case, a modi-
fied action and its local symmetries in suitably enlarged configuration space will be 
presented. By passing from Lagrangian formalism to Hamiltonian one, we prove 
an equivalence of the modified and initial formulations. Then an applicability of 
the supplementation trick will be demonstrated: for the modified formulation the 
initial first and second class constraints can be covariantly separated, so that first 
class constraints ( 1 CC) are irreducible. For the latter the standard quantization 
methods can be applied, in particular, with a finite number of ghost variables. In 
the modified formulations mentioned above, the problem of reducible second class 
constrains (2CC) remains unsolved. So, in the second part of this talk we con-
sider another possibility to treat the question. We construct a manifestly covariant 
projectors for splitting the constraints into holomorphic [3] and reducible subsets, 
which can further be completed up to irreducible ones by making use of trivial form 
of the supplementation trick. For the resulting constraint system, the well known 
quantization technique [3] may be applied. 
D = 10, N = 1 Casalbuoni-Brink-Schwarz superparticle with irreducible 
first class constraints. Let us consider the following action: 
S = j dT [ - (2et 1WIIµ - w - iAµx1rµ(xo + O) - </>A 2], (1) 
where ITµ = xµ - i()fµO + wAµ. The variables Aµ and Xi" turn out to be essential 
for realization of the supplementation scheme. The variables w, </> xo" are, in fact, 
Lagrange multipliers for the constraints which will supply nondynamical character 
of Aµ, xo, x 1 variables. Canonical analysis for the model leads to a constraint system 
which can be presented in the form 
Pc = Pw = W = 0, Pxo = O; 
p2 =0, pA.-1=0, A. 2 =0, PAµ=O; 
L :=po - ipµOfµ = 0, Px1 = 0, Aµx1fµ = O; 
P.P = o, cl>=</>+ (i/2)pµx1rµxo = o. 






The second constraint from Eq. (2.d) has nontrivial Poisson brackets with some of 
the constraints (2.a), (2.c). To avoid the obstacle, let us pass to the Dirac bracket 
associated with the pair (2.d). Then, it is admissible to consider the constraints as 
strong equalities and to resolve them. After this the variables p4,, ¢ can be dropped. 
The Dirac brackets for the remaining variables prove to coincide with the Poisson 
ones. Thus, for the model (1) we have got the resultant constraint system in the 
form (2.a- c). It allows us to realize the supplementation trick [1] for the reducible 
fermionic constraints (2.c). Actually, Eq. (2.c) can be rewritten in equivalent form 
pµ.fµ. L + ASµ.PxI = O; ASµ L + pµ.fµ.PxI = 0, Aµ.XI rµ. = 0, (3) 
with ICC (the first from Eq. (3)) being irreducible. To investigate dynamics of 
the theory, we pass to the light-cone coordinates: (xµ. -t (x+,x-,x'), i = 1, ... ,8, 
B"' --+ (Ba, Ba.), a, a = 1, ... , 8), write out equations of motion for all variables, take 
into account the full constraint system, and impose gauge fixing conditions to ICC. 
After tedious calculations [l J one gets exactly the BS superparticle dynamics for 
physical variables x', p', Bo.. 
D = 10, N = 1 Green-Schwarz superstring with irreducible first class 
constraints. Consider a covariant action of the form 
S = Scs + Sadd = j d2a[ - (2y'=gt 1 gabII~IIbµ. - it:ab8axµ.(BI'µ.fM)-
-(1/2)Aµ.t:ab pµ.ab -¢AµAµ], (4) 
IIaµ ::= OaXµ. - iBfµ()a(}, 
Fµab = 8aAbµ - 8bAaµ - i8a(}fµXb + i8b(}fµxa + ixafµXb, 
where Scs is the standard GS action. It was chosen t:01 = -1, and the following 
auxiliary variables were introduced: scalar ¢; D = 10 vector Aµ; D = 2 and D = 10 
vector Aaµi D = 2 vector and D = 10 Majorana-Weyl spinor Xa 0 • As will be 
shown, the only essential variables for realization of the supplementation scheme 
are A1 µ. and Xi 0 • All other prove to supply D = 2 reparametrization invariance of 
the action (4). Global symmetries of the theory are standard D = 10, N = 1 super 
Poincare transformations. Local bosonic symmetries are D = 2 reparametrizations, 
Wey! symmetry, and the following transformations with parameters (µ(a), w0 (a) : 
8A0 µ. =Ba(µ+ waAµ, 8¢ = ~t:abOaWb· These symmetries are reducible because their 
combination with parameters of a special form: Wa = OaW, eµ = -wAµ., is a trivial 
symmetry: 8wAaµ = -w8aAµ, 8w¢i = 0 (note that 8aAµ. = 0 is one of the equations of 
motion). Thus, these symmetries include 11 essential parameters which correspond 
to primary ICC pµ. Ao ~ 0, pq, ~ 0. Besides, there are local symmetries with fermionic 
parameters IC a a = p- ab Kab( O") (where p± ab = (gab I Fii ± €ab)) and s+ a a( O"): 
8(} = IIµafµK-a, DXa = Oa(80) + AµtµK,- "' 
DXµ= i(}fi'8(}, 8Aµa = i(}fµoa(80), (5) 
8( g: ) = 4ip-ac(acoK-b), 8¢ = -if.ab(8a(} - Xa)K-bi 
@= ASµa/Js+{Ja, 8¢ = -it:"'b(a .. oa - Xo.")S+ ab· (6) 
Equation (5) is a generalization of Siegel K-symmetry to the present case. In our 
formulation it is irreducible (with 16 essential parameters), and looks like a gauge 
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symmetry (with the gauge field to be Xa, as is seen .from its transformation law). 
The transformations (6) are reducible and incorporate only 8 essential parameters 
among the s+ 0 ", because rank Aµfl" = 8 on-shell, as a consequence of the equation 
of motion A 2 = 0. Note that it does not need to take care of the analog of the 
transformations (6) with the parameters s-°'a since they have already been included 
ir1Lo Eq. (5) [4] . Presented transformations with 16+8 parameters exhaust all the 
cssc~ntial fermionic symmetries of the model, because namely this number of primary 
fcrmionic I CC will occur in the Hamiltonian formalism. Canonical analysis for the 
model turns out to be very similar that of the previous case [4]. So, we present only 
fi11a.I answer for the fermionic constraint system 
(pµ + TI1µ)fµ L +PA, µfµPx1 = 0, (7) 
PA,µf' 1'L + (pµ + TI1µ)fµPx1 = 0, PA,µ(f)i{)- X1)rµ = 0. (8) 
As a result, for the modified formulation of the GS superstring (4) the fermionic 
rn11strai11t.s are splitt.ed into first and second class (Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively) 
i11 a manifestly covariant way, so that ICC are irreducible. 
Manifestly covariant projectors into holomorphic subsets. Let us consider 
a dynamical system with real fermionic constraints La(z) ~ 0, which are mixture 
of firnt. and second class ones: {La, Lil} = Dµr~il· Here Dµ(z) are some functions 
of phase space variables zA such that D2 ~ 0 is first class constraint. We ext.encl 
t.hc initial phase space by variables (Cµ,pcµ), (Sµ,psµ), nondynamical charad<~r of 
which is supplied by constraints: C 2 = -1, S2 = -1, CS = 0, P6 = P'.~ = 0. Tfwn 
the quantity f( := -ibl'µvc1,Sv, b = /(CS) 2 - C2S2 obeys the identity I<c/II<(i.., = 
Oc;..,' which makes it possible to construct the true projectors: n± = HI ± K). By 
direct calculations one can prove the following essential property: II± ,/II'~.., IJ,, = 
,.,,µ D fl=F il from that it follows · If±rµ D n± = 0 fl+,.,,µ D n- - fI+,.,,i• IJ -
I a/3 µ -Y l ' JJ - ' I µ - I 'L -
rµDµll-. By virtue of these identities, one can separate the initial constraints /,,, 
into holomorphic and reducible subsets 
L., <==} L! := n+ .,ilLil = 0, L~ := n- .,il Lil= 0, (L., +)" = L" - . (!!) 
To complete them up to irreducible (which is necessary for constructing BllST 
charge [3]), let us extend the phase space by fermionic variables subject to const.raints 
Pxa = 0 <==} p~" := n+ "ilPxil = 0, p;" := n-"ilPxil = 0, (JO) 
and combine the latter with Eq. (9) as follows: 
<I>a=La++P;a=O, 4>.,::::=L.,-+p~o=O. (11) 
By construction, in Eq. ( 11) we have irreducible constraint system in holomor-
phic representation [3]. Now, let us demonstrate applicability of this trick for the 
superparticle and superstring models. 
B-S superparticle with constraints in holomorphic representation. The 
action, which reproduces the desired constraint system looks as follows: 
s = j dr [-
2
1
e (xµ-Orµf.i) 2 +Cµ1/;rµ(li-x)-wo(C S)-w1(C2+ I)-w2(S2+ 1)] (12) 
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and leads to Hamiltonian constraints, which can be presented in the form 
Pwi = Wi = 0, i = 0, 1, 2; 
P,Pc. = if;" = Pl = P2 = Pd = p~ = cs = C2 + 1 = S2 + 1 = O; 
L" :==po" - (p,,OP')" = 0, Px" = 0. 
(13.a) 
(13.b) 
Comparing this conditions with Eq. (11 ), we conclude that the fermionic constraints 
(13.b) can be rewritten in the holomorphic representation. 
G-S superstring with constraints in holomorphic representation. A co-
variant action for this case is 
S = Sas+ j d2u[(t:"13C,,if;"f,,(8136 - XIJ) - wo(C S) - w1(C2 + 1) - w2 (S2 + 1 )] ( 11) 
where Sas is the standard GS action (see Eq. (4)). The full set of constraints can 
be written in the form 
(7r9 )c.IJ~O; w;=Pwi=O, if;;=p.µ;=0; Px1=x-l-810=0; (p,, + IIi) 2 = 0, (p,, - Ili) 2 = O; (15.a) 
P6 = P~ =cs= c 2 + 1=s2 +1 = o; 
L" :==po" - (p,, + II1,,)(0f,,)" = 0, Pxoc. = 0. (15.b) 
where pll = pll - (}fll81B. As for the previous case, the fermionic constraints (15.b) 
can be rewritten in the holomorphic representation. 
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The Effective Actions on the Solitonic 
Moduli Spaces 
A. Kapustnikov1 , 
Dnepropetrovsk University, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine. 
Abstract. The possibility of viewing the time evolution of the relativistic solitons 
as that of a nonminimal p-brains, moving on the corresponding moduli spaces, is 
considered. We show that the actions of these classical objects are readily seen to 
appear from the actions of the parental field theories upon the special ansatz is 
imposed on the fluctuation of fields around the solitonic solutions. 
1. It is well known that the relativistic solitons admit a simple geometrical in-
terpretation as a classical p-brains moving in higher - dimensional (D > p + 1) 
empty space-time [l]. This interpretation is based on a deep analogy between these 
localized field configurations and the vacuum states of the theories with sponta-
neously broken relativistic symmetries. Indeed, almost all solitons are characterized 
by a conserved topological charge which makes the corresponding field equation so-
lutions stable. Besides, they are dependent on a finite number of parameters or 
moduli, which shows that the corresponding vacuum states are degenerated. Thus, 
one may choose anyone of them with fixing moduli parameters as the definition of 
the single vacuum state. It was argued in Refs. [2] that as a result of this def-
inition there appears Goldstone excitations which form in the low - energy limit 
of the theory just the minimal p-branes actions. It has been found in [3], [4] that 
such a sort of the effective actions can be naturally deduced from the actions of 
the field theories discussed in the framework of the new approach to the nonlinear 
realization of the spontaneously broken space - time symmetries. Unfortunately, for 
the reasoning of a technical difficulties we were unable to solve there explicitly the 
problem of construction of the solitonic effective actions with an arbitrary D and p 
(constrained by the enclosure condition D > p + 1). 
In what follows we propose the brief survey of the efficient approach which pro-
vide us with a universal method of construction of the effective action for solitons. 
We show that in general they contain an essential corrections to the minimal p-
brain actions. 
2. First, we demonstrate that the action of any D- dimensional field theory, 
possessing the solitonic solution, can be equivalently rewritten in terms of fields 
which are defined on the corresponding moduli space. For example, in the case of 
1 kalexa.nd@uni .dp . ua 
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one scalar field model 
s (1) 
L(x) 
with the typical soliton solution 
(2) 
m 0, 1, ... , D - 1, 
a p + 1, ... , D - 1, 
depending on the moduli space coordinates { x~, e~}, constrained by the condition 
(3) 
the equivalent representation of the action is achieved by means of the substitution 
(4) 
in the integral (1). In the r.h.s. of eq. (4) the moduli space variables {x~, e;:'} 
of the solution (2) are assumed to be functions of the world - volume coordinates 
sa, a = 0, 1, ... , p which parametrize (p + 1) - dimensional hypersurface xm(s). 
Supplementing these variables with the constraints 
(5) 
and fixing completely the gauge freedom of the eq. (4) under the local SO(D-p-1) 
group transformations, we obtain 2 
S = j dP+I s dD-p-l zAE 
g 
E 




(E- 1 )~ ob, 
6! - J<!,{Jz{J. 
9ab = OaXm ObXm, 
I<ab, {J o~bxmem {J 
(6) 
(7) 
2It can be proved that the structure equations of the hypersuface .xm(s) are preserved by this 
gauge symmetry as well. 
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are the first and the second fundamental forms of the p-brain world - volume; the 
variable 
~(s,z) = cf>(y(s,z)) (8) 
denotes the field cl>(x) evaluated on the moduli space {xm(s), e~(s)}. The equiv-
alence of the action (6) to the previous one can be established immediately upon 
submitting cf>(x) by the condition 
(9) 
It can be shown that the constraint (9) removes the contribution of zero modes from 
the action (6) . 
3. As a second step we would like to reproduce here the effective actions for 
the relativistic solitons. They can be derived from (6) by imposing the following 
manifestly covariant low - energy ansatz on fields 
~(s, z) = cf>c1(z) (10) 




Thus, we find that in general case the low - energy dynamics of solitons is governed 
by the actions of p-brains (11). We Aee here that the first term in (11) produces the 
minimal action of p-brain, coinciding with its world - volume 
while the second term 
3min 
elf = µ J cP+ls F9. 
µ =: j dD-p-lz Lc1(z), ( 13) 
(14) 
corresponds to the nonminimal couplings of z"'(3) depending on the extrinsic curva-
ture t nsor I<ab, 0 (s). These terms are expected to be important for the application 
of p-bra.in theory io ihe QCD [5] , W-gravity [6) and its supersymmetric extensions. 
We hope io turn to investigation of their structure in more detail in the forthcoming 
publications. 
This work was supported, in part by International Soros Education Program of 
the International Renaissa.na.se Foundation througth grant N AUP062045. 
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The Self-Dual Critical N =2 String+* 
Olaf Lechtenfeld 
Institut fiir Theoretische Physik, Universitiit Hannover 
Appelstrafle 2, 30167 Hannover, Germany 
http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de;-lechtenf/ 
Abstract 
I review the covariant quantization of the closed fermionic string with 
(2,2) extended world-sheet supersymmetry on R 2 •2 . Results on n-point 
scattering amplitudes are presented, for tree- and one-loop world-sheets 
with arbitrary Maxwell instanton number. I elaborate the connection 
between Maxwell moduli, spectral flow, and instantons. It is argued 
that the latter serve to extend the Lorentz symmetry from U ( 1, 1) to 
50(2, 2) by undoing the choice of spacetime complex structure. 
I. Introduction 
In this talk I am going to report on recent results [l, 2, 3, 4, 5] obtained in collab-
oration with Jan Bischoff, a PhD student, and Sergei Ketov, a senior postdoc at 
Hannover, Germany. Fermionic strings with extended world-sheet supersymmetry 
are much less understood than the usual bosonic or superstrings, although their 
discovery now dates back twenty years. For a review, see [6, 7]. Responsible for this 
gap is the fact that the physical spectrum of extended fermionic strings is not rich 
enough to be of immediate relevance for particle phenomenology. Although strings 
with N=2 world-sheet supersymmetry are critical in four dimensions, the spacetime 
signature must be (2,2), and the excitation spectrum contains only a single massless 
scalar field. Thus, such strings are particular point particle theories in disguise and 
describe self-dual gravitational and gauge fields [7]. On the other hand, these pecu-
liarities attract the interest of mathematical physicists. For example, N=2 strings 
should teach us something about the quantization of integrable systems. Further-
more, they can be embedded into a twisted N =4 string which hints at a topological 
interpretation [8, 9, 10]. Finally, N=2 heterotic strings form a building block in the 
recently proposed F-theory [11] unifying superstring compactification schemes, and 
they should play some role in the emerging picture of string-string duality. 
+ Talk given at the International Conference 'Problems of Quantum Field Theory' in 
Alushta, Crimea, Ukraine, 16 March 1996 
• Supported by the 'Volkswagen Foundation' and the 'Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft' 
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It. is well -know11 Lita!. tli I w-encrgy •ffecLiv a ·t.io11s (L~EAs) of N=O (bm1oui c) 
op ·n and dos d strb1g:; is Y11.ng-Mms and gravity (p l11 · oiher fi Id~) , rcspcdivcly, ill 
1+25 spacetim" clinH~nsions. fn Ll1c N = l as , Lhe five ases of supergravif,y and/01 
su per-Yang-Mills i11 I +9 1;p11.cetim dime11sions merge in t,hc low-energy limit.. Lt1 
onLrasL, open itnd los~d N=2 strings do no give rise to spacel,ime supcrsymmelry. 
i\sto11udingly, l ht' ir LErnt\s represcnL self-du<tl Ya11g-Mills a11cl s lf-dv.al gravity i11 
2+2 spaceLime utmc11 si us, l'espcriiv ·ly. Th<' co11pling of both from open-striug 
loops or lieLerotic: versions, liow v r, has not heeD fol ly cl.arificcl. 
2. Covariant Quantization 
The Polyakov formulation of the (2, 2) fermionic string involves complexified world-
sheet scalar string coordinates xµ. and their t.omplexifl d world-sheet l\.fajorana 
spinor partners 1/Jµ., withµ = 0, 1, coupled to th N=2 supergrnviLy multipld co11 -
sisting of the real world-sheet metric h"f3' complex gravitino 0 , 11.ml r ·al Maxwell 
field Ac, (graviphoton), with a, f:3 = 0, l. The Brink-Schwarz action [12] possesses 
N =2 super-diffeomorphism and N =2 super-Wey! invariance on the world-sheet as 
well as global U(l, 1) x Z2 targ i,-spa e symmetry. It is important to note that only 
the world-sheet spinors.1/Jµ. and Xo ar barged UJlder the local U ( 1) Maxwell sym-
metry, whereas global U(l, l) L renLz t.ransforma.tions affect only the matter fields 
xµ. and 1/Jµ. 
After N =2 superconformal gaug fixing of I.he Brink-Schwarz a ~ i ou the local 
m idual gauge lram1format,ions d ·om pose ch.irally. Thf' I ft- and right -moving paris 
each 0111prise a.r1 N = 2 sup r ·onformaJ algebra whose gen rat.ors 7', ±, and J a.ct 
as co11siraints in t.he quantized theory. Prop >r gaug fixing in the euclidean path 
integral exp·ression of a los d s ring amplitude induces Fa.ddeev-P()pov dctermi-
11anLs, which ar<' r<'wri tPn in ~rms of real_ conformal (b0 p, c"), complex (spiuorial) 
:>uperconformal (/Jcr, 1), and rea.I Maxwell (b0 , - ) gho11t systems. The anti-ghost zero 
modPs ar pr je l cl out by appropriate aaLi-ghost insertions into Lhc paf.h integral ; 
<'Vf'.nLual gh sf, zero mo<l s are asso iat d wiLh global residual gauge symmetric 
ilJ'.l<l ba.vc Lo b absorbed by vertex operators. Th implernenLatiou of Lhe first-class 
constraints in the ghost-extended version is most elegantly performed in the BRST 
framework. 
Cancellation of conformal and chiral anomalies requires the flat target space 
to be complex two-dimensional. In the following I shall specialize to the simplest 
case of C 1•1 . Then, world-sheet bosons must be single-valued, whereas non-trivial 
monodromies are still allowed for world-sheet fermions J E {1/J,x,{:3,1}. The latter 
being complex (which I denote by a± superscript), one may have 
with p E [O, 1] (1) 
for the transportation around a non-trivial loop. Thus, the theory sports a con-
tinuous set of sectors parametrized by p and interpolating between the usual NS 
(p=~) and R (p=O) sectors. This phenomenon is well-known as spectral flow in 
N =2 superconformal models. 
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The computation of a closed string n-point amplitude requires an integration over 
all N =2 superconformal structures, or supermoduli, of 2d n-punctured orientable 
N=2 supermanifolds sEn. The universal supermoduli space decomposes into a sum 
indexed by the genus g E Z+ and the instan~on number c E Z. This reflects the 
topological classification of the tangent and principal U(l) bundles over ordinary 
compact Riemann surfaces E through 
f;r 1 R = 2 - 2g and i. f F -27r Ir. - c (2) 
where R and F are the curvature two-forms of the spin and Maxwell connections of 
N =2 world-sheet supergravity, respectively. 
The supermoduli spaces have a natural complex structure and are parametrized 
by the meromorphic differentials of order 2, ~, and 1, on E, with Maxwell charges 
of 0, ±i, and 0, respectively. Locally, each supermoduli space is a direct sum of 
metric, fermionic, and Maxwell moduli spaces, with complex dimensions of 3g-3+n, 
2g-2±c+n, and g-1 +n, respectively. Metric and fermionic moduli may be treated 
like in the (1, 1) fermionic string. Explicitly integrating out the fermionic moduli 
leads to additional insertions into the path-integral measure, which combine with 
certain anti-ghost insertions to picture-changing operators. If lei > 2g-2+n, fermi-
onic "-ero modes can no longer be soaked up in the path integral, which then must 
vanish. Hence, only a finite number of instanton sectors contribute at a given genus. 
In contrast, the Maxwell moduli are specific to the N=2 string. They para-
metrize the space of flat connections or harmonic one-forms H on the n-punctured 
world-sheet En of genus g . Since H = m + m where m is a meromorphic one-
forrn with a single pole at each puncture Pt, a hasis is provided by the normali,,,cd 
first abelian differentials and the normalized third abelian differentials. Thus, the 
Maxwell moduli space is a complex (g+n-1 )-dimensional torus, parametri,,,ccl by 
f H for the basic homology cycles around (a;) and through (b;) the handles as well 
as around (ct) and between (dt) the punctures. 
A closed string n-point amplitude with external momenta k1, .•. , kn E C 1•1 ha8 
the following structure, 
oo 2g-2+n 
An(k1, ... ,kn) = L K 2g-2+n L ,\-c /drA;,c(k1 1 ... ,knlT) (3) 
g=D c=-2g+2-n 
where K and ,\ are the gravitational and Maxwell string couplings, respectively, and 
T collectively denotes the metric and Maxwell moduli. The fixed-moduli correlation 
function reads 
(4) 
with anti-ghost zero mode and picture-changing insertions AZI and PCO, vertex 
operators Vt and the gauge-fixed action S. 
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To enumerate the spectrum of physical excitations of N =2 strings, one needs 
first to determine their BRST cohomology H( Q) = kerQ /imQ = { jphys)} and then 
to list additional identifications among physical states, e.g. by picture-changing 
or spectral flow. This investigation has not been completed, but partial resulb 
are very suggestive [1, 13, 14]. Namely, for a given lightlike momentum k±I' one 
finds a single bosonic scalar state lk±I'), but no states whatsoever at any massive 
level! This agrees with the naive expectation that 2+2 dimensions leave no room for 
transverse vibrations. In essence, the field theory of N=2 strings is really just the! 
field theory of a scalar particle, described by the spacetime field cf>! Therefore, one~ 
should expect the interaction of N=2 strings to be fully given by the exact LEEA. 
Accordingly, the task is to compute all scattering amplitudes for cf> at tree-, loop-, 
and multi-instanton-level in N =2 strings. 
3. Amplitudes 
Let me present the results [3, 4] of direct computations of closed N =2 on-shell string 
amplitudes (at fixed metric and Maxwell moduli). The lightlike moment.a will he 
denoted by kt!', with t'=l, ... ,n, µ=0,1, and the± superscript indicating the 
charge q= ± ~ under the U( 1) factor of the U( 1, l) Lorentz group. With the 2cl 
invariant tensors T}µv and lµv the on-shell condition reads T}µvkjl' k(v = 0. Momen-
t.um conservation, L:t kt!' = 0, will be assumed. We introduce the following three 
antisymmetric bilinears, 
and ± ·- k±l'k±v elm .- Cµv f m (5) 
of which the first one is fully U( I, 1) invariant while the other two arc only inert. 
under S'U(l, 1) as their charge index indicates. 
For less than three external legs, 
A0 = 0 A 1 = 0 A2 = I (6) 
i11cl11ding loop and instanton corrections. The tree-level three-point function is 
;13 = A+'(c-)2 + Ao(co)2 + A-1(c+)2 g=O 23 23 23 (7) 
with the observation that Lorentz invariance requires the coupling A to acquire a 
U( l) charge of two units! Using the standard Mandelstam variables s, t, and u, the 
first. non-trivial amplitude is 
A;=O ex A+ 2[c!2C:)4t + c23c41s - stu] 2 + A+ 1 [c!2cg4t + c23c~ 1 s - stu] 2 
+ A0 [c~2 cg4 t + c~3c~ 1 s - stu] 2 
+ A- 1 [c;"2cg4t + 43c~ 1 s - stu] 2 + A- 2[c;"2ct4t + 43ct1s - stu] 2 
= 0 
(8) 
due to the very special kinematics in 2+2 dimensions! It is believed that An~4 =Oto 
all orders, so that string duality is consistent with the conjectured complete absence 
of massive poles in intermediate channels. 
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J\t. the one-loop level, we have computed [4, 15] 
(9) 
with the 11elp of cimctm + c~mc~m = 0, leading me to the interesting conjecture that 
(10) 
4. Spectral Flow and Instantons 
Since moduli are integrated over, shifting their values cannot affect the final ampli-
tude. It does, however, have an effect on the integrand, A;,c The Maxwell moduli 
couple to the gauge-fixed action as 
S[X ... lr] (11) 
so that JJ -4 If + h changes the action by 
where I used the harmonicity of h and d * l=O and introduced a reference point p0 . 
Clearly, my shift has induced twists exp{27ri0 J *J} around the standard homology 
cycles as well as around the punctures, with 0 E [0, l]. Dependence on p0 drops out 
because L:t resp,h = 0. 
When integrating over the Maxwell moduli, I could fix some H and let h sweep 
over the complex torus. During this course, the twists extend the already existing 
sum over spin structures to an integral over spin structures. Integration over matter 
and ghost fields finally yields Jacobi theta functions, with the prescription to inte-
grate over their characteristics [4]. This is in line with the phenomenon of spectral 
flow. Indeed, a twist around a puncture at z may be absorbed into a redefined 
(twisted) vertex operator, 
(8) 2'ri8 J' •J V(z) --> V (z) := e 'o V(z) (13) 
which can be seen to create a spectrally flowed state from the vacuum. Alternatively, 
conjugating the generators of the N=2 superconformal algebra by the spectral-flow 
operator 
SFO(O) := exp{27ri0 fz *J} 
zo 
(14) 
explicitly realizes the spectral flow endomorphism of the algebra. 
Furthermore, SFO is BRST-closed but only its zero mode is not BRST-exact, 
so that its position in an amplitude does not matter. Hence, amplitudes are twist-
invariant, (\'i(oi) ... V.! 8"l) =(Vi ... Vn), as long as the total twist vanishes, L:t Ot=O. 
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Bosonizing the local U(l) current *J = d</> with a linear combination </> = <f>m + </>gh 
of compact (matter and ghost) bosons, 
SFO(O) = exp{ 2?ri0 [</>(z) - </>(zo)]} = e-2"iO</>(zo) exp{ 2?ri0 <P(z)} (15) 
provides me with a local operator exp{27ri0</i }, modulo zero-mode ambiguities. The 
two factors in eq. (15) are separately neutral under the local U(l), but carry opposite 
global U(l) charges. 
Interestingly, spectral flow is related to Maxwell instantons on the world-sheet. 
Flowing around full circle, i.e. choosing 0=1, one may define an instanton-creation 
operator 
IGO := >. SFO(O=l) = >. e-21ri</>(zo) exp{27ri</i(z)} ( 16) 
which implements a singular gauge transformation A --> A + d In z and changes the 
world-sheet instanton number via IGO\c) = \c+l). I can now hide the zero-mode or 
reference-point ambiguity by simply declaring 
>. = e211'i</>(zo) (17) 
which gives IGO and >. (!) a global U(l) charge of q=2. Then, amplitudes with 
different instanton backgrounds are related through 
with a total twist of L:1 01 = c. This matches the >. dependence in eq. (3). 
5. lnstantons as Lorentz Generators 
Finally, I propose a common solution of two related problems. First, I have shown 
that A~;to is only invariant under the SU(l, 1) subgroup of the spacetime Lorentz 
group. Second, I should even like to extend the Lorentz group from U(l, 1) ~ U( 1) x 
SU(l, 1) to 50(2, 2) ~ SU(l, 1) x SU(l, 1), as is proper for a real (2+2)-dimensional 
spacetime and necessary for the existence of spacetime spinors. Surprisingly, my 
instanton creation and annihilation operators point to a solution. Factorizing into a 
matter and ghost part, IGO = IGOmIGOgh, the first factor is a genuine current and 
provides me with new charges, M+ = f IGOm and M_ = f IG0-;;,1. Together with 
the U(l) Lorentz generator M3 = f d</im, they create the second SU(l, 1) factor of 
the extended S0(2, 2) Lorentz group! 
It is not difficult to check that M+ and M_ act on amplitudes by simply raising 
and lowering the U(l) charge q of two cim kinematical factors by one unit each. For 
n=3, the range of instanton backgrounds in eq. (3), !cl ~ 2g+l, is nicely matched 
by the allowed range of U(l) charges, \q\ ~ 2(2g+l), from eqs. (10) and (7). These 
charge assignments are also compatible with amplitude factorization. 
To conclude, the extended S0(2, 2) Lorentz invariance of N=2 string amplitudes 
is not manifest but realized in a hidden way. The inevitable choice of a complex 
structure in R 2•2 selects some U(l, 1) subgroup. In essence, world-sheet Maxwell in-
stantons rotate around this subgroup and, with it, the spacetime complex structure. 
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It is therefore natural to view the Maxwell coupling A as a coordinate parametrizing 
the moduli space of complex structures, which requires it to appropriately trans-
form under part of the Lorentz group. This seems to connect well with the results 
of [8, 10] and asks for a twistor-like formulation. 
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Classical and Quantum Aspects 
of Low Dimensional Relativistic String Theory 
l.N. Nikitin* 
Institute for High Energy Physics 
Protvino, Russia 
In this review the properties of low dimensional string theory will be considered. 
In the first part pure classical questions are discussed. The second part concerns to 
the problem of string quantization. 
1. Singular points on open strings 
The world sheet of open string can be represented in the following form (see [l] and 
fig.I): xµ(a, T) = (Qµ(ai) + Qµ(a2))/2, where a1.2 = T ±a and Qµ(a) is linked with 
initial data by the expression Qµ(a) = Xµ(a, 0) + J; da'pµ(a', 0). Here, as usual, .r 
and pare even and 2rr-periodical functions of a. Fourier expansion of Qµ(a) gives 
oscillator variables, ordinarily used in string theory. 
Vector-function Q µ(a) defines a curve in Minkowski space, further it will be 
callPd .mpporting c1t1'11c , which posiwssf's I hf' foll wing I ropf'r ie~: (I) it is light-like: 
CJ'2(a) = O; Fourier expansion of Lhis ·quat.ion giv s Virasoro const.raints; (2) it is 
periodical: Qµ(a + 21f) = Q,,(tT) + 2Pµ; w se fr m t!P d finitio11 of Qµ{a), that 
semi-period Pµ is equal Lo total momentum of th string; (3) it. oi 11 id •s with world 
li11e of one end of the string Xµ(O, T), the world line of another end Xµ(rr, T) is the 
8Upporting curve shifted on Pw 
The problem of world sheet reconstruction can be reduced to less dimensional 
case. The subspace, orthogonal to Pµ, is the rest frame of the string. If we project the 
supporting curve into this subspace, we obtain the closed curve. Initial supporting 
rnrve in Minkowski space can be uniquely (up to shifts) reconstructed by its pro-
jection, using the condition of light-likeness: Q~(O') = IQ'(O')I =} Qo(O') - Q0 (0) = 
length of arc of the curve Q( O') between points, marked O' and 0. Therefore, the 
shape of the world sheet is uniquely determined by the projection of the supporting 
curve into the rest frame. 
* E-mail: Nikitin_l@mx.ihep.su 
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_3... 
2 1 2 
Fig.1. World sheet of open string is constructed as geometrical locus of middles of segments, 
connecting all possible pairs of points on supporting curve. 
fi(] ~()\'\ 
v. ~ ( 1·· 
2 
Fig.2. Point of the world sheet is 
regular , if tangent vectors are linearly 
independent in it (1). Otherwise the 
point is singular (2,3). Point (2) lies 
on the edge of world sheet. 
This description of the world sheet is convenient to study singular points on 
it. First of all, why do these points appear ? Tangent vectors to the world sheet 
in a point x1,(cr, T) are Q~(cri) and Q~(cr2), i.e. tangent vectors to the supporting 
curve in correspondent points. If these two vectors are linearly independent, they 
define tangent plane to the world sheet, and this point is regular (point (1) on fig.2) . 
Otherwise, if these vectors are parallel, the point is singular. Rejecting the trivial 
case (2), when the point lies on the second edge of the world sheet, we will study 
inner singular points (3) . For this study we should analyze Taylor expansions of 
the world sheet near singular points and take into account some general topological 
properties of the supporting curve. Here only the results of this analysis will be 
presented. Detailed proofs can be found in [2]. 
First of all, two important properties should be marked. 
1. The case (3) on fig.2 is stable in Minkowski space with the dimension 3 and 4 
and unstable in other dimensions. Stability means that existence of parallel tangents 
cannot be eliminated by small variations of the supporting curve, or equivalently, 
initial data. Due to this fact the singular points on the world sheets in 3 and 4 
dimensions are stable. The phase space of open string contains full dimensional 
regions, correspondent to singular world sheets*. 
* Note: In work [3] the world sheets of closed strings in 3 dimensions were studied , and it was 
shown, that all such world sheets have singularities. 
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2. The study of momentum flows on the world sheet shows that the linear density 
of momentum on the string tends to infinity in singular points. It is also true for 
the ends of the string. 
Fig.3. The fold on the world sheet 
in 3 dimensions. 
Fig.4. Singular point on the world 
sheet in 4 dimensions. 
Let me briefly describe how these stable singularities look like. Singularities on 
the world sheets in 3 dimensions have a form of folds, shown on fig.3. Equal time 
sections give cusps on strings. Cusps move at light velocity, born by pairs, scatter 
or annihilate in collisions, form coupled states. These phenomena were comprehen-
sively studied in (2]. 
In 4-dimensional case singularities are localized in isolated points. The shape of 
the world sheet near singular point is shown on fig.4. 
2. String quantization in low dimensions 
Although the most active investigations in string theory use critical dimensions, 
there is a long-standing belief that quantization of the string without anomalies 
exactly in Dirac sense can be done in arbitrary dimension, and particularly, in 4 
dimensions. This theory can be constructed using the following clue ideas. 
(1) We will use non-covariant approach. Reparametrization gauge freedom will 
be fixed, some particular parametrization of the world sheet will be chosen. 
(2) This parametrization should be Lorentz-invariant. The well known problem 
of light cone parametrization is that Lorentz-transformations change the position 
of the world sheet respective to fixed gauge axis, they are followed by reparame-
trizations, and common anomaly in Virasoro algebra appears in Lorentz group. 
The simplest way to make the parametrization Lorentz-invariant is to connect the 
gauge axis with some conserving vector in sl,ri:ng Lheory, .g. witb total momentum 
(Rohrlich gauge [1]) or moment (let's call it Pauli-Lubanski gaug ). In this case the 
Lorentz-transformations move the gauge axis Log Lh r wiLh the world sheet, and the 
parametrization on the world sheet is not changed. 
(3) In order to obtain explicit Lorentz-covariance of the theory, we should use new 
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sci. of i11depcnde11t variables, connected with old ones by canonical transformation. 
This set. should contain Lorentz-generators explicitly. In this case their commutators 
will he postulated <lirectly from the Poisson brackets, and anomaly will not appear. 
11. is sufficiently, as more detailed study shows, that generators of rotations in the rest 
fra111<~ (inner orbital moment) would be independent variables. All other variables 
beside the moment should have simple Poisson brackets, for example, be Lorentz 
scalars and form a set of canonically conjugated pairs. Recent attempt to construct 
sucl1 rrwchanics was done in [1]. It had happened that constructed variables are 
hound<~d in some complicated regions of the phase space. Because the properties of 
q11ar1l.um theory depend on the global structure of the phase space, we should use 
Lil<' n•111aining freedom to 
( '1) make the global structure simple. 
This program is not realized completely, mainly due to algebraic complexity 
of t.h<• prnhlern. It. is realized only for special submanifolds in the phase space, 
n·p1'<'s<'11Li11g particular types of string motion. One such submanifold was found, 
for which t.hc st.ring is a straight. rod, rotating at constant angular velocity in the 
r<'.-;1 fra.llH'. For this t.ype of motion the supporting curves are circles; this family 
l1as fom fr<'Pdo111 degrees, including radius, orientation and initial point of natural 
para111!'t.ri1rn.tion of ll1P circle. Quantum theory for the straight string [4] gives the 
sp<·cl.rn111, rnnl.ai11ing a sing!<' leading Hegge trajectory. 
Now I prcs<·111. two types of subrnauifolds with anomaly free quantization, which 
n111 IH' rn11sid<'n'd as gc11<'ralization of the straight string mechanics. 
Th;. fi mt ty fl<' nrnt.ai ns 6-di rnc11sional su bmanifolds of quite general for111. Th<' 
sh<11w of I.he cmws in tlwsc families is defined by two parameters, for which we rn11 
g<'n<'rally cl1oos1• l.hP l<'ngi.11 of t.hP <'lll'V<' and oriented arPa oft.hr. s11rfal'1', p111l1'd 011 
it. (I.hey are proport.io11al t.o mass and moment of the string respcctiwly ). Oi.lwr ·1 
parameters define thP orientation and the choice of initial point. We r<'q11ir<' ;ilso, 
that the projection of the manifold on (moment, mass2 ) plane should ocrnpy a 
sector S :::; M 2 /2rr. String mechanics on such manifolds w11s considered in [!i], using 
Hohrlich gauge. It was shown, that the restriction of general string mechanics 0111.o 
such submanifolds is globally canonically equivalent to the mechanics of t.lw sysl.<'111 
"3-dimensional rotator + [-dimensional oscillator". Quantization of this mechanics 
leads to the spectrum, shown on left side of fig.5. 
The second type includes infinitely dimensional submanifolds, correspondent to 
axially symmetrical supporting curves Q(u). It was shown in [6], that namely for 
these manifolds the mechanics in Pauli-Lubanski gauge has simple form: "rotator + 
infinite set of oscillators". Quantization leads to the spectrum, shown on right side 
of fig.5. On this figure pis the symmetry order, r is topological invariant (winding 











Fig.5. Quantum spectra for configuration "rotator+oscillator" (left) and axially syrnmctrical 
configuration (right). 
The both types of restricted mechanics satisfy four requirements described above 
and they are explicitly Lorentz-covariant on quantum level. Possible ways to enlarg'' 
these constructions to the whole set of string motion are discussed in citecJ works. 
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On a Possibility of Membrane Cosmology 
S.N. Roshchupkin 
Simferopol Stat e University, 333036, Simferopol, Ukraine 
and A.A. Zheltukhin• 
f{harkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine 
Tensionless null p-branes in arbitrary cosmological backgrounds are con-
sidered and their motion equations are solved. It is shown that an ideal fluid 
of null p-branes may be considered as a source of gravity for D-dimensional 
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universes. 
The string approach [l J to building a selfconsistent inflation theory has evoked a 
great deal of interest now. Therefore it is important to search the string dynamics 
in curved space-time [1-6]. Clearing up a physical role of p-branes in cosmology is a 
topical problem, too [4,5]. Here we consider dynamics of null p-branes [7,8], which 
are tensionless limit of p-branes, in curved spaces. We show that their motion 
equations can be linearized and exactly solved in contrast to the case of p-branes . 
Generalizing the results of [5] we find that the perfect fluid of the null p-branes is 
an alternative dominant source of gravity in the Hilbert-Einstein equations for the 
Friedmann universe with k == 0 . The action for null p- branes in a cosmological 
backgrou11d GMN(x) may be written as [7] 
(1) 
where µ, v == 0, 1, ... ,p are the indices of the hyperworldsheet of the null p-brane 
( ~0 == T,e == u 1,e == u 2 ,. . .. ,e == aP) and E(T,an) is a (p + 1) -dimensional 
hyperworldsheet density. The determinant 9 of the induced null p- brane metric 
9µ.v 
M N X ABX X ( 
·AG ( ) ·B 
9µ.v == 0µ.X GMN(x) OvX == a AG ( ) ·B 
mX AB X X 
9mn(x) == OmXA GAn(x) OnXB 
may be presented in a factorized form 
• E-mail:kfti@kfti.kharkov.ua 
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where point denotes differentiation with respect to T . The matrix fIM N( x) has 
the properties of the projection operator [8] 
Therefore the action(l)can be written in the following form: 




The variation of the action S with respect to E generates the degeneracy condition 
for the induced metric 9iw 
g = detg1.w = 0, (6) 
which separates the class of (p + 1) -dimensional isotropic geodesic hypersurfaces 
characterized by the null volume. In the gauge 
we find the motion equations and constraints in the following form 
··M+rM ·P·Q-o X PQX X -
(7) 
(8) 
Now consider the case of the D -dimensional Friedmann universe with k = O 
described by the metric form 
(9) 
where M, N = 0, 1, ... , D -1 . It is convenient to transform Eqs.(8)to the conformal 
time x0 ( r, (j) , defined by 
dx0 = C(x0 )dx0 , C(x0 ) = R(x0 ), (10) 
In the gauge of the conformal time the metric (9) is presented in the conformal-flat 
form 
ds2 = C(x0 )T/MNdxMdxN, 
with the Christoffel symbols f'Wq(x) [9] 
T/MN = diag(l, -b;j) 




Taking into account the relations (10,12) we transform Eqs. (8) to the form 
i:M + 2c-1c!iM = o 
·M·N 
T/MNX x = 0, :Ma -N 0 T/MNX mX = , 
(13) 
(14) 
where~ m, n = 1, ... , p . The first integration of these equations leads to the following 
equal.ions of t.he rirst order 
// •(>2:U ,/,0( l 2 P) ./ X == ip CI , G' , .. , a , H •c2 :i _ ,/,i( 1 2 P) x - y.,; a , a , .. , a , 
the solutions of which have the form 
T = H*1/;"Q 1 [' dt R(t), lt 0 
. j( I 2 P)) _ H·-1.,,i rd R-2(t) 
.cT,a,a, .. ,a - 'P)o T , 
(15) 
( 16) 
where 11· isamcl.ricconstant.withthcdimension 1,- 1 and t 0 :=x0 (0,a 1,a2 , .. ,ar), 
it.11d :r'(O, a 1, a 2 , .. ,aP)) and 1/;M(a) are the initial data. The solution (16) for I.he 
span~ world coordinates xi(t)(i = 1, ... , D - 1) as a function of the cosmic t.imc 
I = .r 11 , n1ay be writ.ten in the equivalent form as 
.. i I 2 p _ i( I 2 p i l 2 p JI -I 
.1 (l,a ,a, .. ,a) - x lo, a ,a, .. ,a)+ v (a ,a, .. ,a) di. fl (l), 
!v 
( 17) 
when· 11i(a) = 1/Jc) 11/J'. The explicit. form of t.hc solutions (16) allows t.o transform 
1.lw const.rair1t.s ( 11) int.o I.hose for t.hc Cauchy inil.ial data: 
v'(am)vk(an)8ik = I, 
Omx0 (0, am)= R(x0 (0, a'") vi(an)tl';k8mxk(O, am), 
( 18) 
( 19) 
where vk(a1,a2, .. ,aP) = 1/Ji1);01 . Note that t.he constrainl.s (18) and (19) produce· 
t.he additional constraird.s , which arc their integrability c:ondil.ions 
(20) 
Now we want to show that the null p-branes may be considered as dominant gravity 
sources of the Friedmann universes. With this aim assume that the perfect fluid of 
these null p-branes is homogenious and isotropic. The energy density p(t) and the 
pressure p(t) of this fluid and its energy -momentum (TMN) are connected by the 
standard relations 
(To0 ) = p(t), (21) 
The tensor (TMN) is derived from the momentum-energy tensor TMN of a null 
p-brane by means of its space averaging when a set of null p-branes is introduced 
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instead of a separate null p- brane. The energy -momentum tensor 'J'MN(:r,) of null 
p-branc is defined by the variation of the action (1) with respect t.o GMN(.r) 
TMN(X) = 1 J dTdP( :i;M:i;NliD(XM - .TM) 
7r/. ViGf (22) 
After the substitution of the velocities :i;m (15) and subsequent. int.cgrnt.ion with 
respect to T , the non-zero components of 1MN (22) take the following forlll 
T 00(X) = _l_ /f.(-D)(t) J dTdP~ 1/Jo(am)/iD-l()e - x'(T, a'")), 
1r/. H• 
rk(X) = 7r/:H. R(-D- 2 ) J dTdP~ vi(a)vk(a)if;o(a)li/J-l(Xi - xi(T, a"'), (2:!) 
where the time dependence '!'MN is factorized and accumulated in t.hc• scale fact.or 
R(t). Taking into ac:counL t.he constraint. v'(am)vk(an)oik = I gives rise to t.hc 
following rel at.ion between t.he components of the tensor ('/'MN) 
Sp T = To0 + Gi1 T'1 = 0. (21) 
As a result. oft.he space averaging we find the non zero cornponcnt.s of ('/'MN) 1.o 
be equal 1.o 
A 
('f'uo) = p(t) = RD(t)' ('J',l) = -p(l)h,1 , (25) 
whc~rc~ A is a constant. wil.h the dimension /, -/J . Eqs.(25) show that the equation 
of sl.al . <~ of null r brancs nuid is just. the equation of st.ate for a gas of massless 
parl.ic lc-s 
(26) 
Eq. (26) was found in [:l]as the approximate equation of st.ate~ describing the phase~ 
of perfect gas of shn111k strings (R(t) -+ 0, T -+ 0) valid in the small R(t) 
limit. for a negatively accelerated contraction (d2 R/dt 2 < 0, dR/dt < 0) of the 
univc•rses. Taking into account the additional interactions of the 11ull p- brane fluid 
with any background fields breaks the coincidence of their st.ate equation and the 
one describing ultrarelativistic gas of massless particles in the same background. It 
is a consequence of thr. fact that particles have no internal structure in contrast to 
extended objects such as p- branes. An example of such an interaction may be the 
interaction of null p- brane with the dilaton field </> describing by the action [7] 
S = S0 + S 1 = j drdP( [ det(ai;~~T~;~avxN) - </>(xM)E(T, am)] (27) 
Now assume that the fluid of null p-branes is a dominant source of the FRW 




with the non-zero Ricci tensor RMN components defined by G MN ( l) 
Ro __ D-1 d2 R 
0 
- R dt 2 ' 
R-k = _8.k [_!__ d2R D - 2 (dR) 2] 
I I R dt 2 + R2 di (29) 
should contain the tensor (TMN) (21) as a source of the FRW gravity. Moreover, 
the constraints (21), i.e. 
pR0 -A= 0 
must be a motion integral for the HE system (28). It is actually realized because 
since the trace RMM ~ (TMM) = 0 (see (26) . In view of this fact it is enough to 
consider only one equation of the system (28) 
(
_!__ dR) 2 
R dt 
167rGo A 
(D-l)(D-2) RD (30) 
which defines the scale factor R( t) of the FRW metric ( 1 ). Note that in the case 
D = 4 Eq.(30) transforms into the well-known Friedmann equation for the energy 
density in the radiation dominated universe with k = 0 . The solutions of Eq. (30) 
arc 
R1(t) = [q(ic - i)] 2fD, 
Ru(t) = [q(t - tc)] 2fD, 
where q = [47rGvA/(D - l)(D - 2)] 1!2 and le is a constant of integration which is 
a singular point of the metric. The solution R1 describes the stage of negatively 
accelerated contraction of D-dimensional FRW universe. In the small R limit (R _, 
0) [3] this solution was found as an approximate asymptotic solution for the gas of 
strings with non-zero tension. For the case of null strings [5] and null p-branes this 
solution is exact. The second solution (30) Ru describes the stage of the negatively 
accelerated expansion of the FRW universe from the state with space volume equal 
to "zero". Thus we see that the perfect fluid of noninteracting null p-branes may be 
considered as an alternative source of the gravity in the FRW universes with k = O . 
Null p- branes theory in curved space-time is characterized by a set of the con-
straints connected with the reparametrization symmetry. To find these constraints 




Then we find the following primary constraints 
(32) 
The Hamiltonian density produced by the action functional (1) is 
(33) 
and the condition of conservation of the primary constraint 
p(E) = 0, (34) 
where P(E) is the canonical momentum conjugated to E, generates the following 
condition 
' J 1 MN 
'P(E) = d"~ {1-£
0
, 'P(Ej}P.B . = -
49
G 'PM'PN = 0 (35) 
produces a secondary constraint 
(36) 
Additional constraints do not appear so the total hamiltonian of null p-brane is 
given by 
This hamiltonian and the reparametrization constraints may be used for the quan-
tization of null p-brane in a curved space time. 
This paper was supported in part by the INTAS and Dutch Government Grant 
94-2317 and the Fund for Fundamental Research of CST of Ukraine No 2.3/664. 
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Abstract 
We present some mathematical aspects of Landau-Ginzburg string vacua in t.c~rms 
of toric geometry. The one-to-one correspondence between toric di visors and some of 
( -1, 1) states in Landau-Ginzburg model is presentc~d for a typical 1.ypc: of superpo-
tential. The Landau-Ginzburg interpretation of non-toric divisors is also presented. 
Using this interpretion, we propose a method to solve the so-called "twisted sect.or 
problem" by orbifold construction. This construction shows that. how wnw class of 
Landau-Ginzburg string vacua are connected. 
Strings on Calabi-Yau manifolds are most promised candidates for unified theory. 
Their physics heavily depends on the topological properties of Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
Recently it is believed that the toric geometry gives us the most usdult.echniquc to 
study Calabi-Yau manifolds [l, 2]. 
It is also known that. Landau-Ginzburg models [3] can describe the strings on 
Calahi-Yau manifolds. They give us a powerful method for calculating t.hc (anti-
)chiral rings [1] which can be identified with the cohomology rings on 1.hc com~­
spcmding Calahi-Yau manifolds. In this note, W<' st11dy th<' rnlat.ion between Landau-
Cinzburg models and t.oric geometry [5, 6]. 
J\ Landau-Ginzhurg model is characterized hy a supcrpotential W(X1) where X1 
arc N = 2 chiral sup<'rficlds. In this paper, we will restrict. our attention to the 
~111wrpol<"nlial of a form W(X;) = Xf' + x;2 + X~' + x:• + x:•, which corr sponds 
to tlH' P<'rmat type hypersurface in WC P4 • The La.nd;L11-\.irndrnrg orhifolds [3] 
<1n' ol1t.ai111-.cl hy quot.icnting with an Abelian symmetry group G' of W(X;) , whose: 
c•l1·111c11l .<J ads as an N x N diagonal matrix, g : X; - • c1 "iti, 0 Xi where 0 S 0/1 < I. 
Of course thC! U( I) twist j : X, -+ t!2~•q, X; generates Lhc Nyrnmcl,ry group of 
W(X;), where qi = !J-, \- (>."'· X;) = X1W(X;) and ,\ E o;·. In this pap r , we 
furl.her require that. w 5 = 1 since I.he t.oric description of the corrcsp nding ala! i-
Yau mirror manifolds are well-known [1 , 2J . [n the following we will focus on t.lie 
( -1, 1) states in (a, c) ring, where states are labelled by left and right U(l) charges. 
These states can be identified with (1, 1) forms on Calabi-Yau manifolds and hence 
correspond to divisors which can be described in terms of toric geometry. 
Let us bric Ay review a method of Lorie geometry [l, 2]. In toric geometry,a 
pair of (6., 6. ") gives a Ca.la.bi-Yau manifold, where 6. is a (Newton) polyhedron 
corresponding Lo morn>mials and 6. · is a dual (or polar) polyhedron describing the 
resolution of singularities , i.e. a point 011 a one- or two-dimensional face of 6. • 
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corresponds to a (1, 1) form coming from resolution. 
Since we consider the Fermat type quasihomogeneous r,olynomial, the corre-
sponding Calahi-Yau hypersurface consists of monomials zf w; ( i = 1, · · ·, 5). The 
associated 1-dimensional integral convex polyhedron ti(w) is the convex hull of the 
integral vectors m of the exponents of all quasi-homogeneous monomials of degree 
d shifted by ( -1, ... , -1 ), i.e. flf= 1 z;";+l: 
5 
ti(w) := {(m1 1 ... ,ms) E lR5 ILw;m; = O,m;::::: -1}. (1) 
i=l 
This implies that only the origin is the point in the interior of ti. Its dual polyhedron 
is defined by 
4 
ti•= { (x1, ... ,x4) I L.:x;y;::::: -1 for all (y1, ... ,y1) E ti}. (2) 
i=l 
In our case it is known that (ti, ti•) is a reflexive pair. An /-dimensional face e c ti 
can be represented by specifying its vertices Vj" ... 'v; •. Then the dual face e· is a 
( 1 - l - l )-dimensional face of ti• and defined by 
e· = {x E ti* I (x, v;,) = ... = (x, v;.) = -1}, 
where ( *, *) is the ordinary inner product. 
For our type of models, we then always obtain as vertices of 6( w) 
111 = (d/w1 -1,-1,-1,-1), 112 = (-l,d/w2 -1,-1,-1), 
113 = (-1, -1, d/w3 - 1, -1), 114 = (-1, -1, -1, d/w4 - 1), 
!15 = ( -1, -1, -1, -1)' 
and for the vertices of the dual polyhedron ti*( w) one finds 
11; = (1,0,0,0), v; = (0, 1,0,0), v; = (0,0, 1,0), v~ = (0,0,0, 1), 




In the following we will associate an integral point inside ti*(w), i.e. an excep-
tional divisor, with a (-1,1) state which can be written in the form 11-1) • To (a,c) 
explain our method, we define the phase symmetries p; which act on X; as 
(6) 
with trivial action for other fields. The operator p; can be represented by a diagonal 
matrix whose diagonal matrix elements are 1 except for (pi).,· = e2"iq;. It is obvious 
1, 
that 
J = P1 · · · Ps· (7) 
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Iu ref.[8] the mirror map for the (a, c) ground states in the j-1-twist.ed sector 
lj-1) are considered. In the j-1-twisted sector, if a field X; is invariant. then (a,c) 
Pi' = pi1; =identity, (8) 
where -l, = -l mod a, and one gets 
j-I TI Pi1; · (9) 
-lq,fiZ 
So, we may represent 1j-1) = lfLtq q pi1') . Furthermore, we can calculate (a,c) •I' (a,c) 
the U ( 1) charges of this state and the result is 
(- 2: l;q,, 2: i,q,) . (10) 
-lq;¢Z -lq,¢Z 
The eq.(9) is the key equation for our purpose. This implies 
-lq; = u;-l;q; for i = 1 rv 5, (11) 
where -I; are defined to be -a; + 1 ~ -l; ~ 0. Thus u; are uniquely determined. 
Clearly, u; are integers and u; = 0 if X; is invariant under j- 1 action (see eq.(9)). 
u5 always vanish since w5 = 1. 
LP- t u= (ui, u:i, u3 , u1 ) be an integral vector. It can be show11 [5 , 6J I.h at, tt is or1 
a Ja .t! f 6."(w). So we shou ld assert Llial ts is jusL an inLcgral point i11sicle 6"(w) , 
whi h can be identified with tlte exccpl.i nal divisors. Through tbis id 11Lifi c<~tion , 
WC olJl.aio Lbe onc-to-011c cor.rcsponJc11 • b lwe ' II the - 1, 1) st.a.I. 11-1) and Lhc (n,r.) 
exceptional divisor. Moreover, on e this identification is made, w a.n obtain Lh · 
m nomial-divhm·r mirror ma1 [71 for Cal a.bi -Ya.u manifolds. For morP detai ls, ~Pc~ 
rek[8, 5, 6]. 
As an example, we consider the Landau-Ginzburg model with the superpotential 
(12) 
with U(l) charges of X; being 
1 1 1 1 
( 12' 12' 12' 4' 2 ), (13) 
which were studied in ref.[9]. The results are displayed in Table 1, where Dim. 
means the dimension of the dual face on which the point v• lies. For Calabi-Yau 
threefolds, a point lying on a face of Dim. = lor2 corresponds to a toric divisors. 
In this model, there is one ( -1, 1) states represented by X 4 lj-3 ) (a,cJ· This state 
should correspond to so-called "twisted sector problem" in toric geometry, i.e. the 
corresponding divisor cannot be identifid with a point in 6. *( w ). Only the number of 
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II ( a,c) state I vj vector I Dim. II 
11-2)1n c\ v~ = (0, 0, 0, -1) 3 
IJ-4 )(ac\ v; = (0,0, -1, -2) 2 
Table 1: The toric data of Landau-Ginzburg or bi folds of W1 
such non-toric divisors can be described by toric geometry [1 ]. We can show [6] that 
for Fermat type models the number of these ( -1, 1) states is equal to the number 
of such non-toric divisors. 
Using these understandings, we will propose an effective method to solve the 
"t.wist.ed sector problem" [6]. The essential ingredient is an orbifold construction. If 
one rinds an appropriate orbifoldization, the (-1, l) states such as x41j-3 )(< ) arc 
projected out and new ( -1, l) states will appear in new twisted sectors. F~~ our 
example, we can find such an appropriate orbifoldization. 
Consider the following superpotential 
(14) 
Note that. the set of fields Y; have the same U(l) charges as Xi's. So, W2-theory has 
the same topological numbers as W1-theory. Hence one may identify the fields Xi 
and Y;; 
xi= Y; for i = l,2,3 x: = Ys2 , x; = Yi2 Ys. ( 15) 
For one-t.o-one identification, we should further identify 
(16) 
So, Wrtheoy can be considered as "ll..2 orbifold of W1-theory [10]. We dcnot.1~ by g 
this "ll..2 twist. Below one finds our results . There is no "twisted sector problem" as 
expected. 
Our results shows that the toric data (b.;, b.i) which correspond to W,-theory 
satisfy 
( 17) 
These properties of toric data imply that the mouli spaces of these two theories 
are connected. From our construction , the singular "ll.. 2 orbifold point should be 
·onsidered that thesuperpotcnt,ia l is W2 and (- 1, l )sta.L ' are lj-2)( and li -'1) •) ' a,cj (a,<. 
T hus ou Lh si1 gular orbifold point , th orresponding Lorie data a r {b.~, D.;) . This 
is not a dua l pair so that one could not obtain a. smooth Cata.bi-Yau mani fold . 
How v , lliis is a boundary point whi h connects the moduli spaces of the two 
th ories described by I.he sup rpoientials W1 a nd W2 • Our orb ifo ld onstru tion 
corresponds to the toric construction in refs.(9, 11], in which the structures of moduli 
spaces of Calabi-Yau manifolds are studied. Details and some generalizations will 
appear elsewhere [6]. 
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( a,c) state 11J vector J Dim. JJ 
)j-2 )(,. cl 116 = (0, 0, 0, -1) 3 
u-4)r .. cl 117 = (0,0 , -1,-2) 2 
)g-l )1,. cl 118 = (0, 0, 0, 1) 1 
)g-lj-l)lacl 119 = (0,0,-1,l) 3 
)g-1 j-2),,. cl 11j0 = (0, 0, -1, 0) 3 
)g-1 j-3)(,. cl 11j1 = (0,0,-1,-1) 3 
Table 2: The toric data of Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds of W2 
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Harmonic superspace: new directions 
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Abstract 
We sketch recent applications of the harmonic superspace approach for off-
shell formulations of ( 4, 4 ), 2D sigma models with torsion and for constructing 
sup(~r KdV hierarchies associated with "small" and "large" N = 4 supercon-
forrnal algebras. 
1. Introduction. Harmonic supcrspace (HSS) has been proposed in 1984 by 
our Dub11a group headed by late Viktor lsaakovich Ogievetsky [l] as an efficient. 
l.ool 1.o l.reat. theories with extended SUSY. This concept allowed to solve the long-
sl.a11di11g prohbn of constructing off-shell superfield formulations of all N = 2, i\JJ 
sup('('syrnrrwt.ric theories : N = 2 matter (sigma models) , N = 2 super Yang-Mills 
and supergravit.y theories [l - I\] as well as of N = 3 super Yang-Mills theory [5]. 
Lat.er cm, t.he s;une method was applied to purely bosonic problems to achieve a new 
formulation of I.he Ward construction for self-dual Yang-Mills fields [6] and t.o find 
u11co11st.rained pot.ent.ials for hyper-Kahler and quat.ernionic geometries [7, 8]. 
Tlw <'SsPnc<' of t.lw harmonic: (super)spac:e approar.h r.onsists in extending the 
original (supcr)manifold by some extra variablc~s which parametrize t.hc automor-
phism group of I.he given (super)rna11ifold . In the N = 2, HJ casP. it. wast.he SlJ('2) 
automorphism group acting on the Grassrnann coordinates, the relevant. additional 
variables being isospinor SU(2) harmonics. The basic advantage of considering such 
extended manifolds is the possibility to single out in them a subrnanifold of lowc~r 
dimension, the so-called "analytic subspace" . In most examples the unconstrained 
functions on this subspace, analytic (super)fields, I.urn out to be the fundamental 
entities of the given theory. 
Since its invention, the HSS approach has beP.n advancP.d and developed along 
several directions. One of new trends was applications to covariant quantization of 
superparticles and superstrings, as well as to constructing variants of the twistor-
like formulation of these theories (see, e.g, refs. [9 - 13]). Another line was the 
further exploration of the relationships between complex target geometries and types 
of extended worldsheet supersymmetries in 2D sigma models. Using the SU(2) 
harmonic (super)space language the most general action for sigma models with 
heterotic (0, 4) worldsheet supersymmetry has been found and the relevant bosonic 
target geometry has been revealed and studied [14, 15] (in general, such sigma 
models possess a non-trivial torsion). Closely related development was the recent 
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appliu1tion of Lhe same harmonic formalism for giving the (0,'1) s11pt:rspac<: vc·rs1011 
of Wltteu's i;igma model consLrucLion for ADllM insl,a.11Lon1:1 jlG]. To sd up gc11cml 
off shell acLio11s of lorsio11ful ( 4, 4) supcrsymmc-Lric 11igma 111odels1 a 1ww typ<' of 
llSS, SU(2) x SU(2) 011c, has been recently p!'Oposcd [17, 181 . Ort <' o f Llic ai11 1s of 
Lltill rt'port is to give· a brief accounl of Lite 8U(2) x SU(2) harmonir appruach and 
its 11.pplicaLio11s i11 !ligma. models. 
0111• 111011· iutcrnsLiug a11d perspective domain wlwr<' thf' llSS f«'<·hniqucs prov<"cl 
1.0 he lwl 1>ful is supcrsymmet.rir. inLegrablc models. l lecm1l.ly, Ll 1<' llSS met.hods 
wc•rc sucn:ssfully used to find general solutions Lo sc•lf dual super Yang-MillH and 
s11pergrnvil.y eq11at.ions [ 19], a.s W<'ll as to consf.rnd invariant. act.ions fo1 tl11•s1: sysl.c111s 
[:lOI. This method also plays a central role in intrrprcling N = :J :111pcr Yang Mills 
theory 1\8 an inte1:,r-rahle '1 /) theory [21 J (the Lor<'11!.z s/(2, C) lrnrt11<>11 ics am rclc:va11t 
i11 I.his case). A 11 <·xamplc: of Lorentz invariant 2D i11Lcgrahl<· system with (4, '1) 
s111)cri>ymmctry, Llw (4,'1) SU(2) Liouvillc- WZNW t.hcory [22, 2:1]. admits a nic' c• 
dt>~niµLion i11 SU(2) x SU(2) HSS ll 7J. Quite rerc11l.ly1 the 011r-dimc11sional vNsio11 
of SU(2) IISS was used for constrm;l,ing and st 11dyi11g ;ur N ""4 snpcrcxtcnsiun of 
t. lic- LcxL hook cxamplP. of integrable <'quatio11, Lhc- l(dV orw, ha..~cd m1 lhc: "small" 
N = 4 s11perronform11J algebra as the !lecond harnilt.onia11 struct11rr j2'1, 25J. Tiu• 
s11 rvey of t,Jw harmonic !!llperspacc formulation of t.hiR a lgchrn ancl a.Rsocialcd N = 4 
l<dV hiC'rard1y is a11c1Lher subject. of the pr<'RML co11trihutio11. WC'. will also hri<·lly 
com111C'11L 011 I.he " lllfgc" N = '1 SCA (with .5'0(4) x U( I) affine irnb11. lgc:hrn) r111d 
Llw assoriatc• J(clV hierarchy. In this casf', Litt' aclNp1a1.<· formalism proV<'ll lo lw a 
vc:rsio11 of the SU(2) X SU(2) ll SS ouc. 
2. SU(2)xSU(2) harmonic superspace. The SU('2) x Sf1('2) fl SS is a11 <:xtcnsio11 
of t.Jw sf.an clan I rc•al ( 4, '1) 2/J s 11pen1parC' by f.wo i11drpr11dc-nl ~<'ts of harnw11ic 
variahlrs u*'' a11cl u* 1 0 (111 'u~' = 111 0 11;1 = 1) a.~sociaL<'d with t.hc- aut,ornorphism 
grn11ps 8(1(2)1. and S'U(2)n of the ldt. and right srdors of (4,'1) s111wrsymmclry jl 7] 
(sc•c- also [26]). The rorr<:sponding analytic subspac<' is lipanncd by the followinf.{ set 
of rnorclii111.tt•s 
((.u, 11) = ( x 11 ,:r ( 1) 
wlwrc we· omilted Ll1<' lighl-conc indices of odd n>ordirmles (Lhe first and second Os 
i11 (I) carry, r<':;pcrtivcly, the indices f- and -). T l1e superscript "11, m." stands for 
I wo i11d<•pcndc•11L strictly prese1 ved harmonic U( I) charges, left. (n) and righl (m) 
011c-s. The additioni.Ll douhlct i11din•1i1 !. am! g, refer lo two extrn automorphism 
groups Sl/(2)~ and .5'U(2)~1 . Tc>gct.her wiU1 SU(2)1., and SU(2)n they form t.hc full 
(4, I) supersymrnetry automorphism group S0(4)1, x S0(1)n. We point oul that 
I he S'U('J.) x SU(2) h1mnonic superspace admits a m&nifesl realization of U1e whole 
aulomorphism group of (4,4) 2D supcrsymmctry. This is one of the reasons why a. 
more general Ly pc of ( 4, 4) sigma models, those with torsion on lhe bosonic ma.11 ifold, 
can be described within it.s framework. This type of sigma models is interesLing 
mainly because t.hey can providf' non-trivial backgrouurls for superstrings (sec, e.g., 
ref. [27]). 
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More precisely, such a description becomes possible largely due to the fact that 
t.ht· S/J(2) x Sll (2) rrss providf'S a 11alura l framework for off-s hell formulaLion of 
t.Jw l.w isl.t:cl (4 , iJ) 1nultipl •l. lJnLil 11ow, the latter Willi the basic objcd used for 
ronsl.rud,ing s i(~ 111 a models of Lhis l,yp (acLually, a subc lass of tbcni with 111ul1ia.lly 
1·(1mrnt1t.ing I .fl and ri ght q11 a.t rni nir sl rndur s [28, 291). IL ii1 dcscribecl by il. real 





a2,o + i BI,Oi()l·oa++ , D0,2 = ao,2 + iB0,1 !!:()~·If) __ 
ul ,._a_ ao,2 = vi a_a_) 
f)u-1 i ' f}v-1 a 
(2) 
(3) 
are the left. and right mutually commuting analyticity-preserving harmonic deriva-
tives . These constraints leave in q1•1 8 + 8 independent components that is just the 
irreducible off-shell component content of ( 4, 4) twisted multiplet. 
The general off-shell action of n superfields q1.I M (M = 1, 2, ... n) is given by the 
following integral over the analytic superspace (1) [17] 
(4) 
µ- 2.-2 being the relevant integration measure. The analytic superfield lagrangian 
h2 •2 is an arbitrary function of its arguments (the only restriction on its dependence 
on the harmonics u and v is the consistency with the external U(l) charges 2, 2). 
Let us shortly characterize the relevant target bosonic geometry. 4n physical 
bosons qba M ( x) appear as the first component in the u, v harmonic expansion of 
q1•1 M = q~aM(x)ufv~ + .... The component physical bosons part of the action (4) 
contains both the metric and torsion terms. Both the target metric and torsion are 
expressed in terms of the single symmetric n x n matrix function 
(5) 
where q~' 1 = q1•1 le=o· By its definition, this "metric" is a solution of the constraints 
(6) 
For four-dimensional targets there remains only one component in GMN, so the 
relevant target metric is reduced to a conformal factor. The first condition in the 
above set is obeyed identically, while the second one becomes the Laplace's equation. 
This agrees with general conditions on the bosonic target in torsionful (4,4) sigma 
models with four-dimensional targets [28, 30]. 
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As a non-trivial example of the q1•1 action with four-dimensional bosonic man-
ifold we quote the action of (4,4) extension of the SU(2) x U(l) WZNW sigma 
model 
1 j _2_2 (.11)2(ln(l+X) 1 ) 
Swznw = "'2 µ , q , x2 - (1 + X)X . (7) 
Here 
Despite the presence of an extra quartet constant cia in the analytic superfield 
lagrangian, the action (7) actually does not depend on cia because it is invariant 
under arbitrary rigid rescalings and SU(2) x SU(2) rotations of this constant. Its 
physical bosons part eventually turns out to be expressed through the single function 
G(q0 ). Up to the overall coupling constant, it reads [17], 
(9) 
The component action, in the appropriate parametrization, coincides with the stan-
dard (4,4), SU(2) x U(l) WZNW action. 
U. is wortb mci1tioning t.hal. Lite a('( io11 (7) uniquely fol lows from rcc1uiring invari-
ance und<~r one of two different (Lhougli isomorphic:) N = 4 SU (2) supcrc<)1uormal 
l{roups which ouc may r ali ze in Lh<' S (2) x S (2) anR]ytic HSS [1 2, 17J (they 10~1· 
on Llm "large' N = 4 50(4) X l/(1) sup r onformal group [31 , 2:!]) . Also llof,i<'" t hat. 
Lhcre exist a few equival nL forms r Lil• superli ·l<l lagrangiau in (7) wlticla <lirrer 
from ea It other by full harmonic derivatives. As M l xample we give two sucl.1 for111s 
of the S'U(2) x U(l) WZ ·w a.ctiou 
1 j -2 -2 (•11)2 c-1,1c1,-1 1 j 1 S µ , , = __ µ-2,-2 c1,1 9-1,1 __ . wznw=-K,2 q (l+X)2 ,..,2 l+X (10) 
Lel 11s diswss massive deformat.ions of the ac.:Liori ( 4). Surprisin ly, a11d this is 
a crucial differen · · of the consider d (4 , '1) cil,. e from, say, (2, 2) sigma models wiU1 
Lorsi n Lhe on ly mass iv<~ term of q1•1 M ·onsisLenL willi a11alyti ity aud off-shell ( 4, ti) 
1rnp ·rsymmdry (not modified by entrnl ·li a.rges) is t.h following 011 • [:l2, 17J 
Sm= m j µ-2,-2 01,0100,1 ~ct:. ql,l M; [m] =cm-I . (11) 
Here C/1, are arbitrary constants (subject to the appropriate reality conditions). 
After adding the term (11) to the action (4), passing to components and elim-
inating auxiliary fields, the effective addition to the ( 4, 4) sigma model component 
action is given by 
(12) 
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Ilerc GM N(q0) is the inverse of GM N(qo) defined in eq. (5). Thus we see that the 
potential term in the case in question is uniquely determined by the form of the 
bosonic target metric. In particular, in the case of (4, 4) SU(2) x U(l) WZNW 
model one gets the Liouville potential term for u(x) ex ln{tr qba}, so the massive 
ddorrnat.ion of this model is nothing but the ( 4, 4) super Liouville theory [22]. It 
would be interesting to inquire whether (4,4) extensions of other integrable 2D 
theories can be obtained as massive deformations of some appropriate ( 4, 4) sigma 
models with torsion. 
3. A dual formulation of the twisted multiplet and its generalization. 
The above SU(2) x SU(2) HSS description of ( 4, 4) twisted multiplet suggests a 
1ww off-shell formulation of the latter via unconstrained analytic superfields. After 
irnplement.ing t.hc constraints (2) in the action with superfield lagrange multipliers 
and adding t.his t.crm t.o (4) we arrive at the following new action [17] 
111 (1:1) all 1.lw involved superfields arc unconstrained analytic, so from the beginning 
the action (1:1) contains an infinite number of auxiliary fields coming from the dou-
bl<· harmonic expansions with respect to the harmonics u± 1 ;, v± 1 ". Varying with 
rt!SJ><!cl. to t.lw supcrficlds w 1·- 1 M,w- 1•1 M takes one back to the action (1) and con-
straints (2). On t.hc other hand, varying with respect to q1•1 M yields an algebraic 
equation for climi11at.i11g t.his supcrficld. This enables one to get a new dual off-
shell represent.at.ion of the twisted multiplet. action through unconstrained analytic: 
s11perfields w- 1·1 M, w 1·- 1 M. 
The crucial fcat1m· of tlw action (I ~l) (and its w r<'f>r<'S<'ntation) is 1.lw ;i\wlian 
gauge 111w1na11cc 
(1'1) 
where O'-l,-l M are unconstrained analytic superfield parameters. This gaug<! fn·<· -
dom ensures the on-shell equivalence of the q,w or w formulations of tlu"! twisl<•d 
multiplet action to its original q formulation (4). Namely, it neutralizes superfluous 
physical dimension component fields in the superfields w 1·- 1 M and w- 1•1 M and thus 
equalizes the number of propagating fields in both formulations. It holds already at 
the free level, with h2•2 quadratic in q1 •1 M. So it is natural to expect that any rea-
sonable generalization of the action (13) respects this symmetry or a generalization 
of it. 
It is well known that with making use of ( 4, 4) twisted multiplets one may 
construct invariant off-shell actions only for those torsionful ( 4, 4) sigma models 
for which left and right triplets of covariantly constant complex structures on the 
bosonic target mutually commute [28, 29]. This is true of course for both the actions 
(4) and (13). However, it turns out that the second one is a good starting point for 
constructing more general actions. They admit no inverse duality transformation 
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to the twisted multiplets actions and yield an off-shell description of sigma models 
with non-commuting left and right complex structures. 
In refs. [18] we started from the most general analytic superspace action of the 
triple of superfields q1 •1 M,w1·-1 M,w-1•1 M_ Exploiting the freedom of target. space 
reparametrizations together with the constraints which stem from the important. 
self-consistency condition 
[ D2,o, Do,2 ] = 0 , 
we reduced the action to the form 
Sq,w = j µ - 2,-2{ q1,1MD0,2w1,-1M +q1,1MD2,ow-1,1M +wl,-IMh1,:iM 
(If)) 
+w-1,1 M h3,1 M + w-1,1 M wl,-1 N h2,2 [M,N] + h2,2 } . ( 16) 
Here, the involved potentials depend only on q1•1 Mand target harmonics and still 
satisfy some additional constraints following from eq. (15). Most import.ant. of them 
is as follows 
8h2,2 [M,L] 8h2,2 [N,Ml ()h2,2 [/,,NI 
h2,2[N,1'] + h2,2[L,Tl + h2,2[M,Tl = 0. (17) 
8q1,I T 8ql,I T 8q1,I T 
It ensures the action to be invariant under some non-abclian and nonlinear gauge 
transformations which generalize (14). Their role is to maintain t.he correct. number 
of physical fields ( 4n bosons and 8n fermions). They affect. not only thew superficlds, 
but q1•1 Mas well 
fiql,I M = a-1,-1 N h2,2 [N,MI. ( 18) 
In general, these gauge transformations close with a field-dependent Lie bracket. 
parameter: 




abr = -0"1 0"2 8 1 t N q• (19) 
We see that cq . ( 17) guaranLcc11 the non linear closure of the algebra of gauge trans-
formations (18) , a,n<l so it. is a group wndition similar to the Jacobi identity. Note 
that the non-abrlian haracl r of hcsc lransformations is directly related to the 
presence of the IH!W non-vanishing potential h2·2 [N,MJ. 
It is a matter of straightforward computation to demonstrate that in the latter 
case the left and right complex structures on the bosonic target do not commute. 
We checked this property explicitly [18] for a particular class of the above models 
corresponding to the ansatz 
hl,3 N = h3,1 N = O, h2,2 [N,M] = bl,1 fNMLqt,1 L, b1,1 = biau~v!, bia = const. (20) 
Here, the totally antisymmetric real constants JNML are structure constants of some 
n-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra. 
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Thus it is the presence of the potential h2•2 [N,M] that leads to the above gauge 
symmetry and simultaneously to the non-commutativity of the left and right com-
plex structures [18]. So, only for n 2: 2 a new class of torsionful ( 4, 4) sigma models 
emerges. The action with non-vanishing h2•2 [N,M) does not admit any duality trans-
formation to the pure q1•1 M form and involves an infinite number of auxiliary fields. 
Import.ant problems ahead are to find out possible stringy applications of this 
new class of off-shell ( 4, 4) sigma models and to construct more general ( 4, 4) sigma 
model actions by incorporating other types of twisted ( 4, 4) multiplets within the 
SU(2) x SU(2) HSS (or its further extensions). It would be also interesting to couple 
th<~se sigma models to ( 4, 4) supergravity. 
4. N=4 super KdV hierarchies. A powerful way to construct generalized KdV 
himarchies is to associate them to the proper conformal algebras and superalgebras 
as the second hamiltonian structure [33]. 
The second hamiltonian structure for N = 4 superextensions of KdV is provided 
by N = 4 SCA's. There exist two N = 4 SCA 's which are different in their affine 
Kac-Moody subalgebras: the minimal one with the SU(2) affine subalgebra [34] and 
a more extensive SCA with the subalgebra S0(4) x U(l) [31]. Both of them and 
the associated super KdV hierarchies admit a natural formulation in the framework 
of N = 4, ID HSS. 
The N = 4, SU(2) SCA is represented by the analytic harmonic spin 1 super-
current v++((), ( = (z,O+i.,uf'), subjected to the harmonic constraint 
D++ v++ = 0 , D++ = a+++ io+i.ot 82 (21) 
(the notation is basically the sam ·a.~ in the pr vious s(>ctions). With this constraint, 
the superfield v++ displays the inedu ibl ' CW'l'cnt conLenLs of N = 4, SU('2) SCA: 
the spin I affine current v(ik), the spin 3/2 fermioni · urrent e& and the spin 2 
conformal stress-tensor 1'. It is a.sy to write :;uperfield Poisson brackets for v++ 
which reproduce N = 4, SU(2) SCA for these currents [24] 
v(++l++lfi(l - 2) 
v<++I++) (Di)2(Dt)2 ( [ ( :~:n -~D2-] v++(2) - ~82) ~22) 
Here Li(l - 2) = 8(x 1 - x2 ) (0 1 - 02 ) 4 is the ordinary lD N = 4 superspace delta 
function and 
(D+) 2 := D+ fJ+ . 
Note that the harmonic singularity in the r.h.s. of (22) is fake: it is cancelled 
after decomposing the harmonics u~i over ut; with making use of the completeness 
relation utu-;; - utu; = lik· 
Now it is straightforward to derive the relevant evolution equation, the N = 4, 
SU(2) super KdV equation [24] 
(23) 
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H3 = j[dZJ v++(n--)2 v++ - i j[dC-2] c-4 (u) (V++)3 . (21) 
Here, [dZ] and [d(- 2 ] are appropriate integration measures over the full lD HSS and 
its analytic subspace, n-- is the second harmonic derivative (it does not preserve the 
analyticity) and c-4 = c(ijkllu;ujuk"ul is a SU(2) breaking tensor (in the explicit 
form, this equation is given in [24, 25]). The N = 4 super KdV is integrable 
(generates the whole hierarchy and is bi-hamiltonian) under the following restrictions 
on c(ijkl) [24, 25] 
(a) c(ijkl) = ~ (a(ij)a(kl) + a(ik)a(il) + a(i1)a(jk)); (b) a(ii)a(ij) ex-~, (25) 
k being the level of SU(2) Kac-Moody subalgebra. There exist two non-equivalent 
reductions of this system to N = 2 super KdV, yielding the a = 4 and a = -2 
integrable case~ [35] of the latter. An interesting unsolved problem is to construct 
the Lax representation for this N = 4 super KdV. 
The N = 4, S0(4) x U(l) SCA is also tightly related to lD harmonic analyticity, 
this time to the SU(2) x SU(2) one [36]. Its basic object is a spin 1/2 ferrnionic 
supercurrent J 1 •1 . It lives on the three-theta analytic subspace of the SU(2) x SU(2), 
lD HSS 
(with n±I,±I = Diku"t'1vf in the central basis) and obeys the harmonic constraints 
D2,0 JI,! = D0,2 Jl,1 = 0 . (27) 
Its irreducible field contents include the spin 1 /2 current /i, the affine SO( 4) x U ( 1) 
spin 1 currents v(ik), v(iD, v, the spin 3/2 currents ek and the stress-tensor T. This 
is just the set forming N = 4, S0(4) x U(l) SCA. It is easy to establish the proper 
Poisson brackets between J1•I>s and to write the related superfield evolution equation 
(28) 
H~ being the most general dimension 3 N = 4 supersymmetric hamiltonian com-
posed of J 1•1 and its derivatives. This equation is a kind of the "master" one, as all 
the previously known super KdV equations are expected to follow from it via proper 
reductions. For instance, the supercurrents of two N = 4, SU(2) SCA's present in 
N = 4, S0(4) x U(l) SCA are defined as 
v2,o = D1,-1 Jt,1, vo,2 = n-1,1 Jl,1 . (29) 
Besides the analyticity condition (26), they meet extra analyticities 
(30) 
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which imply them to live on two different two-theta analytic subspaces of the 
SU(2) x SU(2), lD HSS 
v2,o v2,0(6), v2,o = v2,o(~;), 
( ' ()1,1 01,-1 u±1 v±1) t' = (z" 01,1 ()-1,1 u±1 v±1) z , ' ' l , ~ ' ~2 ' ' ' t ' ~ • (31) 
Both supercurrents satisfy the bi-harmonic shortness conditions like (27) . In the 
lirnit.s V2·0 = 0 or v0 •2 = 0 the remaining supercurrent is expected to satisfy the 
N = '1, 8U(2) KdV equation as a consequence of the 50(4) x U(l) one (28). The 
analysis of self-consistency of these reductions as well as the issue of integrability of 
(28) (t.hc existence of an infinite set of conserved quantities, Lax representation, ... ) 
arc now under study. 
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Abstract 
The set of isotropic and worldsheet-Poincare-invariant p-brane solutions 
to supergravity theories may be organised into a (spacetime, worldvolume) 
table related by diagonal and vertical dimensional reductions. The multi-
plicity of solutions at any point in this table is governed by a classification 
symmetry G(ll) n H, where G(ll) is the U duality symmetry and H is its 
isotropy subgroup for a given scalar-field vacuum. For vanishing asymptotic 
scalar moduli, this classification group becomes equivalent to the Weyl group 
of the Cremmer-Julia nonlinear symmetry group G. For (p = D - 2) branes, 
a special situation occurs, with each such solution occurring in its own dis-
tinct massive supergravity theory, obtained by Scherk-Schwarz dimensional 
reduction. 
One of the fascinations of superstring theory is the way in which it repeatedly 
seems to give us glimpses of its inner secrets by leaving previously-unnoticed hints 
in places we had already come to find familiar. Thus, much of the current ambition 
for discovering the non-perturbative structure of string theory is based on obser-
vations of the patterns of solutions to supergravity theories that have been with 
us for practically twenty years now. Among these solutions, we have a class that 
achieves a partial breaking of supersymmetry, i.e. the so-called Bogomol'ny-Prasad-
Sommerfield, or BPS solutions, which saturate bounds on their mass densities that 
are determined by the charges they carry. These charges, known generically as Page 
charges following their original discussion in the context of D = 11 supergravi ty,1 are 
of importance primarily because they occur in the relevant supersymmetry algebras. 
For example, in the D = 11 theory one has 
(1) 
where the supercharge Q is given as usual by a Gauss' law integral over the bound-
ary of a spatial hypersurface E, Q = far; rABCwcdSAB, while the "electric" and 
"magnetic" Page charges U and V are given as integrals over the boundaries of 
spatial submanifolds M 8 and Ms respectively. Given the various orientations these 
can take in their embeddings into the spatial hypersurface E, the resulting charges 
may be labeled with two-form and five-form indices as in (1); for particular choices 




As with the more familiar D = 4 electric and magnetic charges, the U and V cha.rgcs 
differ in that conservation of the U charges is guaranteed by the equations of motion 
for tlie A13J gauge field, while the V charges are conserved by virtue of the Bianchi 
ident.ity for the corresponding field strength F\4]· 
The indices carried by the Page charges show that they are not "centra.I" in the 
mathematical sense, as is the case for the permitted extensions to the supersymrnctry 
algebra in D = 4, but they nonetheless play a similar role. Upon dimensional 
reduction to v· = 4, these indices become "internal," and then the corre~ponding 
charges are indeed central, i.e. they become Lorentz scalars. For the reduction 
to D = 4, these internal indices range over 7 values, so the reductions of the {) 
and V charges each give rise to 7 · 6/2 = 21 charges in D = 4. These are then 
accompanied by an additional 7 electric and magnetic charges associated to the 
Kaluza-Klein vectors that arise from the metric <luring the dimensional reduction 
procedure, giving in the end 28+28 electric and magnetic charges in the reduced D = 
4, N = 8 supergravity theory. These together form a 56 under the N = 8 theory's 
linearly realised automorphism symmetry SU(8). One of the dramatic surprises of 
this maximal D = 4 supergravity was the appearance of a hidden nonlinear E(?,+?) 
sy11111wl. ry~ Linear ly realised on SU( l)/Zi. While the scalar fields of the theory 
trausform noulinr.nrl y in f,hf' ·orre.spoudi 11g 133 - 63 = 70 dimensional coset space, 
th<' 5() c· lcct ri <:. and magnet ic h~Lrges i11 fa t transform linearly under E7 . 
Now wnsider the i 01plica.tions of Lh • above structure for extended-object so-
lutions in supergravity theories, i.e. p-branes. The simplest class of these (those 
carrying a single Page charge) may be derived from a simplified action obtained 
from that for a full supergravity theory by a consistent truncation, that is, one in 
which the solutions of the reduced theory are automatically solutions of the unre-
duced theory as well. Here, it is sufficient to consider the D-dimensional action 
(3) 
where the coefficient a governs the interaction of the single retained dilatonic scalar 
field ¢ with the n-form field strength F[n]· One considers a general setting such as 
this, with the coefficient a and the rank of the field strength left undetermined, be-
cause the dimensional reductions of supergravity theories give rise to a large number 
of such cases with differing (a, n). For the subsystem (3), two types of extended-
object solution arise. Firstly, by a direct, "electric" coupling of the gauge potential 
A[n-l) to the worldsheet of an extended object analogous to the coupling of a Maxwell 
potential to a particle worldline, one expects to find the occurrence of a p-brane so-
lution with a worldvolume dimension d = p + 1 = n - 1. Such a solution generalises 
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the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black-hole solution of Einstein-Maxwell theory. It 
carries an electric-type charge that one may recognise as one of the electric Page 
charges U (or as one of the supplementary Kaluza-Klein electric charges) in the 
original supergravity theory. The second type of extended-object solution displays a 
magnetic charge. Accordingly, one may anticipate its spatial dimension by replacing 
the rank n of f[nJ by that of its Hodge dual in D dimensions, D - n, thus finding a 
world volume dimensionality J = D - d - 2 for the expected magnetic solution; the 
electric and magnetic worldvolume dimensions are related by J = D - d - 2. The 
clc·d.ric and magnetic solutions may be written together as 3 
elf> = fl~ 
k 
H = 1 + ~ 
rd 
r = Jymym (4) 
where· 1 =±I for the (electric, magnetic) cases, and k is the integration constant that 
ddt->rmines the mass density of the solution. The xµ coordinates (µ = 0, 1, ... d - 1) 
correspond to the worldsheet of the p-brane, and the ym coordinates correspond to 
t.hc space transverse to the worldsheet. The function H occurring in ( 4) is a harmonic 
f1111cLion in the transverse yrn space, arising as the solution to a Laplace equation 
that emerges from the coupled gravity-scalar-antisymmetric tensor equations upon 
insertion of the simplifying assumptions of the p-brane ansatz. The antisymmetric 
tensor field strength F[n] for the p-brane solutions takes two different forms, relat.ecl 
by duality, in the electric and magnetic cases. In the electric case, one has 
F n1tt1 ... itn-1 
(!i) 
In the magnetic case, one has 
(6) 
where the charge constant,.\ is given by,.\= -2kd/J/5. and the power of r in tlw 
denominator is determined by the requirement that the Bianchi identity be satisfied. 
The quantity ~ appearing in ( 4, 5) is given in terms of the parameter a appearing 
in (3) by 
2 - ~ - 2dd 
a - (D-2) (7) 
Unlike the parameter a, ~ has the property of being preserved under dimensional 
reduction 3 in all couplings of dilatonic scalars to field strengths F[n'J arising in the 
dimensional reduction of (3). Thus, the corresponding electric and magnetic p-
branes solutions to the dimensional reductions of (3) will all be characterised by the 
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same value of 6., even though the corresponding a values differ. 6. is thus somcthi11g 
like a "principal quantum number," governing multiplets of p-branes in supergravity 
theories. 
The p-brane solutions (4) are tailor-made for interpretation in a Kaluza-Klein 
context, owing to their translational symmetries in the worldvolume directions. By 
taking the Kaluza-Klein reduction coordinate z to coincide with one of the .r1' co-
ordinates, on which the solution (4 doe: nol d pend , one naturally rn11 r in~rrprl'f, 
a p-brane in D spacetime dimensions equival ntly as a (r - I )-hra 11e i11 ( f) - I) 
dimensions. (To match the form of the sol u I.ions gi v n in ( '1) onr ne ·ds Io pPrf( rm 
also a Weyl rescaling in order to maintain lh , Eim;lein 011 formal fra.mf' form of 0).) 
This process thus may be considered to he!< 1 diagonal" dirnc11sio11al red11rLio11 of 
p-branes 7 • 
Another type of dimensional reduction is a lso available Lo relate I.Ii <' 7>-lm:L11c· so-
lutions, relying on further specific propert.i •s f t hi s class of solutions. As orw ran see 
from the occurrence of the harmonic fun ·t.ion ff in ( '1 ), lhe si11gl<'--cr11tcred 7 branr 
solutions may be generalised to multi-cent. r solut.ions, by simply g<'1wrali :;i 11 r II to 
a multi-center solution of Laplace's equation, EJm8m 1-1 = 0. I lrysicitlly, tlie t?xist. •11ce 
of static multi-center solutions may be interpreted as being due to a cancellation 
of attractive metric and scalar-field forces against repulsive antisymmetric-tensor 
forces. Letting thus 
'"' k{J fl = const. + ~ - , (8) 
{3 IY' - Ytild 
oru· may take the limit of a densely-packed "stack" of p-branes, in which case the 
sum tends to an integral and one obtains a trn.nslat.i nally-i11variant. sol11tio11 i11 a. 
I ransverse direction; this may then hf~ reco11sidi:-red as an iso r<>pir p--l>ranc solulio11 i11 
one• fewer spa.cd.ime dimension. Because thew rid volume di1mmsion is not chaug ·d 
i11 this process, it may he considered to he a "verl.icill" dim nsio11al reduction of thf' 
11-hranrs 7 . Both the diagonal and the vertical dim nsional reduct.ions preserve Lh 
\'alur oft. associated to a solution and also the a111ou 11t of 11nhrokcn supersymrn try. 
Obviously, given the multiplicity of ways in whi h Lh s sL m (3) can b oh-
t ainf'd by consistent truncations of various sup rgraviLy th orif',s, there will be large 
11umbers of the ahove types of p-brane solutions. Sow c me t,o lh question of how 
to count the multiplicities of a particulars t of p-branes in a mullipl t haracterised 
liy a giv 11 vn_lu of 6. lt 11 w b comf's relevanl to consider a ls the r qui.rements of 
t.he harg · qua11tisatio11 ondiLion for 7>-branes 4 which has th eft t of rest.ri t.ing 
th· a ll wed I ·t.ri and magnetic charges lo lie on a " barge lattice," and a.ls of 
!'Psi.riding" th supergravity syrnmetry group G. The classiA ation of soluti ns is 
mad using t.he li11ear.l y r al is d subgroup ff of G, ·which is also the isotropy group 
for t.h, scalar moduli f the theory, i . . of the asymptoti values of the scalar Aelcls at 
infinity. Th s up rgravity symmetry groups and the correspo11ding isotropy groups 
in the various spacetime dimensions D ar shown in the following Table. 
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Tn,ble of Supergravity symmetry groups and their isotropy subgroups. 
ID I G H 
9 GL(2, IR) S0(2) 
8 SL(3, IR) x SL(2, IR) S0(3) x S0(2) 
7 SL(5,lf!) S0(5) 
6 S0{5, 5) S0(5) x S0(5) 
5 E61+ui USP(8) 
4 E1(+7) SU(8) 
-
Different values of the scalar moduli, i.e. of the asymptotic values of die scalar 
fields of thf~ theory, give rise to different embeddings of H in G, and it turns out that 
this process "tracks" in the opposite way to the embedding of G("ll.) within G', as de-
tcnnined by the charge quantisation condition. Consequently, at the quantum level 
there arise special points in the G / H modulus space. The classification symmetry 
for p-branes is then given by G(ll) n H for a given set of moduli. This is the symme-
try arising between solutions with the same value of mass per unit 7>-volume, and is 
the analogue of the classification symmetry that commutes with the Hamiltonian in 
ordinary gauge theories (i.e. of rigid gauge transformations). At the special point in 
modulus space where all the scalar asymptotic values vanish, this group is maximal, 
and becomes effectively the Wey! group 6•7 for the supergravity symmetry group 0 . 
This identification arises because the couplings of the theories' dilatonic scalars are 
controlled by "dilaton vectors" generalising the single parameter a appearing above 
in (3), and these dilaton vectors may be associated to the fundamental weights of 
the symmetry group G. ThP maximal G(ll) n H symmetry preserves the dot prod-
ucts of these dilaton vectors, just as the Weyl group preserves the dot products of 
fundamental weight vectors. 
The general pattern of supersymmetric p-brane solutions in supergravi~. theories 
with p ::; D - 3 is summarised in the Figure. Along each diagonal and vertical re-
duction trajectory, one finds descendants of the p-branes occurring higher up. Taken 
together with the solutions employing Kaluza-Klein 1-forms emerging from the met-
ric as one descends through the dimensions, these solutions fill out representations 
of the classification symmetry Wey!( G). The larger circles represent "stainless" so-
lutions that cannot be isotropically oxidised to higher p-brane solutions (although 
in many cases they may be oxidised to anisotropic solutions). These represent the 
beginnings of new p-brane reduction trajectories, each characterised by a corre-
sponding value of fl., and possessing the same amount of unbroken supersymmetry. 
In classifying the stainless solutions as elementary or solitonic, the corresponding 
supergravity theories have been considered in dualisation versions where all field 
strengths are taken in their lower-rank forms with n :::; D /2. 
Below the p = D - 3 trajectory, the situation changes.8 Attempting to make a 
vertical dimensional reduction from (D - 3)-branes to (D- 2)-branes, one runs into 
the apparent difficulty that the ( D - 3)-brane solutions are not really asymptotically 
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llal., 11111. 011ly asylllpl: lica lly locally flat. owing to 1.h xislc11 e of a. rl ficit angle 
fl.I. infinity proporliona.I Lo Lh mass density of Lite (D - 3)-bran . Th• a.ttt~m pl 
Lo rr a.LP. a "dom;:1in wa.11" i;oluLion by sl,acking up su h ;isymploLic;al ly lo ally ffa.L 
solut.io11s wit l1i1 a :.iLand<ml supcrgravit.y theory fails b cause Lhe ddi it angle grows 
lwyo11d 271" . 011 •I.la less, on · m<1y still press on blindly with Lh vcrti al r dudi >11 
proc~dur , and ol1Laiu a. solution after ~he sta king-up proc:erlurc wiLh a zcro-forrn 
g<111gr p t 11 Lial (i . . a scalar) that contains a. lerm liu u iu Lh ·ompaclifical.ion co-
lrdina.Lc z. Nom1ally, r -L<linin any dependenc . 11 1.h ompa·Lification coordiuat(: 
wo11ld s .em Lo prev ·nL making a consistent l aluza-1 lein recluc ion , so this would 
i-iee11 t,o h Lh' l almm- 1 ! -in analogne of the global rlifficulLies o cui:ri11g with th1• 
a~y 111 pt.of,ir s1 ar . 
Ln c:erLa.i11 cirrumst.a.uc s, however, su h a redu ·I.ion cl es rna k • seJJse: whcu Lite 
zero-form pot.e1~Lia.I in qm.-stion appears in th fi Id <~quations on ly iu diffcrenLiaf.cd 
for 111. 111 LliftL aso, it is in terms of th I-~ rm field st rengt h Lhat tho reduction 
is ff·ctiv ly done, i:md this fteld strength cl s noL its -If hav any z dcpeodenc•. 
What n <)hiains fr m this rTCneralisatiou of tb Kaluza-J lein pr c<>d ure is in fa ·l 
an insLante f Sch ·rk-Schwarz dimensional r du ·ti n ~ xc pt that in tliis cas<> su-
p -n;ymmdr: is not brok n by I.he procedLir . The Sch rk- cbwarz reduction i11 I.Iii. 
case doC:'.S sponLaneously br ak a number f Lh bosonic syrnm tries of the Lli<!ory 
givi 11 i:; ris l Ujggs ~ ts and I.bus to mass terms for various ant isymrnet ri t ns r 
fl •Ids. A dislin ·t Srh rk- hwarz rcdurtion of Lhis Lyp is a.vail ab l. for !'.ach f (.IH' 
"ax i 11 fi Ids of lh theory, i.e. for each of Lh sc<Ll ar fidcls 1.hal, can be arr;1 11g ·cl 
to be cov -•red v rywh re by derivat ives. The numb .r: of su h axionic scalars turns 
011L Lo be equa.J Lo th limension of th' supergrav iLy isotropy group JI in all ca.sc•s. 
Ea.c it >f Lli Lb ri e obLa.incd b 'chf'rk-. <' 1war:r. r rlucLion is disLin L, wiLh differiug 
pal.l,er.ns of th. ma.sses obtai ned and wil,h d.i[J; ring residual symm t.rics~ Ea h su Ii 
r duecd Lh ory does , however, have a domain-wall solution of the general form (4), 
b11L 1iow w.it.h Lh :6 •kl stnmgth consicl r cl Lo be a z ro-form, equal i1J valu Lo I.he 
mas~ param term of the Schel'k-Schwarz procedur . Tn nlrast Lo Lhe 'one ·Lheory 
- ma11y !!Olulions" character of th (r> 5 D - 3) branes, Lll sc: domai11 walls may iL1-
sLea.cl lie cba.ra. I, riB d as "one solut.i n - many t.h ori s." The consc4 11c11 c!'.S of t lii s 
i;LrncitLr for l it<' relations bcLw eu supergraviLy Lli orie ud strin' Lh odei; r 'ITI<ti 11 
LI) bt' w rk d out. 
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On extended supersymmetries and parasupersymmetries 
Anatolii NIKITIN 
Institute of Mathematics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 
3 Tereshchenkivs 'ka Street, Kiev-4, Ukraine 
It is well known that supersymmetry has great prospects in many branches of 
physics and mathematics. But till now, the following fundamental question is not 
answered: is this remarkable symmetry really present in Nature? 
With some stipulations, a positive answer to this question was obtained on quan-
tum mechanical level. Namely, it was recognized, that a number of realistic quantum 
mechanical models generate exact SUSY (see, e.g., a survey [l]). But at my knowl-
edge, the problems with extended SUSY were not considered yet. 
In this note, we present a number of quantum mechanical problems generating 
extended SUSY and the relatively new kind of symmetry called parasupersymmetry 
(PSUSY) [2,3]. 
1. Let us start with the ordinary SUSY quantum mechanics whose equations of 
motion 
HiJ! = EiJ! (1) 
admit two symmetry operators (supercharges) Q1 , Qz, moreover, 
{Qa,Qb}+=20abH, [Qa,H]=O, a,b=l,2. (2) 
The standard generalization of Witten superalgebra (2) is 
(3) 
where p = -i ::r:, 0'1, 0'2 are the Pauli matrices, W = W( x) is a superpotential. 
Proposition 1. Let W be an odd function, i.e., W(-x) = -W(x). Then the 
superalgebra (2), (3) is reducible. 
Proof. For odd superpotentials there exist the invariant operator I commuting 
with Qa and H 
(4) 
where R is the space reflection operator: RiJ!'(x) = iJ!'(-x). Transforming I to the 
diagonal numeric matrix 
we find immediately that Q~ = UQaUt and H' = U Hut are reduced to direct sums 
of two orthogonal operators. 
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Proposition 2. Let W be an even function, i.e., W(-x) = W(x). Then the 
superalgebra (2), (3) can be extended by including the third supercharge 
(5) 
Proof. Using the relations (u1R,Q2 ] = {u1R,Qi} = O; (u1 R) 2 = 1 one con-
vinces himself tha.t opera.tors (3), (5) satisfy algebra. (2) for a = 1, 2, 3. 
These propositions show a. wa.y for searching for extended SUSY in quantum 
mechanics. Namely, we ca.n hope to find extended SUSY if the investigated problem 
is characterized by potentials having definite parities. 
2. Let us consider the Dirac particle interacting with a. time independent external 
magnetic field. The corresponding equation of motion ha.s the form 
(6) 
where 7T'o =Po= i 8~0 , 1T'a =Pa - eAa(x), /µare Dirac ma.trices. 
Equation (6) is equivalent to the second-order equation for two- component func-
ti on 
(1T'µ1T'µ - m 2 + 2eS · H) <ii= 0, 
(1 - /5) <ii = 0 
where S = fr1 x /, /5 = /0/1/2/3, H = i1T' x 7!'. 
Relations between 'I/; a.nd <ii ha.ve the form 
(7) 
<ii= Vi/;, 'I/;= v-1 Phi, v = 1 + (1 - /5) /µ11'µ/m, v-1 = V(-11'µ). (8) 
For / 5 dia.gona.l, the function <i> ha.s only two non-zero components which we 
denote by «I>. Moreover, <J> satisfies the following equation 
(p~ - m 2 ) «I> = il<i>, 
iI = 11'2 - eu · H, u = (u1, u2, 0'3). (9) 
Two- ·ornpouenL equation (9) is mud1 more co11venient for searching extended 
SUSY Lha11 Lh Dira ' t:q ua.Lion (6) . Ou I.he other hand, using ( ) we ·a.11 establish 
one-to-011e ·orres1mn<lence b twe n symmetries of equations (9) and (6). 
For any ve Lor-potenLial A there exist the fo llowing supercha.rg for (~J): 
(10) 
In other words, equation (9) (a.nd the corresponding equation (6)) always generate 
N = 1 SUSY. 
To find additional supercharges we have to impose some restrictions upon the 
vector-potential. To formulate them, let us consider the eight-dimensional group 
generated by reflections of spa.tia.l variables: 
r 1x= (-x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ), 
r12x = (-xi, -x2, X3), 
r2x = (xi, -x2, x3) , 
r31X =(-xi, X2, -X3), 
rx = -x, Ix = x. 
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r3x = (x 1 , x2 , -x3 ), 
r23x = ( x 1 , -x2 , -x3) , (11) 
We call A(x) an even function with respect to one of the transformations (11), 
if one of the following relations is satisfied: 
A(r0 x) = r0 A(x), A(rabX) = r0 bA(x), A(rx) = rA(x) = -A(x). (12) 
A is odd if the r.h.s. of (12) have the opposite signs. 
If the vector-potential satisfies two or more relation~ (12) simultaneously, we 
come to the problem (9) with extended SUSY. Let 
(13) 
then equation (9) admits three supercharges: 
(14) 
Here and in what follows, R denotes space reflection transformations for spinors <I>: 
Let us present more examples of extended SUSY: 
{ 
A(r1x) = r 1A(x), A(r2x) = r2A(x), A(r3x) = r3A(x), (l 6) Q1 = iR1a · 'll', Q2 = iR2a · 'll', Q3 = iR3a · 'll', Q4 =a· 7r; 
{ 
A(r 1x) = -r1A(x), A(r2x) = - r2A(x), A(r3x) = -r3A(x), 
Qi= ia2cR1a · 11', Q2 = ia2cR2a · 'll', Q3 = ia2cR3a · 1!', Q0 =a· 1!', (! 7) 
where c denotes the antilinear operator of complex conjugation: c<l>(x) = <J>•(x). 
We notice that in the cases (13), (15) and (16), (17) we have N = 3 and N = 1 
extended SUSY correspondingly. Moreover, for the case of odd vector-potentials 
(refer to ( 17)) the corresponding supercharges generate the following superalgebra 
{Qa,Qb}+ = 29abH, [Qa,fJ] = 0 
a, b = 0, 1, 2, 3, 900 = -911 = -922 = -933 = l; 9ab = 0, a::/:: b. (18) 
which is characterized by the metric tensor 9ab· We notice that it is impossible to 
reduce (18) to the form (2) by changing normalization constants for supercharges. 
Imposing different combinations of conditions (12) (and the corresponding con-
ditions for odd vector-potentials) we can extend the list of situations (13)-( 17) gen-
erating extended SUSY. It is necessary to note that extended SUSY appears also 
in some problems which do not belong to the class (6). We can prove its existence 
for the Dirac oscillator [4], Dirac equation with a scalar potentials and many other 
problems. 
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3. The relatively new kind of symmetry called parasupersymmclry (PSIJSY) 
is characterized by thrcdinear anticomrnutation [2] (or double commut.at. ion [:l]) 
relations for parasupcrcha.rges 
{Q 0 {Qb,Qc} - tibr.llQ 0 } +(terms with permutations of a,b,c) = O; [Q0 ,fJ] =0 ( 19) 
Of course, it. is intcn~s t.ing to discuss possible realizat.ior1s of this rernarkabl1~ 
symmetry in quantum mechanical problems. Here we present. an example of c ~x ar1. 
extended PSUSY. 
Consider the Kemmer-Duffin equation wit.h "correct." [5] anomalous iT1t.1•rnct.io11 
where H,, are lOx 10 mat.rices satisfying t.he Kemmer algebra , F·;w == i[7r1,, 7rv] . 
In analogy wit.h (6)-(1'1) it. is possible l.o show that. ift.hc v1·c:l.or- pot.e!ll.ial 11,, rnr-
responcls 1.o t.he "uniform" magnetic field, i.e., 110 = 11 :1 =0 , 11 1 =11 1(.r. 1,.1: 2 ),11 2 = 
11 2 (.r. 1,.r.2 ), and 11 1, 11 2 sa.1.isfy relations (13), equal.io!l (20) aclmit.s cx1.eT1dcd N = t1 
l'SlJSY. 
Thus we d1 ~moT1st.ra1.cd t.hat ext.ended S\JSY and PSIJSY ar<~ generated hy vari01ts 
q11a111.i1m mcc:hanic:a.I problem. So, 1.hese symmetries arc realized ill Na1.11r<~. 
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ON DYNAMICS WITH GRASSMANN-ODD LAGRANGIAN 
V.A. Soroka• 
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine 
1. In this report the idea 1 stated in [1 J about the possible existence of the 
formulation of dynamics with the Grassmann-odd Lagrangian is realized on the 
example of d = 1, N = 2 supersymmetric Witten's mechanics [2] in its classical 
version [3, 4]. 
2. Let us consider a system invariant with respect to the N = 2 (a= 1,2) 
supersymmetry of the proper time t 
t' = t + ic"'B"' , ()'"' = ()"' + E°'' D _ a .• 8{) a 
"' - 08"' - W"'[J Ot . 
By using the covariant derivatives D"' and two real scalar superfields 
<J>(t, B"') = q(t) + i1/J"'(t)B" + iF(t)B"'B"' , IJ!(t, B"') = T/(t) + ia"'(t)B"' + i=.(t)B"'B"' , 
having the opposite values of the Grassmann grading g (g(<J>) = 0,g(IJ!) = 1), the 
following supersymmetric action S with the Grassmann-odd Lagrangian L (where 
g( L) = J) can be constructed 
S = j dtd02dB1 [-~D"'ll!D"'<J> + ill!W(<J>)] = j dtL, (1) 
where W(<J>) is an arbitrary real function of <J>. Excluding in (1) the auxiliary fields 
F and -=., we obtain 
where the dot and the prime mean the derivatives with respect to t and q corre-
spondingly. The odd Lagrangian L leads to the momenta p, 7r, 7r"', p"' canonically 
conjugate in the odd bracket to the coordinates 71, q, a"' and 1/J"' 
There are the second-class constraints cp"' = 7r°' + i1/J"', !"' = -p"' + ia"' 
(3) 
In terms of the variables x"' = 7r" - ~1/J"', g"' = -p" - ~a" Dirac's odd bracket of 
any functions A and B takes the form 
•E-mail: vsoroka.@kfti.kha.rkov.ua 
1 In confirmation of truth of this idea see also [5] . 
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The total odd Hamiltonian following from (2), if subjected to the second-class con-
straints c.pa = 0 and fa = 0, takes the form 
fl= p7r + 'f/ (WW'+ ~Xaxa.W") + igax 0 W1 (5) 
and in Dirac's bracket (4) gives Hamilton's equations za= {za,fl}r8 for the inde-
pendent phase variables za = (q,p,x"'; 'f/,Jr,g"') 
. WW' i "'W" P= - - -x X 2 Q ' (6a) 
'f/= 7r' IT= - { ~ [(W2 )" + X<>x"'W 111] + ig<>x"'W"} 
(6b) 
Equations (6a) are Hamilton's equations for Witten's supersymmetric mechanics [2] 
in its classical version [4] which can be derived by means of Dirac's even bracket. 
DB (+- - +- - +- - ) {A,B}o . . = {A,B}o - i{A,c.p"}o{c.p0 ,B}o =A OqOp - OpOq + i8xnOxn lJ (7) 
with the help of the even Hamiltonian H 
H = p2 + w2(q) + ~ "W'( ) 
2 2XaX q , (8) 
which both follow from the N = 2 supersymmetric action with the Grassmann-cvcn 
Lagrangian L (g(L) = 0) (see, for example, [3]) 
S = ~ j dtd02d0 1 [D"<I>Da<I> + 2iV(<I>)] = j dtL , 
where V'( <I>) = 2W( <I>) and the even Lagrangian after exclusion of the auxiliary field 
Fis 
(9) 
The momenta canonically conjugate in the even bracket to the coordinates q and 
1/J"' 
{q,p}o = l; 
following from the even Lagrangian (9), lead to the second-class constraints 
(10) 
which commute in the even bracket with the variables x"' = Jr°' - ~1/i", entering into 
the definitions for the even Dirac bracket (7) and the even Hamiltonian (8). The 
even Hamiltonian (8) follows with the use of the second-class constraints restriction 
c.p0 = 0 from the total even Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian (9). 
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Equation (6b) can be obtained by taking the exterior differential d of the Hamil-
ton equations (6a) for the Witten mechanics and performing the map >.: 
dq--+ T/, dp--+ 7r 1 dxDI--+ g0t, d1V--+ aDI, dirDI--+ -p0t, dF--t 3, dtpDI--+ fDI. (11) 
We identify the grading of d with the Grassmann grading g of the quantities {)DI 
(g(d) = g(ODI) = 1), i.e., g(dxa) = g(xa) + 1. The composition>. o d of the maps>. 
and d renders the even Hamiltonian (8) into the odd one (5): dH ~ fl. 
3. The inter-relation of the brackets (7), (4) and of the corresponding to them 
Hamiltonians (8), (5) can be described by the following scheme. If we have a Hamil-
ton system described in the bracket {A, B}, by means of the Hamiltonian H 
(12) 
where t (E = 0, 1) is the Grassmann parity of both the bracket and the Hamiltonian, 
then the Hamilton equations for the phase coordinates xa and the equations for their 
differentials dxa, obtaining by a differentiation of equations ( 12), can be reproduced 
by the following bracket of the opposite Grassmann parity 
{A,B},+1 = 
[ a (ab a g(a)+< a <ab a a lab a ] = A ax•w D(dxb) +(-!) 8(dx•t axb + a(dx") (dw ) 8(dxb) B (I 3) 
( ( 
with the help of the Hamiltonian dH (g(dH) = t + 1), that is, 
In connection with a similar scheme see also the paper [6]. Note also natural ap-
pearance of the odd bracket under exterior differentiation of the equations of motion 
in [7]. 
There is also an interconnection between Lagrange's equations corresponding 
to the Lagrangians of the different Grassmann parities L (9) and L (2), because 
the odd Lagrangian L (2) is related by means of the redefinition >. (11) with the 
exterior differential dL of the even Lagrangian (9). Indeed, Lagrange's equations for 
the Lagrangian L ( qa, q·a) with the Grassmann parity f can be written in the two 
equivalent forms 
:!__ (al) _ al = 0 <====> :!__ ( a(dL)) _ a(dL) = 0 
dt a<Ja aqa dt 8( dqa) 8( dqa) ) (14a, b) 
while the equations obtained by taking the differential of (14a) have the form 
(14c) 
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Equations ( 14b ), ( 14c) can be considered as Lagrange's equations for the system 
described in the configuration space qa, dq" by the Lagrangian dL of the Grassrnann 
parity E + 1. If the Lagrangian l has the constraints tpi ( q", Pa = {) J,; aq") satisfying 
the relations in the bracket corresponding to L 
{tpi,tpk}, = tk' 
then the Lagrangian dL will possess the constraints tp;(q",pa = D(d},)/a(dqa)), co-
inciding with those following from L, and dtpi obeying the relations 
{ ; d k} fik. { i k} 0 tp 1 tp c+l = , tp , tp <+I = , 
which follow from the related with dL bracket expression ( 13) that in the case is 
without the last term i11 t.h ·ir righL-hanJ side ( f., e.g., qua t.ions ( 10) wit.h (3)). 
4. Thus, it. is shown f,hai. for Lh given formula io11 of I he ciynarnics (either in 
Hamilton's or in Lagrnngr.'s a.1 proa.ch) wilh I.he equations of mot,io11 for the dynam-
ical variables x" we: can c:o11sf.rucl 1 by usi ng I.he ext rior d ifferc:nl.ial such a formu-
lation, having the opposite Grassmann parity, that reproduces the former equations 
for x" and gives, besides, the equations for their differentials dx". 
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On "Bosonic, Fermionic and Mixed" Supersymmetric 
2-Dimensional Integrable Models 
F. Toppan 
Dipartimento di Fisica 
Universita di Padova 
Via Marzolo 8, I-35131 Padova 
E-Mail: toppan@mvxpd5.pd. infn. it 
Abstract 
It is shown that supersymmetric integrable models in two dimensions, both rela-
tivistic (i.e. super-Toda type theories) and non-rclativisLic (reductions of super- E P 
hierarchies) can be associated to general Poisson-brackets st ructures given by su-
peraffinizations of any bosonic Lie or any super-Lio algebra. 
This result allows enlarging the set of supersymmctric i.nteglable models , which 
are no longer restricted to the subclass of superaffinizations of purely fermionic 
super-Lie algebras (that is admitting fermionic simple roots only). 
Introduction Investigating the properties of two-dimensional integrable the-
ories have become quite popular among high energy physicists during the last years. 
There are quite good reasons for that, among them we can mention the connections 
with string theory. It is clear by now that the non-relativistic integrable equations 
in (1 + 1) dimension of KdV or NLS type encode the properties of the discretized 
version of two-dimensional gravity (in single and multi-matrix models formulation) . 
On the other hand two-dimensional relativistic theories of Toda type, whose 
simplest example is provided by the Liouville equation, are also relevant in many 
respect; for instance in the Polyakov formulation of string theory the Liou ville equa-
tion enters when dealing with non-critical strings. An even deeper connection results 
from the geometrical approach to string theory [1),[2]. This is related to and moti-
vates some of the topics here discussed. Since however they have been elucidated in 
Lii f' talk given by D. Sorokin, l t me skip lhis point. 
The problem or constru Ling sup rsym.mel.ri · generalizations of integrable models 
is a v ry crncial one. The physical m tivalions ar well-known, and even if no 
discr i11cd versi n of super-Riemann surfaces leading to supermatrix models has 
been worked out so far, there is a hope that one can bypass this step assuming as 
fundamental objects the superintegrable hierarchies themselves. 
From a purely mathematical point of view the problem of classifying all i;uper-
symmetric integrable models is quite challenging b cau5e of n w features not pr sent 
in the purely bosonic case. I will just mention here that in Lhc bosoni case the sit-
uation is well-understood. Even if some problems are still opened ( .g. possible 
relations between hierarchies produced in different ways), the general lines are clear: 
one starts with a given affine Lie algebra Q, then an integrable hierarchy can be 
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produced either through hamiltonian reduction [3] or through coset construction. 
This is true both for non-relativistic hierarchies and for Toda models (in the latter 
case two copies of the affine Lie algebra should be taken, one for each chirality). 
On the contrary the situation is different in the supersymmetric case; due to 
some simple argument which will be presented later, it was commonly believed 
[4] that the only affine Lie algebra out of which one could obtain supersymmetric 
integrable hierarchies were the N = 1 affinization of I h sup •rl ,ir. itlg hras admitting 
a presentation in terms of fermionic simple roots only. For that reason only the 
integrable hierarchies obtained from such affine supNalgebras hav bt~<m .OJJsidered 
in the literature. 
In thi s talk I will show that the above argument can be easily overcome and 
that interesting supersymmetric integrable models can be obtained from N = 1 
affinizations of any bosoui Lit. a lgebras, as well as any super-Lie algdm1. (regardlcsi> 
if the simple roo.ts are purely fermioni · or necessari ly HOm • bo~oni si111pl roots a re 
present). With an abuse of languag w can call t.he laLt r supcrsymm •lric integrable 
models either "bosonic" or rcspe Lively 11 mixc..'CI" . "Ferr:nioni " supcrsymmctric i11-
tegrable models are the previously known ones. Therefore "bosonic", "mixed" or 
"fermionic" supersymmetries specify the sort of (affine-Lie algebra) super-Poisson 
bracket structure we have to deal with. In any of these cases the resulting super-
models have ordinary supersymmetric properties. 
The Matrix SuperKP Hierarchies The starting point for a bosonic inte-
grable hierarchy in the AKS framework is a matrix-type Lax operator £ 
£ = :x + J(x) +A (1) 
where J(x) denotes a set of currents valued in the semisimple finite Lie algebra 9. 
They give rise to an affine algebra Q which provides (one of) the Poisson brackets 
structure of the underlying model. A is a constant element in the loop algebra 
(2) 
where >. is a spectral parameter. 
If A has a regularity property, that is if under its adjoint action g can be splitted 
into 
where 
and IC is abelian, while 
Ker( ad,..) 
Im( ad,..) 





then, by a similarity transformation which is uniquely defined and iteratively com-
puted order by order in negative powers of the spectral parameter A, we can diago-
nalize[, f--t £. f, is valued in the Cartan (abelian) subalgebra of Q: 
00 
f, = A+ Ox+ Jaha + L _x.-k Rk,aha (6) 
k=l 
The Cartan coefficients Rk,a are hamiltonian densities, whose integrals are in invo-
lution, for our integrable hierarchy, the Poisson brackets structure being given by 
9. 
For a generic Lie algebra Q there are many possible choices of a regular element 
A corresponding to different hierarchies, but for any Lie algebra at least two choices 
arc always possible: i) A is a sum over the simple positive roots of Q, ii) A is 
given by Alf with fl any given Cartan element of Q. The first choice corresponds 
t.o generalized KdV-type hierarchies (KdV is recovered for s/(2)) while the second 
corresponds to generalized NLS-type hierarchies (standard NLS is obtained from 
s/(2) ). 
lnarni and Kanno [5] proved that, under some restrictions, the above construc-
t.ion can be applied to the supersymmetric case. When dealing with N = 1 super-
syrnrnetry one introduces a superspace parametrized by the bosonic and grassmann 
coordinate) x, 0 respectively and a fermionic derivative 
D = Dx (7) 
SuperKdV-t.ypc hierarchies can be produced from a matrix Lax operator[, just as 
in the bosonic case, while[, is now given by 
(8) 
Here '1i(X) denotes N = I supercurrents-valued on a (super-)Lie algebra whose 
Poisson brackets are the N = 1 affinization of the given (super- )Lie algebra. Since we 
are dealing with generalized KdV hierarchies, A is given by the sum over the simple 
roots. It is already transparent from the above formula that, since D and '1' arc 
fermionic, for consistency A as well must be fermionic, which restricts the possible 
theories to those constructed from the superLie algebras which admit fermionic 
simple roots only. Indeed lnami and Kanno limited themselves to study this case. 
The situation is clearly unsatisfactory, for instance one can ask what happens 
to sup r:>ymmetri NLS-type hierarchies: the regular element A should now be ex-
pressed by A= )..fl (11 in the Cartan) which is necessarily bosonic. The breaking 
of a definite staLislic for th (eventual)[, operator in this case apparently suggests 
that either supersymmetric extensions of NLS-type hierarchies do not exist or that 
these ones cannot be systematically produced via the AKS framework. Both these 
statements prove to be uncorrect. Indeed, by other means, it has been shown [6, 7] 
40.2 
Lli1LI. au in tegrable super-NLS hi erarc:hy cxisLs 1111d mornovPr tli1J.L adrn il,i; as Poi sson 
brarkcts structure: the N = 1 affi11i:1,a.f.io11 of the (bosoni r !) .~ /(2) <tlg ·bra. Moroovf'r 
it has a cosct slru cture w.r.l .. l,h N = I •tffin U( l ) s11h11lgPl ra. T hi s s l. ;1tP11w111 
means that a ll l hc hamiltoni<~ll d nsif.ies wliirh provid<> lhc l.owC'r of ha rni lt.oniaus i11 
involution have vCH1ishi11g Poisson brackC'l.s w.r.l . lhe a.bov<' s11li11lg(!bra. 
At Lhis point we havr Lo 1111<lcrsL11nd if ii, is possihlf' ancl how f,o fit :rn c: li a rt's1 d 1. 
in the Al< S framework . Thi! ingr dicnt.s hav ht> n given i11 [8] : it shou ld he 110(,in :cl 
I.he !l.ppearaucc of l hc sp , tral para.mct<:r >. in A = >.11 . Sin <:<' lhc L<LX operalor £. 
and its di 1.1gona.li;,,atio11 ill" La.urcnt ~erirs in ,\ it. 111 akell sc11 s1• and is i11clccd poss1h lc· 
to int rodu c the nol.l()n of "a.lternal.cd" or "twisted" bosonic: or fcrmio nic di;mirl.t•r 
of power series in ,\ , 
+oo 
F(.>..) = I: .>.. 2k((k + .>.. · </!k) (D) 
k=-00 
is a,n "all.e rnatcd '' fermion (boson) if ~k aro fc: rmicmi whil1· </>k arc hoson ic (a nd 
w nvcrsdy ). "Alterna ted " fermio ns and bosomi lt av Llw s;un<> ri 11g prop1~ rt. i c>1 <ts 
ordin ary bosons and fermions . IL is d ear a t this p )inL that w<· c:an assunir [, lwing Ml 
"al Lc•rnatf'd" f rm ion and no contradiction wi tit s t.at iRtics wi 11 ariS<', for de! ;,1 i Is sec f H]. 
Nolin• th at. Lht! t heories produced out of this fram work M e orcli11ary s1qH·rsym 111!!1.ric 
1.lwori es in spac and t.imc since>. is on ly an auxi liary rararr1<:t1·r. 
Hamiltonian reduction of any Super-WZNW model For what. concerns 
liosonic WZNW models, based on the Lie algebra 9, they arc <'<]llivalent t.o t.wo chiral 
cories .J' ] of the affine 9 algebra 
J 
] ( 10) 
(q is valned in t.hc group G based on 9), satisfying the free equations od motion 
BJ= aJ = o ( 11) 
The so-called abelian (harniltonian) constrained bosonic WZNW model is obtained 
by setting the positive (negative) root component J> (J<) to satisfy 
(12) 
where the sums are over the positive (respectively negative) simple roots of y. 
By inserting the GauB decomposition for g the constrained model is equivalent 
to a Toda field theory [3]. For s/(2) we get the Liouville equation. 
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One could think to repeat the same steps in the N = 1 supersymmetric case as 
well. As before we deal with a superspace, a fermionic derivative D, and fermionic 
supcrcurrents defined as 
with G a supergroup element. 
-iDG · c- 1 
iG-1DG 
The free equations of the unconstrained model are 
DIJ! = DW = 0 
(13) 
(14) 
Since IJ! = IJ!.,.r" is fermionic, r" are the generators of the (super-)Lie algebra Q, 
then IJ!,, have opposite statistics w.r.t. the corresponding generator in g, It fol-
lows that in order to repeat the same steps as before to constrain the theory, we 
need to have a superalgebra admitting fermionic simple roots only. So for instance 
the standard superLiouville equation is recovered from the osp(l 12) algebra which 
admits a single fermionic simple root. Moreover such constraints turn out to be 
:HIJ erconformal and, after ga.ug --fixing, the Dirac's bra, ·k ts provid a :;uper-W a l-
g<·bra (superVirasorn in ase of osp( 1 j2)). For that reMOll IL is ommon ly bcllevecl 
[4] Lhal. c:onstraining supcrWZNW from bosonic algehrM! or ' mix cl" s11pernJ ebras 
l ca~J Lo no n-supersy 11 unckir modeli:; . llere again this llLat m nL prov s wrong. 
We can sec this as follows [9]. Let us introduce a nilpot,enl. 1rassma 11 cliff r nl,ial 
d =def (dz - iBdB)oz + d(} D 
(it ran be easily checked that d2 = 0), we can introduce a Cartan form 
n =def dG · c-1 
which satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation 
where the anticommutator is understood in the Lie-algebraic context. 
It follows that 
n = (dz - iBdB)J + idOIJ! 
with 






As a consequence of the Maurer-Cartan equation satisfied by n the JOI superfields 
a.re not independent, but are constructed from the IJ!" superfields: 
(20) 
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Ld us specialize ourselves to the sl(2) case (the most general case, along the sam<: 
lines, is treated in [10]). We are now in the position to constraint the composite 
supercurrents J 0 as before. Therefore we can set 
J_ = 1 (21) 
which allows us imposing a further gauge-fixing 
lolo=o = 0 (22) 
Despite the fact that the above gauge-fixing is not manifestly supcrsyrnmctric it 
turns out to be indeed superconformal, for details see [9]. 
The above constraint and gauge-fixing can be explicitly solved in terms of the 
component fields entering the W i superfields: Let 
W; = ~;(z) + ()j;(z) (23) 
(here i = 0, ±). In the s/(2) case we are left with 3 fundamental unconstrairH~d 
fields, two fermionic and one bosonic, given by~-,~+ and)+, with spin dimension 
respectively-(!), ~and 2. 
The remaining fields are expressed through these ones. 
Performing the analogous constraint for the second chirality and re<~xpressing ljJ 
through the superfields entering the Gaufi decomposition o fG we ill'e led with a 
superconformal system of equations of motion 
nw- + 2n<1>w- = i, 
nw- = o = nw+; 
j)IJI+ + 2b<1>\{I+ = 1. 






with 1/J,-;[ free fermions and ¢i Liouville field. Such system as it can be checked is 
superconformal due to the nature of our constraints; the supersymmetry is realized 
non-linearly and spontaneously broken. Our system is based on a set of super-
symmetric constraints. A peculiar feature is that the supersymmetric partner of a 
bosonic first class constraint is the second class. When analyzing the Dirac's brack-
ets of the surviving fields we can prove they are equivalent to a Virasoro (spin 2 
field) plus a free b - c system of weight (-!, ~). The superconformal property of 
our model is reflected in the fact that there exists a Sugawara realization of the 
superVirasoro algebra in terms of these fields. 
The fact that bosonic and fermionic fields are decoupled is a peculiar feature 
of the model based on s/(2). It is not shared by more complicated models. In 
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particular there is one which is rather interesting since it is based on the osp(ll4) 
algebra. This is the simplest superalgebra (the only at rank 2, see (11]) which admits 
a decomposition involving a simple fermionic and a simple bosonic root. This case 
is analyzed in [10]. 
Besides the nice mathematical properties of the above construction, the physical 
motivations are also quite important. More on that has been told by D. Sorokin. 
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DYNAMICAL ANALYTICITY IN DUAL FORMULATION OF THE 
HARMONIC-SUPERFIELD GAUGE THEORY 
B.M.Zupnik 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
Abstract 
Analytical harmonic superfields are the basic variables of a, standard har-
monic formalism of SY Ml-theory. We consider an alternative formulation of 
this theory using the unconstrained spinor prepotentials. The correspondin11; 
equations of motion are equivalent to the dynamical analyticity condition in 
the harmonic superspace. 
Harmonic superspace has been introduced for the consistent off-shell description 
of the supersymmetric theories with N = 2, D = 4 supersyrnmetry [l). Analytical 
prepotentials of the SY MJ-theory v++ live in the analytic harmonic supers pace with 
a restricted number of spinor coordinates. The action of this theory is a nonlinear 
functional of the analytic prepotentials [2, 3). 
We shall use the basic notions and notation of Ref[2]. Let us consider the 
harmonic-zero-curvature equation for the harmonic connections v++, 11-- with a 
dimension d = 0 
a~+ A-- - a~-v++ + [V++, A--1 = o 
This equation has the following perturbative solution [3): 
A--(v) = E(-l)"f du1 ... dun V++(~ul) ... v+++(:,un) 
n=l (uu1) ... (unu) 
where the harmonic distributions (utut)- 1 [l] are used . 
The nonlinear equation of motion of SY MJ has the following form [3): 




We use the analyt.ic basis of the superficld gauge theory in the harmonic super-
space with the analytic gauge parameters A. This basis is natural for the description 
of the covariantly nalytic superfields. 
Note that the analyticity conditions of the standard harmonic formalism a,re 
kinematic (off-shell): 
n;v++ = ntv++ = o (4) 
One should use also the conventional constraint for the spinor connection A;; = 
(A;;, A;) [3) [v-- v+1 = v- = n- + A- = n- - n+ A--
' a a 11 a a a (5) 
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Now we shall discuss the alternative (dual) formulation of the SY M,i-theory . 
Let us consider the following representation of the harmonic connection (4]: 
(6) 
where Aa<-»(z,u) are the unconstrained 4-spinor prepotentials a= (o,a). This 
representation solves explicitly Eq(3) but does not quarantees the conservation of 
analyticity. 
The equation (1) in the new A-frame is treated as an integrable equation for 
the function V++(A--) corresponding to a choice of the independent variables (6) . 
Consider a dual in the U(l)-charge solution 
where the new harmonic distributions (u!u:l)-k (4] are introduced. These distribu-
tions satisfy the following relations: 
1 (a++)k-1 •(-k,kJ( ) ( k _ l) ! 1 u U1, U2 (8) 
which are completely analogous to the relations for the standard harmonic distrib-
utions with opposite U(l)-charges (l]. 
Let us write the alternative superfield action of the SY Mf-theory in the A-frame: 
where A.--= D'd Aa<-3 l, 
Consider an arbitrary variation of this functional 
8S = j d12 zduTr [aA.-- v++j = j d12zduTr [0Aa<-3J Dtv++j (10) 
Thus, the action (9) generates a dynamical analyticity equation of SY MJ (4]: 
(11) 
Thus, the nonlinear dynamical equation (3) and the kinematic analyticity of 
the standard harmonic formalism correspond to the linear constraint on the dual 
harmonic-superfield variable A-- and the dynamical zero-curvature equation. Note, 
that the chirality properties and the full set of Bianchi identities for the SY MJ 
tensors W = (b+) 2 A-- and W = (D+) 2 A-- are the consequence of the dynamical 
analyticity and arise only on-shell in the dual formulation. 
The A-frame prepotential possesses the following gauge transformations [4]: 
(12) 
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where a general symmetrical spinor Aabc-•> and an analytic scalar A are the Lie-
algebra valued superfield gauge parameters and RaC-3 l is some spinor differential 
operator. The spinor derivative of 6Aa<-3 l produces the standard gauge transforma-
tion of the harmonic connection 
( 13) 
The A-frame action is invariant under the gauge transformations of new prepo-
tentials 
6AS = J d12 zduTr[v--Av++] = (14) 
- J d12zduTr [A v--v++] = - J d12 zduTr [Ao++ Dt AaC-3 >] = O 
fl shou ld be st.r ss d that. prepotcnt.ial A0 <-3 l of our harmonic fornit1 lism conl.air1R 
a11 in fin it.· numb r ofh armoni c auxiliary fi Ids, t.h p hysical compon ,nt SY M; fields 
ancJ pure gaug degrees of freedom iu contrast with U1e analyt.i prepolen1.ia1 of I.he 
,La11dardharmoni apprm1chwhichhasphysi alandpurcgaugc omp n nLsonly[l ]. 
The physi al sector o( the superfield Dt t1•<- l c011Lains \.lie v ·tor A,.11 , Lhc spinol' 
1/1;'' ~ltt• i11dep 11dent. field-s l.reng!.hs F 0 l1, f'fo&/J ' riJ, J0 fl and the scal ar~ <I>, if>. 
T lw dynami al a 11alyt.i ity ·audition (11 ) is equivalent. Lo I.he r: 1npon ·11 SY M,; 
eq11at io11s of m tio11 . All auxjJ ia.ry fields vanish on-shell and t.b 111.an lard firs\.-ordcr 
cornpo11 ' l'lt. SY MJ equat ions for F', fr J, J A an <l 1/.• arise, too. It. is eviden t,l1at, t.hc 
di ff r ·nt repres nLaLiom; of SY M,f theory iu·e equivalent. on-shell and have id ul.i a l 
ronipon nt solut,i ns fot t he physical fie lds. 
One can consider the intermediate version of the harmonic-superfield action of 
SY MJ which interpolate between the action with the analytic prepotential and the 
dual action (9). Introduce the independent nonanalytic harmonic connection i/++ 
(15) 
The intermediate version of the SY Mf-action has the following form: 
oo Tr [v++(z u ) V++(z u )j 
S(v- ++ Aa(-3)) = "\'"""' J dl2 d d ' 1 "· ' n 
, L_., Z Ut ... Un ( + +) ( +) 
n=2 U1 U1 .. • utu1 
( 16) 
- j d12 zduTr [nt Aa<-3>v++] 
where the dual superfield Aa<-3> is treated as a Lagrange multiplier. This action 
is invariant under the analytical gauge transformations of v++ and A.-- with the 
common analytical parameters. 
The corresponding equations of motion are 
(17) 
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where one should use the analogue of Eq(2) in the left-hand side and 
n+v++ = 0 
a (18) 
One can consider also alternative forms of the interpolating SY M;-action. We 
hope lhat Lh · dual formulations of SY M,f in the harmon.ic s1rperspace will be useful 
for Lhe a11a.lysii; of the r markahl quantum propert.ics of th.is theory. 
The au l.hor is graL ful f, E.A.lva.nov for stimulating d.iscussions. This work 
is purli ally supported by I NTJ\S-grant 91- 2317 and the grant of the Dutch NWO 
organization. 
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QCD-Inspired Potential Model with Modified 
Schwinger-Dyson Equation 
Kh. Ablakulov, T. Z. Nasyrov, N. A. Sarikov 
Institute of Nuclear Physics of Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences 
Ulughbek, 702132, Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
E-mail N asirt@suninp.tashkent.su 
Abstract 
The masses and leptonic decay constants of pseudoscalar mesons and their 
radially excited states are calculated in the framework of QCD-inspired poten-
tial model. It is shown that if the Schwinger-Dyson equation is modified by the 
specially chosen function which dos not change the boundary conditions then 
one can describe on the qualitative level the mass spectrum and leptonic decay 
constants of the ground and radially excited states of pseudoscalar mesons ( 7r, 
7r 1 , K, K', D, D', B, B'). 
The potential approach to the bound states of quarks is originated by the heavy 
quarkonium spectroscopy [l]. Recently, this approach is generalized to the light 
mesons due to a bilocal field formulation of the potential model based on the fol-
lowing QCD-effective action [2]-[4]: 
We~7D = j d4 xd4 y { q(x)G;;-,~(x - y)q(y) 
- ~qp2 (y )i/o1 ( X )[K( X, Y )]a, ,/31 ;02,/32 qp, ( X )i/a,(Y)} (1) 
with the covariant kernel 
K( x, y )a, ,fJ, ;adh = K( zlX)a, ,fJ,;a,,f32 = /io: 1 ,f31 V( z_1_ )8(z · 11) /ia2 ,p2 , (2) 
z/; = z1, -17µ(z · 17), Ii= /µ11µ, z = x - y, X = (x + y)/2. 
Here G;;;~ = (i/µOµ - m 0 )84 (x - y) is the Dirac operator for the quarks with cur-
rent masses m0 = diag(m~, mg, .. ., m~1 ), n1 is the number of flavour, V(z_1_) is the 
effective interquak potential, 17µ is the "time axis of a quantization" (17 2 = 1). In 
the rest frame, 17 = (1, 0, 0, 0), action (1) coincides with the QCD-effective action in 
the Coulomb gauge which used in refs [2]-[5] in order to describe the spontaneous 
breakdown of chiral symmetry. 
The quantum field theory with covariant interaction (2) constructed by means 
of the bilocal fields [6] on the basis of action (1) and the Markov-Yukawa principle 
[7, 8] is called the "QCD-inspired potential model" (for the detailes see ref. [4]). 
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This model is suggested for a unique description of the spectra and interactions of 
mesons at a wide range of energy. 
In the QCD-inspired potential model the constituent quarks (antiquarks) and 
their bound states are described by the coupled Schwinger-Dyson (SD) and Salpeter 
equations with a unique effective potential. 
We used the Coulomb type plus oscillator potential that in the momentum space 
is written as 
4 
V(Jp - qi)== 3" [Vo(Jp - qi)+ Vc(Jp - qJ)] 
1 [ 3 3 41ras ] 
= - (27r) Vofiq8 (p - q) + 2 , 3 Jp-qJ (3) 
where Vo and a 5 are the parameters of the potentials. We note that there exist a du-
ality between nonrelativistic Hamiltonian with linear potential and ultrarelativistic 
Hamiltonian with oscillator potential [9]. 
It is known that SD equation should be renormalised because of the UV-divergen-
ces induced by the Coulomb type interaction. Moreover, oscillator potential overlap-
ping a light quark sector [10] should be modified in order to extend the model to a 
heavy quark. However, in order to find a "realistic" potential by such a modification 
one needs to perform a lot of numerical calculations (usually, the equations of the 
model are solved numerically). 
In order to simplify this task we siggested a modification of the SD cquatio11 
itself 
E(7J) sin c.p(p) = m.O + ~ j (:7rJa V( Jp - qi) sin (p(q) 
I j dq f. (J I) rri . 
-2 (2 )3 l <: p - q I 2 ' 
'Ir ymO +q~ 
l J dq pq E(p) cos c.p(p) = p [I - cxp(-,\p)] + ;- -( )3 V( IP - ql)-coR cp(q) 2 271" ' pq 
I / dq u (I I) pq mo 
-7 --., V(' p -q - ' 
2 . {2rr )· pq /nta2 + ql 
where where p = JpJ, c.p(p) is the solution to the equation, and E(p) is the quark self-
energy. Here pexp(-,\p) is the modification function with a new free parameter,\, 
Obviously that the modification keeps the boundary conditions of primary equation 
1r 
c.p(O) = 2' ( ) 3 . mtl c.p p p~oo arcsm . I , 
yP2 + mo2 
(5) 
which mean a finiteness of the quark self-energy and an asyptotical freedom, respec-
tively. 
The Salpether equation for mesons as well as definition for the leptonic decay 
constants of pseudoscalar mesons ones are given in paper [4]. 
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The solutions to the SD and Salpether equations we obtained numerically by 
means of the Newton method [11]. The input parameters of the model have been 
fixed by using the masses of 7r, 7r 1, K, D, D., B mesons, for which we get the 
following values (4V0 /3) 1/ 3 = 366 MeV, 0: 5 = 0.2, l/>.. = 1331 MeV, m~ = m~ = 4.5 
MeV, m~ = 146 MeV, m~ = 1504 MeV, m~ = 4941 MeV. 
In table 1 the masses and leptonic decay constants of the mesons and their first 
radially excited states are listed. We see that the theoratical estimations are in 
agreement. on a qualitative level with the available experimental data [12]. 
Table I. Masses of pseudoscalar mesons (Mp) and their leptonic decay constants 
(Jp) 
Mesons Mp, MeV fp, MeV 
theor . exp. [12] theor . exp. II2] 
7r 138 138 131 131 
?r' 1300 1300 3.8 
/( 493 493 219 166 
/{' 1417 1460 57 
/) 1869 1869 283 dlO 
[)' 2571 237 




Ii 5278 .'i278 20:1 
Ii' 5921 235 
!JS 5:153 218 
13~ 5981 251 
Ur. 65:!6 :!8{i 
H' r. 7008 338 
To summarize, the QCD-inspired potential model with an adhoc rnodificat.io11 of 
the SD equation gives a unique description of the mass spectra and leptonic decay 
constants of pseudoscalar mesons. The modification has been suggested to simplify 
a search for a "realistic" potential independent on the quark flavours. It. gives a 
correction to a pure SD equation solution in an intermadiate region but does not 
change the boundary conditions. Consequantly, one can found a universal poten-
tial overlaping oscillator and linear potentials which capable of unique description 
of mesons as the quark-antiquark bound states like to positronium in QED. This 
problem is a subject of our future investigations. 
Authors thank the Foundation for Fundamental Investigations of Uzbekistan 
State Committee of Science and Technics (Grant 2/95) for the support of the present 
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ABSTRACT 
We review recent progress in the description and understanding of disoriented 
chiral condensates. Certain important unsolved issues are underlined, and the pre-
liminary results of our program of investigation of these issues in the framework 
of the classical linear sigma model are reported. We also briefly review a formal-
ism which could be useful at the full non-equilibrium quantum field theory level of 
aualysis. 
1 Introduction 
Recently, in order to explain rare events with a deficit or excess of neutral pions 
observed in cosmic ray experiments, there has been increased interest in the conjec-
ture that it might be possible to produce disoriented chiral condensates (DCCs), i.e. 
correlated regions wherein the quark condensate, < OjqLiiRJO >, is chirally rotated 
from its usual orientation in isospin space. 
On the theoretical side there has been great interest (see, e.g., Refs.[1-14]) both 
in the development of technical tools suitable for the description of this new phe-
nomenon, and in the exploration of the possibilities opened by DCCs as probes 
of the structure of chromodynamics, most notably in relation to the chiral phase 
transition. 
The idea that such DC Cs might be produced in high energy collisions at existing 
or planned hadron or heavy-ion accelerators has originated several experimental pro-
posals. In particular, one of us is co-spokesman for a Fermilab experiment[15] looking 
for DCCs in hadron-hadron collisions. In high energy p-p collisions which lead to 
1 Presented by G. Amelino-Camelia 
2Permanent address: Theoretical Physics, University of Oxford, 1 Keble Rd., Oxford, UK 
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a sizeable rnulLiplicii}' of produ d particles, buL noL nc ·essarily wit.h ltigh-p.,. jds 
io t.h final sLate, t.h' Lim ev l11Lion ill quasi-macrosc pi ·, be a.use Lite li adron iza· 
I.ion time can be raLh r lal'gc, 3-5/. Al Lime:; t b for ha<lroniza.Lion, lhc i11iLial 
sl ft.Le partons produc d in a. volume 11111 ·h s111a ller t,l1 a11 a cubic fcrmi, 11Lrea.ni oul.-
ward at cssenLially t.h spcc:d of lighl in all dire f,io11 1:1 oc ·upying the surra. · of a 
sphere of radius l (i n uni Ls Sil ·h I.Ital. Lh :>peed f light is 1 ). Most of I.he ouf,-
goiog en rgy/mo111cnt11m is expcclt~d \.o be co11 entrnted near the light. ue, i.1 .. 
on Lli fireball surfa.c" llowevcr, the interior of f,h: 11reha ll is also au i11tcres i11g 
phce. lf its c-J1 rgy cl ·usiLy is low nough, l~ hc inL rior shou ld look very si milar Lo 
the varnum, wi!.11 an asso iaLed n n a11isliiug quark ondensa.te. ' 1ucc'. Lhe ' l1<irgy 
densiLy from I It i0Lri11sic ·hiral sym.1 1dry brea.ki11g is small[61 17] aud lli • fireball 
s urface isolate:; l.h in t. rio.r rrorn Lite 'XL rior f the Light cone, it is rea..'I011ab l • to 
·ousi<lcr the possibi lit.y LhaL well insid Lhe light-cone t he quark cm<l 11~ <~L . miglt 1. 
lie rhirally rotii.Lcd from ils usual orieut,ation. AL lat· Limes this clisorient.ed va -
uum would r lax back t ordinary va uum, radiating its collediv n1odos, pions. 
Tlte pr ip rLies or I.he radiated pi ns would be strongly affected by Lh • 8 miclassira l, 
c:o herCJll, natur r t.b process; in P• rti ular, one could cx-ped anomalously larg ' 
ev ,nt-by- v 11L nu ·t. uat.ions UI Lhe ral.io or the number of chiU'g cl pions 0 neutr;~I 
pious produ ' cl. Imp rLanUy, assuming- Lhat the event-by-event. <lcvial.io11 of the~ 
q1Ulrk ·onde.11sale from its u:mal ori ntation be random, one find [l -4, lfi,.17] that 
Lh dis t,ribution P(!) f the neutral fraction 
J= N"" _ N,,a 
- N.,,u + N,,-t + N,.-- - N101 ' (l) 
is given by 
(2) 
at; large Nt11I· Most 11otably, Uris implies tha.t. for "D c pi ns'' t.he r>roba.biliLy or 
fiuding extreme values of J is very differeuL from ordin.;i.ry pion produ Liou (wLi ·h 
is given by a binomial dislributio11) 1 in wh i h Lhe flu Luat.ions arc expected lo lw 
peaked at J = 1/3 and fall xpo11e11tially away from th peak. Recent cxperirnc11ta l 
0 s arches[l5] are larg,ly based on lhe sLrucL11r of Eq.(2). 
2 Description at the Classical Level 
Since Lhe DCC is essentially a classic;d pion field, the des ription of it.s spacc>.-1,im 
evo.lulion is most nat urally cl -ribed using classi ·al or semiclassical techniques. Th , 
0(11) a -model is typically used as a mod I of liromo<lynamics in DCC studies. Th, 
u-modcl is simpl enough to be treatable, has the orrecL chiral symmetry prop rt.ies 
and describes th low en rgy phenomenology or p.ions. The laf,tra.ngian of' th (linear) 
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a -model is (in the chiral limit m,,. = 0) 
(3) 
/\ rneauingful a-model description can start at some small proper time, of or-
der 0.2-0.3f, near the light cone, when the collective coordinates a and 7r become 
rc+vanl[IO, 18]. At this early proper time the distribution of the chiral field 
<I>= u + ii.i, (4) 
cau be ex peeled to be noisy, but with <<I>>= 0. 
/\s proper time increases the field <I> rolls into a minimum with <1>+<1> = J;, and 
during t.his "rolling phase" the pion mass is imaginary, leading to unstable growth 
of t.hc Goldstone rnodes[3, 10]. Since, as mentioned in the Introduction, the energy 
density from the intrinsic chiral symmetry breaking is small[6, 17], and the fireball 
surface isolates I.he interior from the exterior of the light cone, it is reasonable to 
<'X!H~d I.hat t.he interior of the light cone ends up in a disoriented vacuum. 
/\1. late times one such region of disoriented vacuum with a given isospin orien-
t.al.ion would relax back l.o ordinary vacuum< <I>>=< u>= f", radiating pions wit.h 
1.IJ(' sam<' isospi 11 oric11t.at.ion. 
111 modeling these stages of evolutio11, the chiral limit can be safely taken as 
long as I.he proper time is small compared to m; 1 , while at. times of order l-2m; 1 
t.hc pic;11 mass can 110 longer be ncglec:t.ed and one should[lO] decompose the DC<: 
field into physical-pion 11or111al modes and let. t.hcrn propagate out. t.o infinity as fre<' 
stat.cs. 
It is also rca..~onablc 1.o expect. t.hat. approximal.io11s based 011 I.he repl;u:<,111<·111. of 
t.hc full linear u-modcl (:!) hy the simpler nonlinear a-model 
with u 2 + i 2 = r; , {'i) 
could be reliably used at times late enough that the chiral field has already rolled 
into a minimum with <1>+<1>::::u2 + i 2 =J;. 
Actually the entire picture of DCC evolution given above can be implemented 
(although, at least at early times, the quantitative aspects are not accurately evalu-
ated) within the nonlinear u-model in the framework of the set of classical solutions 
identified by Anselm[l] and others[4, 17], which have the form 
(6) 
where VL and Vn are constant but otherwise arbitrary matrices[!], and () is such 
that 
O(J = 0 . (7) 
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In particular, by taking Vi= VR and using the following solution of (7) 
7r 2T + r - t 
- E> ( 2T + r - t) E> ( t - r) 
4 r O(r) = 
7r 2T - r - t 
- 4 r E>(2T-r-t)E>(t+r), (8) 
where E> is the step function, one can describe several stages of the evolul.ion of a11 
ideal spherically symmetric DCC formed at the collision center. For t S: 2T t.he 
DCC field described by (8) expands at the speed of light (mimicking the "rolling 
phase" of the DCC evolution). For 2T S: t S: 4T the DCC ficl<l keeps expanding h111. 
the true vacuum starts breaking into the interior of the light cone. For l :;::: '1'/' I.he 
true vacuum is everywhere apart from a bump of DCC field propagating outward. 
The final stage of evolution, the one in which the classical DCC field radial.cs pions, 
cannot be reproduced within (8); it requires, as stated above, taking into accounl. 
the nonvanishing pion mass. 
There are two more aspects of the simple solution (8) which arc worth 1~rnphasiz­
ing. First we notice that (8) is a solution of (7) in presence of a DCC source 1.crrn 011 
the light cone at small times; such a source term is a straightforward way 1.o mimic 
the unstable growth of t.he Goldstone modes associated with the "rolling phas<"', 
and could be also useful in more detailed analyses. [Note that. t.aking Vi,= Vn is very 
important, since otherwise the source term on the light-cone will not vanish at. large 
t.im<~s.] A second aspect of (8) which could be instructive for other devclopmcnt.s is 
t.he dominant role played by the Minkowski geometry. This remark also gives us a 
cha11cc t.o st.ale our belief t.hat geometry should play a central role in DCC physics, 
and t.herdore the invest.igat.ion of the possibility of DCC formation in hadron-hadron 
collisions should proceed differently from the corresponding heavy-ion case. 
Going back to t.he study of the space-time evolution of the DCC, Jct us now 
rn11sidcr the full linear u-model, which is necessary for a description starting at 
<'arly proper times. A good starting point is the generalization to the linear u-model 
of 1.he solut.ions (6)-(7) of t.hc nonlinear u-model. One finds solutions of the form[l3] 
(9) 
with 0 and p such that 
O(} = 0, Op - p(8µ0) 2 + Ap(p2 - f;) = 0. (10) 
The equation for p is not easy to handle analytically, but progress can be achieved 
via numerical techniques. 
We are presently using numerical and analytic techniques in a study of the space-
time evolution of DCCs within the linear u-model (3). The simulations start from 
a given configuration for the pion/sigma fields at an initial proper time, and we 
observe the dynamics of the transition to the ordered broken symmetry phase as 
the system expands. We plan to study different types of initial conditions, with the 
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c:hirnl field starting either from the top or from the brim of the "Mexican hat" and 
with various assignments for the initial velocities in the i and a directions . One of 
tl1c issues that we are interested in investigating is the possibility of correlations in 
tlw evolution of two (or more) pieces of DCC in different regions of the !ego plot. IL 
would be interesting to check whether these pieces of DCC "attract" or "repel", and 
whether 1.he presence of DCC in one region of the !ego plot stimulates production 
in neighhoring regions. Ultimately, we hope to create simulations realistic enough 
1.o be used in the interpretation of hadron-hadron experimental results relevant for 
1.he DCC, but at. present our research program is still in its preliminary stages. We 
have started by invPstigat.ing the linear a-model evolution of a spherically symmet-
ric: DCC formed at the collision center, and observed that, as expected[?, 10], the 
evolution proceeds through the same stages of the simple nonlinear a-model solu-
t.io11 associated with (8); however, also depending on the initial conditions, we find 
some evidence of a possible secondary wave front resulting from implosion of tlw 
t.nw vacuum as ii. occupies the interior region of the fireball. Such a secondary wave 
could in principle be very important for experimental purposes, but much more nu-
1ncrical work is needed to check whether in fact it can be expected to occur. Other 
preliminary results concern simulations of scenarios with two pieces of DCC and, 
for certain initial conditions, they indicate that the evolution of one piece of DCC 
is substantially affected by the presence of the other piece. Also for this effect much 
more numerical work is needed in order to establish its significance for experimental 
purposes. Our analytic and numerical work is also aimed at describing, within the 
proper framework of Minkowskian geometry, the way a piece of DCC affects the 
<'Volution of another piece of DCC by acting as a source. 
3 Quantum Field Theory 
The expression in quantum terms of the ideas discussed classically in the previous 
sect.ion is most natural in the framework of coherent states or squeezed states. We 
refer the reader to Refs.[8, 9, 16, 17] for analyses within these formalisms . Here 
we will briefly review a formalism which could be useful in investigating whether 
such quantum states an~ actually created as a consequence of the relevant non-
equilibrium quantum dynamics. We are not aware of much progress in the direction 
of exploiting this formalism in the investigation of DCCs, at least in association 
with hadron-hadron collisions3 , but a few conceptual points can be made even before 
actual calculations. 
One can describe a physical system via its density matrix p, p = e-{JH /(tr e-f3H), 
and average values of observables 0 are determined by the density matrix: < O > 
3 Related studies have been reported in Refs ,[11, 14]; however, the formalism there adopted 
was somewhat different. In particular, the Liouville-vonNeumann equation (which in this section 
will arise only after a suitable approximation) was taken as a starting point. Moreover, as a 
result of the assumptions made about the geometry of the problem, previous DCC analyses using 
non-equilibrium quantum field theory are more relevant to the case of heavy-ion collisions. 
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= trpO. In equilibrium physics the density matrix is time-independent; in general, 
however, the density matrix is time-dependent, and the task of non-equilibrium 
quantum field theory is to study the time evolution of p. Non-equilibrium quantum 
physics is a vast subject, and there is no canonical approach to its investigation. 
Usually the approach is suggested by the specifics of the physical system that one 
wants to describe. We review an approach[21, 22] which has proven useful in early 
universe cosmology[23], and might be also useful in the investigation of DCCs. This 
approach is set up in the framework of the field theoretic Schrodinger picture, which 
is particularly suitable to time-dependent problems that require an initial condition 
for a specific solution. The (functional) density matrix is given by a superposition 
of wave functionals 
(11) 
n 
were { ll!n} is a complete set of wave functionals, and Pn is the probability (Ln Pn = 1) 
that the system is in the state IJ!n. In general the IJ!n's and the Pn's are tirne-
dependent. 
In equilibrium the dynamics is time-translation invariant and energy is conserved. 
Then the complete set of wave functionals {llln} can be chosen to be the set of the 
(time-dependent) energy eigenstates, while the Pn's are time-independent and are 
gi v .II uy Uw auonical Doltzman11 di tr ibution , ,,,, = i:. - {JR,,/(2=,. t!-PBn), where En 
is ll11! 11 rgy •igcrnvalu of the stat. \]) 11 • T he t.imc evolu tion of U1 corresponding 
<lc·nsity mal.rix is Lrivial : it r ·mains con st.ant in tim because the Pn 'sand the Wn \JI~ 's 
;u· 1·onsta11t (N.B. tlt Lim d 1» ncl nee of th w .. >s is just. a phas ). 
F r 11on- quilihriu111 physics I.he Lime evolution of the density matrix is instead 
nontrivial. In fact, it might not be possible to choose the ll!n 's as energy eigenstates, 
and the Pn 's need not be Boltzmann factors and can change in time. Under the as-
sumption that the time dependence of the llln 's be determined by a time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation, the density matrix p satisfies the following differential equa-
tion 
In order for Eq.(12) to describe a well defined initial value problem for the tim1~ 
evolution of p, it is necessary to give the form of H and a model for dpn/dt. 
One important simplification is allowed when the evolution of interest is entropy-
conserving; in fact, in this case one can work with time independent Pn 's, which 
indeed can be shown[21] to correspond to entropy-conserving time evolution. In 
these hypotheses Eq.(12) takes the form of the quantum Liouville-vonNeumann 
equation with time dependent Hamiltonian 
d: = i[p,H]. (13) 
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While the investigation of the Liouville-vonNeumann equation is still extremely diffi-
cult., it. is certainly remarkably simpler than the original Eq.(12). [We are not aware 
of any fruitful investigations of Eq.(12).] It is therefore quite crucial to establish 
whc!.licr t.he assumption of entropy-conserving evolution (time independent Pn 's) is 
j11st.ificd in the study of DCCs. In the baked Alaska scenario for the formation of 
DCC in hadron -hadron collisions that has been here considered it appears that the 
assumption of entropy-conserving evolution could be quite accurate; in fact, the 
interior of t.hc fireball is a rather "peaceful" place. Instead, in the case of heavy-
io11 collisions t.hc relevant time scales are such that the formation of DCCs might 
be· affect.eel by non-entropy-conserving stages of the evolution of the quark-gluon 
plas1nit. 
Even whe11 it. is safe to assume that the time evolution is entropy-conserving, and 
t IJ('rdore t.he Liouville-vonNeumann equation can be meaningfully taken as a start-
ing poinl., for nontrivial Ilarniltonians, such as the ones relevant for DCC physics, 
progr<'ss requires further approximations. Interestingly, one can obtain approximate 
solt1t.ions 11sing t.he observat.ion[21, 22] that the Liouville-vonNeumann equation can 
IH' dcriwd liy varying a11 act.ionlikc quantity within a variational principle intro-
d11cccl by Balia11 and Vencroni[21]. An approximate application of the variational 
p1incipk. wit.Ii a. rest.ric:t.cd variat.io11al ansalz, leads to approximate equal.ions for 
t.lt<' d<'11sit.y mat.rix. 
4 Outlook 
Tlw r<'r<•11I. i11nc·asc·d i11t.c·rc·st in DCC physic: has lead t.o s11bst.ant.ial progr<'ss, lrnt 
much work is st.ill 11<'C'dcd. The ('hallcngc is quite strong for bot.Ii t.lworist.s, who must 
find their way t.lirough t.I}(' complicat.c•d models involved and provide cxpcrirnc~nt.alists 
wil.h a reasonable (qua11t.it.at.ivc!) pict.urc of what. to look for, a11d cxpcri11ll'11t . ali .~ts. 
who must disentangle lllC' (possibly faint.) DCC signal from subsl.ant.ial backgrounds . 
We are confident that our program of numerical and analyt.ic:al invc~stigat ion of 
the linear a-model will soon lead t.o simulations realistic enough t.o h<' us<'d in t lw 
interpretation of hadron-hadron experimental results relevant for t lw DCC. 
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Radially excited pions in a simple nonlocal N JL model 
M.K. Volkov (JINR, Dubna) and C. Weiss (Ruhr-University, Bochurn) 
The study of radial excitations of light mesons is currently of great interest. in 
hadronic physics. During the next years, facilities at CEBAF and IHEP (Protvino) 
are going to provide improved experimental information, e.g., on the 7r 1 mc!son. The! 
7r 1 is thought to have mass of"' 1.3 GeV. However, recent results suggest that the 
mass of the 7r 1 may be below 1 Ge V [l]. 
The theoretical description of radially excited mesons poses some interesting 
challenges. From the point of view of effective meson theories, the introduction of 
the excited degrees of freedom should not spoil the low-energy theorems for pions 
which are a consequence of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and PCAC. In 
other words, the pion field must decouple from the "hard" degrees of freedom in 
the chiral limit in order to describe a Goldstone boson. This requirement restricts 
the form of the interaction of the newly introduced fields for excited states with the 
usual pion field. 
At quark level, the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry and PCAC are 
concisely described by the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model, which employs a local four 
quark interaction [2, 3]. The bosonization of this model and the momentum expa11-
sion of the resulting fermion determinant reproduce the Lagrangian of the linear 
sigma model, which embodies the physics of soft pions. The NJL model also affords 
a reasonable description of the massive vector mesons. 
When xL uding tl1e N.J L model to des ribe rad ial cxcitatio11s of mesons, it. is 
0 11 (' has t,o inlro<lu<;e some degree of uon-local ity i11 the four quark i 11 -
Tlii 11011-localiLy has two r la.Led aspects. Firs.i , it. makes possib lP Lli<' 
oc<:urr n of x ited states "orthogonal" to the ground state. Second, iL 11rovi lcs ;1 
form fa. tor i11 Llt m .son-·quark- antiquark interaction for the ground slate! rne~o11 as 
well. Thus, it seems impossible to introduce excited states without, to some extent, 
modifying the successful results of the usual NJL model. 
Many non-local generalizations of the NJL model have been proposed, using 
either instantaneous [4, 5] or covariant-euclidean [6] effective quark interactions. 
While reproducing the properties of pions as following from dynamical chiral sym-
metry breaking, these momentum-dependent interactions allow for considerable lee-
way in the description of excited states. In this type of schemes the main technical 
advantage of the NJL model is lost, namely the gap equation is solved by a constant 
constituent quark mass. A very interesting method of describing the excited meson 
states in the effective quark model was also proposed in [8]. It would be desirable to 
have a model on hand which would allow one to include excited states while keeping 
a constant quark mass. 
In this paper, we present a simple extension of the usual NJL model, which de-
scribes radial excitations of 7r- and a-mesons with a minimum number of additional 
parameters. In particular, the gap equation of the NJL model remains unchanged. 
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By rnorncntum cxpansion we obtain the effective Lagrangian of the 7r- 7r 1 system 
which , a.ft.er diagonalization, describes the decoupling of the pion in the chiral limit 
and tlw var1ishing of the 7r 1 leptonic decay constant, as expected on general grounds. 
For rinit.c cmrcnt. quark masses, modifications of pion properties due to the presence 
of the c~ xcit.ed degrees of freedom are seen to be small. Within this approach we 
cval 11;1t.c the rr' dccay c:onstant as a function of the 7r 1 mass. 
In I.he usual NJL model, the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is de-
scribed by a loc:al (current-current) effective quark interaction. This model is defined 
by the act.ion 
SN1dv',, 1/J] 
so 
S0 + S;nt, j d1x{;(x) (if) - m 0) 1/;(x) 
~ j d1x [j 11 (x)j 11 (x) + j;(x)j~(x)] 






This 1nodt·I Ciill IH' hosonizcd by introducing sc:alar and pseudoscalar meson fields 
in I.lie standard way. Sincc the interact.ion eq.(3) is of currcnt. · current. form, the 
hoso11ization can he acliie\l('d through /om/ m(~son riclds. This property is of grc;il. 
prac:1.ic:al importance in extracting thc physical content. of this model. It ensures that. 
t.he resulting dfcd.iv1• meson theory, which is obtained by int.egrat.ing over t.hc quark 
fields, is for111ul;it.1·d in tc•nns of local meson fields. By expanding in t.he 11tmdw1 of 
derivatives of these lo< ;iJ meson fields, one derives an effect.iv<~ 111eson Litgrn11gii111. 
which concisely su111niarizes all low energy information contained in I.his model. 
The effective meson Lagrangian derived from t.hc N.JL model describes only 
ground -st.ate mesons, i.r.., it. does not. include radial excitations. To includP <'X-
cited st.ates in this picture, one has to use effective quark interact.ions with a finite 
ran,~e. In general, such interactions require bi local meson fields for boso11izat io11. :\ 
simple possibility which avoids this complication is the use of a separable i11teraclio11 
which is still of current --current form, eq.(3), but which allows for form fact.ors i11 
Lht~ definition of the interacting quark currents, eq.('1), 
Sint,sep ~ t (j~k)2(x) + j~k)2(x)) , 
k=I 
(5) 
j d4x1 j d4x2 tf;(x1)F;~(x; X1, x2)1/J(x2). (6) 
Here, F~~)( x; x1 , x 2 ) ( k = 1, ... n) denote a set of form factors, the precise form of 
which will be specified below. Upon bosonization, eq.(6) leads to an action 
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14 14 - [ 0 Ssep d X1 d X2 1/;(xi) (if)x 2 - m )6(x1 - x2) 
+ 1 d4 x t (a-k(x)FJkl(x;x1,x2) + 1rk(x)F;kl(x;x1,x2))] ·0(x2 ) 
k=I 
1 n 
-ld4 x I: (a-z(x) + 1r~(x)). 29 k=I (7) 
This action describes a system of local meson fields, a-k(x), 7rk(x), interad.ing with 
the quarks through form factors. 
We define the form factors of eq.(6) in the momentum representation. Due 1.o 
translational invariance, 
(kl 1d4P1 d4q ·[1 , F"·"(x) = (2rr)4 (2rr)4 cxpz 2(1 + q). (x - xi)+ 
(8) 
Here, q and P denote, respectively, the relative and total momentum of the quark 
antiquark pair. We choose the form factor to depend only on the part of the relative 
momentum transverse to the total momentum, 
p . q 
ql. = q- -- p p2 (9) 
Eq.(9) is t.hc covariant gcncralillation of the condition of instantaneity of the in-
1.erad.ion in the rest frame of the meson, i.e., the frame in which P = (Po, 0, 0, 0). 
This ensures t.he absence of spurious (relative-time) excitations and allows one to 
interpret the resulting on · shell meson amplitudes as ordinary 3-dimensional bound 
stat.e amplitudes in the rest frame 1 [10]. This choice leads to a consistent description 
of excited states. In particular, it allows one to use the concept of a 3- dimensional 
"excited state" wave function when modelling the form factors. 
Our aim is to construct a generalized NJL model for scalar (O+) and pseudoscalar 
(o-) mesons. We therefore choose form factors F~kj of the form 
FJkl(qJ.jP) 
F;!l(ql.jP) 
J(kl(qi) 1 + f~k)(qi) q , 
J(kl(qihs Ta + J~k)(qi)rsJ? Ta · 
(10) 
(11) 
In the usual NJL model, the first term in the RHS of eqs.(10), (11) corresponds to 
the standard sigma and rr vertices, while the second term is known as the induced 
1 In bilocal field theory, this requirement is usually stated in the form of the so-called Markov-
Yukawa condition of covariant instanteneity of the bound state amplitude [5]. An interaction of 
the form eq.(9) automatically leads to bound state amplitudes satisfying this condition. 
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vector ;u1d axi a l Vf:ctor component. We note that the most general form factor could 
i11clmlc also the structures{!;._, Qg;._ or /s{l;._, / sQ{l;._, respectively, which describe 
hound st.a t.cs with the orbita l angular momentum L = 1. We shall not consider 
l.l 1CS(' ('() l! I J)Oll ClllS here. 
T \i(• f11 11 f.ions .f( k) , Jf,k) in cqs.(10, l I) are scala r func Lions of k1 a.nd P2 wh idJ 
w1· dr fi 1H' fu r 1.lw rnse wlwrc P = (Po ,0,0,0) a11d kl = k 2 • l•or simpli ity, we li rs1, 
n msid <'1' the si 111plcsL 01.11£' wi t.houL ve tor couplings, J~k) = O; l.h r I or vcr l,or 
c011pli11gs will h - invcs Ligalt:d suhscqucntly. We want Lo d .scrib · th ground 11 11 (\ 
(l rsL cx c: il.<~d sLal.e:; of Lhc mesons and hoosc Lbe form fact.on; as 
0(A; - k 2 ) x { }(k) 
J(k) a+ bk2 = c(l + dk2 ). 
(1 2) 
(13) 
Note that. ford< 0 eq.(13) has the form of an excited state wave function with one 
radial mode. 
We now construct the effective Lagrangian describing 7r and 7r 1 mesons 
.c = -~jd4x(a-;+7r~+a-~+7rD-
2g 
i Ne tr log[ if! - m 0 + a-1 + i/sTa7rf + (a-2 + i/sTa7r;)J ]. (14) 
Here N r. is the colour number (Ne = 3). In the usual mean- field approximation, the 
vacuum of the meson action, eq.(14), is determined by the set of equations (7r; = 0) 
{)[, 1 ~k I ~ 
-i Ne tr Aa (27r)4 f - mD + a-1 + aif(k) - g = 0, ( 15) lia-1 
fi£ 
-iN tr 1 d4k J(k) - a-2 
8a2 e 11 3 (27r) 4 f - m0 + a-1 + aif(k) g = 0. (16) 
(Here, we haw~ omitted the trivial dependence of a-1 , a-2 on the external meson mo-
mentum.) In general, the solution of eqs .(15), (16) would have cr2 -:f- 0, in this case 
the quark mass becomes momentum-dependent . However, if we choose the form 
factor, f(k), such that 
I f . 1 d4 k f(k) I = -iNc -( )4 2 k2 = 0, Aa 27r m - (17) 
eqs .(15) and (16) admit a solution with constant quark mass, i.e., with cr2 = 0 and 
cr 1 - m
0 = -m. In this case, eq.(15) reduces to the usual gap equation of the NJL 
model, 
-8ml1 1 d4 k 1 -SmiNc -( )4 k2 2 = Aa 27r - m m 0 -m g (18) 
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Obviously, the condition, eq.(17), fixes the parameter din eq.(13), for given values 
of /\3 and m. Eq.(17) expresses the orthogonality of the a 2-variation to the usual 
NJL vacuum a1 = canst .. In the following, we will consider the vacuum as defined 
by eqs.(17) and (18). 
We now construct the effective Lagrangian describing the 7r - 7f 1 system. Expand-
ing the action to quadratic order in the fields 7r1,2, 
£ = j d~p I: £(n) 
(27r )4 n~2 ' £(
2l = ~ f, 7ri(p)Ki;(p)7r;(p) 
1,3=1 
( 19) 
we obtain in leading order momentum expansion 
(20) 
where 
Z1 412, Z2 = 41{1, 
m2 Z}1(-8J1 +g-1) = 
mo 
1 Z1gm ' 
m2 
2 z:;1(-8I{f + g-1), 
I 4!{. (21) 
Here, In, I~ and J~f denote the usual loop integrals arising in the momentum ex-
pansion of the NJL quark determinant, but now without, one or two form factors J 
in the numerator (cf. eq.(17)), 
Jf .. f = -i Ne { d4k J(k) .. j(k) 
n JA, (27r)4 (m2 - k2)n. (22) 
TLc evaluation of thes i11tcgrals wit.b ii 3- djmensiouaJ cutoff is dis ·usse in r L[9). 
Nol, lhat a mixing between the 71"1 and 'lr2- fields occ;urs only i11 Lhe kineLic (p2 ) 
le't'ms of eq.(19) , but not in t.h . mass terms. This is a. dire I. cons ·quen e of the 
orthogonality · ndilion, q.(17), which ensures thal the quark loop with ne form 
fa Lor lias no p2- ind pendent part.. This "softness" of the 11' 1- 11"2 mixing ha,<; I.he 
import., 111. consequence that for p2 -+ 0 the 7r1- fie ld decouples. 
TJ1 · 1 1asse:i o.f the physical 'Tr and 7f' 1 states are found as zeros of the def,errninar11. 
of r<, ,(p2), 
Expanding over m~ ex ( m 0 ) 2 , one finds 
m~ (1 - r 2 ) + O(mt), 





ll e>rc I'= ~t1 ./Z17'2 . 
Th1111, for m0 --+ 0 the Lag rangian eq.(19) d scribes a ma.~s l ess Goldston pi n, 
while li te rr ' remains massiv . (H re a11d in I.It following, when dis ussing the 
dc>pc11dc11 ce ol q11<t11titics 011 lhe curr at quark mass, rn.0 , w k-cp the ·ousf.ilu nl, 
quark 111 ass fixed and assume th coup.ling consLanL, g, to be clt ang d in accorda11 · 
wi 1.lt rn 1l, suc:h Lil a. I. I.h e gap equation , q.(1.8) , r ma.ins fulfill ed exact.ly. !11 this way, 
i,h(• 1001) integrals a11d cq.( 17) remain unaffocled hy cha.ng or 111'! c11rrcnt quark 
mass.) 
After transformation of the pion fields 
rr =ff (/Zi rr1 + ~ rr2), rr' =JI; r (-/Zi rr1 + ~ rr2), (26) 
t.hc Lagrangian £!2) can he rewritten in the form 
1 2+ 2 2+ 2 
.c<2) = -[( 2 _ m1 m2) 7r2 ( 2 _ mt m2) ,2 _ 
2 p 2(1+f) + p 2(1-f) 7r 
m~ - m~ , 
- 7r7r l Jo - f2) , (27) 
Th<' Lagrangian (26) can he diagonalized by the additional transformation of I.he 
pion fiPlds 
7r = 7r sin n - 7r1 cos a, rr' = -rr cos er - rr' sin a. 
J\s a result, WP oht.ain t.he final form for the Lagrangian c<2> 




m!,;r• = 2(l ~ f2) [m~ + m~ ~ V(m? - m~)2 + (2m 1m21')2] . (:lO) 
Expanding over m~ ex (m0 )2, one finds (compare with (24) and (25)) -
m~ 
" 
the mixing angle er is obtained as 






We can now evaluate the weak decay constants of the 7r and if-1• They a.re ddincd 
through the matrix element of the divergence of the axial current between nwso11 





By using the usual local quark weak current of the NJL model for the axial current. 
operator, the decay constants are given by the divergent loop integrals. Taking into 
account the transformations (26) and (28) of the pion fields, we obtain 
f;r = m fl (sin a Vf+Y'+cosa v'f=f'), 
f;, = m fl (sin a v'f=f' - cos a Vf+f') . 
Expanding over m~ ex ( m 0 ) 2 , one finds 
Sill Q' 
/1 + r 1 
= v-2- + O(m1), 
cos(\' R+o(m~) 
f;r = mfi; + O(m~), 






Th• fn is very close lo he value following from lhe 'oldhergcr-Trciman i<lr11t,ity, 
a.nd iL <:oincid<>s wit.h one for the case m0 = 0. On t.lte oth •r hand, t h 11"1 decay 
ro11st.anl, vanish(~ in th chiral limit (m0 ) 2 ,...., m~-+ 0, as exp~ led. 
111 summary, the Lagran ian eq.(19) illuslral,es in a compa t way the two possible 
ways in which t.hc a>riR! current is con,5 'TV d for vanishing quark mass. BoLh matrix 
clr1 11<mt.s of 8,,A'' qs.(3'1) and (35), must. vai1ish for m0 = 0. The pion matrix 
dement., eq.(34), do · so as m~ -• 0, wit.hf re maining finit.e whi le for th ex ·it.eel 
pion nrn.l rix cl m •nl the opposite o urs, f;. -t 0 wil,h m,;:. finite. W remark I.hat 
this behaviour has previously be n s •n in more claborat.e models describing chiral 
symm try breaking by non-lo a.I interactions 11, 11 ]. 
W can now estimate f ;• in this model. We Lake a constituent qua.rk mass of 
m = 300 MeY and fix the cutoff at A3 = 6Tl MeV by fitting th physical pion 
d ay constant /ii= 93MeV in Lhe ch.ital limit, as in the usual NJL mod 1 without 
ex iLed sLates. Using U1es paramet rs we obtain for the quark cond nsat th 
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standard value< ijq >o= -(254 MeV) 3 , and g = 9.1 Gev-2 , m 0 = 5 MeV. Let 
us also give the values of the integrals I/. .. f (see (22)). 
Ii= 0.15 m 2,I{ = O,I{1 =0.038 m 2 c2 , 
12 = 0.024,If = 0.0055 c, If 1 = 0.0075 c2 , I'= 0.41. 
LFrom eq.(17) we find d = -4.06 GeV- 2 and then calculate c, using eq. (21). 
( 42) 
Let us consider the value of the m,;:1 = 1300 MeV [12]. In this case, we obtain 
m1 = 142MeV, m2 = 1180MeV, c = 1.41, a= 57.4°, 
f;r = 92.9MeV, f,;:1 = 0.5MeV. (43) 
We can see that ttw modifications of f ;r due to the excited states turn out to be very 
small. The ratios f;./ f;r are of the same order as the ones found in models with 
bilocal interactions [11] . 
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